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The later developments of Mendelian analysis have

been in the main an attempt to elucidate the scope and

nature of segregation. Mendel proved the existence of

characters determined by integral or unit factors. Their

integrity is maintained by segregation, the capacity,

namely, to separate unimpaired after combination with

their opposites. Our first aim has been to discover spe-

cifically what characters behave in this way, whether

there is any limit to the scope of segregation, or any

characters or classes of characters which are determined

by elements unablo to seiiregate simply. The second ob-

ject has l)oon to dccido the time and place in the various

life-cycles at wliidi .st'-rc-ation occurs. It is with the

latter problem that I i)ropose to deal more particularly

in this lecture, but a brief consideration of the range of

characters, subject to segregation, is appropriate.

1. The Scope of Segregation

Of the classes of features l)y which animals and plants

are distingmshed, most have now been shown to be de-

pendent'On segregable elements. It is perhaps notice-

able that we have no quite clear proof that the factors

governing differences in number, meristic characters in

the strict sense, commonly behave so simply as those

determining other cliaracteristics. There are examples

of parts repeated in srri.->. >ucli :i> tlie .'xtra toe of the
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fowl (a dominant) and the leaf of the monophyllous
strawberry with a single leaflet (a recessive) which have
a factorial inheritance, but the resulting terms, especially
the heterozygotes, are indefinite. In the polydactylous
fowl, for example, the heterozygote has a great variety
of shapes. The hind toe is most often represented by
two sub-equal digits, but the duplicity may be so slight
as to appear externally only as a division of the nail. It

may also assume another very different form, in which
there is only a single many-jointed digit representing
the usual pair. In the monophyllous strawberry the
homozygous recessive, whether before or after imme-
diate extraction from the heterozygote, shows fluctua-
tions to a 2- or 3-leaved condition.^ Such fluctuations are
common among forms distinguished by meristic pecul-
iarities. There are not the uniformity and simplicity
which are such striking features of variations in color
and many other substantive characteristics. The evi-
dence as to meristic differences is, how^ever, still scanty,
and it is too soon to decide what importance should be
attached to this preliminary impression.
With more confidence we recognize that merely quanti-

tative differences seldom, if ever, have a perfectly simple
inlieritance. There are two obvious interpretations: (1)
tliat the factors do not usually segregate clean; (2) that
the tiiifiiIxT of factors involved is so large that their
'tlVct-^ nic masked. Adequate discussion of these two
P<->MlMliti(.s could only be given at considerable length.
On the whole, I incline to the former alternative, but the
material for a decision scarcely exists as yet. Certain
example, should be noticed in which, though the most ob-
Mon. diflVrentiatinu- feature (,uantitati ve, the under-
i^';'- J'l'^^i"l"^'i''>l dl^tiH.-tiuM uuu-v prnhably to be

'" 'i"<'l'tJtti'' «' lactm. liriuht in certain
l'i;iiit> i> ;i --(Mxl iHii.-trntion. It i> ostensibly a (luantita-

>ut in various cases, c.f/., peas and sweet peas,
are aUo a diu ker green. The dwarf of Cam-
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pamila persicifoJia, e^^pednWy (;il)()iit iiidit'- lii-ln. :i

plant so strikingly different fn.in tlio tyi..- (

L* ;! Icrt

high), that it is sold as a speeies, 'T. mli^l,,." Tlic

leaves of the dwarf are an intense, dark .urei'ii. 'V\\\<

variety is, of course, a recessive and segregate- without

interaiediates, yet, if the qualitative distinctions wcic

less evident it might easily be classed as a \ ai'iety m
quantity. But tlie critical distinction is certainly quali-

tative and the great difference in size is consetjuential.

Though in such cases segregation is complete, it may
almost be said to he cliaracteristic of jmrely quantitative

distinctions that one or other of the original parental

types fails to reappear in its extreme form after a cross.

So usual is this feature in ciuantitative segregation tliat

the phenomenon must have special significance.

Another fact is beginning to emerge which tnu>t con-

tribute to the shaping of a conception of the physio-

logical nature of segregation. We liav<' \v\\v\\\ that

groups or complexes of factors nia\ -c-rcuatc wliole.

To such a complex the distinction in sex is due. l>ul in cer-

tain cases it may break up. The occuri-em-e of a large

spur in fertile hens (Legliorns for instance) nuist be re-

garded as due to the absence of that part of the sex-com-

plex wiiich in tlie normal inhil)its the growinu" of tlie

spur. In ord.inar\' fowls the whole inliil)itina' uron]> i-e-

mains on the female -idc. hut the -i)ur-inhil)itiim .Icnu-ut

can evidently separate from the rest. On the other

hand, when in the cocks ot' certain bi'ced- (a- occa-i(tn-
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The presence of the characteristically masculine comb

and wattles in the male Sebright which is otherwise

henny, shows that another factor similarly detachable

governs their development.

To the breaking up of large compound factors the pro-

duction of intermediate t>^es, such as occur among the

color-varieties of plants, is in all likelihood due. The

sweet pea and the snapdragon have now an innumerable

series of such color-forms which may be represented as

having arisen by the disintegration of the various antho-

cyanins. That, at least, is the simplest way in which

their origin can be conceived.

To the final result many qualifying elements contrib-

ute, and these may naturally be separate entities. But

change in the amount of the same coloring material, and

diminution in the mere extent of its distribution, are

common features of these graduated series. As the cul-

tural development of the species progresses, more and

more of these quantitative intermediates appear, and are

selected until a practically continuous series is produced.

Although the interrelations of the whole series can be

represented by a factorial scheme, the assumption that

each of these factors had an aboriginal individuality ap-

pears gratuitous. In AnlirrMnum, for instance, the

ordinary self-colored flower segregates as a single unit

from the white. But there are ''Delila" forms having

the ''face" colored and the "throat" white. Another

variety has the "lip" colored and the peripheral parts

white and to this again there is an almost exact counter-

part in which the peripheral areas are colored and the

lip nearly white, and between these again there are fur-

t1ier intergrades. Apart from factors modifying its

ijuality, the color of the whole corolla, segregating as a

single entity from the white, would without hesitation be

rei)resented as depending on a single factor. Subse-

quent experience that tlii> entity cmu break up into an
indefinite number of fi-nctioii- not evidence that the

original representation \va> wrong. Tliis reasoning ap-

plies to a great range of phenomena.
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In view of the chromosome theory of Hnkage, it is

therefore worth remarking that we do not find linkage

especially frequent among these fractional factors.

Have they, then, been distributed among different chro-

mosomes? If in Antirrhimim, the color of the face and

of the throat were lately parts of a-single factor for the

total flower-color, would not linkage betw^een them be ex-

pected? Nevertheless, in cases of this sort, so far as I

know, linkages have not been found with any special

frequency.

The segregation of a group of differences—and pre-

sumably factors—in combination has lately been shown

by Renner^ to occur with extraordinary frequency in the

CEnotheras, and this peculiarity is without doubt at the

bottom of the difficulties which have beset the genetic

analysis of these plants. The complexes are in several

forms or species not borne equally by the two sexes of

the same plant, and most of them are unable to exist in

the homozygous state. These discoveries greatly eluci-

date the (Enothera problem. For instance, not only CEn.

lamarckiana, but biennis, muricata, and others also, are

not homozygous types, but heterozygotes of a special

kind. Consequently, the production by them of ''mu-

tants" is not capable of the simple interpretation

originally applied to them by de Vries. Eenner sug-

gests that the mutants arise owing to some interchange

between the complexes which at present we can not in-

vestigate, but whatever be the exact manner of their

origin we can not regard them as genuine examples- of

the production of novel forms by a homozygous type.

Before leaving this part of the subject, we may notice

that the supposition that segregation is concerned solely

with characters of a superficial or trivial nature lias l)een

long ago disproved. Baur's Antirrhiniuii.-. tlif -tndy of

which was continued by Lotsy, were an excellent denion-

sti'ation to the contrary, for they provided many illustra-

tions of x'uroaation in features, the "specific value" of

which no >ystciuati>t WiUild question. If further evi-
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dence were needed, it may be found in the fine series of

experiments lately published by Heribert-Nilsson" in

Salix, which, contrary to the belief long ago entertained

by Wichura, show that, when Fo families are raised in

adequate numbers, very striking segregation occurs in

the species-crosses. Many geneticists are inclined to the

view that segregable characters should be pictured as

implanted on an irreducible base which is outside the

scope of segregation, but no means have yet been devised

for testing the reality of this conception.

2. The Moment of Segregation

The next question is to determine when in the various

life-cycles segregation can occur. Obviously it is a phe-

nomenon of cell-division. If we knew nothing of the

genetics of plants we might confidently adopt the view

which Morgan has so successfully developed, that nor-

mal segregation and redistribution happen exclusively

in the process of reduction. Though unconvinced, I can

not deny that linkage and crossing-over may well be

represented provisionally, as effected during synapsis.

The scheme previously offered by Punnett and myself

as a diagrammatic plan capable of representing these

phenomena is certainly far less attractive. There is evi-

dence that in certain plants, e.g., Matthiola, the composi-

tion of the families derived,from single pods shows very

great and perhaps irregular fluctuations, and the normal
ratios for those families is only found by taking the

average of many, but no sufficient statistical examination

of such cases has yet been made. In some suitable case

estimations of the offspring derived from individual

antliers miuiit be of value in tliis connection. Renner,
by ('.\;iininiii,u' the stai'chcs of tln' pollen grains in

(Knotlu'i-as, has lately made \ i>iltlc tliat dimorphism, of

wiiicli we had. prcx ioii-l \ uviictir i-i-oof, and perhaps this

novel and ^Irikin- ul.MM-vat i..n miu'hfbe used for the

purpose of niappiim- the di-trihutioii of such a character

6 Lund's "Uuivt'rsitets Arsskrift, N.F.," Avd. 2, Vol. 14, November 28,

1918.
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among the pollen grains. Meanwhile, it must be granted

that no indication that gametic linkage results from

somatic differentiation has yet been obtained.

When, however, we examine the view that linkage of

factors is a consequence of their association in a chromo-

some, we must observe that there is no body of evidence

that the number of linkage-systems agrees with that of

the chromosomes, a primary postulate of Morgan's

theory. Drosopkila is the only example which has been

adequately investigated. The cytological appearances

are not readily consistent with the other postulate of

Morgan's case, that crossing-over is effected by anasto-

mosis of chromosomes and exchange of materials be-

tween them. In our present ignorance of the physical

nature of the factors we are not obliged to assume that

an actual transference of material is an essential condi-

tion for an exchange of properties; but since Morgan's

suggestion is made in that form we are bound to notice

how difficult it is to interpret the visible phenomena of

cytology in accordance with that hypothesis. Without

personal familiarity with etiology no one can have a

confident opinion. I observe, however, that in his most

recent publication on these subjects, E. B. Wilson" gives

a very emphatic "counsel of caution," remarking that

writers on genetics have taken too much for granted,

and that for the present the genetic development of the

chromosome theory has far outrun the c5i;ological. To

a la>Tnan the visible appearance of chromosomes is

scarcely suggestive of the prodigious; material hetero-

geneity demanded, and the general eoui -c of c \ t.tlouical

evidence seems to indicate that the rolr of tiir fliromo-

somes is passive rather than active. TlKniuh -howing

features of regularity, they are eajnihlc of xcrv wide

variations without transgressing the limits of \ iahility,

which could scarcely be the case were every detail in

their organization critical. Tlie api-cai aiice of chromo-

somes is not to me Hi-uotivi' of >ti iii,uv^ of beads of ex-

treme heterogeneity. l)ut ratlu'i- of straii(l> of s^me more
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or less homogeneous substance ; and in so far as numer-

ical and geometrical order is exhibited by them, it would,

in my opinion, be more proper to compare this regular-

ity with that seen, for example, in drying mud or in the

formation of prisms of basalt, than to attribute to it a

more fundamental meaning.

Lea^dng these speculative considerations, and limiting

our inquirj" to the concrete question, at what moment in

the cycle does genetic segregation occur, we reach a per-

fectly definite answer: that whatever future research

may decide as to the occurrence of segregation in ani-

mals—which, for aught we know, may always be effected

at the reduction division—there is no such limitation in

plants. We are now thoroughly familiar with a large

group of examples in which the genetic properties of the

male and female cells of the same plant are quite differ-

ent. In these, at all events, the reduction-division can

not be the moment of the segregation by which these

characters are distributed.

The first case detected was in Matthiola, where Miss

Saunders' results proved that in the double-throwing

singles the pollen carries exclusively doubleness, the eggs

being mixed, some single and some double. A similar

condition was shown to exist in regard to the cream and

white plastids, respectively, the pollen grains bearing ex-

clusively cream. De Vries observed a comparable ar-

rangement among the CEnotheras, and Eenner has lately

shown that the phenomenon is widely spread in that

group, thereby providing a consistent interpretation of

much that was formerly obscure in the genetic behavior

of these plants. In Campanula carpatica Miss Pellew

proved that the pollen grains of the hermaphrodite form
called pelvifonnis carry exclusively femaleness, and

preponderantly white flower-color (the plant being

heterozygous for blue). The case of Petunia investi-

gated by Miss Saunders® is somewhat peculiar in

the fact that in the heterozygous singles the male side

carries the dominant singleness only, since in those in-

sjour. Gen., Vol. 1, p. 57 (1910).
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stances to which the conception of ({(uiiiuniicc mii l»c ap-

plied, it is the male which commonly carrier tliu i-e-

cessive. Segregation of these charact(i> ran Udt in

plants so organized be supposed to take place hUer than

the constitution of the male and female organs, and

therefore the reduction division can not be the one crit-

ical moment. The suggestion has been made tliat geiTQ-

cells of the missing kinds may be in reality formed and

perish before reaching a functional stage. As regards

the (Enotheras, where shriveled pollen grains abound,

this conjecture is very plausible and probably correct;

but wdien, as in the other cases here quoted, the pollen

grains are uniformly sound, the hypothesis is inap-

plicable and without evidential support. Moreover, even

if it were true that certain classes of germ-e(^lls ]HM-isli in

one or other of the sexes, that would liar<lly aUcvintc

the difficulty, for this differential via])ility would ivinain

to be accounted for, being itself a phciKniifiioii of >t"o ro-

gation.

Begonia Dafisii^ is anotliei- curious illii>ti-atiiiii in

which segregation must occni- even ('aiTicr. Tlii- ]ilant

is a wild, true-breeding six-cics. with oi-ditiary niiuie

flowers. All the pollen grains, howcxcr. caiT> doubh'-

ness, and used on the female tlowcrs of doulilo ,uive off-

spring all double (single being the dominant). The

pollen of this plant is as uniform and perfect as that of

any species I have ever seen. We must therefore con-

elude that the segregation by which singleness separates

from doubleness is effected not later than tlie formation

of the rudiments of the male and female flowers. Cyto-

logical investigation may no doubt show that the distinc-

tions between the genetic properties of the male and

female are associated with vi>ih]c iiiiclcai- diffcr.'iices.

but I see no reason for anticipating that ^ndi ditTcn-nees

must exist. (Vlls whi.-h differ in their -enetie poten-

tialities must of coni-se (liffei- in pliy-i.'al constitution,

but there i> no ivaxui to Hippox. that tlii^ difference

need be in any \va\- de]>endent on chronioxune structure.

9 Jour. Gen., VIII, 1919, p. 199.
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As regards Campanula carpatica " pelviformis" and

Begonia Davisii, experiment has shown that the peculiar

kind of segregation which the^^ exhibit may recur in

their offspring. In the Begonia, if the female of Davisii

be fertilized with pollen of an ordinary double tuberous

Begonia, the doubleness so introduced stays on the male

side jusi as the doubleness of its own male does, and a

plant so bred has its pollen all double. But if the male

of Davisii be used on the female of an ordinary single,

there is no restriction of doubleness to either sex of the

offspring. The peculiarity of Davisii must therefore be

attributed to the special properties of its female side.

The Campanula case is complex and has not yet been

fully explored, but at least from the female side of pelvi-

formis plants have been raised which retain the proper-

ties of the mother as regards the distribution of the

white and blue colors.

"We have at the John Innes Institution been lately in-

vestigating a similar case in flax, which, though compar-

able, has some special features. A dwarf flax {Linum

usitatissimum) of unknown origin, presumably a stray

seedling of one of the varieties grown for oil, was fer-

tilized with pollen from our tall tiber strain. Both par-

ents breed true to the fully hermaphrodite condition, with

anthers perfectly formed, and the Fj plants were normal

in this respect. F2 consisted of hermaphrodites, and a

recessive form with aborted anthers, generally conta-

bescent and not dehiscing at all, but having occasionally

a few grains of good pollen. The ratio was a normal 3 : 1.

The recessive, having occasional grains of pollen, self-

fertilized, gave similar plants with anthers wholly or

almost wholly aborted. The normal F2 hermaphrodites

gave in F-j families which showed that some of the F2

plants were pure normals, others heterozygous in the

ordinary way. But when the recessives were fertilized

with pollen from three several varieties of tall fiber flax,

only recessives were produced. These tall flaxes there-

fore are normally heterozygous for the recessive or "sub-

female" condition, and this in segregation is perman-
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ently releii-ated to tlic innlc >\(\v of the plant, wliile the-

female side tako the lici-tnapliroditt' ra<'t(>r. Segrega-

tion in re.uai'd to the -aiiic rccc^-iNc may take place in

one of two ways. It may he iiHildfcrdl, as it is when in

heterozygous association with the female of the tall

flaxes, or it may be amhilateral and unrestricted to

either sex when it is in association with the female of

the oil flax. We must infer that the female halves of

the two types differ in some critical respect which decides

the manner of the segregation.

Unilaterality may also show itself as a difference in

the closeness of linkage on the two sex-sides of the same

plant, and no doubt this fact may have a bearing on the

interpretation of the foregoing cases. The late K. P.

Gregory discovered the first case of this, in Primula

sineMsis. He found that the linkage between magenta

color and short style was- closer in the eggs than in the

pollen. Eecent work on a larger scale has given 10.9:

1

as the female linkage and 6.4 : 1 for the pollen. A sim-

ilar difference has been also found for the linkage be-

tween green stigma and "reddish" stem (as opposed

to dark red), the value being 29.8:1 for the eggs and

41.7:1 for the pollen. In both examjtU's, individual

families show wide fluctuations, and tliex.' vahies >lioiihl

for the present be regarded as approximate only. What-

ever be their meaning, they show tliat some segregation

has occurred in the t'oimation of the two sets of sexual

organs, such that the |)rocess of uametic differentiation

is not the same in both.

Besides these examples of differentiation Ijetween the

male and female sides, there are others proving that

segregation may occur at other stages in somatic devel-

opment. The most obvious examph's ar(^ the variegated

plants. I have discussed this suhjcct el-ewhei-e in con-

nection with reversible periclinni '•diima ra-" of wiiite

over green which produce shoots having the white in-

ch )se<l with tlie green.^*' To these must now be added

the ca^es in which the plants arising from adventitious

10 Jour. Gen., Vol. 7, p. 93 (1919).
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buds differ from the plants wliicli produce them. I have

described one of these examples in Bouvardia. The

pinkish white ''Bridesmaid" gives the red-flowered

''Hogarth" from its root-cuttings. Three similar oc-

currences have been found in fancy Pelargoniums. The

root-cuttings of a white-flowered variety, "Pearl," give

a red-flowered form very like "Mme. Thibaut." "Mrs.

Gordon," which is a full rose-pink, with whitish edges,

gives from its root-cuttings flowers in which the two

posterior petals are marked with dark red, not unlike the

variety "Cardiff." A more striking case is that of

"Escot," which gives from its roots plants with bright

pinkish red marks, those of the original being purplish

red. The most curious feature of this case lies in the

increased size both of the plant and the flowers coming

from the roots, and it is scarcely possible to see the

petals of "Escot," which are characteristically rolled

back, side by side with those of the root-form, which are

not only larger, but also flat, without surmising that this

rolling back is an expression of the greater size of the

larger petal contained within the smaller, causing a want

of correlation between the growth of the inner and outer

tissues.

Buckling or crumpling of leaves through want of cor-

relation was a conspicuous feature of some of Winkler's

"graft-hybrids," made from Solanum nigrum and 8.

lycopersicum, when the larger tomato was inclosed

within the smaller species. We have had a precisely

similar example in a salmon-fringed Pelargonium bred

by Mr. Jarman, of Chard. The leaves are obviously

buckled, the petals are laciniated, and the female parts

aborted, though the anthers are perfect. This male and

deformed flower is ].r()])tT to tlie outer tissues only; for

on two occasions tlic plants have produced shoots with

large flat leaves and normal liermaphrodite flowers with

their petals entire. Obviously, this normal plant was
inclosed within a skin of the fringed type.

In all these examples, a somatic segregation has oc-

curred which determines the genetic potentialities. The
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interpretation that they are pcricHiidJ cliiiiiaTas is ])r()b-

ably correct for the most part. The fr'mucd l'rhir(i()uh()i>

is obviously of this nature. Nevertheless, tlie lad tliat

a root-cutting consistently produces a certain type of

plant which is not the original does not prove that the

distribution, is periclinal. Another possibility is well

illustrated by the case of a variegated Spiraea ulmifolia,

having the stem, petioles, and (basal) centers of the

leaves without chlorophyll.^^ The growing point has

the power of laying down green tissue in the lateral

areas only, the internodal regions being albinotic. Root-

cuttings from this form give albino plants which die

after the development of two or three small leaves. Now
in this case we can see the distribution of the green and

white, respectively, and we recognize that the roots give

albino plants because they belong wholly to the albinotic

area. On similar lines it is possible to interpret the

Bouvardia and other cases. The distribution of the two

types in the same plant may be such that one is limited

to the root and internodes, while the other is in the nodal

structures.

That considerations of this kind are not fantastical is

proved by the genet ical phenomena seen in the case of

''rogues" in culinary peas, which Miss Pellew and I

have been investigating for a number of years. The

rogue is a peculiar, wild-looking plant, differing in

various ways from the type, chiefly in having pointed

leaflets. Crosses between it and the type give plants

which in their lower parts are intermediate, though turn-

ing into rogues as the\ develop. 'l^Iie -elf- fertilized off-

spring of rogues and al-o .>t tlie>e 1-', i>lant> are always

rogues, and evident Iv ilic t \ i>e (-har;icter> introduced
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from the type parent are left behind in the lower parts.

Such a case may perhaps be compared with the condition

seen in the variegated Spircea, and we may fairly con-

jecture that, if it were possible to raise root-cuttings

from the peas, they would produce types.

A more gradual exclusion of the type-elements in the

lower parts is seen in certain intermediates. Thes^ may
scarcely differ from types in the lower parts, though

changing to rogues, sometimes abruptly, sometimes

gradually, as the series of flowering nodes is developed.

Eeciprocal crosses between the successive flowers of such

plants and the flowers of types has shown that, together

with the gradational change in the somatic structures,

there is also a gradational change in the proportion of

gametes bearing the rogue and type characters respec-

tively. This proportion and the rapidity of the change

differ on the male and female sides. Of the egg cells

ill the lower flowers, up to about the tenth flowering node,

rather more than 50 per cent, carry the type-characters

—or at least the non-pointed leaflets—but above this

level the proportion of types declines. Of the pollen in

the lowest two flowers only about 20 per cent, is type-

bearing and the proportion diminishes rapidly in each

successive flower above the level.

In all the examples given hitherto the segregation is

in diploid tissues, but a comparable phenomenon has
been proved by Collins to occur in the haploid axis of a

moss (Fiinaria). In a dioecious moss, as the Marchals
have shown, sex-segregation occurs at spore-formation,

the division in which reduction is effected. This, of

course, agrees with cytological expectation, though, so

far as I know, the details have not been observed. But
from the leaves of mosses placed in nutrient fluids new
plants may be raised without great difiiculty, and Collins

found that the (perigonial) leaves surrounding the male
organ thus propagated, produce exclusively male axos.^^

He has since raised similar cultures from the (peri-

ls jo«r. Gen., Vol. 8, p. 145 (1918-19).
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cliaetial) leaves surrounding the female organ, and, as

related in his recent paper (Genetics of Sex in Funaria

hygrometer), from them monoecious plants resulted. The

proof is thus complete that in a haploid tissue a segre-

gation of sex can occur.

The inference may be drawn that the factors for other

characters may similarly be liable to segregate in the

haploid state. In this connection I may mention a case

which, though as yet obscure, perhaps fulfils this expecta-

tion. In botanic gardens a variegated maidenhair fern

{Adiantum capillus-Veneris) is grown which has wedges

of white tissue irregularly distributed in the segments.

This plant produces spores freely,'^ and these give rise

to prothallia which in several cultures raised here have

always been entirely green. But when ferns arise from

these green prothallia by the sexual iii-occss tlioy are of

three kinds, green, white, and x aricualcd like the parent

plants. The fact that the protluillia should ho all green

is entirely unexpected and creates a di-tlnct i^roblem,

but it is e^ddent that segregation must occur cither in

some of the cell-divisions by which the prothallia pro-

liferate, or in those by which the gametes are t'onned; in

either case in haploid tissue. This segregation is essen-

tially different from that by which the differentiation of

organs, such as the archegonia and antheridia, is accom-

plished, inasmuch as it relates to elements determining

the characters of the next generation.

From the evidence given it is clear that in a wide view

of living things segregation can not be exclusively a

property of the reduct ioii-di\ision. and for the ])rcsciit

it should be regarde<l a> a |>o>>i]Mlity which may occur

at any division in the lifecycle.
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In the pre-bacteriologic era physicians were quite gen-

erally of the opinion that heredity played a large part in

resistance or susceptibility to tuberculosis. Following

Koch's demonstration of the part played by the BacUlus

tuberculosis in the etiology of the disease it was recog-

nized that the hereditary influences might be only ap-

parent ; the disease being established in any family there

was evidently an immeasurably increased chance of inter-

familial infection; and as a consequence of this uncer-

tainty of interpretation it has become quite customary- to

regard hereditary influences, properly considered, as a

negligible factor.

Pearson^' 2 and Goring^ compared the correlation be-

tween parent and offspring, in incidence of the disease,

with that between husband and wife. The effects of un-

favorable conditions and the chances of infection might
be about as great in one ease as in the other, while

heredity would be a connnon factor only in the first case.

Pearson dealt with upper class families of which one

member was being treated in a certain sanitarium. The
correlation between parent and offspring came out about

.50, in the usual scale, in which 1.00 is perfect correla-

1 Pearson, Karl, 1907, "A First Stu.ly of the S;t;itisti<'s of Puln.onarv
Tuberculosis." Dulau & Co., Lon.lon. i.>(i

2 Pearson, Karl, 1912, " TuVkm-cuIum^. ll, , . .li-y Knvironnicnt.

"

Dulau & Co., London. 46 pages.

3 Goring, Charles, 1909, "On the rnhci irnii. r of tlu> DiMthosos of Phthisis

and Insanity." Dulau & Co., London. pages.
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tioii, after making certain assumptions in regard to the

frequency of the disease in the whole population, and

making allowance for the age of the children, many of

whom had not reached the age of greatest danger. This

correlation is about the same as that between parent and

offspring in characters such as height, weight, eye color,

etc., which are largely or wholly dctiTmiiKMl by heredity.

The correlation between husband niul wif.' was oidy .24

and even much of this, the author fouiul rrason for at-

tributing to assortative marriage.

Goring 's study was made with the families of British

convicts. He also found a correlation of about .50 be-

tween parent and offspring but no correlation (—.01)

between husband and wife. The only assumption that

had to be made in this case was a correction for the age

of the children.

We are acquainted with no experimental work bearing

on this question.

Material

The present paper describes the results of experiments

on certain inbred and crossbred stocks of guinea pigs.

All of the animals used were a by-product of experiments

on the effects of inbreeding which have been carried on

by the Bureau of Animal Industry of the U. S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture since 1906. One of the authors

(Wright) has been in charge of these experiments since

1915. A detailed report on the results is soon to be pub-

lished. A brief summary will suffice here.

Twenty-three families of guinea pigs were maintained

for a number of years by mating exclusively brother

with sister among the descendants of tw^enty-three orig-

inal pairs. In sixteen cases (including families 2 and 1^^

of those tested for resistance to tuberculosis) both of the

original parents came from a stock which had already

been maintained for twelve years without the infusion of

fresh blood, by the Experiment Station of the Bureau of

Animal Industry. In the remaining families, including

families 32, 35 and 39, the original females came from
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the above mentioned stock, while the original males were

purchased from a local dealer.

In 1911 a number of animals were selected from the

stock of the Experiment Station to start a control ex-

periment. The mating of even second cousins has been

avoided in this stock, which has been called Experiment B.

Eighteen of the inbred families were still on hand in

1916, having then on the average about eleven genera-

tions of brother-sister matings back of them. At this

time most of the families were disposed of in order to

make room for cross-breeding experiments and to obtain

larger numbers from the five families which it was de-

cided to retain. These families, numbers 2, 13, 32, 35

and 39, are the ones which have been tested for resist-

ance to tuberculosis. They were retained in part because

they already occupied many pens, but largely because of

the possession of contrasting characteristics in size, fer-

tility and coat pattern. Each of these families is at

present very homogeneous in heredity. Family 2 is de-

scended wholly from one mating in the sixth generation

of inbreeding. Families 13, 32, 35 and 39 come from

single matings in the seventh, eleventh, twelfth and

eighth generations respectively.

The total number of animals involved in the experi-

ment on inbreeding and cross-breeding has been about

30,000.

The Effects of Inbreeding on Vigor

It is noteworthy that there has been no very obvious

decline in vigor, although the families are now on the

average in the fourteenth generation of brother-sister

mating and one of the most vigorous (No. 35) has

reached the tweiit y-lirst generation.

There has, however, V)een some decline in vigor in all

respects which have been studied. The decline is most
marked in fertility, including both frequency and size of

Utters. It has been so great in this respect that it

would have to be recognized even though the decline in



other respects were assumed to be due wholly to less

favorable environmental conditions.

That there has been a real genetic decline in the inbred

stock in all elements of vigor is shown by comparison

with the control stock B, which has been superior in ever>^

respect. Still better evidence has been obtained by com-

parison of the inbreds with the young from crosses be-

tween the different families raised at the same time and

under the same conditions.

The Effects of Crossing

In interpreting the effects of crossing, the character-

istics which depend on the hereditarj^ make-up of the

young must be distinguished from those which depend on

the dam or sire. In studying these questions, inbred

females have been mated with inbred males of another

family (experiment CO) and with crossbred males (ex-

periment CA ) . Crossbred females have been mated with

brothers (experiment CI), unrelated crossbred males

(experiment CC) and inbred males of an unrelated fam-

ily (experiment AC).
Size of litter appears to depend wholly on the dam.

There is little or no improvement in the experiments in

which the dam is inbred (CO, CA). There is, however,

a marked increase, 10-30 per cent, depending on condi-

tions, in the litters produced bv crossbred females {CI,

CC, AC).

The record of an experiment in frequency of litters

depends on the age of maturity as well as on the regu-

larity thereafter. Males mature considerably later than

females, so that the age of maturity of the male is the

controlling factor in this respect in matings, made as in

the present experiments, between immature animals.

The frequency of litters after maturity appears to de-

pend largely on the dam. There is no improvement in

the record of the first cross (CO) over the inbreds. There

is, however, marked improvement in the other experi-

ments in which either the sire or dam or both are cross-
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bred. Crossbred males mature earlier and the cross-

bred females have litters more regularly than inbreds.

The percentage of the young born alive depends almost

wholly on the dam. There is little or no improvement in

experiments CO and CA, but an increase of 6 to 8 per

cent, where the dam is crossbred. The percentage which

are raised to 33 days of age of the young born alive de-

pends both on the dam and on the heredity of the young.

There is a marked increase, 9 to 12 per cent., in all of the

crossbreeding experiments mentioned above.

Somewhat similarly, birthweight depends largely on

the dam, while the gains between birth and 33 days de-

pend to a considerable extent, though far from wholly,

on the heredity of the young. Guinea pigs become inde-

pendent of the dam at a very early age. There is an in-

crease of 2 or 3 per cent, in experiments CO and CA, but

one of about 7 to 10 per cent, where the dam as well as

the young are crossbred. In the gain between birth and
33 days, there is an improvement of about 16 per cent, in

the first cross, which is somewhat increased in the young
produced by crossbred dams. There is an increase of

15 to 20 per cent, in the adult weight in the first cross

(CO). This is maintained in the young produced by
matings of unrelated cro^sbreds (CC), but half of it is

lost where the parents, though crossbred, are brother

and sister (07). The influence of the dam does not ap-

pear to extend to the adult weight.

A loss in the improvement brought about by the cross-

ing becomes apparent in the second generation of in-

breeding following a cross (experiment (72) in those

cases in which it is not apparent in the first generation.

Comparison of Different Families

A comparison of the different inbred families with
each other has revealed persistent differences in color,

pattern, tendency toward polydactylism, tendency toward
production of monsters, mortality among the young,
weight and both elements of fertility. It was found that
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the differences in these respects coukl not he ini( i i)i i i.mI

merely as differences in general vigor. A igor f the

average in one respect was as likely as not to be found

associated with a subnormal record in another respect,

the correlation between the records of the families in two

respects coming out in most cases substantially zero.

Examples of these family differences will be brought out

later in connection with the effects of inoculation w^ith

tuberculosis.

Explanation of the Eesults of Inbkeeding and Crossing

These results haraionize well, on the whole, with those

found by other investigators. It is believed that they can

be explained as consequences of the current theory of

heredity without recourse to the rather mystical ideals

wdiich once prevailed in regard to inbreeding. There

appear to be independently inherited factors which af-

fect frequency and size of litter, ability to bear the young

successfully, vitality and growth as well as for color,

pattern and the other characters in which the families

differ. There seem to be surprisingly few factors which

act on all of these characteristics. The concept, hered-

itary vigor, thus becomes merely an expression for the

sum of a number of independently inherited qualities

and not an entity.

The factors w^hich cause reduced vigor in any respect

appear to be in general recessive. The primary effect

of inbreeding is to render homozygous a random group

of the factors present in the original stock. Some combi-

nation of factors, good, bad and indifferent, thus be-

comes fixed in each inbred line. As the recessive factors,

tending toward lack of vigor, are as likely to become

fixed as the dominant ones there is on the average a de-

cline in vigor in each respect. Moreover, owing to the

likelihood that many factors for vigor wall be linked

genetically with factors causing weakness, it is to be ex-

pected that vigor in all respects will be found in very few

lines, even where there is careful selection. In the pres-
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ent case, there was very little conscious selection but a

considerable amount of natural selection was, of course,

unavoidable.

On crossing two inbred lines, each, as a rule, supplies

some of the dominant factors lacking in the other, with

the consequence that there is increased vigor in so far as

the character in question depends on the heredity of the

animal itself. In the next generation if brother-sister

matings are made, there should be a decline as compared
with the first generation in characters which depend
wholly on the animal itself. The decline from this cause

may, however, be balanced or more than balanced by the

improvement due to the influence of the crossbred dam.

Experiments on Resistance to Tubeeculosis

Since April, 1919, all surplus individuals in five inbred

families (2, 13, 32, 35 and 39) and a random selection

from certain crossbreeding experiments {CO, CA, AC,
and B) have been shipped from Washington to Phila-

delphia to be tested for resistance to tuberculosis. The
animals were shipped in lots of 30 to 60 every two or

three weeks. They were from 5 to 8 weeks old at the

time of shipping. They usually arrived in good condi-

tion but with some loss in weight. The first two lots

were not tested because of heavy mortality before inocu-

lation due to feed conditions. Lot 6 was not tested be-

cause of heavy mortality due to excessive heat during
shipment. Data on the shipment and inoculation are pre-

sented in Table I. The deaths within 15 days after in-

oculation are probably not attributable to tuberculosis and
are not considered in the later work. The experiments
were considered closed when all but two or three of the

animals had died. The last column gives the number of

days after iiiocnlation at this timo. T\w next to the last

(•..luillll Uivr. th.' (l:i> l.> XNhicll :.() prl- (..nt. nf IIimm' which

tliat the few hurvivor^ of the experiment died on thi day
following that given in the last column.
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The cultures used were of the human type of tuber-

culosis with the exception of lot 3 in which the type was

bovine.

TABLE I

1

1
1

1 I
h
r

June 2, 1919 1/10 n.g. culture 07.8 intrap...

4 June 4
1

7 lluly 17

July 3.' "
1/5

II

405

1/5 " DO
8 1" 30

j

10
1

" '

28 Oct. 24 "

~,

the

same clay. The results are so similar, in spite of the

ditit'erences in the age and weight of the animals, that

they can be dealt with satisfactorily as one experiment.

Lots 10 to 14 were all given the same inoculation on Oc-

tober 24 and 25 and can also be dealt with as one experi-

ment. The same quantity of the culture, inoculated

intraperitoneally in lots 7 to 9, was inoculated subcu-

taneously in lots 10 to 14, with the consequence that the

average length of life was much greater in the latter

group of lots. Lots 3, 4, and 5 were inoculated separately

with different cultures or different amounts of the same

culture. The numbers in each case are rather small for

separate treatment. The mortality curves for lots 4 and

5 are not, however, very different. That for lot 3 can be

made similar by multiplying the days of survival after

inoculation by .'I ."). These' three lots hnvo been combined

in this way foi' L'()nii)aris<ni with the lati-r and more satis-
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Sex as a Factor in Resistance

In attempting to analyze the difference in the length

of life following inoculation, we will consider first a num-

ber of possible factors other than heredity. It will be

convenient to start with sex. Chart 1 shows the per-

i

\

C//A RT

centage of the males and females alive at the beginning

of each day in lots 10 to 14, starting with 100 per cent, on

the fifteenth day after inoculation. The males have some
advantage in lots 10-14, but it is too small to be of more
than doubtful significance. In lots 3 to 9, moreover, the

two mortality curves keep crossing each other in such a

way as to indicate that sex makes no appreciable differ-

ence in resistance.

The Age of the Dam as a Factor

Some rather dubious indications of a relation between

age of mother and susceptibility of the offspring to tuber-

culosis were found by Pearson among human beings.
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The guinea pigs in lots 10-14 were divided into two
groups, those containing at least 25 per cent, of the blood

of family 35 and the remainder. Each of these groups
was classified by birth rank with results given in Table II.

TABLE II

These figures suggest an increase in resistance of the

young born in litters up to the third and a decline in re-

sistance in young born of aged dams. They must be con-

firmed by larger numbers, however, before much signifi-

cance can be attached to them.

The Relation of Age, Weight and Rate of Gain to

Resistance

Mere bulk must be considered as likely to be a factor

in resistance to tuberculosis. Other things being equal,

one would expect to find that the same inoculation given

to a St. Bernard and to a toy spaniel would have a more

disastrous effect on the latter. In lots 10-14, some of

the guinea pigs were over three times as heavy as others

at the time of inoculation (variations hoUveim 120 and

440 grams).

The rate of -aiii is a ,uo..(l indication ..f tlir condition

of the animals and is tluis anotluT factor wiiich one would

expect to lind cnavlalrd with resistance to disease. In

weight at days and the rate of -ain between :!:; days
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and inoculation. The birtliweight varies betweW 40 and

120 grams, the weight at 33 days b'etween 90 and 360

grams, and as to rate of gain after 33 days, some lost

weight while others gained over 3 grams a day.

Age is a factor which must be considered apart from

weight and rate of gain. In lots 10-14, there were varia-

.,- L L

'•••^

•••,\

Vli,

s

%;

HT

tions between 35 and 105 days at the time of inoculation.

In lots 7-9 the variation was between 45 and 85 days.

The correlation between the length of life after inocu-

lation and each of these factors, including also size of lit-

ter, is given in Table III for lots 7-9 and lots 10-14. All

of these correlations were calculated by the usual product
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moment method. Perfect positive correlation is + 1,

perfect negative correlation is — 1, while indicates the

absence. of correlation.

Inspection of these figures reveals that all of them are

surprisingly low. In lots 7-9, the factor most closely

correlated with length of life is the rate of gain between

weaning (33 days) and inoculation, and even this is not

certainly significant in view of its probable error (+.120

±.064). Larger correlations are to be expected in lots

10-14, owing to the greater heterogeneity in age and

weight, but even here the correlations are all small. Size

of litter, birthweight and weight at 33 days are again of

no value as indicators of resistance to tuberculosis.

There, are, however, significant correlations between

length of life and rate of gain (+ .223 ± .047), age

(+ .180 ± .048) and weight of inoculation (+ .219 ± .047).

The degree to which variation is determined by a given

factor is measured by the square of the coefficient of cor-

relation. On this basis, only 5 per cent, of the variation

in length of life (i.e., 5 per cent, of its mean square de-

viation) is determined by the most important of the above

factors. The degree of determination by all of these

factors combined can not be found by merely adding the

squares of the correlations, because the factors are not

independent of each other. For example, rate of gain is

an element in determining the weight at inoculation. Any
effect which it has on resistance should be reflected in a

correlation between weight and length of life as well as

between rate of gain and length of life. The correlations

among the more important of these factors are given in

Table IV.
TABLE IV

Weight at inoculation—Rate of gain

.

-Age

Rate of gain -Ago
+ .780 ± .025

+ ..'123 ± .058

+ .553 ± .035

+ .742 ± .022

-i- .670 ± .027

-I- .592 ± .032
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"Weight at inoculation is of course completely deter-

mined by the weight at 33 days and the rate of gain and

age at inoculation. The correlations between weight at

inoculation and these three factors are accordingly high.

They are rather different in the two groups of experi-

ments, but this is to be expected. There was much less

\
\ \

\

4-

IRT
,..:\

variation in age in lots 7-9 than in lots 10-14 and varia-

tion in age accordingly plays a less important part in de-

termining the variations in weight than in the latter case.

The rather high correlation between age and rate of gain

is due to the fact that nearly all of the guinea pigs suf-

fered a loss in weight following shipment at a little over

33 days of age. Thus the older they were at inoculation,

the greater the time in which they had to recover from
the effects of shipping. The rate of gain before 33 days

is generally an indication of the probable later rate df

growth. In the present case, however, the slight nega-

tive correlation^ between the rates of gain before and
after 33 days seems to indicate that shipping delayed
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more the growth of those guinea pigs which had been

gaining rapidly than of those which had more growth to

make up. The small positive correlation between weight

at 33 days and age at inoculation reflects a decline in the

condition of the stock, due probably to the use of an in-

ferior quality of hay, which took place during the sum-

1

V

\

cHAH

mer of 1919, especially during the time in which lots 10-

14 were being raised.

With the help of these correlations, we can calculate

the degree to which variation in length of life is deter-

mined by each factor separately and by all of them com-

bined. For the last purpose, Pearson's coefficient of

multiple correlation can be used. This coefficient comes

out + .136 in lots 7-9 and + .251 in lots 10-14 for the cor-

relation between length of life and rate of gain after 33

days, age and weight at inoculation combined. The

degree of determination is measured by the square of

this coefficient. These three most important factors

combined, therefore, determine less than 2 per cent, of
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the variation in length of life in lots 7-9 and less than

7 per cent, in lots 10-14. The separate contributions of

the various factors can be calculated with results given

in the following table.

TABLE V

age and weight

age and rate of g

\

\ IHf

\
5'

X-
\y
- \ \

\
RT

While these figures can not be trusted in detail, owing

to the large size of the probable errors of the correla-

tions on which they are based, they indicate that age

within the limits of one to three months has virtually no

direct effect whatever on resistance to tuberculosis.

There seems to be a slight direct effect of absolute weight
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and a slightly greater direct effect of rate of gain, pre-

sumably as a measure of the condition of health.

.9884 ill lot« 7-fl

method of analysis applies strictly only where the effects of the factors are

not perfectly met in the present case.

The facts brought out by the method of correlation are

presented graphically in Charts 2, 3, 4 and 5. These

charts show the decline in numbers, on the basis of 100

per cent, alive on the 15th day after inoculation among
groups of guinea pigs of lots 10-14, classified by weight

at 33 days, weight at inoculation, and rate of gain.

As a result of the foregoing considerations, it must be

concluded that the apparent condition of a guinea pig at

the time of inoculation and a knowledge of its past his-

tory give exceedingly little indication as to its probable

length of life after inoculation. Over 98 per cent, of the

variation in length of life iii lot< 7 9 and over 93 per

cent, in lots 10-14 is caused by lad. )rs otli. r tlian those

discussed. This leads us to a consideration of hered-
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itary differences as one of the possible causes of this

variation.

Hereditaey Diffeeences in Resistance

The average length of life in each inbred family and

crossbreeding experiment in lots 3-5, 7-9 and 10-14 is

given in Tables YII. VIII and IX together with other

TABLE VII

Averages of the Characteristics of the Guinea Pigs Tested for Ee-

The days lived in lot 3 are multiplied by 3/5 to make the average about

TABLE VIII

2 13 ; 2.46
i

80.2 197.1 243.1 64.2 22.8
13 16 2.81

1 91.0 257.1 308.1 63.6 1 23.9
32 10 2.40 i 86.6 224.4 273.0 71.8

i
20.6

data. The distribution of the deaths is given in Tables

X, XI and XII. As already stated, most of the lots were
brought to a close while a few animals were still living.

This introduces an element of uncertainty into the aver-
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ages, but the assumption that these survivors died on

the following day is unfair only to the superior stocks.

TABLP] IX

Averages of the Characteristics of the GnxEA Pigs Tested foe Re-

sistance TO Tuberculosis in Lots 10-14

I (35)

;

In each case, the crossbreds {CO, CA, and B) lived a

little longer on the average than the combined inbred

families. This result is in line with the results of cross-
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TABLE XI

[NOCULATION TO DeAT]

2:2 2 212

ing on vigor in other respects. In the present case, how-

ever, the difference does not appear very striking. In

particular, the superiority of the control stock B over

the inbreds seems very dubious. An earlier test of this

question was made by Mr. E. H. Riley and Dr. E. C.

Schroeder, of the Bureau of Animal Industry, when the

inbred stock was in the sixth and seventh generations of

inbreeding. They found that the inbred was distinctly

inferior to the control stock in resistance. At that time,

however, eighteen families were on hand. It is not un-

likely that the four families tested in the present experi

ment are a selected lot in respect to resistance.
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Returning to Tables VII, VIII and IX, there are no

differences between experiments CO (parents unrelated

inbreds), CA (sire crossbred, dam inbred) and AC (sire

inbred, dam crossbred), which indicate an influence of

the breeding of the dam on the resistance of the young.

There are rather large differences, it is true, but these

are not consistent and must be attributed largely to

heredity from particular families rather than to the

system of breeding.

Differences in Resistance among Inbeed Families

Passing now to a comparison of the different inbred

families with each other, we come to results which ap-

pear much more striking than the differences between

inbreds and crossbreds. In all three groups of experi-

ments, one family, 35, stands out as distinctly more re-

sistant than the others. It leads the average of the

others by 16 per cent, in lots 3-5, 19 per cent, in lots 7-9

and 43 per cent, in lots 10-14. The more striking result

in the last case is probably due to the weaker inoculation.

In spite of the large amount of variation in each case,

the probable errors put the superiority of Family 35

beyond question. Among the other families, family 2

is on the whole the most resistant. Families 13 and 32

are about equally susceptible. Only one animal from

family 39 was tested. This one was one of the first in

its lot, no. 7, to die, indicating low resistance in this

family also so far as conclusions can be based on such

a slender basis.

Inheritance of Resistance among Crossbreds

If there are hereditary differences in resistance, one

might expect to find differences among the crossbreds de-

pending on the families which went into their ancestry.

A preliminary test of this point was made as follows:

The length of life of each crossbred {CO, CA or AC)
was entered under each of the four grandparental inbred

families. Thus an animal in experiment CA, whose sire
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was a cross between families 35 and 2 and whose dam
was of family 13, was entered once under each of the

former families and twice under family 13. The aver-

ages of the entries under each family in this tabulation

are given in Table XIII. It will be seen that in each

group of experiments, family 35 has a distinct lead over

TABLE XIII

the others as ancestral to resistant crossbreds. Family

39 and the other families which entered into the ancestry

of the crossbreds appear to rank with the more sus-

ceptible families 13 to 32. It will be seen that the rank

of families 35, 2, 13 and 32 as ancestors of resistant

crossbreds is the same as their own rank in resistance.

These results are brought out more clearly in a tabula-

tion in which all of the crossbreds are classified as half-

blood, quarter-blood and zero-blood of family 35. The
last class may be divided into half-blood, quarter-blood

and zero-blood of family 2. The results in comparison
with those for family 35, 2 and the others combined are

given in table XIV.
The half-bloods of family 35 are distinctly superior

to family 35 itself, and thus much superior to their other

ancestral families.^ In the three groups of experiments

* The preliminary study of another large series of animals (lots 15 to 21)
shows that while the order among the crossbreds, as related to the presence
of the blood of family 35 has been maintained, the advantage of the half-

half-bloods slightly less. The order of the inbred families it may be added
remains exactly as described.
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3-5, 7-9 and 10-14, these half bloods exceed family 35

by 13 per cent., 19 per cent, and 12 per cent, respectively

in duration of life, and exceed the other inbred families

by 31 per cent., 42 per cent, and 60 per cent, respectively.

We have here more decisive evidence of the improve-

ment in vigor in this respect which may follow a cross,

than in the comparison previously made between the

total inbreds and total crossbreds. The most probable

explanation is the same as that applied to the improve-

ment in fertility, weight and death rate following crosses,

viz., that each inbred family tends to supply dominant

factors, favoring vigor, which are lacking in the other.

Applied to the present case, this means not only that

family 35 possesses dominant factors for resistance,

lacking in the other families, but that some or all of the

latter may possess such factors lacking in family 35. By
inbreeding among the crossbreds, it should be possible to

develop a strain even more resistant than family 35 pro-

vided that the linkage relations do not interfere with the

fixation of the factors for resistance in one strain.

The quarter-bloods of family 35 confirm the conclu-

sions derived from consideration of the half bloods.

They are about intermediate between the half-bloods
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and zero-bloods in lots 10-14 and in a combination of

lots 3, 4, 5 with lots 7, 8, 9.

Curiously enough the crossbreds with no blood of

family 35 do not show the improvement over their an-

cestral inbred families shown by the half and quarter

bloods. They exceed the average of families 2, 13 and

32 by only 13 per cent, in lots 3-5, 8 per cent, in lots 7 9

and 7 per cent, in lots 10-14. They are not consistently

superior to the best of these families, family 2. There

seems to be dominance of resistance on the whole but no

supplying of complementary factors for resistance such

as was indicated in the crosses of family 35. This indi-

cates that families 2, 13 and 32 are in the main sus-

ceptible because of the same genetic factors. The rela-

tions of the factors present in the different families is a

question on which it is hoped more extensive evidence

can be presented later (Charts 6 and 7).

Inhekitance of Eesistance and Sex

The crosses involving family 35 give some evidence on

the inheritance of resistance from sire and dam. The

average length of life in reciprocal crosses is given in

Table XV.
TABLE XV

The Average Length of Life of Males and Females from KECiPKOCAii

Crosses Involving Family 35

d" (35) X ? (misc.) 7^ 63.6

5? 59.4

12 6L9

(35 X misc.) X ? (misc.) 6 64.0

d- (misc.) X ? (35 ;

The results are irregular, as might be expected with

such small numbers, but they show that there is trans-
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mission of resistance from each parent to offspring of

each sex. The total figures—62.6 days where family 35

is on the sire's side, 62.4 where on the dam's side—indi-

cate that there is probably eqnal inheritance from each

sex.

Degeee of Determination of Resistance by Heeedity

We have shown that the length of life after inoculation

was determined less than 2 per cent, by weight, age and

rate of gain combined, in lots 7-9 and less than 7 per

cent, by these factors in lots 10-14. It is interesting to

compare the degree of determination by heredity with

these figures. Such a comparison can be made for the

crossbreds by finding the correlation between length of

life and the amount of blood of family 35. The correla-

tion in lots 3-5 comes out + .319 ± .082, in lots 7-9,

+ .539 ± .069 and in lots 10-14 + .572 + .048. For rea-

sons w^hich have been mentioned the latter two groups

are much more satisfactory than the group of three mis-

cellaneous lots, 3, 4 and 5. The average in lots 7-9 and
10-14 is +.560 ±.039. The square of this coefficient,

.314 indicates that over 30 per cent, of the variation in

length of life is caused by heredity, neglecting such

heredity as may be due to differences among families 2,

13, 32 and 39.

If we assume that some 10 per cent, of the variation

is due to differences in condition, weight and age and
over 30 per cent, to heredity, we still have over 50 per

cent, of the variation due to unknown causes. From
the nature of the case, however, a large amount of acci-

dental variation is to be expected.

Relations between Resistance and Other /

Characteristics

It is clear that family 35 is markedly more resistant

to tuberculosis than the other inbred families, and that

among these, family 2 is somewhat more resistant than

families 13, 32 and probably 39. The question arises
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whether these dififerences in resistance are related to any

of the other characteristics in which these families differ.

We may dismiss color with a few words. Families 32

and 39 produce only animals of the primitive golden

agouti color; families 2 and 13 produce only blacks, a

color which differs from golden agouti by a single re-

cessive factor
;
family 35 is composed of yellow agoutis.

This color is recessive to golden agouti, depending on an

allelomorph of albinism. We can not attribute the high

resistance of family 35 to the yellow agouti color since

the even more highly resistant crossbreds between family

35 and the other families are all of the golden agouti

color also found in the susceptible families 32 and 39.

In all of the families there are varying amounts of

white in a piebald pattern.and of red or yellow in a tor-

toise-shell pattern. No influence can be attributed to the

amount of w^hite unless it is assumed that an inter-

mediate condition is superior to either extreme. Family

39 has the least white, averaging less than 20 per cent.

;

families ] 3 and 32 have the most, averaging over 80 per

cent.; while families 2 and 35 are intermediate with

about 70 per cent, and 60 per cent, white, respectively.

It may be added that the correlation between the amount

of white in the coat and length of life in family 35, lots

10-14, was found to be virtually zero. Similarly, family

35 is intermediate between family 39 with least red and

family 2 with most red in the colored parts of the coat.

The records in size, fertility and death rate among the

inbred families and cross breeding experiments during

the year 1919, in which all of these tested animals were

born, is given in Table XVI. In this table, the weights

and mortality records are corrected for the important

effects of size of litter by calculating separately the aver-

ages in litters of 1, 2, 3 and 4 and finding an index in

which these averages are weighted 1, 3, 3 and 1, respect-

ively. This means practically that all of the records

are reduced to the basis of an average size of litter of 2.50.

Because of the method of averaging, the figures are
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not strictly comparable to those presented in Tables VII,

VIII and IX for the animals actually tested. However,

it is safe to conclude from a comparison of these tables

that the animals tested were a fairly random selection

from their respective families and experiments.

It may be noted in passing that the ligures in Table

TABLE XVI

Families (2, 13, 32, 35 and 39) ANb Certain Crossbreeding Ex-

everse oi CA. B i

85.2 74.2
I

88.4

146 90.3 78.8 71.5

258 80.2 \ 84.7

XVI give a good illustration of the statements made in

regard to the effects of crossing, with the exception of a

few records based on inadequate numbers.

From this table it will be seen that family 35, the most

resistant to tuberculosis, held a rather low position

among the inbred families in most other respects. It

is actually the poorest in mortality among the young,

and fourth in size of litter and first in nothing. There

was thus no close relation between high resistance to

tuberculosis and vigor in other respects in 1919.

However, the rank of a family in a single year is not

always a safe indication of its true position genetically
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in characters in which environmental conditions are of

very much more importance than heredity. The rank
of the families has been calculated for the periods 1906-

1910, 1911-15 and 1916-19, making due corrections for

the effects of size of litter. As previously stated, high

correlations were found between the ranks in the first

two periods in most respects among the 23 inbred

families. Table XVII shows the ranks of the 5 surviv-

TABLE XVII

Eank of Families in Eesistance to Tuberculosis in 1919^ and Rank in

Other Characteristics during Two Periods, 1911-15 and 1916-19

Mortality and size chara

litter and (in 1916-19) for il differenc

he inf uence of b

1 k
'I

2^ 2-3 2 4 1-1 1-1 1-1
I

1-1 2-1 3-1 2-3 2-3

4-2 5-5 5-5 3-3 4-3 4-3
j

4-5
\

5-5 4-3 5-4 5-4

1-1 4-4
!
1-3 4-4 3-4 3-4

|

3-3
;

3-3 5-5 3-5 4-5

ing families in the second and third period. The reality

of the differences among these families is evident.

Taking the following 6 characters—percentage born

alive, percentage of these raised, birth weight, gain to

33 days, frequency and size of litter—the correlation

between the ranks in the two periods is + .83.

The positions of the families agree in the main with

those for the single year 1919. The position of family

35, however, is much better in most respects, a point

w^hich will be discussed later.

The difficulty of classifying the families in the order of

general vigor is showTi by this table. Families 2, 13 and

39 present curious combinations of high vigor in certain

respects with weakness in others. It is true that there

is perfect correlation between the ranks in size of litter

and adult weight, but the order in which this places the
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families, 13, 35, 39, 2 and 32, is far from being the order

in frequency of litter or the mortality records. Taken

as a whole, family 2 seems to have been rather the easiest

family to keep going. Its regularity in producing litters

and success in raising the young which are bom alive are

factors in this, but even more important seems to be

another factor, probably correlated with that last named,

the longevity of the animals after the matings are made,

in which it far surpasses all of the others. Families 13

and 35 have also been relatively easy to maintain. This

leaves families 32 and 39 as those most difficult to keep

up to a desirable strength.

In spite of the better record of family 35 in the four

years, 1916-19, as compared with the single year 1919,

there is still no close relation between resistance to tuber-

culosis and vigor in other respects. In size, in both ele-

ments of fertility, and in the percentage of the young born

alive, family 35 is still inferior to families which are dis-

tinctly more susceptible to tuberculosis. It may, how-
ever, be significant that family 35 led in the percentage

raised of the young bom alive and that family 2, second

in resistance, is also second in this respect.

It may also be significant that while family 35 does not

stand out in any particular element of vigor, unless in

that last named, it stands relatively high in all, and so is

the best family in the number of young produced per

year by a mating, the product of frequency and size of

litter, and is also the best family in the total percentage

of the young raised, the product of the percentage bom
alive and the percentage of these raised. Moreover,

family 2 is second in both respects as in resistance. These

results suggest that while resistance to tuberculosis is

not related to the most important factors which deter-

mine the various elements of vigor, it is a contributing

factor to a sufficient extent to make the total efficiency of

a resistant family higher than that of a susceptible

family.

In this connection, the low standing of family 35 dur-
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ing 1919 requires some consideration. The general con-

dition of the stock was much better in 1919 than in any
of the three preceding years. The principal cause of the

high death rate, small and infrequent litters and slow

growth during 1916, 1917 and 1918, especially during the

first half of each year, was probably an insufficient sup-

ply of green feed during late winter and early spring.

Symptoms, such as lameness, swollen and bleeding gums,

were noted rather frequently. These were probably in-

dicative of scurvy. A form of pneumonia was also rather

common. Whether tuberculosis was present in the stock

at this time is not certainly known. It is doubtful, as

guinea pigs seldom take the disease unless directly inocu-

lated. However, this may be, it seems probable that

family 35 has a special ability to withstand exceptionally

adverse conditions. It is not unlikely that this character-

istic may be connected directly or indirectly with its re-

sistance to tuberculosis. Under good conditions, on the

other hand, there seems to be little if any relation between

this form of vigor and apparent vigor in other respects.

CoXCLUSIOJsS

There is little or no relation among guinea pigs be-

tween resistance to tuberculosis and sex. The present

data indicate a possible superiority of the males, but one

which is too slight to be certainly significant.

The data suggest a slightly greater susceptibility among
the progeny of very young or ver\' old females but this

also is of doubtful significance.

Size of litter, birthweight and rate of gain up to wean-

ing give virtually no indication of the probable length of

life after inoculation.

The rate of gain preceding inoculation and the age

and weight at that time all together determined less than

7 per cent, of the variation in length of life in a very

heterogeneous lot of guinea pigs and less than 2 per cent,

in a somewhat more homogeneous lot.

Marked differences in resistance were found among a

number of inbred families of guinea pigs.
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The high resistance of one of these families was trans-

mitted by each sex to the offspring of each sex in crosses

with other inbred families.

In crosses involving this most resistant family, the

progeny were superior even to this family itself, indicat-

ing not only the dominance of resistance over suscepti-

bility but possibly also the presence of complementary

factors among the families.

In crosses among the more susceptible families, the

progeny were little, if any, superior to the family of the

better parent, indicating dominance but not complemen-

tary factors in this case.

Over 30 per cent, of the variation in length of life after

inoculation among the crossbreds was determined by the

amount of blood from the best inbred family. Allowing

10 per cent, of the variation as due to age, weight and

condition, 50 to 60 per cent, remains as due to accidental

and unknown causes.

The factors which determine the resistance of a family

to tuberculosis are not closely related to the other ele-

ments of vigor, including rate of growth and adult

weight, frequency and size of litter, the percentage of the

young born alive and the percentage of these raised to

weaning. There is some evidence that they are contribut-

ing factors to a sufficient extent to give the most resistant

family a record above the average in each element of

vigor and so give it the highest or nearly the highest

total efficiency. Even this relation of resistance to other

elements of vigor appears to be present only under ex-

ceptionally adverse conditions when it may play a direct

part in determining the health of the stock.

The results in regard to resistance to tuberculosis are

like those for other characteristics as regards the differ-

entiation among families brought out by inbreeding, the

improvement resulting from crosses between inbred

families and the independence genetically from other ele-

ments of vigor.



GAMETIC AND OBSERVED RATIOS IN DROSOPHILA

DR. CALYIN B. BRIDGES

The populations and families with which the geneticist deals

are not the real objects of his investigation; for him, the distri-

bution of characters is only an index of the preceding distribu-

tion of genes in gametes. But the whole course of embryonic

development, with heavy mortality possible at every step, has

intervened between the individuals that he classifies and the

gametes from which they came. The observed classes correspond

accurately to the original gametic series only in case this mor-

tality is indiscriminate—that is, only if there is no differential

viability.

In the breeding work with Drosophila there has been a con-

tinual effort to eliminate distortion in the ratios, which depends

largely upon : (1) the extent of the mortality involved, this being

characteristic in amount for each mutant type and character

combination, (2) the suitability of the culture media and condi-

tions, and (3) the competition when the number of developing

individuals is in excess of the optimum number for the available

food supply.

The problem of over-crowding (3) is simplest of solution,

though over-crowding was the largest source of disturbance in

most of the early work, as well as in some of the later. The rem-

edy is, in the first place, to limit the number of eggs per culture

to the output of a single female. No mass-cultures should be

raised in experiments in which the ratios among the offspring are

of importance. In the second place, as the larvae grow larger and

also increase in number with each day's output of eggs, the com-

petition becomes intensified throughout the later stages of the

culture. To meet this increasing demand, there must be fresh

supplies of food, or enough food niust be proxided at the start

so that even at the end there is sufficient for free development of

all larvie. In point of economy it is better to concentrate on a

few cultures that are liberally supplied than to raise a greater
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number that would mean optimum conditions for none and doubt

concerning the reliability of all.

The main problem in connection with the environment (2) is

to find a kind of food that will allow full development of even

very weak classes. It is in this field that the greatest changes in

method have been made. For some years—from 1910 to 1916

—

some modification of the fermented^banana method of preparing

food was followed. Ripe sound bananas were peeled, and the

pulp left for about 24 hours in a liquid containing yeast. This

liquid was usually the fermented juice from the previous lot of

bananas. About 25 grams of this fermented banana was put in

the bottom of a culture bottle and covered with absorbent paper.

It was suspected that the real food of the larvae was not pri-

marily the banana but was rather the yeast cells and perhaps

also the bacteria, the banana being mainly the culture medium
for the yeast. This has been established by the work of Northrop,^

of Loeb and Northrop,^ and of Baumberger.^ In July, 1916, in

consultation with Northrop, I started experiments with a view to

using as a culture medium standardized solutions, instead of

banana. The solution was absorbed and held in a cake in the

bottom of the culture bottle by shredded paper toweling, which

offered extensive surface for the growth of the yeast. This

method was unsuccessful ; the flies laid few eggs and these were

often overgrown by the yeast and killed. Esters and other chem-

icals with fruit odors did not lead to greater egg production.

Perhaps better success with culture solutions would be obtained

in supplementing and modifying banana methods.

The banana method was modified with a view to discouraging

the growth of moulds and putrefactive bacteria by mild anti-

septics or correctives, such as benzoate, thymol, formaldehyde,

alcohol, powdered marble for neutralization of excessive acidity,

etc. Good results were obtained with alcohol, where several ex-

tensive sets of comparative tests seemed to show that about 1.5

per cent, of alcohol in the food was desirable. The most success-

ful alcohol method was roughly as follows: The pulp of sound

ripe bananas was weighed and put with an equal number of c.c.

of 3 per cent, alcohol in a shallow, covered dish. No yeast was
added, since enough wild yeast was usually present. The food

1 Jour. Biol. Chem., 1917, pp. 181-187.
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was at its best when it had fermented for about 24 hours. The
optimum amount of drained banana was found to be about 25

grams per bottle. This was put upon the bottom of the culture

bottle and one gram of paper-toweling strips (about 5. X.7 cm.)

was matted down on the top. Pint culture bottles gave a greater

output per pair than halfpints. The alcohol method was used

more successfully than the old method during the fall and winter

of 1916.

In the spring of 1917 considerable work was done in testing

out various media containing starch, sugar, peptone and salts.

This method gave good results except that trouble with moulds,

was greatly increased.

In the autumn of 1916, Dr. R. W. Glaser told me of certain

culture-media experiments that Mr. Baumberger and he were

carrying out with banana infusions and agar.* Dr. Glaser later

sent me directions for preparing these media and also some pre-

pared tubes. My tests of the method showed that the amount of

food was inadequate for general use, although sufficient for the

small number of flies that they wished. I increased the con-

centration of the media by the addition of sugar, banazia flour,

etc., but principally by grinding up and using all the pulp of

the bananas, instead of using simply the strained juice. A.

.comparison of fresh banana with banana that had been fer-

mented before incorporation showed that the fresh banana was

superior. Likewise fresh banana was superior to banana raised

to the boiling point at any stage of preparation. It was found

that yeast should not be distributed throughout the media.

Experiments showed that it is advisable to have a very light

seeding of yeast confined to the surface of the solidified media.

Also it is well to keep the yeast from the margin as much as

possible, since fermentation at the sides and beneath the cake

makes the cake break loose and rise. Tlie amount of agar waa

found to be adequate at 1 per cent.

It was some months before this method was improved so far

that it gave better results than those given by the old method or

the alcohol method. In the spring of 1917 it was worked out

well enough so that it was substituttnl for the old method in

my regular work. By iho wiiit.'i- of 1!>17 it had become quita
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generally adopted in the laboratory. Several points have been

improved since, so that the procedure at present is as follows:

1. Use bananas that are thoroughly ripe or over-ripe.

2. Peel the bananas and weigh the pulp (100 grams of pulp

provides for about four culture bottles).

3. Weigh agar-agar, 2 per cent, of amount of banana.

4. Measure as many c.c. of water as there are grams of banana.

5. Add agar-agar to water and heat until the agar has dissolved.

(Complete solution is hastened by the addition of a small

amount of fresh water soon after the boiling point has

been reached.)

6. While the agar is heating, press the banana through a potato

masher or a coarse sieve, and place in readiness the

bottles (which should have been previously washed and

also preferably steam sterilized). Get ready yeast (Magic

Yeast ground up) and paper (absorbent paper, paper

toweling cut into 4-fold squares 3" X 2") and cotton

(stoppers may be reused, but should be dry sterilized by

enclosing over formalin. Cotton stoppers are better if

made rather tight and covered with very soft cheese-cloth).

7. Stir banana into hot agar solution, ilix thoroughly. Mix-

ture should not be heated any longer.

8. With ladle and funnel pour about 50 c.c. of the media into

each half-pint or pint milk bottle. (The media should

be at least
-J

in. thick to stick well.)

9. Sprinkle top lightly with dry yeast.

10. Put in contact with media a 4-fold square of absorbent

11. Stopper with cotton.

12. Use same day. Best to use as soon as cool. Not good after

two days.

Flies can be mated in vials and then transferred to the cul-

ture bottles at the end of the day. A little food may be kept

going" by the alcohol method for use in vials, for covering over

mould patches in culture bottles, and for refeeding stock

cultures.

The distortions in the ratios that arise from mortality char-

acteristic of given mutants and combinations (1) can not be

eliminated by direct methods. Fortunately, a large proportion
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of the mutants are little if at all below normal in de^ee of

viability] that is, when such mutants are compared with the

wild t^-pe under identical conditions, the observed ratios show
little or no deviations from expectation l)eyond tlioso dno to

random sampling. As an example may be mentioned white-

ocelli, which is known to have maintained itself with practically

undiminished frequency through 175 generations of competi-

tion, under unfavorable conditions of culture,'' with the wild-

type. In the main, the mutant races that show normal viability

are those whose somatic effects are "slight". Thus, white-ocelli

affects the color of the tiny group of three ocelli on the top of

the head. The character, though involving so small an area, is

perfectly sharp and definite, and under proper conditions of

illumination and magnification is fairly easy to classify. The

same is true of many other "slight" mutations, such, for ex-

ample, as speck, cross-veinless, and hairy, which are among the

most valuable Drosophila mutations. On the other hand,

mutants that involve more extensive or manifold changes, such

as club, notch, rudimentary, and delta, are also among those

poorest in viability. Some of these changes in themselves inter-

fere with the success of the individuals possessing them: flies

with "spread" wings or "dachs" legs are liable to become

caught in the culture media and die. These changes are also

sometimes obviously accompanied by serious internal derange-

ments. In the ease of streak, for example, it can be seen that

the internal muscles of the thorax are largely replaced by bub-

bles ajid blood sinuses. The correlation between inviability and

the extent of the visible change is high, but is lessened by the

cases in w^hich the internal accompanying changes are of slight

disadvantage. Thus, the mutant "pads" resembles "club"

very much, and appears to be a greater change in the same

direction, but is nevertheless far freer from inviability. Con-

versely, certain mutants that are usually lethal occasionally do

produce offspring, which are then not as strikingly different

from the wild-type as some other mutants that have good

viability. Lethal-10 very occasionally survives, and the indi-

viduals are scarcely to be distinguished from dwarfs of a cer-

tain nuitant race (dwarfoid) that is little inferior to the wild:

type in viability.

• Biol. Bull., 1920, pp. 231-23
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The connection between observed character-change and in-

viability is even more indirect than suggested above. In the

Drosophila work it is not the comparative viahility of adults

possessing given character differences that is of the most im-

portance. Even though many of the characters are of such a

nature that their possessors would be under a serious handicap

in competition, in relatively few cases does this fact lead to

alterations in the observed ratios, since the classifications are

made usually soon after the flics hatch, i.e., every 24 to 48 hours.

It is true that certain mutant forms such as "divergent" and

"gull" and "'bifid" wings, also "dachs" and "reduplicated"

legs tend to become entangled in the culture media and drowned

immediately after emergence, so that in these cases the observed

ratios are somewhat different from the hatching ratios. There

are also a few mutantsi—mostly semi-lethals—in which the adult

is unable to live very long even under the most favorable condi-

tions. Among these may be mentioned "lemon," "apterous,"

and especially "decrepit." The "decrepit" flies die a few

hours after hatching in spite of all care in helping them emerge

from the pupa case, in keeping them in quarters not too dry

or wet, and in suplying them with suitable food. It would

seem that the death of such flies as are obviously weak on hatch-

ing is to be referred to difficulties encountered in the pupa stage.

Even inviability arising in the pupal stage, like that in the

adult stage, is less general and significant than that in the larval

stage, ilost of the inviability that affects the ratios of adults

is to be referred to differences acting in the larval stage, as is

evident from comparative studies of the results of pair and mass

cultures and of changes in culture methods that affect only the

larval period. The difference between mass and pair cultures

is essentially a difference in the number of larvae that are in

competition, the food conditions and the character of the larvae

being at first identical in the compared cultures. It is found

that the distortion to the ratios among the adults is roughly

proportional to the number of larvae in competition. How ex-

treme such competition may be is evident from the fact that a

point is soon reached after which further increase in the number

of mothers brings no inerea.se in the number of progeny and

may even result in a decrease. So predominant is the larval

stage in its influence upon viability that the chief field of
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improvement of culture conditions has been that of the char-

acter and methods of use of the food for the larva. There are

specific viability differences among the larvae of the different

mutant types and combinations. Such viability differences

must depend upon differences in the characters of the larvae,

and these, because of the intervening metamorphosis, have little

direct relation to the characters of the adult, but are products

of the action of the same mutant gene. The high correlation

observed between extensive change in adult characters and high

degree of inviability must, then, mean that such genes generally

cause changes which interfere directly with the success of the

larvje.

Three larval characters are known—the tumor responsible for

the death of Iethal-7 larvje, the much shortened larvae of

the mutation "chubby," and a marking on the posterior end,

viz., "barette." It is supposed that a high proportion of tlie

larval characters that lead to inviability are differences in in-

ternal structures, but some of these might be detected. How-
ever, no systematic search for larval characters has been made

even in the case of the inviable mutants where such differences

are probably present.

As we have stated, the distortion in ratios that arises from

inviability, especially inviability originating in the larval stage,

can be very materially reduced by improvements in culture

media and in methods. Many poorly viable mutants can be

made quite generally usable, as, for example, dachs. But when

a mutant such as dachs is to be used in linkage determinations,

the experiments should be so planned as not to include more

than one of these characters. The presence of a single

poorly viable character in an experiment does not prevent the

calculation of correct crossover values. The complementary

classes that do not include the inviable character should be in

the same proportions as in the gametic series. Even in cases of

mutants completely lethal, the linkage relations of the lethal

gene can be calculated accurately from the ratios shown by the

other characters of the cross. The classes that include the

inviable character are often also usable, but with less certainty

that the values are correct. Such values are correct when the

presence of the mutant decreases by the same percentage the

size of every class in which it occurs. The fewer the mutants

involved in an experiment, the greater the likelihood that this
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result will follow. Unexpected irregularities in ratios may

arise where many mutant characters are distributed in different

combinations. These peculiarities of inviability are probably

comparable to "specific" and "disproportionate" modifications

in eye-color, etc.®

If more than one poorly viable mutant is present in a linkage

experiment, there is distortion in the ratios due to linkage, and

such experiments are either entirely worthless, or are only to be

regarded as rough indicators of the real relations. As we saw,

if only one inviable mutant is present in a cross, one of each of

the pairs of complementary classes remains undisturbed; and

correct values can be calculated from them. The presence of a

second inviable mutant leaves undistur'bed only that class in

which neither mutant occurs. The calculation of crossover

values under this circumstance is somewhat comparable to solv-

ing for two unknowns v^'ith a single equation. Solutions can be

obtained only by assuming some relationship between the two

disturbances. Thus, we may assume that the disturbances are

independent; that is, that there is no specific interaction of the

kind mentioned above, and the class in which both mutants

occur is accordingly of the size that would be expected from the

amount of the disturbance present in those classes in which each

occurs by itself. On this basis, the crossover values are calcu-

lated from the square root of the product of the two comple-

mentary non-crossovers, and likewise of the crossover classes,

instead of from the sums of such complementary classes.^ The

assumption of independence would be approximately correct in

perhaps a majority of crosses in which only two or a few loci

are involved. If the disturbances are related—if they tend to

neutralize or to exaggerate each other—a correction can still

be made by raising an equal number of individuals in the com-

plementary cross. In the two complementary back-cross^, a X b

(repulsion) and afc X ^^'ild-type (coupling), the character com-

binations that are non-crossover classes in the repulsion experi-

ment are crossovers in the coupling experiment, and vice versa.

If the presence of a particular class has given a crossover value

too high in the one cross, then it will give a value correspond-
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ingly too low in the complementary cross, and the mean value

will be correct.^

Since the effects of inviability are likely to be more pro-

nounced, even disproportionately so, as the number of mutant

characters present simultaneously is increased, it is advisable to

plan any linkage experiment in which several characters are to

be involved, in such a way that the characters are distributed

as evenly as possible. The type of back-cross that gives the

evenest possible distribution, as well as the smallest proportion

of individuals in which the higher combinations occur, is that in

which half the mutants have entered the cross from one parent

and the other half from the other parent, and in which the

mutants are alternated" as regards their positions along the

chromosome. Thus, for example, let us consider a back-cross in

the third chromosome in which the seven mutants to be used are

:

roughoid at 0.0
;
hairy at 25.8 ; scarlet at 35.1 ; dicliate at 38.5

;

pink at 44.6
;
spineless at 54.2 ; and ebony-2 at 66.9. The two

parents should be roughoid scarlet pink ebony-2, and hairly

dichjBte spineless; and the formula for the F, multiple lieterozy-

gote would be :

Tlie production of an individual possessing all seven characters

would re(iuire an hexuple crossover, whicli almost certainly

would not occur.^

A method that overcomes inviability effects to the greatest

extent where many mutants are involved, but which unfortu-

nately requires too great lahor for general use, was devised by

Muller.^" Fj females heterozygous for any number of mutants

are crossed, not to the multiple recessive as in the ordinary back-

cross, but to the wild-type. Except for the dominant mutants,

none "of the characters involved appears in the resulting indi-

viduals, and hence do not exert injurious effects. These indi-

8 This "balancing of the inviability" has been discussed at greater length

by Bridges, Jour. Exper. Zool., 1915, p. 3ff.; Jour. Exin r. Zooh, 1920, pp.

281, 288; by Morgan and Bridges, Carnegie Pub. No. 237, p. 19, 43; and

by Muller, Am. Nat., 1916, p. 353.

9 See Bridges, Jovr. Exper. Zooh, 1920, p. 295, for discussion and other

10 Am. Nat., 1916, p. 354 ff.
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viduals have then to be tested singly to determine what recessive

characters they carry and hence to what crossover category they

belong.

Thus, by improvements (1) in the type of experiment planned,

(2) in the culture media and methods used, and (3) in the

method of calculation, disturbances in the ratios can usually be

held within negligible amounts.

To these indirect methods of obtaining accurate values is to

be added one still more important—namely, the discovery of

new mutants in which viability is practically normal, and which

can be substituted for mutants less satisfactory in that regard.

Many of the loci are represented by several mutant allelo-

morphs, which often are different in viability as in other char-

acteristics. Thus, of the eight cut allelomorphs, or appearances,

eut-6 is distinctly the most nearly normal in viability. Likewise,

of the five or six allelomorphs of the truncate locus, "dumpty"
is the most satisfactory.

In most of the more complex linkage problems, especially

those involving linkage-variations or coincidence, the behavior

of particular regions of a chromosome is being examined, and

the particular loci utilized are only indices of the behavior.

What is most essential, therefore, is that there be workable

mutant loci distributed rather evenly over all regions of the

chromosomes. As the number of mutants in a particular region

increases, there is a greater range of choice and greater prob-

ability that one or more of the mutants of that region will have

normal viability. Thus, bifid (at 7.3) was long the only work-

able mutant at a favorable distance from the left end of the

X-chromosomes. More recently ruby (at 7.5) because of its

better viability has displaced bifid from general use, and this in

spite of the fact that ruby interferes with the classification of

several other eye-colors (especially prune and garnet) while

bifid is workable with nearly all other mutants.

In regions less well represented in numbers of mutant loci, a

mutant with excellent characteristics may be used rather than

one whose position is more favorable but whose other character-

istics are poorer. Thus, ''hunipty" is very favorably located in

the second chromosome in the middle of the long region from

curved (73.5) to plexus (98.5), but its viability is so poor that

in most experiments it is better to leave this section unfollowed

than to introduce humpty. There are at present few regions
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that are not satisfactorily represented. By far the longest of

these in the 25.8 unit interval from roughoid to sepia in the left

end-region of the third chromosome. Because of uncertainties

in classification, it is not ordinarily possible to use more than two

eye-color mutants together in an experiment, and such masking

of one character by others affecting the same organ leads to a

continued search for combinations of characters that can be

handled simultaneously. In general, the slight mutant char-

acters mask each other less than do extreme ones, and these are,

usually the least inviable. There is a continual improvement

of the working material by the substitution of better mutants.



A PROBABLE EXPLANATION OF POLYEMBRYONY IN

THE ARMADILLO

PROFESSOR CHARLES R. STOCKARD

Cornell University Medical College, New York City

By arresting the development of the fish's egg during early

stages double individuals and twins are frequently induced.

The interruption or arrest makes it possible for more than one

potential growth point along the germ-ring to give rise to an

embryonic shield. In other words, accessory invaginations or

blastopore formations occur as the initial structural step in

doubleness. The interruption in the development of the fish

embryo must be introduced during the cleavage stages and be-

fore gastrulation in order to produce such phenomena. Among
hundreds of eggs arrested during later developmental stages no

double monsters or twins ever occurred. A complete account of

these experiments is soon to be published but for our present

purpose two facts are important : First, accessory embryo forma-

tions result from arrests in the developmental process; and

second, the arrest must occur before gastrulation has taken

place.

In the light of these experiments it has seemed possible to

interpret somewhat more clearly than has formerly been done

the remarkable phenomenon of multiple embryo formation in

the armadillo.

On examining the uterus in two pregnant specimens of a

South American armadillo von Jhering, in 1885, discovered that

each contained eight fetuses enclosed within a single chorion.

He correctly concluded that all of the fetuses in each mother

had been derived from a single egg by some process of division

into separate embryonic rudiments. After this valuable dis-

covery and interpretation, the study of the armadillo's develop-

ment lapsed and nothing of importance was added for almost

twenty-five years. Two series of investigations were then be-

gun sinmltaneously one on the Texas armadillo by Newman and
Patterson/ and the other on the South American species by Fer-

1 H. H. Newman and J. T. Patterson, Jour. Morph., Vol. 21, p. 359, 1910.

62
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nandez.2 The growth and expansion of these twin studies lias

brought our understanding of the phenomena of polyembryouy

in the armadillo to a considerable state of maturity.

These authors readily agreed that in most species of aniiiidillo

the individual members of a litter, usually four in tlu' Trxas

species and eight in the common South Amei-ienn fonu. ;ir.^ all

derived from a single egg. It required considera.blc otVoi-t. how-

ever, to obtain the material that would furnish tlie morphologi-

cal st-ages of the process by which the polyembryonic development

was accomplished. We are finally indebted to Patterson,^ for

the very thorough and satisfactory manner in which he has col-

lected and studied the early embryonic conditions ; and particu-

larly for having shown the first stages of the budding process

through which the single blastocyst gives rise to four distinct

embryonic areas, each exhibiting a typical primitive streak

In connection with the fish experiment it now becomes im-

portant to ascertain exactly what degree of development has

been attained by the armadillo blastocyst at the time the bud-

ding process begins. And since, according to ray interpretation,

these buds should arise at the time of gastrulation or blastopore

formation, it becomes necessary to consider very briefly the

germ-layers and gastrulation in mammals. The decidedly pre-

cocious and highly modified method of forming the primary

germ-layers in the mammalian blastocyst is not strictly com-

parable to gastrulation or the method of germ-layer formation

found among the other vertebrates. On the other hand, the em-

bryonic line or primitive streak of the mammalian egg is ex-

actly comparable to the blastopore and head proeess formation

in the simpler forms.

The blastocyst of the armadillo has already, by a process of

cell migration and delamination, separated off the primary ento-

derm from the ectoderm and further modified these layers be-

fore the budding which forms the embryonic primordia has

begun. The primordia are first formed by a thickening of the

ectodermal layer of the bla.stocyst. The primarv entoderm then

invaginates into the primordia to form the secondarv entoderm

of the gut. The precocious cell migration and splitting into

layers in the mammal's egg is associated with the early implanta-

2 M. Fernandez, Morph. Jahrh., Bd. 39, p. 302, 1909.

3 J. T. Patterson, Jour. Morph., Vol. 24, p. 559, 1913.
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tion of the embryo upon the uterme-wall of the mother, and the

later primitive streak formation may be interpreted as related

to the actual gastrulation or blastopore formation away from

which the line of the embryo always develops.

Whether the validity of the above briefly outlined interpreta-

tion of the germ-layer formation is admitted or not, we have

in the armadillo a process of budding taking place from the

blastoderm and associated with accessory or extra blastopore

formation in much the same way as are the accessory embryos

along the germ-ring in the egg of the bony-fish. These buds

also accord with Kopsch's description of a double gastrular

condition with two blastopores in a blastoderm of Lacerta agilis,

from which he concluded that twin formation as well as anterior

duplication arises from a double Einstiilpungen. And further,

Assheton has described a similar condition in a blastodermic

vesicle of the sheep. He, however, imagined the condition to

have been due to a splitting during the morula stage.

The double primitive streaks in the hen's egg and other

forms all lend themselves to strengthen the interpretation that

double embrj^o formation first asserts itself by a double gastrula-

tion or blastopore formation, which is initially a process of

double instead of single bud formation. Patterson's description

of the origin of the quadruplet buds in the Texas armadillo

furnishes the most striking case in the study of these conditions.

And we may conclude that the budding or accessory embryo
formation in the egg of the armadillo is exactly the same develop-

mental process as that which gives rise to twins and double indi-

viduals in other vertebrate eggs.

However, the very important question yet remains to be an-

swered. Why does this accessory bud formation occur so con-

stantly in the Texas armadillo in contrast to the single embryo
formation of mammalian eggs in general? Patterson failed to

answer this question, but he supplied some very significant data

which Newman,* has appreciated as being intimately connected

with the occurrence of polyembryony.

In connection with the collection of material Patterson^ dis-

covered a "period of quiescence" of the omhryonic blastocyst.
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obtain the cleavage stages, although judging from the condition of devel-

opment in the vesicles collected in previous years, one would naturally

expect to find these early stages during the period of my first collec-

tion in 1911.

The following year he began collecting still two weeks earlier

and again had a similar experience.

Practically all of these vesicles lie free withm llie uterino cnvitv,

either in the horizontal groove or in the region of the aftaehiiipnt zone

(placental area).

It is evident from these data that the embryonic vesicle remains for

some time lying free within the uterine cavity. Just how long this

period lasts, I am unable to state; for practically every old female

taken at the earliest date (October 15) at which I have collected, pos-

sesses a free blastocyst. . . . Taking all the facts into consideration, I

estimate the "period of quiescence" to last about three weeks; that is,

from about the middle of October to the third or fourth of November.

In a study of sections no mitotic divisions were found to occur

in the blastocysts during the
'

' quiescent period.
'

'

The only point of interest cited by Patterson in connection

with this peculiar phenomenon of interruption in development,

was the fact that in no other mammal, except the deer, had

such a condition been found. Bischoff had long ago, 1854, re-

ported a "period of quiescence" lasting for some weeks during a

so-called morula stage of the deer embryo.

Newman* has recognized the importance of Patterson's dis-

covery of a ''quiescent period" during the early development of

the armadillo, and states in a discussion of twin formation that

this "period of quiescence" probably, "holds the clue to the

physiological explanation of polyembryony. " In this position

Newman is, in my opinion, largely right, but this is as far as the

data led him, and he finally remarks

:

The problem is to locate the factors responsible for the slowinir down

of the develnpnienfal rhythm. Whatever these factors may be, and

Newman thus fails to appreciate the second point in Patter-

son s discovery, and that is that the blastocysts always lie free

in the uterus during the "period of quiescence." This fact en-

ables us to go one step further since the lack of attachment and,

therefore, lack of oxygen supply are very probably "the factors

responsible for the slowing down of the developmental rhythm."
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The armadillo egrg: like that of most mammals undergoes its

early development in the fallopian tube and is, therefore, cap-

able of reaching the blastocyst stage on its initial oxygen supply.

After this time, however, it must become attached to the uterine

wall for a further source of oxygen. For some reason in the

armadillo the reaction between the blastocyst and the uterine

wall is postponed, and the blastocyst is incapable ^of further de-

velopmental progress until this reaction is established and the

necessary supply of oxygen becomes available. In exactly the

same way the development of the blastoderm in the fish's egg

is oxporim-ntally retarded or stopped by reducing the available

oxyo-en supply and is again made to rosvinie its dovelopment by

snpplyiuo' oxyovn. In the case of the fish egg. the supply of

lar to of tlic annadillo egg are only obtained as responses to

ehaiigos in temperature and rate of oxidation.

In tlie ai-madillo ege I also do not believe the retardation is

of the nature of a starvation phenomenon, since we see nothinar

of the kind in other forms. Temperature changes are ruled

out, since the temperature of the uterus is more or less constant.

The absence of oxygen necessary for the energetic process of

cell division, is, therefore, in all probability the arresting cause,

and tlio n'tai-datinu results in polyembryony.

Til us Patters, in has found the developmental interruption to

exist, and lie has also shown the blastocyst to be disconnected

from the uterine wall and its necessary oxygen supply during

this time. However, he has furnished no data bearing on the

reason for the delay in uterine reaction and the consequent fail-

ure of immediate implantation of the blastocyst such as normally

occurs in other mammals. However, from what is known of the

dependence of uterine reactions on conditions in the ovary (Leo

Loeb,' Stoekard and Papanicolaou^ and others) it may very

probably be that some peculiarity in corpora lutea formation

is primarily responsible for the entire series of reactions leading

to polyembryony in the armadillo.

The consideration of the armadillo egg up to this point has

taken account only of the external factors influencing its mode
of development. It must now be remembered as a fact of serious

s Leo Loeb, Jour. Morph., Vol. 22, 1911.

fi C. R. Stoekard and G. N. Papanicolaou, Am. Jour, of Anat., Vol. 22,

1917.
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importance that the produetion of (ni;i(ifiii>l<'t^ from the sinfrle

while the experimental attempts to produce t\\iiis ;nid double

individuals in fish eorgs and other forms have <rivon at l)est only-

small percentages of snch individuals amonfT tlie larjre jrroups

of egj?s treated. It is also a fact that all c^'-frs do not furnish

equally favorable material for artificial twin pwduction. The

ejrgs of the trout seem unquestionably more disposed to grive rise

to twin formations than do the eprfrs of Fundulus. Thus some

efr«:s would seem to have a hereditary or truly innate pre-

disposition towards polyenil)ryonie formations. TImm-o is much

reason to believe that asid(> from tlie cxt.M-i);il f.-irtors di^mssi'd.

the armadillo ec^g it.self i^ liio^lily divp s,.,l tow aid tli. foi'in,/ 'on

of accessory embryonic buds.

There is the possibility, of course, tliat llii.s natural experiment

with the armadillo efr? has become so exactly rennlated as to

influence the developmental pntcesses ])r<>iMsely the same way

not a ca.se of simple twin pwths from the blastoderm, but as

Patterson finds, there are primarily two buds, and then very

promptly two secondary ones arise makinor four and after

this the bnddin- ])roees> .-ease.s. Tn lie- S.nitli Amerirau vpeeie^,

hio-lHu- vertebrates. T^ut llie posMbility for surli expr.-ssi.ai mijrht

only exist on account of the delay in implanlation of the bla^^to-

cyst and consequent shor'tafre of the oxyrren .supply necessary for

the rapid formation and frrowth of the sincrle eitd)ryo.
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viduals. In the first place it is entirely uncertain from the

scanty accounts as t-o what time in development the quiescent

period occurs. Assuming that such a period does exist, it might

occur at some indifferent stage when no peculiar result would be

expected, for example after gastrulation, as it does in the bird

with no subsequent effect. In the light of the experimental

production of double individuals it is readily understood that

even though the egg of the deer is interrupted in its development

at an early stage, it might still be capable, on resuming develop-

ment, of giving a normal single embryo. A study of the experi-

mental production of twin and double individuals among fish

leads one to be surprised at the case of the armadillo, and to

expect the reaction found in the deer. The constant interrup-

tion occurring in the development of the birds and other animals

at indifferent developmental moments with no subsequent ill

effects, renders commonplace the fact that the deer successfully

withstands an interruption during its development without

noticeable modifications in structural response. A full considera-

tion of the different results following interruptions at critical

and indifferent developmental moments will be published in a

forthcoming number of the Amerkan Journal of Anatomy.

In conclusion we may summarize the eases as follows: The
development of the armadillo is interrupted on account of a

failure to become promptly implanted on the uterus and a con-

sequent exhaustion of the available oxygen supply. The inter-

ruption occurs at a critical period just preceding the primitive

streak and embryonic line formation. This egg appears to have

a decided tendency under conditions of arrest to form accessory

embryonic buds. As a result of the interaction of these external

and internal forces polyembryony is produced.

In the case of the deer only one probable fact is known, and
that is that a "period of quiescence" occurs. It is uncertain at

what stage the arrest takes place but it is probably due as in the

armadillo to a delayed implantation of the blastocyst. Either

on account of the stage of arrest, or a lack of tendency to form

this egg. The cxlefiial I'a.-tors may be the same as in the case

of the ;irnia(lillu. hut tlu'v ititoract with differiMit internal factors



NOTES AND LITEEATUEE

North American Early Tertiary Bryozoa. By Ferdinand
Canu and Ray S. Bassler. Smitlisonian Institution. United

States National Museum. Bulletin 106. 1920, 879 pages,

279 text figures and 162 plates.

Students of both fossil and recent bryozoa will greet with

interest and pleasure this monumental work long anticipated

and recently issued, for while treating primarily of fossil

bryozoa this monograph contains much of interest to students

of living forms. This work appears in two volumes, one con-

taining the text and text figures, the other consisting of photo-

graphic plates alone. A cursory inspection reveals the fact

that these volumes possess the excellence of copious illustration,

a most satisfactory virtue in the eye of those who will use them.

The text figures are abundant, the number as stated above (279)

by no means giving a true idea of the actual number, since each

figure consists of from two to ten or more illustrations, repre-

senting portions or organs of tlie species under discussion, and

often besides figures of nearly related species for comparison.

From this point of view the number given should be multiplied

many times, and by actual count the first fifteen text figures

contain more than one hundred separate drawings or prepara-

tions. These are all either original with the authors or are

taken from the illustrations of other bryozoologists. Each pho-

tographic plate likewise contains from twelve to twenty-five

separate photographs. These are distinguished by a remarkable

clearness and definiteness of outline, even of minute details,

revealing an unusually skilful management of light and shade

and producing an excellent and expert piece of work which will

not fail to call forth the gratitude as well as the admiration of

their fellow workers.

Over 700 species belonging chiefly to the two orders, Cyclosto-

mata and Cheilostomata, are treated in this monograph. In the

seventy or more pages of introduction the authors present many
topics of interest involving new points of view which will doubt-

less stimulate further research. Of these topics but three will

be touched upon.

1. It is gratifying to find clear definition and illustration of
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the terms of the more recent nomenclature used in description

and classification. The study of the bryozoa has developed to

such a degree in recent years and so many new terms have been

introduced which are found only in the scattered writings of

numerous authors, that a new compilation and exposition similar

to the classic work of Hincks in his ''British Marine'Polyzoa"

would be useful. As far as it was compatible with the limits of

this treatise such a compilation and exposition have been accom-

plished here, and both the beginner in the study of the bryozoa

and the advanced worker will find great assistance in the dis-

criminating use of the newer anatomical terms.

2. Of the general functions of the bryozoa, of the Cheilosto-

mata especially, the discussion of the hydrostatic function is

perhaps the most interesting because it presents the newest and

latest views on this puzzling subject. The extrusion and re-

traction of the polypide, the action of the operculum and of the

zocecial muscles in these activities, and the relation of these to

the ingress and egress of water was long a puzzle. Jullien in

1888 first discovered the so-called compensating sack or com-

pe'nsatrix under the dorsal surface of the zooecium. Since then

scattered studies have been made on this organ which w^as soon

found to be present in many species. The present authors have

continued this study and following Levinsen (1909) have made
the presence or absence of a compensatrix the basis of division

of the Cheilostomata into two sub-orders Anasca, without such

a compensating sack
;
Ascophora, possessing such a sack.

In addition to the zocccial hydrostatic system discovered by
Jullien, the senior author, in 1915 discovered a zoarial hydro-

static system in the Anasca. This investigator found that the

space under the ectocyst, in certain species lacking a compen-

colony. Into this space water is introduced or expelled thus com-

pensating for the egress and ingress of the polypides. By such

means minute creeping zoaria as the Lunulites, e.g., are enabled

to maintain themselves on the algas on which live.

3. In line with their insistance on the value of function it is

not siirj)rising that these autliors classify the Tertiary bryozoa

on a, pliysioldLri,. rather tliaii a iii<trp}i(»logic basis as is the

method foHou,",! I.y th.' (.1«1.t inwst i^ntors. Believing as they

do tliat (p. 70) '-111 the bryozoa, as in other living beings, the

form is only the result of functions; therefore in the study of
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morphological variations of the organs, we now substitute that

of the physiologic functions. Our studit^ are therefore always

directed toward the discovery of functions which modify the

skeletal form." With this frank statement of the primacy of

the Lamarckian principle, family, genus and species are thus

briefly described:

The family is characterized by the larval form.

One genus differs from another in possessing a different func-

tion. The three essential functions of all bryozoa are:

1. Passage of egg and escape of larva? (= rapport of operculum

and ovicell).

2. Hydrostatic system and extrusion of the polypide (=form
of the aperture ami rappnrt of operculum with com-

pensatrix).

3. Calcification and chitinization (= nature of the skeletal

part and of the frontal considered as deposits of the

endocyst).

Specific characters include all morphological variations and

all of the characters of adaption.

Whatever philosophic views one may hold in regard to the

relation between form and function, it is apparent that the char-

acters chosen for family, genus and species present a uniform,

logical system and constitute a good workable plan or hypotliesis

which it seems more than worth while for all work^^-s in this

field to attempt to apply. It must be remembered, however, that

while in the class bryozoa, larval characters may afford valid

data indicating relationship such characters have failed to afford

satisfactory data of relationship among some other class of ani-

mals. Granting the validity of the assumption, however, the re-

search necessary to establish this statement can be conducted

only on living species. This, then, is a matter of immediate and

pressing interest. The older bryozoologists considered the oper-

culum a family character. In the present system the o[)erculuia

becomes a generic character, changes in it being induced )iy

changes in the essential zo(Pcial functions 1 and 2, that is, de-

pending in part upon the relation existing between the oper-

culum and ovicell, and in part upon the relation existing between

operculum and compensatrix together with the form of the

aperture. Here again, although much investigation has been

conducted to verify those grcneric priiiciph's aumiio- ilit> fossil

Tertiary species, work on living forms shouhl be undtTtaken to
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discover how far recent species actually conform to the plan

proposed.

Identification and description of the species of this cgllection

constitute the main portion of this monograph. A superficial

examination of the text reveals the fact that in order to apply

these principles to present day bryozoa, momentous and wide

spread changes will be necessary. Not only will genera and

families be broken up, but many heretofore considered widely

separate will be regarded as closely related and vice versa.

While one is startled by the number and significance of the

changes involved, yet the present morphologic method is so un-

satisfactory that this attempt to apply a unitary principle which

promises so to simplify classification and to lift it out of

chaos, should be heartily welcome. Too high praise cannot be

accorded the authors of this monograph for the excellence of

this work so full of new and stimulating ideas.

Alice Robertson



SHOETEE AETICLES AND DISCUSSION
THE EFFECT OF YEAST ON THE UTILIZATION OP

FOOD BY WHITE MICE.^

In the present paper the question of the effect of the so-called

vitamines on basal metabolism is considered and a procedure is

indicated whereby it is believed more conclusive data may be
obtained on the question. Preliminary experiments are described

illustrating the method.

Several years ag-o Hopkins- in a carefully carried out experi-

ment investigated the effect of a small addendum of milk to a

diet of purified food stuffs. In brief his method was to feed in

pairs two sets of young rats of the same origin, weight, etc., on

a basal vitamine-free food and to one set give a small addendum
of milk and determine the food intake and growth

By comparing the energy consumption and growth i

of the two sets of animals and by comparing these factors on the

same set of animals after reversing the diets he was able to

show "that the small milk addendum reduced the food con-

sumption for a given weight increment to one half or less."

In other words the vitamine increased greatly the animal's

power to utilize its food in the production of growth. And as

he showed that this was not due to difference in absorption

from the intestines, the vitamine must have an effect on some

factor involved in basal metabolism.

A number of the criticisms that could be made of Hopkins'

method have been discussed frankly by him and there is left

little or no doubt concerning his conclusions. They have. hoAV-

ever, such an important bearing on problems in nutrition tliat

it seems very desirable that the question be investigated from all

angles^ and particularly with other animals,* and with vitamines

1 Contribution from the Department of Pharmacology, Harvard Medical

2 J. Physiol, 1912, 44, 425; see also Biochem, J., 1913, 7. 97.

3 Recently Eddy (J. Biol Chem., 1920, XXXIV; see also Am. J. nis.

Children, 1917, 14, 189), has reported cases of marasmic infants which

showed an increase in the utilization of food, when given vitamine extracts

prepared from beans.

* In another connection the writer has found that mice and rats react dif-

ferently with certain diets. The question is still open whether or not this

difference is qualitative or quantitative.
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from different sources. In tliis connection, it is believed that the

procedure to be described later by the writer jjives more direct

evidence and hence is more free from criticism.

In order to eliminate the question of variability of individual

animals from the point of view of efficiency as ener^ trans-

formers, it appeared to the writer that a better procedure than

that used by Hopkins would be to feed a number of animals a

basal diet plus such an amount of vitamine-containing material

as to keep the animal in weight equilibrium over a period of

time. The amount of vitamine would vary with the individual,

and would need to be determined in each case. When the animals

had been maintained in weight equilibrium over a number of

days and the food consumption not^d, they could then be fed the

same daily ration of a diet containing the same number of

calories and having the same composition with the exception of

a larger vitamine content and the weight noted. As the greater

vitamine content would stimulate the appetite (directly or in-

directly) , there would be no difficulty about the animals eating

the same amount of food as they had eaten in the first stage of

the experiment and they would receive the same number of

calories and a food with the same gross composition within very

narrow limits.

Due to lack of time available for this work, it was impossible,

in the preliminary experiment to be described, to bring each

animal as near weight equilibrium as was wished, and as it is

felt verv^ certain can be done. The average, however, for twelve

animals is close and if the results are considered from the statisti-

cal point of view, they give further very convincing evidence that

the vitamines increases the efficiency of the body in the utiliza-

tion of the food. The error due to temperature variation it is

believed is not large, but this, of couree. should have been elimi-

nated. There appears no veiy easy way of eliminating the error

due to greater activity of the animals in the second stage of the

experiment. Tliis error may be considerable for there is no

the liiiiitc.l .liet with greater vitamine content. The direction of

this error makes the results all the more convincing.

Experimental

Preparation of Diets.—The diets were prepared at the be-

ginning of the experiment from the same stock of material and
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The yeast eontained appi-oximately 0.40 per cent, fat, 46.5

per cent, protein and 38.0 per cent, carbohydrate (32.26 "carbo-

hydrate" plus 5.8 crude fiber). Omitting- the negligible quan-

tity of salts the gross composition of the diets was as follows

:

17.8 %
49.4^

27.25%

7 Includes 0.3 per cent, crude fiber.

The diets richer in vitamine had slightly low

The casein was prepared from the 40-mesh (

uet by sliaking up for several houre successive

tions of 50 per cent, alcohol and one of 95 per

diyi

mmercial prod-

with two por-

3r cent, alcohol and

iial cooking starchThe starch was prepared from

(corn) by the same procedure as for casein.

The lutter used was the clear fat obtained by decanting the

melted butter through a dry filter.

The salt mixture was that described by Osborne and Mendel."

The mice were kept in wire mesh cages under which wero

piecffi of glazed paper to catch feces and wasted food. The

food was placed in small salve jars having aluminum covers in

which i/o inch holes had been stamped. The jars were placed

in 5-inch glass crystallizing dishes during the second stage of

the experiment so that any waste food could later be found by

the mice and eaten. Almost never in the second stiige of the

experiment was any food found under the cao-<\ In all cases

8 J. Biol. Chem., 1919, 37, 572.
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the waste was easily separated from the feces and account taken,

of the amount.

Sixteen mice were fed ten days on a complete diet and then

nine days on a diet free of vitamines and then transferred to

diet 401 (unlimited amount) . After one day on the later intake

records were begun.^ Of the 16 mice started two grew nearly

normally on 1 per cent, yeast/" one became sick and died, an-

other declined \'«ry rapidly. These four were not considered

in the experiment. The records of the remaining twelve are

shown in the table. They were of varying size and represented

somewhat different ages so that the results can hardly be ac-

counted for by the action of the normal intermittent growth

Per Cent, Ysi ;t), UN

For 150 mouse days 12 mice ate an average of 1.628 grs. per

mouse per day and lost 2.93 grs. or 1.74 per cent. For mainte-

nance, then, they needed slightly more than 1.628 grs. average

per day.

Figured from Period No. 1 the mice in the 187 mouse days

should have required a little more than 187 X 1.628 grs. and
gained 14.36 grs. or 8.68 per cent.

10 In general mice require 5 per cent, of yeast in the diet for normal

cent, require less. The individual variation for rats is, in our experience,

considerable though not as great as for mice. The average requirement,
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Period No. 2. Diet 403 and (or) 405 (Limited)

In order to make more easily comparable the weight changes

with food intake in the two periods, table No. 3 is presented.

The ener«?y content of the excreta during the two periods was

not determined, but Hopkins" and Drummond^=^ have shown that

the energy eontont of the excreta of rats when fed adequate

foods is substantially the same as when fed vitamine-free foods.

The writer regrets the inability to repeat the work with a

larger number of animals. It would be desirable to use a

vitamine extract, control the temperature of the animal room,

the lual 1 nd to

. Physiol, 1912,
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have periods 1 and 2 run over the same number of days.

Among the animals there should be included several adults which

had been brought to condition of underweight in the preliminary-

period with vitamine-free foods. This would answer any possible

question concerning the effect of the intermittent growth im-

pulse. It is hoped that others may be able to carry on this

These experiments were performed und^r a grant from the

Committee of the Permanent Charity Fund, Incorporated.

R. R. Renshaw
Harvard Medical School, Boston

INTERFERENCE IN PRIMULA StNENSIS

Outside of Drasophila, the only data bearing on the question

of interference of crossing over are those- which I reported in a

paper on linkage in Primula sinensis.^ The phenomenon of in-

terference—our knowledge of which in DrosopMla dates from

crosses made by Sturtevant and analyses made by Muller in

1912—consists of the fact that the occurrence of a crossing over

in one region of a chromosome reduces the chances for the oc-

currence, in that cell, of another crossing over in a different

region of the same chromosome; thus there is a smaller number
of double crossovers than would otherwise be expected. The

amount of interference is expressed by Muller 's index called

"coincidence," which is the ratio of the proportion of double

crossovers actually observed in the experiment to the proportion

of double crossovers which would have been expected to occur on

the assumption that crossings-over in the two regions were inde-

pendent of each other; the latter, or "expected" proportion of

double crossovers is obtained by simply multiplying together

the proportion of crossovers in one region by the proportion of

crossovers in the other region. As I stated in my paper on

Primula, a calculation based upon my total results could not be

sufficiently reliable to decide the question of whether or not in-

terference existed in Primula. This was on account of an uncer-

tainty in the classification ; I now find, however, that a calcula-

tion based upon, a selected group of the plants, in which the un-

certainty does not exist, is sufficient to decide the question in the

affirmative—contrary to my earlier conclusion.

Three pairs of genes were involved in the Primula crosses

—

1 Altenburg, E., 1916, Linkage in Primula sinensis. Genetics, 1 : 354-366.
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those for long style (1), rod flower (r), and red stigma (s),

allelomorphie respectively to short style (L), magenta flower

(R) , and green stigma (S) . The order of the loci, as based upon
3684 individuals, was 1 r s; the per cent, of crossovers in the

first region (between 1 and r) was 11.62, and that in the second

region (between r and s) was 34.02. These relations, shown in

a map, are as follows:
^ ^^^^

The per cent, of

double crossovers observed in the experiment was 2.52. Accord-

ing to the formula given above, the number of double crossovers

to be expected if crossings over were independent would be

11.62 per cent. X 34.02 per cent., or 4.0 per cent., which, as I

noted in the account of the case, exceeds the observed proportion

of 2.52 per cent. This difference, then, between the observed

and ''expected" values in Primula would indicate that inter-

ference existed here, but, as I further stated, the difference was

not significant because of the uncertainty which had attended

the classification of flower color in the plants with the gene for

green stigma. This gene caused the flower color to be lighter

and obliterated somewhat the distinction between red and

magenta.

In the plants with red stigma, however, the flower color was

dark enough to render entirely certain the classification in regard

to red and magenta ; these plants, considered alone, would there-

fore furnish reliable data for determining the interference. I

stated that, when these reliable plants alone were taken into

account, no evidence of interference was to be found; but this
'

conclusion was due to a numerical error in the calculation of the

"expected" number of double crossovers, for I now find, in

going over the figures, that the "expected" number is consid-

erably higher than the number observed. Among the 1876

plants with red stigmas, there were 210 crossovers, or 11.2 per

cent., in the first region, and 688, or 36.7 per cent., in the second

region. The "expected" number of double crossovers is there-

fore 11.2 per cent.X 36.6 per cent., or 4.1 per cent. There were

54 double crossovers observed, or 2.9 per cent., giving a coin-

cidence ratio of 2.9:4.1, or .7, instead of 1.00, which would be

tho ratio in the al)S(Mice of interference. The difference between

tlic '•t'xiMrtfd" ;jiul ohserved numbers is beyond the limits of

random sampling, and it must therefore be concluded that in-

terference exists in Primula. Although no reliance can be
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placed upon the precise value of the coincidence, it may be noted

that this amount, .7, is just what would be expected for a sim-

ilar distance in the X chromosome of Drosophila melanogaster

(ampelophila)

.

It should be noted here that Haldane, in referring to my re-

sults in a recent article, called attention to the fact that the

Primula data (using the counts of all classes of plants) fit his

formula for expressing the relations between linkage values in

Drosophila. Inasmuch as any formula expressing the linkage

relations in Drosophila is necessarily the mathematical resultant

of the operation of interference (interference of a type which

diminishes with increasing distance), Haldane 's statement that

the Primula data fit the same formula as Drosophila is equivalent

to saying that interference exists here, as in Drosophila ; it is in

this sense a restatement of my observation that the number of

double crossovers found in the total count of the plants is smaller

than the numiber "expected" in a case of a random occur-

rence of crossing over. It must further be noted that Haldane 's

formula for expressing the linkage relations in Primula is open

to the same objection of unreliability as noted above, since his

calculation is based upon all classes of plants, instead of upon
just those classes which I showed must be used in any reliable

determination.

The finding of interference in another organism, so widely

separated from Drosophila, is of interest because of the bearing

of interference on the general theory of linkage. Interference

is not accounted for on Trow's form of the reduplication theory,

although it was the earlier experiments upon Primula itself

which largely supplied the data upon which this theory was
founded.

Edgar Altenburg
The Eice Institute,

Houston, Texas.

ON INTERSEXES IN FIDDLER CRABS.

Not long ago a few specimens of small female fiddler crabs,

Uca pugnax, were submitted to me by Professor T. H. Morgan
for determination. They appeared to be normal, immature in-

dividuals and I so stated in my reply. In order to demonstrate

the correctness of this view, a loan was made to Profe^r Mor-
gan from the National Museum collection of a series of imma-
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ture female fiddlers showing different widths of abdomen normal
to the growing female in passing from the juvenile or immature,
to the sexually mature, condition. However, this exhibit ap-

parently had the opposite effect from that intended, as Pro-

fessor Morgan pronounced them all "intersexes" and thereby

seemingly robbed the female fiddler of its period of adolescence.

In his paper "Variations in the Secondary Sexual Characters

of the Fiddler Crab"^ we find Professor Morgan's exposition

of the subject. It is not easy to follow the author owing (1) to

erroneous or incomplete references to figures and (2) to ab-

sence of measurements; for example, "Fig. 45",'' cited on p.

225, line 12, does not exist, "Fig. 45'," p. 225, line 3, is cited

as a female abdomen when it is really a male, and one can not

tell if the two unequal chelae of Fig. 4A belong to one individual,

which is probable, and if the two unequal chelfe of Fig. 4B be-

long to one individual, which is probable but not possible, as the

text says that they are "of the same size." There are no meas-

urements nor indication of enlargement of figures.

The ease under discussion belongs in Professor Morgan's

second category of intersexes. He tells us that tlip specimens

are always small, that they are female in character except for

the abdomen being narrower than in the mature female, and

the abdominal appendages being different from those of the

mature female but not at all malelike. Why, one naturally asks,

are they not juvenile? His reply is. "because normal individuals

of the same size have the abdomen full width." This argument

unsupported is fallacious.

Many species of crabs are known to attain sexual maturity

at a much smaller size than their maximum and to exhibit con-

siderable range in the size at which they att^iin that maturity.

As an example, two jars full of the common shore-crab of the

Pacific coast, Hemigrapsus midiis, show egg-bearing crabs rang-

ing in width of dorsum from 10.4 mm. to :V2 mm., and among

the immature females with nari-ow abdomens, six individuals

which range from 12.5 to 15.7 mm. in width.

Professor Morgan goes on to say that some of tlie smallest

"intersexes" have the narrowest, abdomen, that there is no

obvious relation between tlie size of the crab and tlie rolaHve

width of the abdomen, but that there is some correlation liotwoen

the character of the abdominal appendages and the width of the

1 Amer. Nat., Vol. LIV, No. 632, May-June. 1920, pp. 220-246.
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abdomen. All these point to normal development as the rational

explanation.

He figures, p. 226, the abdomens of five female ''intersexes,"

including, I think, but am not sure, two abdomens of successive,

or near successive molts in the aquarium. As no two of these

abdomens are of the same width, the illustrations would indicate

a change in size of body, that is, growth and surely age, with

the molt or molts. But Professor Morgan says, p. 225, lines

13-14, "that the condition of the abdomen and claws had not

changed."

The fact of the matter is, that neither Professor Morgan nor

any one else, so far as I know, is aware of the exact growth

changes of our fiddler crabs beyond the first few crab stages.

Hyman, in '.'The Development of Gelasimus after Hatching, "^

carries his painstaking researches only as far as a 4 mm. wide

crab stage.

We can at present reason only by analogy from the study of

work done on other species of crabs, of which there is altogether

too little compared to the facilities offered by the laboratories

of our coasts ; and such analogy seems to indicate that the crabs

upon which Professor Morgan bases his arguments are normal

females which had not, in their particular cases, attained sexual

maturity. Churchill's "Life History of the Blue Crab"-^ may
be cited, and also Pearson's "Cancer. (The Edible Crab.)"*

Both of these give tables which demonstrate the great variability

in the ratio of increase at each act of eedysis.

It is important, as I have stated olscwhon'. rliat the develop-

ment of each of our common crabs be can-ipd thn)u^h from the

egg to maturity, that accurate records 1)e luade, and properly

labeled material upon which such studies are based be deposited

in an enduring collection accessible to all who may be interested.

Mary J. Ratiibttx

VARIATFOX IX JT'VEXILE FIDDLER CRABS

It is too bad tliat :\riss Rathlnm 's 'kindness in sending me
specimens fi-oni tlio Xational Museum "had the opposite effect

from that intended." While regretting this, I can only call

attention to the fact, stated in my pap.T, tliat out of more than

2 Jour. Morphol., Vol. 33, No. 2, March, 1920.

3 Bull. Bur. Fisheries, XXXVI, Noveml>€r 11, 1919.

*Proc. and Trans. Liverpool Biol. Soc, Vol. XXII, 1908.
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three thousand individuals that were collected only a few showed

the narrow abdomen concerning which Miss Rathbun raises an

interesting question. These rare individuals, I ventured to sug-

gest, with some hesitation and with considerable reservations,

might be called intersexes, because th€ variation in question was

in the direction of a character peculiar to the opposite sex.

Miss Rathbun states that my argument that "they are not

juvenile . . . unsupported, is fallacious." Again I can only

repeat what was said in my paper, that I examined a very large

number of individuals, many of which were of about the same

size as the variations in question, some of which were even

smaller, and others somewhat larger, and in none of the young

females (except in those recorded as exceptions) did I find

the abdomen narrow.

May I also recall that I specifically referred to the case of the

blue crab in which the abdomen of the juvenile female is narrow,

so this condition was known to me, both from the literature and

from personal examination, although the reader might gain the

opposite opinion from Miss Rathbun 's comments.

It is rather strange also that Miss Rathbun neglects to point

out that these small crabs with narrow abdomen were stated

in my paper to show either a change towards maleness or pos-

sibly a retention of the juvenile condition. It is quite possible,

of course, that the narrowness of the abdomen of the exceptional

individuals might be interpreted as a variation in the direction

of ilip juvenile stage found in other species; but it is certainly

3 lot com moil sta?e through which crabs of this size pass.

"Will tlior tlie juvenile interpretation has any advantage over the

alternative one tliat I provisionally suggested can only be

settled -^vhen we htive found out to what this exceptional condi-

tion in the fiddler crab is due. My paper was written more

with the intention of calling attention to a new and verv^ in-

teresting ^et of variations in these crabs (as the title indicates)

than with the intention of trying to determine what the definition

ot intersexes shall include; for, as I said, ''It seems to me not

worth while at present to attempt to classify such material nntil

we have learned more about it."

T. II. MORGAX

1 Fig. 48', page 225, line 3, should be Fig. 5B'. Fig. 4P", page 225, line

13, should be Fig. 5C". Fig. A, B, C, B, page 225, line next to bottom,

should be Fig. 5 A, B, C, D.
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THE TURKEY AS A SUBJECT FOR EXPERIMENT

Experiments with our native vertebrates offer many diffi-

culties not encountered when dealing with domestic animals. In

the field of genetics especially, while domestic animals continue

to furnish enticing problems, it is not strange, therefore, that

they practically monopolize the attention of students. No one

can foresee how far work of this kind will proceed but it seems

probable that some important phases of the subject of variation

never can be elucidated by the study of domestic animals alone.

Hence it would be very desirable to work with wild forms

wherever this is practicable. This would be especially interest-

ing for study of the significance of the intergrading subspecies

or "geographic race" which is found so widely in nature but

which appears to have no recognizable counterpart in the ordi-

nary variations of domestic animals.

The so-called subspecies perhaps needs no introduction even

to biologists who do not have first-hand acquaintance with it,

but the extent to which it features in the fauna of the world

seems scarcely realized even among those who are quite familiar

with it. Within the memory of the present generation, the ulti-

mate division of classification was the species and attempts to

divide this into races or varieties were often looked at askance as

probably indicating an over-weening desire to multiply names

and magnify differences of no phylogenetic significance. In

wrestling with the question ''What is a species?" many were

led to eschew classification entirely and contented themselves

with the knowledge that no two individuals were alike and the

belief that efforts to associate them were futile. JNIeanwhile, in

spite of beadshaking in various quarters, "hair-splitting" has

continued until at present nothing is clearer than that the sub-

species is a reality constituting a widespread and obvious evi-

dence of active contemporary change in organisms, not only in

single individuals but in groups of individuals.

In ornithology and in mammalogy, at least, the old-fashioned

species in the vast majority of cases is found to be a composite

or a mosaic definitely divisible into units connected by graded

series and having a plain relation to geographic distribution.

A species of continental distribution in North America, for ex-

ample, may have one subspecies in the east, one in the north and

several in the south and west each occupying a limitable area

and each characterized throughout its range by certain features
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not possessed by the others. Along the geographic borders of

each subspecies will be found specimens showing varying de-

grees of intergradation so that each form merges with an ad-

joining one, or, in some cases, one in central position may merge
into several others in different directions. If, for any reason,

the "areas of intergradation" were rendered uninhabitable, the

various subspecies would stand as distinct well-characterized

forms presumably until they themselves began to differentiate

and separate into parts. Sometimes the difference between rec-

ognizable subspecies is slight, or sometimes it is very marked,

but when gradations through several forms are followed, char-

acters are almost always found to change to a degree far be-

yond any probability of an ontogenetic explanation. It may be

emphasized that subspecies of this sort are not the exception, but

the rule. It might almost be said that the existence of diverse

inosculating units correlated with geography is characteristic of

terrestrial vertebrates. Continued study with improved facili-

ties and increasingly comprehensive collections from all parts

of the world constantly reduces the number of forms which

are not known to break up into subspecies. To a very great

extent, the presence of an undivided 'full species" in our check-

lists signifies either that it is a senescent type of limited distri-

bution or that, for lack of material or opportunity, it has not

been studied intensively. The intergrading subspecies has not

been recognized so widely among invertebrates nor in plants, but

neither entomologists nor botanists have collected and studied

their material from the geographic standpoint to such an extent

as the ornithologists and mammalogists, so it cannot be said that

the process of change illustrated by the subspecies is not even

more widespread than appears from the study of birds and-

The process of formation of these subspecies, therefore, is

going on before our very eyes in wholesale fashion and it is diffi-

cult to believe that it is, as someone has said, merely a "shuffling-

of the cards" wliich in the long run means nothing to evolution-

ary progress. Rather does it seem that it must have a physio-

logical basis, a relation to germinal change, and a large poten-

tiality for affecting the general course of evolution. Despite its-

evident importance, the intergrading subspecies is receiving but.

scant attention from experimental zoologists. With the con-

spieious exception of the very significant work being done with
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white-footed mice by Dr. F. B. Sumner of the Scripps Institu-

tion/ there seems to be little or no work under way which can

be correlated logically with the results of speciation and sub-

speciation as the field naturalist and taxonomist find them in

nature. Doubtless one of the principal reasons for this is the

difficulty of finding convenient subjects and suitable conditions

for such work. Perhaps another is the independence of workers

in the respective fields of taxonomy and experimental zoology.

As promising subjects for experiment, it seems worth while

to call attention to the American wild and domestic turkeys.

The common turkey has an exceedingly desirable distinction

from other domestic animals in that there is no important ques-

tion as to its history and lineage. Moreover, the wild stock

from which it was derived represents one of several intergrading

subspecies the natural characters and relationships of which can

be determined with a great degree of accuracy. Hence our

Thanksgiving bird, as a subject for experimental breeding,

might furnish a coml)ination with which naturally and arti-

ficially induced characters could be studied comparatively. As
at present recognized and understood, the native American

turkey is divisible into six races or subspecies, as follows: One
from the southeastern United States (Meleagris gallopavo syl-

vestris) ; one from southern Florida (M. g. osceola) ; one from

central Texas and northeastern Mexico {M. g. intermedia) ; one

from Arizona, New Mexico and Chihuahua (3/. g. merriami)
;

one troiii the Siei-i-;i ^ladre of Jalisco and west central Mexico

(.1/. <i. i,H rianxi and one from the eastern cordillera of Vera

Cniz, Atrxifo ( .1/. iidUopavo). The range of the turkey group

is thus from the southeastern Atlantic seaboard westward to

the Rocky ^Mountains and thence south to Vera Cruz. Complete

intergradation between the various subspecies may not be dem-*

onstrable with absolute nicety in all cases because the birds w^ere

exterminated in certain parts of the range before any specimens

were preserved. That intergradation between all the races was
as uninterrupted as it can be sho\^Ti to be between some of them,

however, is beyond reasonable doubt. The extremes of differ-

entiation, as usual in such cases, are represented approximately

\yy the geographical extremes. The cliaraeters distinguishing

the wild turkey of the eastern United States from that of south-

iSee especially Am. Naturalist, XLIX, j.p. 688-701; ihid., LIT, pp.
177-454, 1918.



ern Mexico, therefore, are clear cut and readily recognizable

without the application of any greatly refined methods. The
obvious distinction is found in the feathers of the tail and upper
tail coverts which in the United States bird are ])roadly tipped

with rich chestnut whereas in the Mexican subspecies these parts

are white or nearly white. Such characters, in animals of un-

known history, might easily be looked upon as produced by

mutation; but with complete gradation from one to the other

known to exist in nature, it is hard, at least for some of us, to

believe that the difference was not accomplished by gradual

rather than sudden change. If it could be shown that char-

acters of this kind behave as hereditary units without any such

blending as requires ''dialectic gymnastics" to explain, it would

be a long step forward in the correlation of natural and man-

made experiments. Such characters are in fact heritable, as

has been shown by Sumner in his breeding and transference ex-

periments Avith Feromyscus. This is illustrated also by an un-

directed experiment to call attention to which is one of the ob-

jects of this communication, namely, the test of subspecific char-

acters which has been carried out in the domestication of the

As is widely known to sportsnnen, breeders, and many others,

our domestic, so-called bronze, turkey is readily distinguished

from the wild bird of the eastern United States by the coloration

of the upper tail coverts ajid tail. The reason for this, which is

not so generally known, is not that the domestic bird has changed

in these respects under man's intluence, but because it is the

direct descendant of the ^Mexican wild race which differs from

the northeastern race by these selfsame characters. Carried

from Mexico to Europe in the early sixteenth century and

thence brought to the United States, it has continued for more

than three hundred generations in a new environment maintain-

ing its old established subspecific characters. To-day it may

differ from the Mexican wild race in some details, hut its <:enoral

coloration is the same and especially does it retain its taxonoinic-

ally diagnastic features. These, therefore, are heritable and

doubtless related to germinal conditions which became lixed in

the wild bird. Since the characters themselves are of the kind

that appear to be produced by insensible gradations and of the

kind that frequently bear an obvious relation to environment,

an easy deduction would be that the germ plasm also has
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changed gradually and, at least as a working hypothesis, one

might suppose that the germ plasm had been affected directly or

indirectly by the environment. Such an explanation is, of

course, far too simple and old-fashioned for present-day stu-

dents of evolution. It does not explain a multitude of undeni-

ably important and fascinating results of experimental work.

But neither do theories of mutation and the maze of modern

genetics explain the intergrading subspecies and perhaps there is

room for at least a little experimental work which does not deny

such an hypothesis at the outset.

In the case of the turkey, while the relatively inconspicuous

subspecific character has proved itself stable, violent saltatory

changes have been established easily. These are of the sort

common among close bred domesticated animals but so rare

among wild vertebrates that no one has yet found a case in

which they can be shown to have been perpetuated by natural

process. Thus we now have self-colored breeds of turkeys re-

spectively black, white, buff, and blue gray as well as the breed

called Narragansett in which the feathers are tipped with steel

gray. Hence it seems that the turkey may offer an opportunity

for comparative study of the hereditary behavior of characters

which have developed naturally by what seems to be continuous

variation and those which have appeared diseontinuously and

been perpetuated artificially. Sumner (1. c, 1918) has found

with Peromyscus that hybridization of different subspecies pro-

1 s tl 3 and generations a blending of the subspecific

characters comparable to the gradations found in nature,

whereas mutant characters (partial albinism, etc.) act as simple

Mendelian units. In other words, natural subspecific characters

act in hybridization experiments as they would be expected to

do on the assumption that they were produced by continuous

variation. Whether or not the same results would follow with

the turkey and other forms would seem to he well worth deter-

mining. In a general way, it is known to breeders tliat hybrids

between wild and domestic turkeys are of intermediate type,

but so far as I know careful well-controlled work has not been

Wilfred H. Osgood
Field Museum of Natural History
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THE "ONE-LETTER" RULE FOR GENERIC NAMES IN
ZOOLOGY

Rules of nomenclature as they affect scientific names in zool-

ogy would no doubt sei-ve their real purpose best and give more

general satisfaction if used, not in an absolute sense, but with

discretion. But there are those to whom a rule is a rule to be

rigidly applied, and the results are such that the question is

raised whether if we must abide by rules, we cannot have better

ones. A nomenclatorial rale used by the American Ornithol-

ogists' Union has raised this question in the mind of the writer,

and attention is here called to it, not in a controversial way, but

merely to insure that the other side of the ease is presented.

If such questions are ever taken up again by an International

Commission it is desirable that data and opinions on the vexed

points be available for consideration. In the recently published^

"Seventeenth Supplement to the American Ornithologists' Union

Cheek List of North American Birds," prepared by the Com-

mittee on Nomenclature, we find the following statements relat-

ing to certain generic names

:

Oxyura Bonaparte 1828 is considered preoccupied by Oxyurtis Swain-

son 1827 (p. 446).

Nrjctala Brelim, from whatever date taken, is preoccupied by Nyctalus

Bowditch 1825, and jEgolius Kaup, 1829, is preoccupied hy^golia

Biilberg, 1820 (p. 447).

Bucephala Baird 1858 is preoccupied by Bucephalus Baer 1827

(p. 446).

Dendrocopos Koch, July, 1876, is preoccupied by Dendrocopus Vieil-

lot. April, 1876 (p. 448).

But

Ileteroscrlus Baird 1858 is not invalidated by Heteroscelis Latreille

1825 fp. 443).

Ty'n Billhertr (1828) is not preoccupied by Tyta BiUberg (1820)

(p. 447).

and

Moris Leach . . . adopted because considered neither a nomen nudum

nor preoccupied by Morum Bolton, altliontrh Morm Vieillot . . . having

a termination diff(>rin.o- merely in arninniaf ical .srender from Morum

Bolten is thereby invalidated (p. 441).

1 The Aiil', Vol. 37, No. 3, July, 1920, pp. 439^49.
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Even the experienced taxonomist might "be greatly puzzled hy

this collection of apparently inconsistent assertions, did he not

turn to the Code of Nomenclature of the American Ornithol-

ogists' Union (1908 Edition) and find the following explanatory

remark under Canon XXX

:

Generic and specific names . . . are to be considered identical . . .

whether the ending- is masculine, feminine or neuter or in Greek or

In the principal codes of zoological nomenclature the practise

called for by this rule is sanctioned only by that of the Ameri-

can Ornithologists' Union. The parent (we may say) of the

A. 0, U. Code, namely the Stricklandian Code, in so far as it

touches on the point, would seem to accept very similar generic

names, even those differing by only one letter. Section 10^ says

A name should be changed which has before been proposed for

some other genus in zoology or botany.

This section is further elaborated as follows:

By Rule 10 it was laid down, that when a name is introduced which

is identical with one previously used, the latter one should be changed.

Some authors have extended the same principle to cases where the

later name, when correctly written, only approaches in form, without

wholly coinciding with the earlier. We do not, however, think it ad-

visable to make this law imperative, first, because of the vast extent

of our nomenclature, which renders it highly difficult to find a name
which shall not bear more or less resemblance in sound to some other;'

and, secondly, because of the impossibility of fixing a limit to the

degree of approximation beyond which such a law should cease to

operate. We content ourselves, therefore, with putting forth this

proposition merely as a recommendation to naturalists, in selecting

generic names, to avoid such as too closely approximate words already

adopted fp. 118).

These provisions were adopted (with a reservation as to botani-

cal names) by the British Association for the Advancement of

Science in 1865 as part of a code which more than any other

guided the course of subsequent nomenclature practice.

2Eep. British A. A. S., 1842 (1843), p. 113.
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In Ball's "Discussion of the Subject of Nomenclature" of

1877 which was based on a circular responded to by 45 American
naturalists in addition to previous codes and. other publicatio'ns

on the subject, the point under consideration receives the foilow-

ing attention in Section 65, Para^aph 10,

derivation .t-iven by its anthor, with a prior valid name in the same

kingdom it must be rejcctod.*

In other words, if names are not identical they stand.

Tlie Eutomolopical Code (1912, Parafrraph 82) has this to

say on the subject

:

an? equivalont in oslal)lishod Latin usac'o.

In extr;u'ts from a code of Nomenclature in Tchthyolofry (Jor-

dan. Evormann and (Jilbert) published in the Condor in 1905,

Canon XVIT (Sc^eond para^rraph) , is quoted as follows:

As a name is a word witli.Mit noco?sary nioanin?, and as the names

are identified by llieir ortlio.srraidiy. a ,£renerie name {tvpojrraphioal

errors corrected) is distinct from all others not spelled in exactly the

tion or rejection of names deemed preoccupied.^ (Note.)^
^

This canon

but of different -endJrs or termination to remain tenable.

The International Code which, so far as it proes, is adhered to

by a majority of zoologrists, alludes to this subject in a i-ecom-

mendation under article 36. The language follows:

introduced, such names are not to be rejected on this account.

4 Nomenclature in Zoology and Botany, Salem, Mass., December, 1877,
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Opinions 25 and 34 of the International Commission support

the wording of the foregoing recommendation which is referred

to in the opinions as an effective part of the code.

Thus zoological codes in general support the so-called "one-

letter rule." The point in this connection that appeals to the

present writer with special force is that there would seem to be

no good defense for the practise of rejecting names differing

in terminations expressing gender and at the same time accept-

ing other names differing by no greater margin (often by only

one letter).

Thus under A. 0. U. practise Otostomus, Otostoma and Oto

stomum are treated as identical, while Odostoma and Otostoma,

Tcterm and Icterias, Pica and Picus are considered distinct. The

fact that the latter words had different terminations, or different

meaninge in classical usage has nothing to do with the case.

Nomenclature is not the Latin language; it is a mass of in-

vented, adopted, derived and compounded words, some of which

are in Latin form, others not, but all of which, nevertheless, have

equal standing in the scientific world. Principle V of the A.

0. U. Code, itself, asserts that

A name is only a name, having no meaning until invested with one

by being used as the handle of a fact ; and the meaning of a name so

used in zoological nomenclature, does not depend upon its signifieaiion

in any other connection.

Literally construed this principle is fully in accord with the

definition of scientific names as arbitrary combinations of letters,

and it would seem unnecessary even to state with respect to

arbitrary combinations, that we can only regard each different

one (even if by only one letter) as a distinct name. It would

seem clear, therefore, that in scientific nomenclature names are

merely labels for conceptions ; that their use demands precision,

and with precision all names appreciably different can bo used

without confusion.

Small (even one-letter) differences in scientific names aro by

no means confined to terminations; they occur in all points in

words. Consider : Neothripa, Neothrips; Felwea, Felicia, Dona-

tia, Donacia; Isotoma, Isosoma; Leptopora, Leptoprora; Mercera,

Merciera; Teliocrinus, Teleiocrinus; Sciurus, Seiurus; Sus, Mus.

Consider also such a series of names as M&mcerus, Monocereus,
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Monocercus, Monocercis. These names all stand under the A. 0.

U. Code, as do also words like the following: Bolanda, Rolandra;
Oga, Ogoas; Orophia, Orophila; Menida, Menidm; Lyria,

Lyrcia; Passerma, Passerita; all of which differ only in the last

few letters as do those with terminations denoting gender, and
are equally liable to confusion by typographical errors.

What justification is there for accepting names so nearly alike

as many of these but considering as homonyms such terms as

Nyciala and Nyctalus; Neftion and Nettium? The aim of codes

of nomenclature is to conserve names, not to make opportunities

for the creation of new ones. But the A. 0. U. custom of con-

sidering homonyms, names differing in terminations indicating

gender is a breeder of new names. This is clearly shown by two

notes^ published in a reeent number of The Auk, in which it is

asserted that Phaochroa Gould 1861 is preoccupied by Phwochr-

ons Laporte, 1840, and Elminia Bonaparte 1854 by Ehnimus
King, 1831, and a new name is proposed in each case. The

same criticism applies to certain other suggestions in connection

with Canon XXX of the A. 0. TJ. Code, namely those that would

homonymize such words as Athene and Aihena; Caniopus and

Contipns. Those who look with favor on homonymizing words

whet/her they differ only by endings denoting gender, whether

the root is taken from the Attic or other dialect, whether the

connecting vowel of compound words be a, i, or o, or for other

philological reasons should remember that there is no more

reason for stopping at one point than another in the path of

purism. Always there will be more and more advanced purists,

who would sink generic names differing far more widely." For

instance, consider the following pairs of names for which it has

actually been proposed that the second name in each couplet be

regarded as homonym: CalUtrkhe, Calothrix; Myosuros, My-

urns; Galarhoeus, Galactorhens ; Korycarpns, Corythroearpua;

lonacfis, laciis; Genyscoelus, CoeJogenus.

Philology is an interesting and important science, but what

has classical purism to do with a hodge-podge of names such as

zoological iiomenrlature now is. with names coined, with names

classical, with those borrowed from nearly every language ancient

and modern? What would be the fate of nomenclature if the

purist were allowed to work his will with such names as: Ahudef-

» The Aulc, Vol. 37, No. 2, April, 1920, p. 295, and p. 302.
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duf, Avahi, Aije-aye, Bagre, Cachalot, Djahub, Gryshock, Jafar,

JuJcaruJca, Kahavahi, Louti, Mabuya, Maki, Ompok, Potto,

Sandat, Sheltopnsik, TIja, Susu, Wallago, Zingel and the like?

Or with such personal and local derivatives as: Amiskwia,

Ernestokokenia^ Isclvikauia, Mitsukurina, Mordwilkoja, Schlag-

inhaufenia, Takakkawia, Wankowiczium, Wlassicsia and Zschok-

keellaf

The writer does not defend the choice of such names, but once

on record they are an integral part of nomenclature and an out-

burst of purism sufficient to do away with them will not occur.

Whether we will or no, we are dealing with essentially arbitrary

combinations of letters arbitrarily selected. The conglomeral ion

of generic names in zoology, may be, nay is, subject to criticism,

but it exists, is in use. It is part and parcel of the language of

Science and classical purism can no more be applied to it than

to any other modem language which is constantly growing, ever

adding to itself terms from a multitude of sources.'' A condi-

tion not a theory confronts us; practicability must reign and

pedantry be forgotten.

Practically all rules relating to the validity and priority of

generic names have some saving clause as " typ<^raphical errors

corrected." or "except for obvious typographical errors." A
common-sense application of such clauses would do away with

the most vexatious cases of emendation, cases often cited to

show the necessity of homonymizing similar generic names,

namely those in whicli an author mis-spolls names of liis own
establishing when usitiji- th(>in siibsorjiioiitly to the original cita-

tion. In such cases wliy can w.- not take an nutlior at liis word;

he intended to treat of the same group as before, and his emended

name, whether intentional or not should be regarded as a

synonym of the original. We do not recognij^e an author's

efforts to change a published name, except to correct typo-

graphical errors. Why should we give any weight to emenda-

tions which themselves, in many if not most cases, are almost

certainly typographical errors. The same rule should apply to

names mis-spelled by othei-s than the original author when it is

clear they intended to refer to the same genus. The fact that

the species included under such names are now considered to

belong to ditlVt'cut ircncra is of no consequence; these genera

" Thus adoj.t into English but do not Anglify such words as hangar,

machete, fez, mufti, a host of which could be cited.
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should date from the time formally recognized and should bear
the name then given. It is a travesty on priority to credit an
author with conceptions he never entertained, and to use for

them mis-spelled names for which he no doubt often had occa-

sion to regret his inadvertence. In brief, regard all emendations

as typographical errors unless there is definite evidence to the

contrary. With the treatment suggested, such cases as Pogonius,

Pogonias, Pogonia (a name spelled three ways in the same publi-

cation), and similar instances lose their troublesome aspect, and

suggestions for homonymizing them, much of their force. The

chief cause for anxiety in connection with the one-letter rule

seems to be that numerous emendations may be revived, but it

can confidently be asserted that, from a practical viewpoint, most

emendations are clear sjnionyms from the beginning and their

status would not be changed under the one-letter rule.

Moreover changes under this rule need be feared only in

branches of zoology in which the practice advised by the A. 0. U.

Code has been followed, that is the study of birds and mammals.

Certainly the one-letter rule has been used, since the adoption

of the International Code, if not before, by most American stu-

dents of animal parasites,^ echinodemis, crustaceans, insects and

fishes" and as shown in preceding paragraphs their practice^"

in this respect is overwhelmingly supported by the various zoolog-

ical codes.

8 See discussions by Ch. Wardell Stiles (Zool. Jahrb., 15, 1902, pp. l72-

175). "The difference of a single letter, entirely regardless of the etymol-

p^sibility of their being homonyms" (pp.^l72--173).

^ ^^^^^

America," Vol. I, 1896, p. v, "We regard all generic names as different

unless originally spelled alike."

10 An attempt to develop what usage, in this respect, is followed in a

larger number of zoological specialties, was made by mailing a brief ques-

tionnaire to 30 systematic zoologists. The questions asked were:

1. In your specialty have one-letter differences been regarded in recent

years (at least since adoption of International Code) as sufficient to estab-

lish the distinctness and validity of generic names?

homonymizing terms differing only in endings indicating gender, etc., been

followed?
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Since one-letter differences in generic names are sufSeient in

many cases as shown by citations in this article and the practise

of nomenclators, why are they not in all ? The one-letter rule is

practicable, while one based on grounds of classical purism is

not, and as the framers of the Ichthyological Code properly

remark

:

If all names are regarded as different unless spelled alike, these

matters offer no difficulty. Any other view gives no assurance of

Finally, discarding names of independent origin and distinct

application, that are not spelled identically, overthrows the law

of priority and like all practises of that tendency (so long as

the priority system is followed) is not for the lasting good of

scientific nomenclature.

W. L. McAtee
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PROFESSOR M. F. GUYER
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Mr. President, Members of the Jrcnh iHi/ of Mrdicliie

of Cincinnati: I am deeply appreciative of the honor con-

ferred upon me b}^ the invitation to' address this medical

society. Although my own researches have lain outside

the conventional limits of medicine, it happens that sev-

eral of them have crossed the border linos of this science

and have thereby quickened the naturally keen interest

in the scientific aspects of medicine that I have always

entertained. In my present researches, indeed, I have

borrowed some of my most important tools and ideas

from the field of immunological studies and discoveries,

made in the main by medical researchers. The luxuriant

growth of literature in recent years on immunity, anti-

toxins, cytotoxins, bacteriolysins, hemolysins, opsonins,

precipitins, agglutinins, anaphylaxis, and what not, is

knowTi to you all. Naturally, the brilliant series of prac-

tical applications of this new knowledge in diagnosis,

prophylaxis and therapeutics, stimulated every medical

investigator to redoubled effort until the field has become

almost exclusively the domain of the bacteriologist and

the pathologist.

It may seem presumptuous of me, a biologist, to step

outside the traditional bounds of my science and to come,

carrjdng coals to Newcastle as it were, in recounting to

you various facts long since learned by physicians—

1 An address delivered before the Academy of Medicine of Cincinnati.
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facts which lie at the very foundation of modem medical

theory and practice. I offer my apology in advance for

the lack of novelty in much of what I shall say. My only

justification is that a reconsideration of such familiar

knowledge gives one a good running start, so to speak,

for a leap into less known realms ; realms of great inter-

est to the embryologist, the cytologist, the student of

heredity and of evolution; regions in which lie hidden

the secrets of all life and form, of hereditary transmis-

sion, and of its converse, variation.

It is clear that the phenomena which constitute the

field of immunology, although to-day viewed mainly from

the standpoint of infection and immunity, all have

broader biological aspects. They must in last analysis

be but heightened or specialized reactions of the funda-

mental processes which underlie all life phenomena.

They are but one of the many expressions of that deli-

cately balanced stereochemical system we call proto-

plasm, and they are inextricably interwoven in the ebb

and flow of metabolism, with such fundamental biologic

processes as growth, reproduction, irritability and adap-

tation.

The physiologically minded biologist also inevitably

suspects close relationship between the reactions de-

scribed by the serologist and those manifested normally

in a living animal by that wonderful system of chemical

messengers or internal secretions, the hormones and
chalones, which, independently of the nervous reflex, can

stimulate or inhibit the activity of some organ in a part

of the body far distant from the source of the secretion

itself, and which undoubtedly play an important part in

development. There seems no reason to doubt that both

hormones and antibodies, for example, represent com-
plexes of atoms which were originally parts of body-

cells concerned in the normal metabolic processes. One
is extruded into the body fluids under the influence of a

usual and therefore normal stimulus, the other is the

product of an accidental stimulus resulting from disease

or other unusual condition.
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In any event tins whole field of endocrinology and
serology stands as a perpetual challenge to the experi-

mental biologist. Some sixteen years ago Nuttall pub-

lished his remarkable series of studies on "Blood Im-
munity and Blood Eelationship" in which he reported

the results of his examination of some nine hundred dif-

ferent samples of blood from various kinds of animals.

He demonstrated that by the precipitin test a differential

scale of actual blood relationships among animals can be

established. As you doubtless recall, when an animal of

one species is injected parenterally with successive doses

of blood-serum of another species over a period of a few
weeks, the blood-serum of the injected animal acquires

the ability to form a precipitate with that of the alien

species when the two sera are mixed. When the reaction

is carried on in vitro, even in dilute solutions, the cloudi-

ness and ultimate flocculation which results are easily

seen. If, for example^ a rabbit is thus repeatedly in-

jected with human blood its blood-serum when mixed
with slightly diluted human blood-serum in vitro will

almost instantly yield a noticeable precipitate, though a

control mixture of human blood-serum and the blood-

serum of an untreated rabbit will remain clear. The in-

gredient which has been engendered in the serum of the

rabbit is termed a precipitin, and the forciun serum which

was injected—human blood-serum in tliis case— is called

the ant if/en, or more specifically, the prccipitinor/en. It

is known that not only blood-serum, but also milk, glob-

ulins, various albumins and bacterial products— in fact

probably any foreign protein—may serve as antigen for

the formation of precipitins. The reaction is not abso-

lutely specific in low dilutions since species of animals

related to the one from which the antigen was taken will

also, though in less degree, give the effect. Closeness of

relationship is determined by finding the dilution in which

the serum to be tested will react. For instance, Nuttall

found that when rabbit serum which has been sensitized

against human serum is mixed with the moderately di-
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luted sera of man, apes and monkeys, respectively, it re-

acts to all, though in a varying degree. When mixed with

more highly diluted sera from such animals, it forms a

precipitate only with the serum of man and the manlike

apes (chimpanzee, orang-outang, gorilla), the chimpanzee

standing nearest to man. Absolute specificity may be

obtained if the antigen is sufficiently diluted. On the

basis of extensive experience, Uhlenhuth sets a dilution

of antigen of 1 to 1,000 as a standard beyond which no

precipitation will occur except with the specific antigen

employed in the sensitization.

Thus the precipitin test became useful to the zoologist

in discriminating between different species, and it may
prove of importance in establishing the taxonomic posi-

tion of new forms, or in confirming or changing the classi-

fication of groups already known. The delicacy of the

test is remarkable. A properly sensitized serum may
give a reaction wdth blood diluted 20,000 or even 50,000

times. Sera have been obtained, indeed, in which specific

antigen could be detected in a dilution of 100,000. "When
one recalls that ordinary chemical tests cease to give

detectable reactions in blood diluted 1,000 times, he can

appreciate the value of these physiological methods of

measurement to the biologist. They apprise him of

species ditTeronces between the proteins of various ani-

mals which can not be determined by any known chem-
ical methods.

The value of the precipitin test in forensic medicine,

in determining the nature of blood stains on clothing,

weapons or other objects, is well kno-sm to all of you, as is

doubtless their utilization in meat inspection, such as for

the detection of horse-flesh or dog-flesh in sausages or

other chopped meats, and in various other types of

adulteration.

One tiling that interests the biologists greatly in the

precipitin reactions is the fact of so-called ''species spe-

cificity"— the fact that blood sensitized against one tis-

sue of a given foreign species w^ill react with extracts of
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the other tissues of that species. Thus the blood-serum
of a rabbit which has been treated with sheep blood-serum

will form a precipitate not only with the sheep serum, but

with the extracts of sheep muscle, sheep liver, sheep

spleen, and other organs of the sheep. This clearly im-

plies that each species of animal possesses something in

common throughout all its tissue proteins, something

peculiar to that particular species which in last analysis

must be resolved into a problem of its general metabolism

and stereochemistry. This does not mean that organs

may not also have protein complexes peculiar to them-

selves. Indeed, it is an established fact that they do.

And what is more, some of these organal pecuUarities

may be common to various species. For example, the

fact of "organ specificity" has been established for the

crystalline lens. According to Uhlenhuth, immunization

with crystalline lens of a given species of animal yields a

precipitin which reacts with, the lens proteins of many
different species of animals. Von Dungem and others

have secured similar results with proteins derived from

the testis. Confirmatory evidence of this fact that a

type of specificity attaches to the nature of the organ

itself, irrespective of species, has also been established

by means of the reaction of anaphylaxis.

The precipitin reactions, then, teach the biologist that

in the chemistry^ of the general proteins of a given ani-

mal, there are certain fundamental similarities, also that

there are constant species differences between the homol-

ogous proteins of different species of animals, and lastly,

that some proteins, in certain highly specialized organs

at least, though existing in different species, possess

similar chemical characteristics.

These and related facts when considered in conjunction

with such as those of Reichert and Brown regarding the

stereochemical correspondences in the living matter of

allied species as demonstrated in the crystallography of

their hemoglobins, or the studies of Eeichert on the rela-

tions of the starches and tissues of parent-stocks to those
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of hybrid-stocks in plants— such facts taken all together

are gradually constructing for the biologist a rational

biochemic basis for the study of the fundamental proc-

esses operative in metabolism, heredity and evolution.

But let us now turn our attention to another type of

serological reactions, those concerned with the cytotoxins

or cytolysins. You doubtless all recall the well-known

experiments of Bordet, in 1898, in w4iich he found that

the blood of guinea-pigs which have been repeatedly in-

jected with the red blood corpuscles of the rabbit, acquire

the property of rapidly dissolving rabbit corpuscles.

This is the familiar phenomenon of hemolysis, and the

substance in the blood-serum of the guinea-pig which

brings about solution of the red corpuscles of the rabbit

is termed a hemolysin. Bordet showed further that this

enhanced solvent action of the serum of animals treated

with the red blood cells of a different species exists only

for the kind of red corpuscles used as antigen, not for

those of other species of animals. Exceptions occur,

though in the main the reaction is specific. The similar

facts regarding bacteriolysins, which are now, common-
places of every-day medicine, had been established a

year earlier.

It was soon discovered that other materials such as

leucocytes, nervous tissue, spermatozoa and crystalline

lens, when injected into the blood of a foreign species

will form lytic or toxic substances more or less specific

for the antigen used in the immunizing process. While
it is probable that none of such cytotoxins or cytolysins

acts only upon its o^\ti antigen— all studied so far have

been found to be somewhat hemolytic—the important

fact, for our present purposes, is that although a par-

ticular cytolytic -serum may affect some other tissues, it

vigorously attacks the special tissue used as antigen.

This fact, when fully grasped, suggests inevitably to

the biologist, or at least to the investigator interested in

the mechanism of heredity and variation, queries such as

the following : if a special serum can thus be constructed
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which will single out and destroy a certain element of an
adult organism, is it not possible that there is sufficient

constitutional identity between the mature substance of

that element and its representatives in the germ-cell that

they too will be influenced? Is this not a way of getting

at the old yet ever new problem of the inheritance of

body acquirements, or at least of breaking in on the

germ? Is it not possible to secure selective action on

certain parts of the developing embryo and thus shed

some light on the genesis of congenital abnormalities?

And by using the cytolytic and other immunologic

methods may not additional knowledge be gained con-

cerning the relations of mother and fetus?

Of this series of problems the one which tantalizes the

biologist most of all, perhaps, is that concerned with the

possible hereditary transmission of characters acquired

directly by the body of a parent. As you know, this has

been a bone of contention for many years. The so-called

Neo-Lamarckians follow, at least in a modified form, the

teachings of Lamarck to the effect that such "acquired

characters" are or may be inherited; the other school,

often called Neo-Darwinians, strenuously deny such in-

heritance, and assert that the sole font of specific change

lies in the germplasm. According to them any new in-

heritable feature which appears first arises in the germ

and only finds somatic expression when this germ devel-

ops into a body.

How important he considered the correct solution of

this problem is shown in the following statement of Her-

bert Spencer. He said
: '

' Conceraing the width and depth

of the effects which the acceptance or non-acceptance of

one or the other of these hypotheses must have on our

views of life, the question. Which of them is true? de-

mands beyond all other questions whatever the attention

of scientific men. A grave responsibility rests on biolo-

gists in respect of the general question, since wrong

answers lead, among otlier effects, to wrong belief about
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Lamarckism at the present time, among American
biologists, has all but disappeared. Some palaeontolo-

gists, who in reading the records of the past find that

whenever new conditions for existence occurred, new
forms of life admirably adapted to those conditions ap-

peared, are prone to believe that the environment has in

some way directly molded these new inhabitants to its

bounds. Since this performance has occurred again and
again, they are a bit skeptical of the selectionist tenant

that each occasion has had to await, not only the acci-

dental occurrence of a favorable germinal variation, but

of a host of them, which must in turn be sifted and par-

celed and perfected by natural selection into that adapt-

edness to the surroundings which characterized the or-

ganisms in question. Various students of geographical

distribution also are inclined to regard the direct action

of environment as instrumental in molding the fauna of

a given region. In brief, those who look at the problems

of evolution from wide perspective tend to postulate that

altered function or environment, if long continued, in

some way modifies descendants, but they don't tell us

how.' Those who view the problem from the standpoint

of the few generations intensively studied by the geneti-

cist, or from the germ-cell lineages of the embryologist,

or the chromosomes of the cytologist, almost without ex-

ception reject the Lamarckian interpretation. And it

can not be denied that the latter have an incomparable ad-

vantage in directly testing the matter, since they have

their material in hand for direct observation or experi-

mental control. So it has come about that the believer

in Lamarckism, silenced if not convinced by the formid-

able array of negative evidence amassed against him,

and still more perhaps by his own inability, from the

basis of carefully controlled experiments, to cite specific

examples of inherited somatic acquirements, has sub-

sided into mute acquiescence or but faint-hearted advo-

cacy of his theory.

The fertilized egg develops into an adult individual
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through a series of cell-divisions and specializations of

the new cells thus produced. During development cer-

tain cells are set apart, often very early in embryogeny,
for reproducing the next generation. Thus the gemi-
cells and the body-cells of a given organism develop at

the same time and neither is the product of the other

;

each alike has originated by division from the fertilized

ovum. There is no necessity, therefore, for collecting

samples from all parts of the body and concentrating

them in germ-cells, as Danvin supposed was done, for

the samples are already there, derived from the same
supply that produced the parental body. They exist not

in the form of such parts of an organism as are visible

to us, but simply as certain ingredients which when com-

bined in certain ways and developed in certain directions

give rise to the parts in question. Sooner or later the

body dies, but in the meantime one or more of the germ-

cells have passed on to become expressed as new bodies

and new germs. Thus a child does not inherit its char-

acteristics from corresponding characters in the parent-

body, but parent and child are alike because they are

products of the same fundamental materials.

How, indeed, can a change in a brain-cell or a muscle-

cell find expression in a germ which is itself a cell that

possesses neither brain nor muscle? How can an influ-

ence at a distant part of the body even reach a germ-cell!

How can immature young, even larvae in some instances,

produce young which ultimately come to manifest the

characteristics of the adults of the species? How can

recessive Mendelian unit-characters disappear, perhaps

for generations, to reappear at last apparently with

qualities undimmed? How, on the Lamarckian basis of

use-inheritance, can the highly specialized characters of

the worker-bee have originated and become perfected

when the individual itself is sterile? How account for

adaptive characters based on passivity, or for mutual

adaptations such as may exist between plants and certain

animals? 'These and a host of questions like them con-
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front the Lamarckian when he strives to resuscitate the

faith that is in him.

The opponent of Lamarckism certainly shines as a dis-

concerting questioner. Moreover, he is clearly correct

in his contention that the idea of germinal continuity is

the simpler one, and probably the only tenable one, as

regards the inheritance of characters, once they have

been engendered. But thq crux of the whole problem

lies in the question, where do new characters come from?

According to the followers of the great biological theo-

rist, Weismann, not only do new heritable characters

originate in the germ, but a change which first appears

in the body can not in any way become incorporated in

the germplasm. Unquestionably, constitutional changes

in a germ-cell at any time may find expression as a new
or modified character in the subsequent organism which

comes from this germ. But while this is an obvious fact,

it gives no real explanation of the origin of the character

in question, since it tells us nothing about what induced

the constitutional change. Weismann regarded sexual

reproduction, the intermingling of two lines of germ-

plasm, as an important cause of germinal variation, but

our modem genetical studies indicate that this is prob-

ably not true. Dual ancestry, of course, makes possible

new^ arrangements of germinal constituents which reveal

themselves in new combinations of characters, but the

germinal antecedents of such combinations are unitary

in nature, and there is no evidence that sexual mixture

originates any new units. So the Neo-Darwinian, al-

though highly successful in pointing out the shortcomings

of Lamarck, has been little if any more successful in ex-

plaining satisfactorily how changes are initiated in the

germ-cell. Yet it is this very item of change, of varia-

tion, that is the real basis of evolution.

Some selectionists ,*iTi1)ly assci t that new characters

arise as the result of spmitniifons changes in the germ.

What is meant by this.' .Just what is a spontaneous

change? No one has ever succeeded in telling us. And
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we may suspect, though perhaps it is heresy to do so,

that it is a well-sounding phrase that is the equivalent of

the three words, I don't know. Unwilling to admit of

the modifying influence of external agencies on the germ,

such theorists resort to the fiction of a spontaneous

change. Coleridge somewhere has said "What's gray
with age becomes religion." We have toyed so long with

this idea of germinal continuity and the invulnerability

of the germ, that it has become for some of us well nigh

sacrosanct. Living matter is living matter wherever it

may be found, but when it happens to be in the germ-

cells, verily, "this corruptible has put on incorruption

and this mortal immortality"!

Now, no one to-day, qualified by his knowledge of em-

bryology and genetics to the right of an opinion, would,

I think, deny that the new organism is in the main the

expression of what was in the germ-line, rather than of

what it got directly from the body of its parents, but does

this fact necessarily carry with it the implication that

the germ is insusceptible to modification from without?

Is not the serum of organisms with blood or lymph an

excellent medium through which external influences may
operate upon it? Is it not more reasonable to postulate

the origination of germinal changes through some such

mechanism as this than to attribute it to mysterious

"spontaneous changes"?

With such thoughts in mind I and my research asso-

ciate, Dr. E. A. Smith, set about making various tcsts.^

Without attempting to tell yon o( our as yet uiisuecess-

ful attempts to secure cytolysins which will operate in

the developmental stages of such ])ciM<ulically renewed

of mil- varioii- nthcr rnilurcs <.t' which th.-re ai^' an

abuiuhnic. 1 wish lo ^jM-ak hri.lly about certain ante-

natal enVct> ^vr >ccurc.l ill rainut> l.y nican> of fowl-

serum >ciisltizr.l a-ai!.>t rahhit ci-v>talliiie l.-n<. aii.l of

the fact tliat >uch lii.huM.l (Irfc.-t- may hccun.^ heritable.
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The crystalline lens of the rabbit was selected as

antigen, and fowls as the source of the antibodies. The
lenses of newlv killed rabbits were pulped thoroughly

in a mortar and diluted with normal saline solution.

About four cubic centimeters of this emulsion was then

injected intraperitoneally or intravenously into each

of several fowls. Four or five weekly treatments with

such lens-emulsions were given. Then a week or ten

days after the last injection the blood-serum of one or

more of the fowls was used for injection into pregnant

rabbits. The rabbits had been so bred as to have the

young advanced to about the tenth day of pregnancy,

since from the tenth to the thirteenth day seems to be a

particularly important period in the development of the

lens. It is then growing rapidly and becomes surrounded

by a rich vascular network that later disappears. From
four to seven cubic centimeters of the sensitized fowl-

serum were injected intravenously into the pregnant

rabbits at intervals of two or three days for from ten

days to two weeks. Several rabbits died from the treat-

ment and many young were killed in utero. Of sixty-

one surviving young from mothers thus treated, four

had one or both eyes conspicuously defective and five

others had eyes which were clearly abnormal. It is pos-

sible that still others were more or less affected, since

wo judged only by obvious, visible effects. We found

later in some of the descendants of these individuals that

rabbits which passed for normal during their earlier

months subsequently manifested traces of defects in their

lenses or in other parts of the eye.

The commonest abnormality seen in both the original

subjects and in their descendants was partial or com-

plete opacity of the lens, usually accompanied by reduc-

tion in size. Other defects were cleft iris, persistent

hyaloid artery, bluish or silvery color instead of the

characteristic red of the albino eye, microphthalmia and

even almost complete disappearance of the eyeball.

Taking into account the method of embrj^ological devel-
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opmeiit, liowever— the relation of lens, (.ptii- cii]) and
choroid fissure— the defects are probably all aUriI)uiable

to the early injury of the lens. In some cases, both

among originals and descendants, an eye microphthalmic

at birth may undergo further degeneration such as col-

lapse of the ball and what appears to be a resorption as

if some solvent were operating upon it. The eyes of the

mothers apparently remained unaffected. This is prob-

ably due to the fact that the lens tissue of the adult rab-

bit is largely avascular and therefore did not come into

contact with the injected antibodies.

That the changes in the eyes of the fetuses resulted

from the action of lens antibodies is indicated by the fact

that in not one of the forty-eight controls obtained from
mothers which had been treated with unsensitized fowl-

serum or with fowl-serum sensitized to rabbit tissue

other than lens, was there evidence of eye-defects, and I

may add, that among the hundred or more young ob-

tained later from mothers which were being experimented

upon with various types of sera or protein extracts, for

other purposes, not a single case of eye-defect has ap-

)oared.

As already stated, once the anomaly is secured it may
be transmitted to subsequent generations through breed-

ing. So far we have succeeded in passing it to the eighth

generation without any other than the original treat-

ment. The imperfection, indeed, tends to become worse

in succeeding generations and also to occur in a propor-

tionately greater number of young. Though not anal-

yzed completely as to its exact mode of inheritance, it

has in general the characteristics of a Mendelian reces-

sive. Like such anomalies as bracliydactyly or Poly-

dactyly in man, the transmission is not infrequently of

an irregular, unilateral type, sometimes only the right,

at others only the left eye showing the defect. In the

later generations, probably in some measure as the result

of selective breeding, there is an increasing number of

young which have both eyes affected.
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To determine whether the reappearance of the defect

was due merely to the passing on of antibodies or kindred

substances from the blood stream of the mother, or to

true inheritance, we mated defective-eyed males to nor-

mal females from strains of rabbits unrelated to our

defective-eyed stock. The first generations produced in

this way were invariably normal-eyed, but w^hen females

of this generation were mated to defective-eyed males

again, we secured defective-eyed young after the manner
of an extracted Mendelian recessive. It is obvious that

in such cases the abnormality could only have been con-

veyed through the germ-cells of the male, and that it is,

therefore, an example of true inheritance. Subsequent

matings have showTi that these young transmit the eye-

anomalies as effectively as do individuals of the original

lines. A new strain of defective-eyed young, established

about the time our original paper went to press, is also

flourishing and, as regards transmission of the defect,

seems to differ in no way from the earlier stock.

But now^, let us inquire as to where all this leads.

Without entering into a discussion of just what, sero-

logically, is taking place in the body or in the germ of

fetuses borne by the lens-treated mothers, the point I

wish to emphasize is that a certain specific effect has

been produced
;
and, what is of greater moment, once the

condition is established it may be not merely transmitted,

but inherited. Whether the lens of the uterine young is

first changed and then in turn induces a change in the

lens-producing antecedents in the germ-cells of these

young, or whether the specific antibody simultaneously

affects the eyes and the germ-cells of the young is not

clear. In any event it is evident that there is some con-

stitutional identity between the substance of the mature
organ in question and the material antecedents of such

an organ as it exists in the germ.

Biologically considered, the most significant fact is

that specific antibodies can induce specific modifications

in the germ-cell. Whether these antibodies are trans-
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mitted from the mother's blood or engendered in that of

the young would seem to be of secondary importance.

It stands to reason that antibodies originated in an ani-

mal's own body will modify germinal factors if corre-

sponding antibodies introduced from without can accom-

plish this.

The whole question as to how important such a fact

may be in contributing to an understanding of the causes

of the germinal changes in organisms in general, which
lead to variation and evolution, hinges on the question

of whether changes in an animal's tissues will induce the

formation of antibodies or kindred active substances in

its own body. We have steadily accumulating evidence

that such reactions do occur.

In our own laboratory, for example, after many at-

tempts we have succeeded in securing a defective-eyed

young rabbit from a mother of normal stock by injecting

her repeatedly with pulped rabbit lens before and during

pregnancy. Since the young rabbit in question has both

eyes badly affected there can be no question that a rabbit

can build antibodies against rabbit-tissue which are as

effective as those engendered in a foreign species such as

the fowl. We have likewise found it relatively easy to

secure spermatoxins by directly injecting rabbits, both

male and female, with rabbit spermatozoa. Moreover,

a given male will develop antibodies against his own.

spermatozoa if he is injected intravenously with the

latter.

We are also securing evidence that serologic reactions

induced in the fetus through operations on the mother

are not mere passive transmissions, but may become

actively participated in by the tissues of the fetus. For

example, female rabbits sensitized with typhoid vaccine

followed by living typhoid germs may transmit to their

young and even to their grand descendants the ability to

agglutinate t\]ilioi(I Imeilli in serum diluted from 60 to

160 times. Fnnii \hv stnndpoint of heredity we have no

reason so far for maintaining that this is anything but
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placental transmission, though we are going to practice

immunization generation after generation for a number

of generations to determine if a truly hereditary im-

munity will be established. However, facts have come to

light which show that there is more concerned in the

operation than a mere transfer of antibodies from

mother to fetus. For instance, the blood of young shortly

after birth may show a higher titer than that of the

mother. Again, after two or three months of develop-,

ment the young of certain of the sensitized mothers have

shown a rather sudden rise in titer, much above that of

the mothers. In such cases it would seem that some

mechanism in the young rabbit itself is constructing

antibodies w^hich supplement those passively derived

from the mother. Possibly in the process of develop-

ment some organ important in such reactions just came

into functioning. If this is true further experiments

may throw some light on the perplexing question of

the source or sources of the antibodies in an animal.

After a few weeks, in such cases, the titer drops back

again. In still another set of experiments we found

that young from a sensitized mother, when nursed by

a normal untreated mother, retained a fairly high titer

for several months and even showed the rise of titer

mentioned. On the other hand, young of an untreated

mother when nursed by a sensitized mother acquired

a fairly high titer from the milk of the foster mother

but lost it rapidly after weaning time. Thus there are

evidently constitutional factors operative in the young
which have acquired their immunity through the placenta

which are absent in the young whose antibodies were

conveyed through food.

That changes in the blood serum may be caused by
changed conditions in the tissues is further attested by

many facts. For example, in pregnancy, the newly form-

ing placenta may set free cells or cell-products which,

sometimes at least, cause changes in the blood-serum of

the mother, though the exact nature of these changes is
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in dispute. Romer, using the complement-fixation tech-

nique, found tliat the serum of adult human beings may
possess antibodies for their own lens proteins. Bradley
and Sansum, employing anaphylactic reactions, found
that guinea-pigs injected with guinea-pig tissue-proteins

(liver, heart, muscle, testicle, kidney) develop immunity
reactions. Again during the late war, the type of toxic

action to which anaphylactic shock conforms was found
to exist after extensive injury of the soft tissues. It

resulted apparently from the absorption of poisonous

substances of tissue origin into the circulation. In fact,

various cells and tissues when injured liberate such

poisons, and even blood in clotting is kno^ra to acquire

a transient toxicity of this type.

With facts such as these before us, is it not a rational

hypothesis to assume that changes in various parts of a

body may on occasion influence the representatives of

such parts in the germ-cells borne by that body? This

appears all the more probable when we recall the facts

learned from the study of precipitins and of anaphylaxis

that each species of animal has a thread of fundamental

similarity underlying the proteins of all its tissues.

There is no reason to suppose that germinal tissue forms

an exception. The further fact that homologous tissues,

though existing in different species of animals,' possess

similar chemical characteristics, shows that to get an

eflfect there need not be absolute identity between the

protein with which the result is obtained and the original

antigen. Since this is so, in order to have a lens anti-

body affect the germ, there need not be absolute chem-

ical identity between the substance of such a tissue as the

lens and the germinal constituents of which it is the ex-

pression. And if this is true for lens, why not for other

tissues?

The blood-serum of any organism with blood thus af-

fords a means of conveying the effects of changes in a

parental organ to the germ-cell which contains the ante-

cedent of such an organ. As long as there is little
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change in the somatic element its germinal correlative

would presumably remain constant, but any alterations

of the soma which give rise to the formation of anti-

bodies or other active agents, particularly if long con-

tinued, might induce changes in the germ. Such a hy-

pothesis would seem to be plausible at least in account-

ing for degenerative changes such as the deterioration

of eyes in such forms as the mole, or in fact, in the for-

mation of vestigial organs in general.

On the other hand, there is no reason to infer that

changes induced in the blood-serum may not also be in-

strumental in leading to progressive as well as regressive

evolution. If we may have germinally destructive con-

stituents engendered in the blood there is no valid reason

for supposing that we may not also have constructive

ones. When we learn more about what initiates and pro-

motes growth in a part through exercise, or what causes

hypertrophy of an organ, we may likewise find how cor-

responding germinal antecedents of that part may be

•enhanced. Until such time we shall probably remain in

the dark regarding the mechanism of progressive germ-

inal changes. As already indicated, in the hormones and
clialones we have a wonderful series of secretions nor-

iiially circulating in the blood and maintaining general

phy siological equilibrium. That reciprocal stimulations

of various organs occur by this means is a well-estab-

lished fact. Hypertrophy or atrophy of an endocrine

gland may produce pronounced effects in the further-

most reaches of the body. Again we may inquire, is it

reasonable to suppose that the germinal tissues will be

inviolate to all this ebb and flow of chemical influence?

SlidiiM we not oxpcct specific reactions or selections here

no Irv. -nroly tliaii in other tissues? Destruction of the

l):\v< liuccili- of the hypophysis in the frog-tadpole will

cau-i' profound alteration in other endocrine organs such

.'I- the ri«li eiials and thyroids, will retard the growth rate,

render tlie entire organism albinous, and produce in the

individual pigment cells a condition of sustained con-
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traction. Shall we conclude that such a lar rcu-liiii- in-

fluence as this, particularly in a developin*i-(iro;;inisiii, will

pass the germ-cells by unscathed?

Similarly, growth in man is known to be controlled by
a pituitary secretion that is carried by the blood to the

various organs. The normal development of secondary
sexual characters is determined by products from the

testes or ovaries, and the activities of the generative

organs themselves are intimately associated with the

functioning of the adrenal and other glands. The periods

of ovulation are inhibited by secretions from the corpus

luteum; lactation is incited by products of the corpus

luteum, the involuting uterus and the placenta ; the car-

bohydrate metabolism in the liver and even in the most
distant muscles is profoundly influenced by substances

formed in the pancreas; the pancreas, liver, and intes-

tinal glands are set to secreting through the stimulus of

a product formed in the duodenal and jejunal mucosa?.

And still others of such remarkable interrelations can be

cited.

Truly one may pronounce that social complex of recip-

rocating individuals termed cells which make up an

organism, "members one of another." And with all

of these cooperative activities of the various parts of the

body it is inconceivable, to me, at least, that the germ-

cells, bathed in the same fluid, nourished with the same

food, stand w^holly apart.

May we not surmise then that as regards inheritance

and evolution, Lamarck was not wholly in error when he

stressed the importance of use and disuse of a part, or

of modifications due to environmental change, in altering

the course of the hereditary stream, particularly if we
conceive of these influences as being prolonged, possibly

over many generations? Have we not in the serological

mechanism of the body of animals an adequate moans for

the incitement of the ovmiiiial clianuvs which ihkI.tIv

certain aspects of evolution.'



DOMINANCE AND THE VIGOR OF FIEST
GENERATION HYBRIDS

G. N. COLLINS

Bureau of Plaxt Ixdustry, U. S. Department of Agriculture

A STIMULATION of growth has come to be recognized as

one of the results of hybridization. The phenomenon is

of so much importance, practical as well as theoretical,

that it has been given a special designation, heterosis.

(Shull, 1914.)

New interest has been given to the study of the causes

of this increased vigor by the work of Dr. Donald F.

Jones^ (1917 and 1918). Briefly stated the theory ac-

cepted by Jones is that growth is affected by a number
of different characters or factors, the dominant members
of each character pair being favorable and the recessive

unfavorable to growth. Each strain or variety possesses

some dominant and some recessive characters. When
two strains are crossed the first generation- of the hybrid

exhibits the dominant characters of both parents and is

in consequence more vigorous than either parent. In sub-

sequent generations the number of dominant characters

in any individual can not be greater than in the first gen-

eration and in a large majority of instances will be less,

hence the average vigor of the second generation, al-

though still above that of the parents, will be below that

of the first.

The theory is not new, but has not been generally ac-

cepted because of outstanding objections. Dr. Jones has

reviewed the earlier M'Ork and has advanced a very in-

genious and entirely novel explanation of the objections.

This explanation will be discussed later.

Bruce (1910) from purely mathematical considera-

1 The theory has been further elucidated in the monograph on "Inbreed-

ing and Outbreeding" by East and Jones (1920).

116
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tions, showed that if dominance is correlated with vigor,

crossing would produce '^a mean vigor greater than the

collective mean vigor of the breeds." Only a few days
later appeared the paper of Keeble and Pellew (1910)

with a concrete illustration and the suggestion that the

"greater height and vigor which Fi generations com-

monly exhibit may be due to the meeting in the zygote of

dominant growth factors of more than one allelomorphic

pair." It appears to me unfortunate that in elaborating

this theory, Jones has retained the form of statement

used by Keeble and Pellew, and describes the phenome-
non of heterosis as due to the accumulation of dominant

growth factors instead of placing the emphasis on the

suppression of deleterious recessive characters. It may
seem that the difference is only verbal since a dominant

growth factor presupposes a recessive allelomorph.

There is, however, a difference in the point of view, espe-

cially if the evolutionary significance of the phenomenon
is considered. In speaking of dominant growth factors

we seem to assume as a starting point, strains of low

vigor subsequently improved by the appearance of domi-

nant mutations. It is known that advantageous varia-

tions, whether dominant or recessive, are of extremely

rare occurrence and while evolutionary progress as a

whole must be dependent on such rare progressive changes

the effect of these is negligible as a factor explaining

heterosis.

Heterosis in Maize

In all varieties of maize there are to be found plants

that are abnormal in some particular and these abnormal

individuals are almost always deficient in vigor and yield.

Wlien varieties are self-pollinated for a series of years at

least a large part of the degeneration that follows is

caused by these abnormalities.

The bearing of abnormalities on heterosis will be more

easily understood if the behavior of two or three ex-

amples is described.
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A very common abnormality consists of small yellow

spots thickly distributed on all the leaves which develop

later than the seedling stage. While undoubtedly inter-

fering with the proper functioning of the chlorophyl, the

effect of this abnormality is not serious. Even in breed-

ing experiments seed may be saved from a spotted plant

and in a population containing these partly chlorotic in-

dividuals many of the ovules on the most vigorous plants

will be fertilized by pollen from affected plants. It is

easy to see how characters of this kind persist.

A more serious and less common abnormality is one

that prevents the leaves from unrolling properly, with the

result that the plant is bent and contorted and in extreme

cases never reaches maturity. Seed would seldom be

saved from plants affected with this disorder, but they

frequently produce pollen in normal quantities and the

character in consequence is widespread and difficult to

eliminate.

Albino seedlings may be taken as an example of a still

more serious type of abnormality. In this case all indi-

viduals that show the character die in the seedling stage.

It might appear at first that disorders of this type would
be self-eliminating. The character is recessive, however,

and in many strains there are plants which are hybrid

for the albino character. These hybrid plants show no

trace of the character, yet one half of the pollen grains

and one half of the ovules carry albinism. If either of

these unite with one of their kind an albino plant results,

while if they unite with a normal gamete another hybrid

plant like the parent is produced. Such characters may
be carried along in this manner for any number of gen-

erations in a completely latent form, coming into expres-

sion only when pollen grains and ovules both bearing the

character chance to unite.

Breeding experiments have shown that the more con-

spicuous of these abnormalities are recessive Mendelian

characters which have come into expression through the

chance meeting of male and female gametes both bearing
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the character. Only a few of the more obvious of these

abnormalities have been studied, but there is no line of

demarcation between these conspicuous changes and
those that are less evident down to variations that can

not be distinguished visually from environmentally in-

duced fluctuations.

Different varieties possess different assortments of

deleterious characters and in a cross between two unre-

lated strains all of the recessive lethal or semi-lethal

characters^ not common to both parents are kept from
expression, since the recessive characters of each parent

are brought into combination with, and suppressed by,

their dominant allelomorphs in the other parent. Freed
from the depressing effects of these recessive characters,

the first generation of a hybrid is usually more vigorous

than either parent. In subsequent generations the old

recessive characters again come into expression in some
of the plants, thus reducing the general vigor below that

of the first generation.

If the above explanation of heterosis is to be accepted

it should follow that a majority of the departures from

the normal must be deleterious and recessive while those

which are advantageous are dominant.

The existence, on the other hand, of advantageous re-

cessive, or deleterious dominant, variations would operate

to make Fj populations less vigorous than the average

of theii; parents and conversely inbreeding would tend to

increase vigor.

Yarta i IONS IN .Maize Chiefly Deleteeious and Eecessive

Xoiu" of lh.' ivcordcd Mendelian variations of maize
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plant and most of them are obviously detrimental. More-

over, if variations occur at random the chances are almost

infinitesimal that any particular variation would consti-

tute a favorable addition to the complex mechanism of a

highly specialized plant or animal. A chance alteration

in the parts of a machine would seldom improve its

efficiency.

Of the recorded heritable variations in maize the de-

parture from the normal condition is recessive in a great

majority of the cases. Aside from a number of wide-

spread characters where neither member of the allelo-

morphic pair may be considered more normal than its

mate, the only dominant variations in maize that come to

mind are pod com and fasciated or bear's foot ears.

On the other hand, the recessive variations already

described number more than 20 and it would be safe to

say that hundreds of others are known to maize breeders.

In a complex organism we may expect that deleterious

variations will occur more frequently than beneficial

variations, but that such a large proportion of the char-

acters should be recessive calls for comment. East and

Jones hazard the suggestion that natural selection has

suppressed the tendency to produce dominant unfavor-

able variations while the tendency to produce unfavor-

able recessive variations has been tolerated.

It should be kept in mind that the observed preponder-

ance of recessive characters does not necessarily imply

that a corresponding preponderance of mutations or

germinal changes are recessive. Dominaint disadvaji-

tageous variations are eliminated much more promptly

than recessive and the gradual accumulation of recessive

characters soon would place them in the majority in any
cross-bred species. It seems not improbable that the

great preponderance of recessive over dominant char-

acters is a measure of the extent to which dominant char-

acters are eliminated. In a cross-bred form even varia-

tions that result in sterility or death may persist indefi-

nitely if recessive. It may well be that the rate at which
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dominant characters appear represents roughly one half

of the germinal changes that are taking place, new reces-

sive characters originating at approximately the same
rate. The preponderance of recessive characters would
then be explained, as the result of their preservation in

a hybrid condition.

MiNOE VaEIATIONS OcCUE with GrEEATEE FeEQUENCY THAN
MaJOE VaEIATIONS

This assumption is made necessary by the fact that

the abnormalities which are sufficiently conspicuous to

be identified and isolated will account for a part only of

the reduction of vigor that follows inbreeding. A part

must be due to the combined effect of minor unfavorable

variations, the effect of individual variations being in-

sufficient to produce changes that can be distinguished

from environmental fluctuations.

That minor variations are more numerous than major

is almost self-evident if large and small variations form

a continuous series, as they seem to do, since there is a

limit to the largeness of variations but none to their

smallness. If further proof is needed it follow^s from the

fact that most major variations can be resolved into less

comprehensive variations and these subsidiary or minor

variations must be more numerous than the major varia-

tions of which they form parts.

As East has noted, our classification of variations into

large and small may have only a remote relation to the

importance of characters in the plant's economy. But

whether judged by the change in appearance or by their

importance to the organism, it is certain that larger or

more fundamental changes must occur less frequently

than smaller or less important variations.

The Natuee of Vaeiations in Maize

The appearance of deleterious characters when maize

is inbred and their disappearance when crosses are made,

would follow whether the characters were the result of

recombination or of mutation.
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There seems to be no sure way of distinguisliing be-

tween the behavior of characters that appear as the re-

sult of recombination and those that result directly from

a germinal change. Changes that occur in homozygous

strains must be mutations. It is, however, theoretically

impossible to be certain that a strain is homozygous re-

gardless of the number of generations that it has been

selfed and, practically, the criterion of homozygosity is

fixed by the accuracy with which comparisons can be

made. With quantitative characters in maize it is diffi-

cult to detect with certainty differences of less than 10

per cent., yet sister progenies of strains that have been

selfed for as many as 8 or 9 generations usually show
differences too large to be ascribed to chance. This diffi-

culty of obtaining uniformity may be due 'to the large

number of factors involved, but also may be due to the

frequency of minor mutations. If a new character ap-

pears in a relatively uniform strain that has been selfed

for a number of generations and the character behaves

as a simple Mendelian unit, it usually is ascribed to a

nmtation. Even in such cases, however, the character

may be due to recombination. If the two factors of a

dihybrid recessive character arose independently in

nearly the same position on homologous chromosomes,

the close linkage of the dominant allelomorph of one fac-

tor with the recessive allelomorph of the other would

long postpone the appearance of an individual with both

recessive factors and. when it did appear the departure

of its behavior from that of a simple character would be

difficult to detect.

Although the nature of variations does not affect the

bearing which the preponderance of recessive characters

has on the explanation of heterosis, there are practical

as well as theoretical reasons for wishing to know
whether new characters that appear in breeding stocks

aie mutations or result from the combination of factors

already present in the germ plasm. If the undesirable

characters that appear from time to time, oven in well-
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bred
'
varieties, are the result of recombination, the

breeder will be encouraged to expend the time and labor

necessary to eliminate them. If, on the other hand, these

new characters are the result of an unstable germ plasm
other means must be sought.

Already the importance of deleterious recessive varia-

tions has found application in the breeding of maize. It

soon was realized that to successfully eliminate recessive

characters it is necessary to bring the characters into

expression by inbreeding. Once a strain has been freed

of undesirable characters, vigor may be restored by com-

bining the inbred lines or the full advantage of domi-

nance may be realized by growing first-generation hy-

brids of the better strains.

This method of breeding will be relatively unsuccess-

ful if unfavorable mutations are of frequent occurrence.

It is perhaps too early to be sure that this is not the case,

but it is encouraging that in strains self-pollinated for

13 generations Jones tinds no conspicuous variations

after about the 7th generation. The next step is to

demonstrate that no unfavorable variations appear when

the selfed lines are crossed. This has been shown to be

the case in the first-generation, but a certain percentage

of multiple factor recessives are to be expected in sub-

sequent generations.

If linkage is operative these recessive characters would

come to light slowly, much as they appear in successive

generations of an open-bred variety. As already pointed

out, there is as yet no way of distinguishing between

mutations and nuiltiplo factor characters, when the fac-

tors are linked.

Nature of Degeneratiox That Follows Inbreeding.

In discussing the nature and causes of the reduction

of vigor that follows inbreeding, it is necessary to choose

words with u'reat cave. To state the ([uestions at issue

ill such ;i w.iv ;is to distiiiuuish between differences of

fact and di tTri-ciiccs in tiic ii-*' and meaning of words
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Many of the older writers on heredity have held that

inbreeding is a cause of degeneration. In avoiding am-

biguous words '

' cause '

' is one of the first that must go. If

forced to define their position this school would probably

be content with the statement that degeneration is a nec-

essary consequence of inbreeding, the intermediate steps

or nature of the process being unknown. Is this concep-

tion really at variance with the idea that degeneration

results from the increased number of unfavorable re-

cessive characters brought into expression by increasing

homozygosity? Does not this conception rather amplify

the older, general and indefinite position by explaining

how the degeneration may be brought about?

It excites unnecessary opposition, and is not entirely

fair, to read into the early writings the idea that inbreed-

ing was held to be the immediate and direct cause of the

subsequent degeneration. Such words as "cause" and
"per se" have perhaps been used, but is there not suflB-

cient latitude in their meaning to allow the later dis-

coveries to be looked upon as explaining rather than re-

futing the old doctrine ?

In the attempt to bring the two views into sharp con-

trast the newer explanation is sometimes stated in terms

which likewise must be interpreted with latitude if the

explanation is to be accepted. Thus East and Jones (p.

123) state one of the results of inbreeding maize as fol-

lows: "There is a reduction in size of plant and produc-

tiveness which continues only to a certain point and is in

no sense an actual degeneration." It is difficult to

imagine a degeneration more "actual" than that usually

following the inbreeding of maize.

In another place (p. 139) the same authors say: "The
only injury proceeding from inbreeding comes from the

inheritance received." Such statements have an unfor-

tunate air of finality that probably was not intended.

The relation between inbreeding and degeneration has

been greatly clarified by the work of these authors, but

the above statement taken literally places them in a posi-
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tion similar to that of the older writers who stated that

inbreeding was the ''cause" of degeneration. There
may well be other and important ways in which inbreed-

ing is associated with degeneration.

There is for example definite evidence that vigor is

reduced by continued asexual reproduction (Shull, 1912),

and although it may be urged that this result is asso-

ciated with the phenomenon of senescence, so may be the

decline of vigor that follows inbreeding.

Furthermore, it has been sho^\^l by Calkins (1919)

that in the ciliate, Ursoleptus, conjugation between sis-

ter cells of an asexually propagated line increases vigor.

Objections to the Explanation

Two objections have stood in the way of accepting

dominance as an explanation of heterosis. The first of

these is that if this explanation is the correct one it

should be possible to obtain an occasional F2 individual,

homozygous for all dominant allelomorphs, the progeny

of which should be uniformly as vigorous as the Fj. It

is held that no such Fo individual has been found. The

second objection is that the distribution in Fo should be

skew with the mode above the mean while in fact Fj

populations show a symmetrical distribution.

Jones has proposed a novel and ingenious explanation

of both objections. He has pointed out that it is only

necessary to assume that the phenomenon of linkage,

which plays such an important role in the inheritance of

Drosophila, is operative also in maize.

If groups of characters are inherited as units with

little or no crossing over, botih dominant and recessive

characters being represented in any particular unit, the

first generation would still exhibit all the dominant char-

acters of both parents, but when segregated into pure

lines each pure line would again exhibit recessive char-

acters, with a consequent decline in vigor.

This assumption of group inheritance or linkage would

also meet the objection, that F.. populations exhibit a

normal and not a skew distribution.
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There are a number of instances of coherence or link-

age knowTi in maize, but if the characters studied to dato

are a fair sample the role of linkage must be of minor

importance. Linkage relations have not been studied in

sufficient detail even to state with assurance that the

characters are arranged in linear series corresponding

to the number of chromosomes, although this conclusion

is indicated. The linkages of most of the Mendelian

characters are very loose and it would seem necessary to

conclude that, if the characters of maize are arranged in

a linear series, the chromosomes must be either very

long or very flexible.

While admitting that linkage would meet the objec-

tions urged against the simple hypothesis that the sup-

pression of recessive characters explains heterosis, it

may be well first to make sure that any such assumption

is necessar^^ An examination of the maize literature

indicates that the difficulty of securing uniform strains

with the vigor of the first generation has been assumed

rather than demonstrated. No case was found where

selection following hybridization had been continued long

enough to approximate homozygosity. There are also

very few cases where the more vigorous F2 individuals

have been chosen as parents of the Fg. The most exten-

sive series of experiments are those of Emerson and

East (1913).

Height is probably the most satisfactory character to

use as a measure of heterosis. There are 23 compari-

sons of Fi and F., populations in the work of Emerson
and East. To these six can be added from our own ex-

periments.

In these 29 cases the mean of the Fg was below that

of the Fj in every instance but in ten of the 29 cases the

largest of the F2 plants equalled or exceeded the largest

of the Fj individuals and in every case where a progeny

was growTi from a plant near the upper limit of the

range of the Fj its mean exceeded that of the Fj.

Other characters reported by Emerson and East for
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which the Fj was measurably larger than the mid-
parental value are length and diameter of ear and length

of internode. With respect to length of ear (Tables XIII-
XV), there are 13 F2 progenies that may be compared
with the Fj. In 10 the mean was higher than the mean of

Fj. Four F3 progenies were grow from F2 individuals

above the mean of F^ and in 3 of these the mean exceeded

the mean of Fj.

With respect to diameter of ear (Tables XVIII and
XIX), 8 F2 progenies may be compared with the Fj. In

2 of the 8 instances it would appear that the mean was
above that of F^. Seven of the 18 F3 progenies were

grown from F2 individuals above the mean of F^ and in

every case the Fg mean exceeded the mean of F,.

Length of internode is the character showing the most

decided increase in F^ over the mid-parental value. In

the two crosses reported (Tables XXXIII and XXXIV)
this increase was 33 and 27 per cent. None of the F^

progenies gro^\^l the same season as the F^ equalled the

Fj. The mean of the Fj, however, was exceeded by the

mean of 5 of the F3 progenies grown the following season,

although the parents were not selected for internode

length. The results with these characters give little or

no evidence of non-heritable vigor in the Fj, neither is

there any proof that it is diflicult to select progenies

with the vigor of F^.

Expectation or Obtaining Fo Peogenies with the

Vigor or Fj

In the absence of experimental data, to secure which

will require very extensive experiments extending over

many years, it may be instructive to consider what re-

sults may be expected if suppression of semi-lethal char-

acters is the true explanation of heterosis.

The difficulty of obtaining individuals homozygous for

all or even a limited number of characters has been fre-

quently pointed out, but the bearing of this on the diffi-

culty of retaining the vigor of the first generation seems

not to have been appreciated.
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With a sufficiently large number of characters influen-

cing vigor it would be impossible in practice, even without

the assumption of linkage, to obtain homozygous indi-

viduals having the vigor of the first generation.

Thus with 10 pairs of characters over 700,000 indi-

viduals would have to be grown before there would be an

even chance of obtaining an individual homozygous for

all of them.

More than ten separately inherited Mendelian char-

acter differences affecting growth have been identified

and there is no reason for believing that more than a

small proportion have been isolated or that more than a

small proportion produce conspicuous morphological

changes that would be readily detected.

A near approach to the vigor of the Fj might be ex-

pected, of course, without complete homozygosity.

Some idea of the chances of isolating strains that are

practically homozygous may be obtained by calculating

the size of the populations that must be grown to insure

a reasonable chance of finding an individual homozygous

for say 70 per cent, of the characters.

Table I indicates the size of the populations necessary

to fulfil these conditions with the number of character

pairs ranging from 10 to 30.

TABLE I

It will be seen that to have a reasonable chance of ob-

taining an individual homozygous for even 70 per cent,

of the character pairs it is necessary to limit the char-

acter pairs to 15 or less. Another way of gaining a

quantitative idea of the degree of homozygosity that
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may be expected is presented in Table II, which gives the

number of individuals necessary to provide an even

chance of obtaining at least one individual homozygous
for different numbers of characters in crosses when from
two to 15 character pairs are involved. It should be

kept in mind that even though one should obtain an indi-

vidual homozygous for a sufficiently large percentage of

the characters involved to approximate closely the Fj in

vigor, it would be necessary to grow a progeny from this

individual before its inherent vigor could be demon-
strated. The numbers given in the tables might thus be

taken to represent Fg progeny rows instead of Fg in-

dividuals.

The conclusion is that perjugate progenies equalling

or even closely approximating Fj in vigor are hardly to

be expected in breeding experiments and consequently

no assumptions are necessary to account for their non-

appearance.

Skew Distribution Due to Dominance

The second objection, that of the failure of Fo pro-

genies to show a skew distribution, may now be consid-

ered. There can be no question that a series of inde-

pendent, dominant characters influencing size would

bring about a skew distribution. Assuming the charac-

ters to have equal effect, two characters would give a dis-

tribution of 1, 6, 9, three, a distribution of 1, 9, 27, 27,

and with four characters the distribution would be 1, 12,

54, 108, 81. It is apparent that with an increase in the

number of characters the skewness becomes less pro-

nounced. It may be of interest to determine whether,

with a reasonably large number of characters, the skew-

ness would be detected in populations of the size usually

grown in experiments.

With 20 pairs of characters giving 21 classes 1,099,-

514,627,776 individuals would have to be grown to obtain

a representative population. Of this population 99.91

per cent, would fall in the 12 classes with the largest
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number of dominant characters. Tliat is, populations of

.

over 700 would have to be grown before there would be
an even chance of getting any individuals smaller than

those represented in these 12 classes. With ordinary
sized populations then the distribution would be fairly

represented by the distribution of the 12 largest classes.

The distribution among these 12 classes would be as

follow^s

:

A distribution of this nature, with populations of ap-

proximately 500 individuals, conforms to the normal fre-

quency curve as closely as would be expected. The mode

departing from the mean by only 3/100 of a class.

The theoretical distribution of an Fo population in-

volving 20 pairs of characters of equal weight with com-

plete dominance is shown in the accompanying diagram.

It will be noted that although the curve as a whole is

skew, the portion to the right of the class with 9 domi-

nant characters, which comprises 99.91 per cent, of the

area, is practically symmetrical.

With 10 character pairs there would be 11 classes and

99.65 per cent, would fall in the 7 largest classes and in

this portion of the theoretical population the mode would

be separated from the mean by only 3/10 of a grade.

Even should it bo possible to grow Fo populations suffi-

ciently Inru-c lo (Irtcct (l("])artures from a normal fre-

quency distril)iiti()n llwrr is yet another reason for ques-

tioning that a skew distribution should be expected, when
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plotted in the customary way. It has come to be accepted

that the effect produced by a given growth factor is de-

pendent on the size of the organism. For example, if a

growth factor increases the length of the internode by a

given amount, it is clear that the height of a plant with

30 internodes will be increased more than that of a plant

with only 15 internodes. In other words, the effects are

factorial instead of additive. A convenient method of

classifying a population on a factorial basis has been

proposed by Zeleny (1920), who takes the range of each

class as a constant percentage of the value of the mid
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point of the class. The result of this change in plotting

is to increase the range of sizes included in the higher

classes and consequently to raise the mode.

In conclusion it would seem, therefore, that the as-

sumption of linkage, while perhaps not improbable, is

superfliious so far as the explanation of heterosis is con-

cerned, since neither of the objections which it was

framed to meet have foundation in fact.

It is, perhaps, too much to assert that the suppression

of deleterious recessive characters completely explains

heterosis or that the reappearance of these characters is

the only factor in the decline in vigor that follows in-

breeding, but the behavior of maize is in full accord with

this explanation.
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COKKELATION OF TAXONOMIC AFFINITIES
WITH FOOD HABITS IN HYMENOPTERA,

WITH SPECIAL EEFERENCE TO >

PARASITISM^

PROFESSOR CHARLES T. BRUES

Entomologists can all agree that tlie attachment of

most phytophagous species belonging to the more highly

specialized orders of insects is very firmly fixed, and the

Hymenoptera form no exception. We can also agree,

although in less definite terms, that many parallels exist

among plant-eating Hymenoptera between taxonomy and

food habits. I do not propose to treat of this series,

however, partly because I am not sufficiently familiar

with them, but also on account of the great interest which

attaches to the parasitic groups of Hymenoptera.

During the last decade our conception of the process

of nutrition in insects has undergone considerable change,

due to the discovery that various microorganisms form

an important part of the food supply of many forms.

It is quite certain that certain saprophagous, sarcoph-

agous and coprophagous ones probably feed directly, not

at all upon decaying and fermenting plant materials,

carrion or excrement, but upon the bacteria, yeasts, etc.,

always abundant in organic material undergoing decom-

position. We must judge of the protein requirements of

such insects not by the gross substances or substratum,

but on the basis of the microorganisms present (Baum-

berger, '19).

This aspect does not appear to enter into the economy

of the Hymenoptera, although there may be a relation

between fungi and nutrition in some Cynipidae, as the

tion, Harvard University, No. 181.
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galls of these insects are commonly invaded by fungi and
yeast-like organisms. On the other hand, these same
gall-wasps exhibit remarkable correlations between struc-

ture and habits as showni by many workers, most elabo-

rately and clearly by the recent studies of Kinsey ('20).

The Cynipida? are at present restricted to a very limited

series of plants on which they induce the formation of

galls. With the exception of some uiuloubtrdix i.rimi-

tive forms, they occur almost exclusively nn iHi-accu' of

the genera Rosa and Rubus, and on the unrelated .m iiiis

Quercus, the latter harboring a very large number and

a far greater variety of forms. In the gall wasps, we
see, therefore, a nearly exclusive association with a very

few genera of plants and what is still more striking is

the fact that the more primitive ones, although few in

number, exhibit a wide range of food-plants. This leads

to the inevitable conclusion that we can trace the evolu-

tion of host relations in this group as now living, from

a very generalized condition to a highly specialized one.

Many other insects, particularly Homoptera, harbor

certain probably symbiotic organisms, and recent studies

(Brues and Griaser, '21) tend to show that these may be

very important factors in the nutrition of the insects.

Almost nothing is knowm concerning such organisms in

Hymenoptera, but if they are present in some cases, as

seems probable, they must be reckoned with in any com-

plete studies of food-habits.

The relation of food-habits to taxonomy in the Hymen-
oi)tera becomes particularly interesting in connection

with the appearance of parasitism in several forms,

which is of widespread occurrence in the order. In fact,

a large proportion of the Hymenoptera are parasitic,

and with the development of this mode of exisiencc have

come such elaborate structural modification.-, asnl spe-

cialization in behavior, that species have iiiultipliiMl at
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necessarily veiy incomplete and may be misleading in

some details.

In the Hymenoptera the designation parasitic" has

been applied to habits of extremely diverse nature, and
this very loose use of the term may easily lead to serious

confusion unless we consider the matter carefully before

proceeding further. It is most commonly applied to

several large and abundant groups whose members live

in the larval condition in other insects which they almost

invariably destroy after attaining full growth. Such
habits are quite similar to those encountered in other

orders of insects, although in no other do they attain

such a high degree of specialization ; nor do they involve

such a series of unrelated smaller groups, with the pos-

sible exception of the Diptera. While this is the most
abundant and widespread type of parasitism among in-

sects, we must not lose sight of the fact that it is a rather

unusual condition so far as animals and plants in general

are concerned, in that the parasite and host belong to the

same class and are thus closely related. A similar rela-

tion exists among the Crustacea where certain decapods
are parasitized by other members of the same class, and
even among Protozoa there are ciliates parasitic in the

bodies of other infusorians. Such associations are very
rare, however, and the vast majority of parasitic Crus-

tacea and Protozoa, as well as other parasitic animals,

depend upon animals far removed from themselves for

hosts, although there is very generally a close correla-

tion between the host and parasite in that related para-

sites depend upon related hosts. Another peculiarity of

this type of insect parasitism lies in the prompt death of

the host, which does not usually ensue as a result of other

animal parasites, although it is a common result of pres-

ence of some protozoan parasites of the higher animals.

In others, again, like the well-known nematode, Trichina,

the ultimate death of the host is necessary for the con-

tinued propagation of the parasite, but actual death nor-

mally results from other causes. Still another charac-
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teristic of this type of insect parasitism is its restriction

to the larval stages, although extending over the entire

growth period. This is by no means unique among ani-

mals, but it is one of the distinguishing characteristics

between this type of parasitism and the one next to be

considered. In its perfected state this relation between
host and parasite is a marvelously balanced association

and one which we might expect to furnish valuable data

on the correlation between taxonomy and habits.

A second type of parasitism encountered in the Hymen-
optera is that exemplified by most of the parasitic bees

and wasps. This has recently been discussed by Wheeler
('19). Here the parasitic larva is really at first preda-

tory so far as food-habits are concerned, devouring the

host larva shortly after hatching. The sequence of events

is initiated by the preparation of the larval food-supply

of the host by the mother bee or wasp. Most solitary

wasps store up, in a nest which they have prepared, one

or more insects which they have paralyzed by means of

the sting, and attach one of their eggs to the body of the

prey. Under normal conditions the larva hatching from

this egg consumes the prey, attaining full growth, and

later completing its metamorphosis. Bees behave in

much the same manner, but the store of food in the nest

consists of honey and pollen. When parasitism inter-

venes, the egg of the parasite is also placed upon the food

supply, and on hatching, the larva of the host and para-

site find themselves in proximity, each ready to appro-

priate the contents of the nest. In numerous cases that

have been studied (Graenicher, '05), the larva of the

parasitic form has more powerful jaws than its rival, and

encounters little difiiculty in destroying it. It now pro-

ceeds to consume the food-supply exactly as the host

larva would have done, casting off its enlarged mandibles

at the first molt. Thus the actions of the larva savor

not at all of parasitism, but it is in the fixed habits and

instincts of the adult, which require the nests of particu-

lar wasps and bees, that the parasitic relation holds.
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Correlated with such habits, structural modifications of

the body appear, such as the loss of the pollen-collecting

apparatus in parasitic bees.

In certain ants there occurs a third type, social para-

sitism (Wheeler, '04) whereby the young females of

some ants that do not establish their own colonies insin-

uate themselves into the nests of other species of ants,

do away with the queen, and take on themselves the func-

tion of egg-laying. As the larvae from these eggs are

raised to maturity, they produce worker individuals of

the parasitic species which gradually supplant the orig-

inal population. Finally, the colony becomes pure and

maintains itself through its own efforts, giving no evi-

dence of the temporary social parasitism by which it

has originated. In a very few cases social parasitism

may become permanent with the complete elimination of

the worker caste.

The term entomophagous parasite may be applied with

some appropriateness to all of the three types described,

but is most suitable for the first one, since there the par-

asite not only consumes its host, but feeds upon nothing

else during its developmental stages. By far the largest

number of species in the order exhibit this type and it is

the only one which I shall consider in any detail.

There are several ways in which such parasitism may
have originated, but the question of origin is best de-

ferred until its several phases have been discussed at

greater length.

Defining parasitism in its several forms as enumerated

on a previous page, we find that there are parasitic

genera included in nearly all of the larger groups of Hy-
menoptera. Thus, the Ichneumonoidse, Serphoidea and
Chalcidoidea, each represented by a number of families,

are almost exclusively entomophagous parasites, while

in the Aculeata, numerous parasitic genera appear, scat-

tered through a series of families with generally non-

parasitic habits. In addition to these there is the prim-

itive family Oryssidae, now known definitely (Eohwer,
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'17) to be parasitic, and a few other families nearly all of

somewhat doubtful affinities. Thus of the nearly one
hundred families included in the order, between forty

and fifty are composed either entirely or almost exclu-

sively of genera with parasitic habits, the remainder
being phytophagous or predatory with isolated cases of

parasitism, among both the predatory series, and one of

the phytophagous ones.

Considering these larger groups, the suborders and
superfamilies, more in detail we find that the most prim-

itive of all kno\ra Hymenoptera, the suborder Chalasto-

gastra, are phytophagous. Of these, about a dozen

families, comprising the sawflies or superfamily Tenthre-

dinoidea, are almost exclusively defoliating forms, feed-

ing in their larval stages on the leaves of various flower-

ing plants. Another family, the Siricidae, feeds inter-

nally on the tissues of woody plants, and, at least so far

as food-habits are concerned, there are two other fami-

lies which form a transition between the saA\^ies and

wood-wasps. It is in the groups above these that the

parasitic habit appears, and with the possible exception

of one family, the Oryssidae, to be mentioned later, all

these groups are usually associated as a second suborder,

Clistogastra, contrasted to the more primitive Chalasto-

gastra. Among them several groups of families, con-

\'^'uiently classed as superfamilies, are three extensive

parasitic ones : first, the Ichneumonoidea, comparatively

large species comprising about half a dozen families;

second, the Chalcidoidea, represented by small or minute

species comprising fully a dozen families; third, the

Serphoidea another half dozen, mainly very small species.

Together with a part of the Cynipoidea, these form the

enormous complex commonly known as the Hymenoptera

Parasitica. All are quite closely related, but rather easily

grouped and distinguished, in spite of certain annectant

and aberrant families.

The habits of the several series are also very uniform.
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The egg is nearly always laid upon the body of the host

or thrust into it, usually the latter, to which purpose the

extrusible, stiletto-like ovipositor of the female is adapted

with great nicety. Oviposition may take place either in

the egg of the host, in the larva, or even in a later stage,

and the parasite may complete its development either in

the stage of the host in which it is laid, or development

may be delayed and not completed till the host has pro-

ceeded to a further stage in its ontogeny. Under such

conditions the larva is to a great extent passive, although

in its earlier minute stages it frequently exhibits {e.g.,

in certain Serphoidea) great modifications in body form,

and develops monstrously specialized jaws or other or-

gans to aid in attacking the massive tissues or yolk-

masses of its host.

When such modifications of the young larva are tran-

sitory and disappear almost completely after one or two

ecdyses, they form a transition to several very clearly

defined cases of hypermetamorphosis which have been

noticed in certain Chalcidoidea by several observers

(Wheeler, '07; Smith, '12, and Brues, '19). In members
of two families, the Eucharidae and Perilampidae, they

have found an active, free-living, first stage larva known
as a planidium which is quite similar to the triungulin

of the Meloid beetles and the Strepsiptera. Like them,

the planidium becomes helpless once it has become para-

sitic. Great interest attaches to the planidium, but until

its distribution is much better known it can not be con-

sidered of taxonomic value, especially as quite similar

larvre are known in several other orders of insects.

Another series of Hymenoptera, certain parasitic bees,

are known through the researches of Graenicher ('05)

and others to possess much larger jaws in the first larval

stage. As we have mentioned previously, the type of

parasitism in this case is very different, for the parasite

simply eats the host larva that it may appropriate its

food-supply, and we have a parallelism in structure, of
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independent origin, and hence of no classificatory im-

portance.

Comparative anatomy and post-embrj'onic develop-

ment show very clearly that, with the exception of some
secondarily phytophagous forms, only the primitive

Hymenoptera are phytophagous. As one can not seri-

ously question the monophyletic origin of the order, the

varied food-habits now represented must have been de-

rived from some form of vegetarianism.

In all of the higher Hymenoptera or Clistogastra,

active and aggressive characteristics are very prominent

in the behavior of the adult females, whatever may be

the food-habits of the larvae. Thus in the wasps, the

parent captures as prey suitable insects with which to

feed her larvsp, or to provision her nest, if her young are

to receive no post-natal care. In all cases she prepares

some sort of a cell or nest for her brood, and frequently

this requires marvelous skill in the selection of particular

materials and the collection of specific insects for food.

Where nests are provisioned in advance, the prey is

stung and paralyzed after a manner that requires very

complex instinctive behavior. If, on the other hand, we

look at the activities of the larva of one of the wasps

that stores a paralyzed insect away and places her egg

upon it, we see the larva consuming its food supply much

after the fashion of an externally feeding entomophagous

parasite. In fact, it is difficult to distinguish any really

fundamental differences. In each case the host is stung

and the egg attached to it, always externally by the wasp,

but sometimes externally also by the parasite. The wasp

paralyzes her prey, which the parasite does not do, as

her sting is not so severe, and she does not further bother

with the host insect. The egg of the parasite is deposited

at the time of stinging, and that of the wasp by a later

operation of the same organ, the ovipositor with which

she has previously paralyzed, but not killed, her prey.

Thus, aside from the maternal instincts, the entomophil-

ous wasp is scarcely more different from the ichneumon-
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fly, than some iclnieumoiis from others.- Equally varied

habits exist in at least a few cases even in a single species

of ichneumon, for certain Itoplectis may be either para-

sites of caterpillars, hyperparasites, or inhabitants of the

egg-cocoons of spiders where they devour the contained

eggs. From the entomophilous wasp has been developed

the parasitic one and we have alluded to its origin as

traced by Wheeler ('19).

From the foregoing, it is seen that we might derive the

habits of the wasp from those of the parasite, or vice

versa, with but little difficulty, although the more elabo-

rate instincts of the wasp appear more naturally as the

latter development.

If now we return to the free-living phytophagous

Chalastogastra, it appears for morphological reasons

especially that the entomophagous ichneumon flies have

been derived directly from them and I think that the

transition from phytophagy to parasitism is quite clear.

Whether it involves the interpolation of predatism or

sarcophagy is perhaps more a matter of conjecture.

The Siricoidea of the Chalastogastra, on account of

their legless, cruciform, lignivorous larvae and reduced

wing venation appear to have been derived from some
sort of ancestor with a caterpillar-like larva having the

more complex wing-venation seen in the saw^-flies or Ten-

thredinoidea. So far as is known, no member of either

group is parasitic. Until recently the family Oryssidse

has been regarded as a degenerate group quite closely

allied to the Siricidae. Eohwer has, how^ever, shown that

they are really very different and finally (Rohwer, '17)

regarded them as a distinct suborder of Hymenoptera.
It seems reasonable to suppose that they have Siricid-

like ancestors, and as they are now kno^\^l definitely to be

parasitic on the larva) of wood-boring Coleoptera, it ap-
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pears that we have in them the most primitive parasites

in the order Hymenoptera. The hosts of the Oryssidae

consist partly, although probably not entirely, of Bu-
prestidas, which paleontology shows to be an ancient

family. Handlirsch ( '08) has even gone so far as to sug-

gest that the parasitic Hymenoptera may have been de-

rived from the Jurassic Pseudosiricidae which no longer

laid their eggs in wood, but in the eggs of beetles occur-

ring in the wood. This is entirely speculative and so I

think must be at the present time any suggestions as to

how the Oryssidae, or the Ichneumonidae, which Hand-
lirsch had in mind, became parasitic. That their larvae

first found and fed upon their hosts after hatching seems

much more probable. It must be said, however, that

predatory or carnivorous Chalastogastra are not known
among living forms, except certain adult sawflies which

fed in this w^ay (cf. Mrazek, '09). From this point on-

ward we have little trouble in tracing the probable origin

and relationships of the Ichneumonoid families as I have

attempted to do in a previous paper (Brues, '10). Thus
the Stephanidae are structurally primitive and strikingly

like the Oryssidae in the peculiarly horned head which

had been remarked on before the habits of the Oryssids

were knowoi. On account of the presence of a costal cell

in the wing, the polymorphic family Evaniidae is neces-

sarily also more primitive than the Ichneumonidae or

Braconidae, and, through one subfamily, the Foeninae, re-

semble the Stephanidae as has been already noted by

Bradley ('08). Some Braconidae, the Stephaniscinae,

Spathiinae and Hormiinae are much like Stephanids, so

much so that it is difficult to believe that they are not

directly derived from them. One other family, the Capi-

toniida^, recently segregated from the Braconidae, Tap-

pears to be very definitely related to the mor(^ general-

ized Evaniidae (Aulacin^). Omitting in this bi-icf ron-

sideration several less pertinent families, nud iu'.<MMiii>'

other recently segregated ones, we hav(> left (i!il> uw

Ichneumonidae, related possibly through the Alysiidii" to
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the Braconidae. Structurally this relation seems plaus-

ible, but as the Alysiids attack almost exclusively the

highly specialized Diptera it is very difficult -to regard

them as closely related to the ancestors of the Ichneu-

monidae, so highly diversified in habits and structure.

The latter then are not so easily derived and may go

back to Evaniid-like forms.

One extremely interesting fact in connection with the

primitive families of parasitic Hymenoptera is their as-

sociation with wood-boring insects. Thus the Oryssidse,

the most generalized group of Evaniidae, the more primi-

tive Braconidae, many of the structurally primitive Ich-

neumonidae, and the Capitoniidae are restricted to hosts

having such habits. This shows undoubtedly that such

habits have not easily been changed and that similarity

of host-habits is an important factor in determining what
insects may be attacked. This supports strongly our

thesis of the interrelation of taxonomy and habits.

In connection with the parasitism of certain chalcis-

flies, the French entomologist Marchal ( '98) discovered,

some years ago, a most anomalous method of precocious

multiplication which he designated as polyembryony or

gei-minogony. In species exhibiting this phenomenon,
the embryo becomes dissociated into a large number of

parts, and from the numerous germs thus produced there

is formed a veritable swarm of minute parasites, the

extent of which is limited only by the available food

supply in the host. Marchal's first observations have
been much extended since by himself and numerous other

workers, and the same condition has been found to exist

in many other Chalcidoidea and also in the Serphoidea

(Marchal, '03). It has recently been recognized in an-

otlr r widely different family, the Dryinidae by Korn-
Jiauser ('19) and probably occurs sporadically in several

other parasitic families, although I believe no other cases

have been absolutely substantiated. From the regular

association of numerous individuals in single hosts in

the case of Microgaster, allied genera of the Braconidae,
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and in Sphcsropyx (Cusliman, '13), in a fewlclmeumonidae

(e.g., species of Cryptus) and in a few BetliylidcT, it would
seem likely that they also are polyembryonic.

The widespread occurrence of germinogony and its

apparently erratic distribution show that it can be of no

general taxonomic interest at least as an aid to classifi-

cation. It is indeed quite the opposite, for the develop-

ment of the egg in the process of fragmentation is so

similar in the Chalcidoid and Serphoid that wo might be

led to believe it of common origin. As their ancestors

were undoubtedly not polyembryonic, such eaii not be llie

ease and the process must have originated indcijcndcntly,

just as it has in several totally unrelated animals like

certain annelids {e.g., Helodrilus) which exhibit it in an

imperfect condition (Weber, '17) and in the armadillo

(Newman and Patterson, '10) among mammals where it

has become completely established. A quite similar

modification of development is seen in the formation of

the rediae in the sporocysts of Distomes. Still similar,

but delayed until the larval stage, is the process of paedo-

genetic multiplication in the Cecidomiid fly Miastor

(c/. Felt. 'in. w(>]l known to all entomologists.

It appears I'l-oni an\' uvneral survey of the habits of

the i)arasitie 1 lynienoptera that we find certain taxonomic

groups of host commonly attacked by discrete groups of

closely related parasites. It is natural that such combi-

nations should impel our attention, as they may be fitted

with the least etfort into a classified scheme, and further-

more their mere recurrence is sufficient to indicate that

they are not due merely to chance.

The following list includes a few striking instances of

this sort drawm at random from widely separate sections

of the order:

Families

.Alysiidae Diptt-ron

Trigonalida? \espida\
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Subfamilies

Evaniin^

Ichneutinse

Cockroaches and their oothecsB.

Saw-fly larvae.

Genera

Polygnotus Cecidomiid larvae.

Coccophagus Soft scales.

If we should reverse the order of the above list and

attempt to tabulate groups of related hosts that are af-

fected only by certain groups of parasites we should have

great difficulty in finding examples. This, of course, is

to be expected on account of the passive condition of the

host and the active role of the parasite, whereby it first

came to infest some certain kind of host. Inheritance of

such specific instincts over long periods of time, during

which groups were becoming differentiated, will lead

naturally to the evolution of groups of parasites attached

to groups of hosts which have meanwhile been developed.

Such reasoning appears to be sound and may explain

some of the conditions tabulated above.

I think, however, that there is a deeper basis than this,

and that we can not fully understand such combinations

without inquiring into the actual physiological relations

between host and parasite.

It has been customary among entomologists to place

great emphasis upon the maternal instinct of invariable

selection as determining and restricting the range of

hosts affected by specific parasites. Among zoologists

who deal with other parasites, particularly Protozoa and

lower invertebrates, no such idea has ever been enter-

tained, as the parasite plays a passive role in attaining

its host. The malarial parasite is ingested by all insects

that suck human blood, but is able to continue its para-

sitic life only in certain particular mosquitoes. Similarly,

a certain Cestode worm parasitic in birds has as interme-

diate host, the garden slug, from which the definitive host

obtains it by eating the slug. That this Cestode does not

occur in other hosts that may eat infected slugs is a phys-
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iological matter and is always regarded as such by hel-

mintliologists who encounter many instances of this kind.

On account of the definite requirements of such parasites,

Cobb ('04) suggested some years ago that they might

give valuable clues to the taxonomic affinities and physi-

ological peculiarities of their hosts, the latter particu-

larly in cases where there is a wide range of hosts.

In insects, and, quite fortunately for the present dis-

cussion, in the parasitic Hj-menoptera, there are avail-

able some extreniely pertinent observations made by
Timberlake ('12) relating to the fate of eggs in the

bodies of host insects in which they do not normally

develop. His experiments were made with an Ichneu-

monid, Linnerinm validum, commonly parasitic in cater-

pillars of the fall web-worm. This parasite will also ovi-

posit in larvffi of various other moths, when persuaded to

do so in captivity, by depriving it of its normal host ; but

it can not complete its development in the experimental

hosts. This is due to the death of the young larvae, which

succumb to the reactions of the host soon after hatching,

or possibly in some cases even before hatching. The an-

tagonistic action of the tissues of the host is manifest by

the accumulation of amcebocytes about the unwelcome

objects. In one other abnormal host, the tent-caterpil-

lar, this Linnerimn may survive and complete its trans-

formations, but there is a high mortality among the par-

asites, for many are destroyed by the host.

These experiments show very clearly why this parasite

is restricted to certain hosts and, from the nature of the

reaction, which is so similar to that exhibited by animals

in general toward microorganisms and other foreign ma-

terials, there is little reason to doubt that insects usually

react in this fashion. This also furnishes an explanation

for the continued restriction of parasites to specific hosts,

based upon natural selection, since individuals choosing

unsuitable hosts will suffer a very material reduction in

the number of their immediate progeny. This is, I think,

especially important, as it takes much of the burden from
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the already greatly strained principle of the fixity of in-

stinct in the imaginal insect.

It also aids greatly in understanding the relation pre-

viously referred to, where extensive groups of parasites

attack discrete groups of host. Adaptation to one host

means ordinarily greater physiological suitability for

another closely related host than for a widely different

one. This, no doubt, applies to cases like the Alysiid

parasites, for here the series of hosts, while quite uni-

form, is so extensive that it can not be explained on the

slowly acting basis of concomitant differentiation of the

hosts and parasites.

Instances, like one cited by Pierce ('08) where several

species of parasites suddenly became abundant enemies

of the boll-weevil due to the scarcity of their more
favored hosts, must depend upon selection, as suggested

above, leading to the rapid improvement of partial adap-

tations.

We have already referred to the fact that the parasitic

H^Tnenoptera, and quite generally also most parasitic

insects, attack other insects, and pointed to this as a

characteristic more or less peculiar to insect parasitism

or at least to its most prevalent types.

The attachment to closely related animals as hosts is

sho^vTi still more clearly in Hymenoptera that are sec-

ondary parasites on parasitic species of the same order,

of the same family, or even of related genera. This phe-

nomenon is not restricted to Hymenoptera, but is most
extensively exhibited by them. Thus certain genera of

Ichneumonida?, Braconida?, and Chalcidoidea develop

regularly in the larvae of primary parasites which become
established in a free living host.

Secondary parasites are not absolutely distinct from
primary ones in some individual cases, for this relation

is known to bo facultative in a few species of Hymen-
optera which drv.'lo]) in either way. In 1903, Fiske ('03)

showed fi-oni careful l)reeding experiments that certain

Ichiu'unioiiida} of the genus Itoplectis may be either pri-
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mary or secondary parasites of the tent-caterpillar, at-

tacking a member of tlieir owti family in the latter case.

Since then other examples have come to light, but they

are by no means common. Another fact which is sig-

nificant in connection with secondary parasites is that

they are very generally much less particular than pri-

mary ones in restricting themselves to a small series of

hosts.

In searching for the origin of secondary parasitism,

it is certain that it must be derived from the primary
form, since it is naturally dependent upon the latter for

its mere existence. The only other possibility appears

to be the assumption that the primary' parasites were

free-living forms when first parasitized, and that they

have since developed parasitic habits of their own. As
the secondaries are frequently structurally reduced such

a supposition appears still more improbable.

If, then, secondary parasites are derived from primary

ones, what can have caused tliem to desert their free-

living hosts ? We have already seen how the restriction

of hosts among primary parasites seems to have a physi-

ological basis, in that the reaction of the tissues of the

host has been shown (Timberlake, '12) to eliminate para-

sites not adapted to it. In attacking insects very closely

related to themselves parasites should stand a much
better chance for successful growth, as the physiological

antagonism of all animals toward closely related forms

is much less than that toward very different ones. Young
larviE of parasitic spoeies should therefore meet with less

difficulty in de\-eloi)iiig in the bodies of related forms,

and secondary parasitism might arise with little diffi-

f'ulty wlion eggs were placed in another parasite rather

than ill the body cavity of the free-living host. This ex-

planation may account for the prevalent type of hyper-

parasitism, but not for cases like that of the Qialcidid

Dibrachijs which attacks Hymenoptera and Diptera alike.

This may simply be a case of great adaptability in cer-

tain species like some mentioned in connection with pri-
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mary parasitism, althougli it may depend upon a general

similarity in the tissues of all entomophagous parasites,

or a less aggressive condition of the tissue in parasites

due to their generally secluded and protected environ-

ment. As the latter condition seems not unlikely, it prob-

ably acts regularly to make hyperparasitism an easily

acquired characteristic.

Striking divergencies, like the following, noted by

Swezey ('08), are of interest in this connection. In his

studios of Dryinid leaf-hopper parasites, he found a

Ceraphronid parasitic on a species of the related Dryi-

nidsB, although the group normally and abundantly para-

sitizes entirely ditferent types of insects.

The adaptation of animals and plants in conformity

with the demands of diverse environmental conditions

is now an axiom among biologists. From its manifesta-

tions it is evidently a physiological adjustment which

leads secondarily to structural changes, and many con-

vergences in form and function are traceable to it. On
account of the close interdependence of plants and in-

sects it appears, in some instances at least, to exert an
indirect influence upon phytophagous insects (Brues,

'20), whereby a species may feed rather indiscriminately

on herbs, and another on woody plants, but not upon the

two in combination.

In the case of parasitic Hymenoptera there are many
instances which might be cited where environment ap-

pears to have exerted a direct influence upon the acqui-

sition of host relations and others where we must, I

think, believe the influence to be indirectly related to the

environment through a second insect, the host. This

rather obscure statement may be clarified by a few ex-

amples. From what we have said in connection with

hyperparasitism, it seems quite clear that a species which

may assume the role of either a primary or secondary

parasite, responds quite directly to the environment, in

this case the primary host, which may be either sound

or already infested by a parasite which is in turn at-
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tacked. This influence seems to be a rather direct one.

On the other hand, I may quote from a previous paper
(Brues, '08) the following: "The European Chalcid-fly,

Ormyrus tuhulosus, has been minutely studied by Mayr,
who has bred it from no less than 27 species of Cynipid
galls, and I have from Massachusetts what is apparently

the same species, bred from about half as many North
American species by the late Dr. M. T. Thompson. The
galls formed by the various hosts of this species are

many of them entirely dissimilar in form, the only re-

semblance between them, aside from their gross gall-

like form, being their more or less uniform habitat at-

tached to twigs and leaves." Howard ('91) mentions

Enrytoma rosce as having over 50 cynipid hosts. A range

of hosts of this sort appears to be due not directly to the

environment of the host, but to the similar physiological

condition of the various Cynpids themselves, which, as

we have already said, are closely confined to a very nar-

row range of food-plants.

The great difficulties occasionally imposed upon para-

sites in attaining their hosts may be purely a matter of

environment, as illustrated by the following considera-

tions.

An interesting series of parasitic Hymenoptera are

those which prey upon aquatic insects. In several well-

known cases, the behavior of the adult parasites has be-

come so profoundly modified that the females not only

enter the water in search of their hosts, but they may be,

occasionally at least, accompanied by the males. The

first observation of this sort was made nearly a century

ago by Francis Walker ('36) on Agriotypus, andihe well-

known, observer Sir John Lubbock ('63) later gave an

account of the habits of two aquatic Chalcis-flies in which

he describes the actual process of swimming. One species,

the Mymarid {Cataphractus cinctus) makes use of its

ciliated, paddle-shaped wings for this purpose, while the

other, a Trichogrammid (Prestwichia aquatica) propels

itself by means of the legs. Numerous other contribu-
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tions, notably those of Von Siebold ('58), W. Miiller

('89), Marchal ('00), Eousseau ('08), Heymons ('08;,

Schulz ('07, '10% 'lO''), and Matheson and Crosby ('12),

have added much of interest, not only in bringing to light

aquatic members of several families, but in determining

some of the host species upon which they prey. In many
cases the adaptation to aquatic life is not so perfect as

the cases just mentioned, although several other species

are known to swim readily, using either the legs or wings,

which usually show modifications adapted to such be-

havior.

In view of the frequent occurrence of aquatic imaginal

forms in other orders of insects such as the Coleoptera

and Hemiptera, it is perhaps not surprising to find cer-

tain parasitic Hymenoptera adopting this habitat.

Viewed more in detail, however, the matter is quite a

different phenomenon. Such Coleoptera as Gyrinidae,

Hydrophilidae, Dytiscidae, etc., are uniformly aquatic in

both preparatory and imaginal stages, and such is also

true of the brachycerous Hemiptera. All of these insects

are highly modified to conform with their aquatic envi-

ronment, particularly in reference to the functions of

locomotion and respiration.

In the aquatic Hymenoptera, a series of families is

represented and only a comparatively small number of

genera are included. The structural modifications are

far less profound, indeed they frequently represent very

slight changes. They are more closely parallel to the

natatorial habit shown in isolated genera such as the rice

water-weevil, Lissorhoptus simplex, a beetle that has be-

come aquatic and oviposits in the roots of the rice plant

(Tucker, '12). It has been showTi experimentally by
Szymanski ('18) that many terrestrial insects may be

induced to swim if submerged and we may easily suppose

that the truly aquatic hal)it of the parasitic Hymenoptera
just mentioned ni.ix arisen through the seeking of

their hosts in n<jualic iiiants, iirst at or above the surface

of the water, and later through a search for further indi-
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viduals below the surface. Even memory could easily

play a part liere, if the host were submerged during the

development of the parasite, and the latter emerged as

an adult below the water, from which it must escape by
locomotion through the water.

In the case of aquatic Hymenoptera, it is readily seen

that we can not correlate taxonomy with habits accord-

ing to any generalized scheme, although the several

genera show structural characters associated with their

unusual habits. Most striking is the number of Myma-
ridse and TrichogrammatidaB included, minute insects

whose wings are naturally well suited for swimming.

Frequently a secluded habitat acts as a powerful fac-

tor in restricting the kinds of parasites that can attack

certain types of hosts. Thus, wood-boring insects can

be reached only by species provided with long oviposi-

tors. Such restrictions are clearly defined and many
other examples might be cited. Partial inaccessibility

of the host may even occur in the case of parasites other-

wise well suited to their host, as for example in the case

of a (''oiinuoii ])nrasito of the i'g\ii's of the gipsy moth,

wliich is able to oviposit only m tho eggs occupying a

su|-»(M-rK'ial ])o>ilioii in \ho o,u\ii--mass of the host. Some-

times dillicultios may bo overcome by the presence of an

active first-stage larva. This may exhibit most extraor-

dinary behavior as has been described by Smith ('17)

in the Chalsis-fly, Pcrilampus. Here the Perilampus

egg is deposited and hatches away from the body of the

host as a ])laniaiiim whieli later attaches itself to the

host and roinains there till the host completes its growth,

after which iho planidium begins its parasitic life. A
second species tlint is a liypcrparasite seeks out the pri-

mary parasite in the rnt( r[)illar host through which it

bores its way and ilu iv awaits the exit of the primary

parasite ])et'oiv proceeding ^vith its development.

Ao-ain, thr I'cmale of some .\u;u--parasites attach them-

selves to individuals of the host species and are thus

carried to the place where the eggs within which they will
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develop are to be deposited. Certain Clialsis-flies and

Serpkoids have adopted this curious method of trans-

portation (Brues, '17) which occurs sporadically in di-

verse insects (Banks, '11). The way in which many
modifications of this kind appear in similar form makes

it impossible to consider them as guides to taxonomic

affinity. The elongated ovipositor, the active first-stage

larva, and many other adaptations for attaining the host

are of course good taxonomic characters, but they reap-

pear independently in more than one group, and can be

used only in combination with characters of less vital

importance to the animal, to characterize completely any

extensive groups. Nevertheless, the lengthened oviposi-

tor can be used to separate numerous families and

smaller groups in the parasitic Hymenoptera and as it

bears a certain relation to habits, the latter are thus re-

flected in taxonomy on a structural basis. However, the

habits of many such insects do not seem to require such

a long ovipositor and represent not the primitive habit

for the group, but recent modifications which break down
the homogeneous correlation of structure and habits.

Closely connected with the specific association of nat-

ural groups of hosts and parasites is the great variation

shown by different parasites in the number and diversity

of the species that serve as their hosts. Just as we can

find among phytophagous insects, omnivorous forms,

strictly monophagous ones, and all intergrades between

the two, so there exists among parasites an almost equally

varied series of associations with one, several or many
hosts.

Although pai-asitic Hymenoptera are so abundant,

both in species and individuals, their food habits are not

so easily observed as those of plant-eating insects and

our knowledge concerning them is far less complete. The

large number of secondary parasites also lead to con-

fusion, as these may not always be distinguished on a

structural basis.

If parasitism demands a nice physiological adjust-
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ment, we might expect to find that egg-parasites affecting

the organism at an earlier and less highly differentiated

stage of ontogeny, are more catholic in their tastes. This

is, however, not borne out by observation to any extent,

and egg parasites are usually as closely restricted to

particular hosts as their relatives who confine their atten-

tion to larval insects.

Small size is a prerequisite of all true, internal egg-

parasites except a few that occur in the oothecae of cock-

roaches, where the comparatively large species of Evania
undergo their development. Some parasites oviposit in

the host-egg, but live at the expense of the larva; they

are, except in polyembrj'onic forms, larger, and not

classed as egg-parasites.

On the basis of size, then, practically all egg 'parasites

are either Chalcidoidea or Serphoidea and this habit

characterizes a number of families, and smaller taxo-

nomic groups {cf. Girault, '07, '11). Among them the

strange, tropicopolitan,genus Podagrion attacks only the

eggs of Mantidae. The large cosmopolitan genus Tele-

nomus occurs in the eggs of various insects, mainly Lepi-

doptera while the very similar genera Phanurus and

Trissolciis are restricted to eggs of Tabanidas and Penta-

tomidai. Again, Scelio and several related genera at-

tack only the eggs of the Orthoptera Saltatoria. Thus,

if used with due caution, egg-parasites are in the main

illustrative of close correlation between the taxonomy of

host and parasite in spite of the fact that we may nat-

urally regard insect eggs as more similar inter se, than

insect larvae.

It is true that the ubiquitous little Trichogramma af-

fects eggs of several orders and many families of insects,

but like other less conspicuous examples, it stands quite

apart from its conmionplace associates.

With their larger and more variable size, and great

diversity in habits and structure, larval insects present a

correspondiiiiily vni it .l sorics of opportunities for para-

sites. We liiul also that practically no genera are known
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to parasitize both eggs and larvae, although the poly-

morphic and widespread Eupelmus among the Chalcis-

flies appears to be an exception. As the eggs and larvae

of manv insects frequently occur together at the same
time, this fact is rather surprising and shows that the

parasitic association must depend greatly upon gross

form, as well as upon the factors of environment and

specific physiological reactions, which we have already

mentioned. One case which comes to my mind in this

connection is quite instructive and there are no doubt

others of a similar nature. All the several genera in-

cluded in the EvaniinsB are, as previously mentioned,

parasites in the egg-cases of cockroaches, with the excep-

tion of a single reliable record (Picard, '13) of the rear

ing of Zeuxevania from the body of the blattid itself.

Quite likely the future may bring forth other similar ob-

servations on Evaniines, but this one shows that parasit-

ism has been transferred to the cockroach from the

ootheca, which is of course carried about by the female

for some time before deposition.

Larval parasites have been more extensively reared

than those living in eggs and their habits are conse-

quently better known. Many observations upon indi-

vidual species of hosts show that the larval stages harbor

a far more extensive series of parasites {e.g., Howard
and Fiske, '12) than the eggs or pupae, while hymen-
opterous parasites of the adult are almost unknown.

Among larval parasites it is easy to recognize two gen-

eral series, so far as the number of hosts utilized. Some
species are very conservative in this respect and others

extremely versatile. These two terms are equally suit-

able for genera and larger groups, and the difference is

more important when it involves all or most of the species

of quite extensive groups. Thus the highly modified

members of the family Dryinidae (Perkins, '05) are re-

stricted to several families of Homoptera. A few which

parasitize Membracids are insects of quite ordinary ap-

pearance, but the remainder affecting Tettigoniellids and
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Fulgorids have the fore tarsi of the females misshapen
to form chelae or pincers, by means of which they cling

to their host. Such structures are elsewhere unknoA\Ti

among insects. The group has become highly specialized,

apterous in several genera, and has probably reached the

end-stage in its evolution. Like all creatures which have
attained this condition, it shows no further adaptiveness

in habits. This is a clear-cut case of correlation between
habits and taxonomic affinities.

Versatile groups naturally include large numbers of

genera and species with varied habits which enable them
to grasp every opportunity to earn (or, in the case of

parasites, to steal) a livelihood. Numerous species and

varied habits, are as inseparable as form and function.

The former binary involves an added series of factors,

since any group of insect parasites comes into keen com-

petition wdth the members of other groups as it reaches

out for new hosts. Some have spread widely among
hosts of very similar types, restrained by some insuper-

able obstacle, probably physiological in nature, from at-

taching themselves to strange insects. They show a cor-

relation between habits and structure. Others have broken

their fetters more quickly and completely, and adapta-

tions in habit have far outstripped structural modifica-

tions, resulting in natural taxonomic groups which show

only imperfectly such correlation.

The climax in this direction is reached by certain

groups which have cast aside parasitism entirely and

become phytophagous. This has occurred independently

in several families of Chalcis-flies, a group in which the

struggle for existence must be very severe. One of these

aberrant series, Megastigmus and its allies (Crosby, '13)

feed within the seeds of plants, mainly those of various

trees, upon a rich protein diet, probably similar to that

of their entomophagous forebears. Another, Isosoma

and its allies (Howard, '91 and '96; Phillips and Emery,

'19) occur in far less delectable vegetable tissue, such

as the culms of grasses in which they sometimes cause
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galls. A third (Mayr,''05), including some genera re-

lated to the remarkable parasitic Perilampus, which we
mentioned a few moments ago, produce conspicuous

galls on certain plants.

The production of galls by the phytophagous Chalcids

is quite suggestive, since many forms related to Isosoma

(Harmolita) are parasites of gall-making Cynipids.

Megastigmus also belongs to a group including many
parasites of Cynipids. Since we do not know exactly

how galls are formed, however, the matter can not be

profitably discussed at the present time.

Although they may not aid us greatly in formulating

any general causes leading to divergence in habits among
related forms, I should like to append a few observations

made by various entomologists which suggest a variety

of factors.

The effect upon the parasite of almost complete elimi-

nation of a host through excessive parasitism has often

been commented upon by entomologists. An especially

clear case has been described by Aldrich ( '12) where an

invasion of the western pine-butterfly was suddenly

checked by Theronia fulvescens. The parasite then found

it necessary to eke out an existence from scattering and

less suitable forest insects and under such stress, selec-

tion must be very keen (cf. p. 147). Complete parasitism

of 100 per cent, of the related cabbage butterfly by Apan-

teles glomeratus has also been reported by Chittenden

('05).

Errors or aberrations of instinct have also been occa-

sionally observed. Thus Marchal ('07) saw a Chalcidid

parasite of coccdnellids [Lygellus) repeatedly oviposit in

the pupal exuvia when living material was not available.

Still more incongruous is the behavior of TricTiogramma
observed by Holloway ( '12) who found this insect actually

ovipositing in small globules of partly solidified plant

juice on the foliage of okra plants. One of the common
hosts of this egg-parasite, the cotton boll-worm, fre-

quently oviposits on the leaves of okra and the globules
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were evidently mistaken for moth-eggs. Premature ovi-

position is generally attributed to physical necessity in

relieving the pressure in the body, but here at least it is

accompanied by the outward appearance of instinct.

Whether this Chalcid tasted the strange new host is not

stated, but it is a common procedure among Chalcids

(Howard, '10) to tap the host with the ovipositor, and to

lap up the exuding body-juices quite independently of

egg-deposition. What her reasons for this may be are

obscure
;
possibly it is to test the suitability of the host

;

perhaps to secure food, or she may even retain a specific

appetite for the kind of food consumed in her earlier

days.

Marchal, Vayssiere ('07) and Loiselle ('08) have com-

mented upon the retarded development observed in cer-

tain Ichneumon-flies whereby emergence of some indi-

viduals was delayed a year. Such occurrences might

serve to bridge over the gap of a season when host in-

sects were scarce ; on the other hand, if the time were not

exactly twelve months it easily might lead to a new

''trial" association in the absence of the proper host at

that season.

That these factors might lead to divergence in habits,

I can not doubt, but hesitate to apply them to any con-

crete cases of aberrant habits.
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ONCE MORE THE SUCKING-FISH

t^ROFESSOR LEO WIENER

Har\ ard University

In 1919, while Professor E. W. Gudger's excellent

series of articles "On the Use of the Sucking-fish for
Catching Fish and Turtles" appeared in The American
Natuealist, I was at work on my first volume of "Africa
and the Discovery of America," where I had to touch on
the remora story in the early voyages to America, in

order to show that they were all a myth, based on the lit-

erary influence of Odoric of Pordenone on Columbus.

As my sources were naturally of a different character

from those of Professor Gudger, who was chiefly inter-

ested in the zoological side of the question, I was able

to supplement his thorough discussion with a number of

new data, which the zoologist will not consider to be

amiss.

The remora was dimly kno\Mi to all the Arabic voy-

agers. We meet with it in the middle of the ninth cen-

tury, in the very beginning of the "Chain of Chron-

icles."^

In the Indian Ocean tliere is a fisli, twenty cubits in lengtli, in whose

belly there is a fish of the same kin..!, in whose belly there is similarly

a third fish. All these fislies are alive and niovinsr. This larcre fish is

called al-u:dl. In spite of its size it has for its enemy a lish only a

cubit in length, called^ el-h^sh^L When the lari:e fish becomes an<rry

not let go of him until ho is >lvi\d. The lilih^ lish also aita.'lies itself

to boats, and the lar<re tish dan'^ not ai>]n-oacli it. heeanso of tiie fear

dans rinde et'a la Chine dans le IX* siftcle de I'&re chr^tienne," Paris,

1845, Vol. I, p. 2 f.
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This account is obviously an exaggeration of some

story about the shark, but ivCil was soon identified with

the whale, as appears from the later Arabic sources. A
century later Mas'udi wrote:

There is a fisli in this sea called el-Owal, which is from four to five

hundred 'Omari cubits long; these are the cubits in use in this sea.

The usual leno-th of this fish is one hundred perches. Generally the head

of the whale is out of the water; and when it powerfully ejects water,

it .pushes into the air more than one bowshot high. The vessels are

afraid of it by day and night, and they beat drums and wooden poles

to drive it away. This fish drives with its tail and fins other fish into

its open mouth, and they pass down its throat with the stream of water.

When the whale sins God sends a fish about one cubit long called esh-

shak {al-leshek, as-sal), it adheres to the root of its tail and the whale

has no means to make itself free from it. It goes therefore to the

bottom of the sea and beats itself to death; its dead body floats on the

water and looks like a great mountain. The fish called esh-shak, ad-

heres frequently to the whale. The whales notwithstanding their size,

do not approach vessels; and they take flight when they see this little

fish, for it is their destruction.^

^

Idrlsi merely said that in the Sea of Oman the wali^

which is of white color and one hundred cubits in length,

is usually accompanied by the small leslick, which kills

it.^ Ad-Damiri definitely identifies the large fish with

the hdl, the whale.

a fish about a cubit in length, which attaches itself to its ear, and the

hal seeing no means of freeing itself from it, goes down to the bottom

of the sea and strikes its head on the ground until it dies, after which

the East Coast of Africa are generally on the look-out for it. When
they find it, they plunge harpoons on it and drag it to the shore where

they cut open its belly and take out of it ambergris.*

The important point in all these stories, which ob-

viously emanate from the same original account, is that

2 A. SpronRer, "El M.'i-^Tnli s iristorical Enry,-l,,,„.li,-i. (>ntitlo.l '^\oa(\

0W3 of Gold and Mines of Gems,' " Lmuloii, 1841. Vol. T. p. 2r,;^. f.

3 P. A. Jaul)ert, "Geographic d'Edrisi," Paris, 1S36, V„l. T, p. 63.

4 Ad-Damiri 's "Hayat al-IIayawan" (a zoological lexicon), translated by

A. S. G. J'ayakar, London, 1906, Vol. I, p. 237.
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the remora is found off the coast of Zanzibar, where it

is in the same way connected with the catching of large

fish. But we have a circumstantial report of the em-
plojTnent of the sucking-fish in the catching of sea tur-

tles in Joao dos Santos' ''Ethiopia oriental," which was
published in 1609

:

Tlie flshermen kill turtles at sea [along the coast of Mozambique]

amono: the rocks near the coast a kind of fish two ^spans in length,

called by the Moors sapi, which is as much the enemy of the turtle

as the ferret is of rabbits. The sapi has a very dark grey skin in-

of a pig. Its neck is about half a span long, on the back of which is

a shell of the same length and three fingers wide, which is formed of

leeches do, and it has the same faculty of sucking blood. For this

reason when it meets a turtle it attacks it and wounds it in the neck

or legs with this shell, and sucks its blood until it is satiated, leaving

the turtle nearly dead, it being unable to resist or get away, as it is

large and unwieldy and the sapi very nimble.

When the fishermen have caught some of these sapis they put them

in a basin of salt water and take them in the boat with them. They

tie a long line to their tails and then put out to sea in search of turtles,

which usually swim on the surface bf the water. When they catch

sight of a turtle they throw out the fish fastened by the tail,, as one

lets loose a ferret in a leash after a rabbit, and the fish immediately

attacks the turtle witli as great force as if it was free and had received

no hann from tlie hook with which it was caught, or as if it was not

itself a i)risoner. When it reaches the turtle it fastens on it so tightly

that it never looses its hohl. and as soon as the fishermen feel that

it had done so they pull in the line and draw it over the water without

its loosening its hold, and the turtle, although very big and heavy, is so

dominated and tormented by the fish that it does not fight with it, but

lets itself be carried off easily because of the pain it suffers while they

are pulling it in, as at that time the fish grips it much tighter. Thus

the turtle is bronsht to tlie side of rlic boat, when the fishermen quickly

seize it in their hands and lift it in, and tlie fisli tliey put hack into its

basin. In this manner they catch a number of turtles.^

In the Bantu language of Zanzibar wo have "tesa,

turtle; the kassa is caught by niean^: of tlio taza fish,

5 George McCall Theal, "Records of Southeastern Africa" (London),

1901, Vol. VII, p. 325 ff.
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which the fishermen carry alive with them; when they

see a kassa, they let the taza go after it to stick fast to

the kassa; when the taza has seized it, the fisherman

throws a harpoon and takes the kassa out of the sea, the

taza letting go instantly when exposed to the air. ' The

same dictionary gives tasa "a kind of fish which serves

as a bait for turtles,"^ but the other dictionaries give for

it cJiazo, which name is also recorded by Professor

Gudger. Kassa for ''turtle" is of extremely wide dis-

tribution and is not primarily a Bantu word, although it

is also found as kasi in Tete, that is in the region to

which dos Santos refers.

The oldest forms on record for this word are Sanskrit

kacchapas, kagyapas, Avestan kasyapa, hence Persian

keshef, Afganistan kasph, Singhalese keshew, Hindu-

stani kacchua, kaccha. It is therefore certain that the

turtle fishing was brought to the shores of Zanzibar

from somewhere in the Indian Ocean. This is in keep-

ing with the frequently recorded tortoise-shell trade in

the Indian Ocean, but ''opposite the Ganges there is an

island in the ocean, the last part of the inhabited world

toward the east, under the rising sun itself ; it is called

Chryse, and it has the best tortoise shell of all the places

on the Erythraean Sea."^ The Chryse Island has been

identified with the Malacca peninsula,^ hence the origin

of the practise of catching turtles with the remora is

most likely to be referred to the East Indies, whence it

traveled eastward, to the Torres Strait and Melanesia,

and westward to the eastern shores of Africa.

The earliest definite reference to the remora fishing is

contained in a version of the cormorant fishing, as told

by Odoric of Pordenone and for the first time printed in

Ramusio in 1574, although it can be shown that it was

6 L. Krapf, "A Dictionary of the Suahili Language," London, 1882, pp.

130 f

.

7 Ibid., p. 362.

8W. H. Schoff, "The Periplus of the Erythraean Sea," London, 1912,
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already in existence in the fourteenth century. Odoric

of Pordenone told how he came

ivhich hath a brid^-e aeross

rratify me, said :
" If thou

v\ loose. Straightway tliey

. muubers of fish, and ever

as they caught tliein i)uttiii£r them of their own aceord into the baskets,

so that before Ions: all the tliree baskets were full. And iniue host then

took the cord off their necks and let them dive asrain to catch fish for

their own food. And when thev had thus fed they returned to tlieir

perches and were tied up as before. And some of those fish I had for

This is followed by another kind of fishing:

The men this time ^^ero in a boat, wherein thev had ;

ater; and tlicv were naked, and had each of them a ba

The second kind of fishing is interesting from the fact

that it was much earlier told by Idrisi as in use at Zan-

zibar.

iigs of the net together the

10 Sir Henry Yule, "Cal

II, pp. 188 ff.
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To attract the fish they use land reptiles. Although they live in a

state of great distress and misery, these people (God loves those who

reside at their family hearths) are satisfied with their lots and with

what they have. They are under the government of Zanzibar."

Yule^^ cites Fortune and Dabry for the same custom in

China, which once more shows the wide distribution of

identical maritime customs from Zanzibar to China.

The first kind of fishing has undergone all kinds of

changes in the very earliest Odoric manuscripts. Sir

John Mandeville, who cribbed so much out of Odoric,

tells of a fish-otter, instead of a cormorant, as the ani-

mal with which fish are caught.

In that eountrj^ there be beasts taught of men to go into waters, into

anon they bring up great fishes, as many as men will. And if men
will have more, they east them in again, and they bring up as many as

It is interesting and important to observe that the

Italian version of Sir John Mandeville which came out

in 1491,15 ^^at is, one year before the discovery of Amer-

ica, has the same story, the French term loir for ''otter"

being here rendered by udria. The Latin version, of

about 1500,1* simply says:

Tamed water dogs whom we call luteres, are here aplenty; every time

they are sent into the river, they bring out fish.

The substitution is everywhere from Vincent of Beau-

vais, who in his "Speculum naturale," XX, 89, tells of

the same fish-otters with which fish are caught, but the

substitution is unquestionably older than Sir John Man-
deville 's, who would not have omitted the strange story

of the cormorant if he had found it in his copy of Odoric.

12 Op. cit., pp. 55 f.

13 Op. cit., p. 191.

14 "The Travels of Sir John Mandeville," London, 1900, p. 136.

10 "Tractate delle piu maravigliose cose e piu notabili," Venice, Nicolaus

de Ferrariis, 17 Nov., 1491, cap. CXLVII.
i«"Johanni3 de Montevilla Itinerarius in partes Iherosolimitanas, " cap.

XXXI.
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The Latin version of Odoric has the old cormorant
story^"^ where the bird is called mergus, while in the Ital-

ian version it is called smergoP The usual Italian

names for the cormorant which Odoric must have known,
are also mergo, maragone,^^ so that the Latin mergus is

formed from the Italian mergo. Curiously, there are

two versions of Odoric in Ramusio. In the first the

whole cormorant fishing episode is omitted, while the

second has a totally different account. Here we read:

Mine host . . took us to one side of the bridge where the river was

wider, and there we found many boats, and there was one of them em-

ployed in fishing by aid of a certain fish called marigione. The host

had another such, and this he took and kept it by a cord attached to

own seas, where many call it the sea-calf. It had the muzzle and the

neck like a fox's, and the fore paws like a dog's, but the toes longer,

and the hind feet like a duck's, and the tail with the rest of the body

like a fish's. Mine host made him go in the water, and he began to

catch quantities of fish with his mouth, always depositing them in the

boat. And I swear that in less than two hours he had filled more than

It is clear that the description of the sea-calf is an ex-

aggeration of that of the fish-otter, which is in Arabic

called '

' fox of the water" or " dog of the water. '

' Hence

there is most likely here an Arabic influence which

caused the substitution. And the reference to a fish

marigione, which was kept by a cord attached to a fine

collar, is similarly an attempt to bring the cormorant

story in keeping with the Arabic and Zanzibar account

of the fishing with the remora. We have here a transi-

tional stage from the cormorant story to the remora

story, as fathered by Columbus and permanently incor-

porated in all later accounts who drew upon the Colum-

bus story.

ITT. Domenichelli, "Sopra la vita e i viaggi del beato Odorico Da Por-

denone," in Prato, 1881, p. 180 (cap. XLVI).

18 Ihid., p. 232.

20 Ihidl, I. 189.

^
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Professor Gudger has shown, beyond any possibility

of cavil, that all the accounts of the remora fishing in

America recorded after Oviedo go back to this latter

source, and I shall now show that Oviedo 's account goes

back, through Bemaldez, to an Arabic source, which is

itself an evolution of the second Italian version of

Odoric's cormorant fishing, as preserved to us in Ea-

musio.

Bernaldez-i says: ''For they call it hunting, and they

hunt one fish with others of a particular kind," while in

the ''Journal of the Second Voyage "^^ we read: "The
fishing consists in this that they take certain fishes which

they call revesos, the largest of whom are not larger

than pilchards," from which Peter Martyr made his

^'reversus fishes. "^^ In the Spanish the passage in Ber-

naldez runs as follows

:

It will be observed that all the Columbus accounts tell

of the invitation extended by the fishermen to Columbus

to see the peculiar kind of fishing, and the giving of the

catch to Columbus, according to Bemaldez, for a feast.

This is identical with the manner in which Odoric tells

of the invitation to watch the cormorant fishing. The
resemblance is striking. Now, in the second Italian ver-

sion in Eamusio the fish with which other fish are caught

is called marigione, "diver," while others call it sea-calf.

We have here, side by side, cormorant, otter and remora.

I have already shown in my book, "Africa and the Dis-

covery of America," that much of the matter in the

"Voyages of Columbus" is apocryphal and comes from

Odoric of Pordenone's "Itinerario," a name which Ber-

naldez uses for the book of Columbus, from which he got

his information. There can be little doubt that the sec-

21 Loc. cit., p. 450.

22 See my "Africa and the Discovery of America," Philadelphia, 1920,
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Olid Italian version was corrected or annotated by Co-

lumbus in the margin, where the true story of the remora
fishing at Zanzibar was given from an Arabic source,

from which Columbus retained two foreign terms. He
had found in his source hassa, the turtle caught by the

remora, and the name was apparently entered into the

margin from which Bernaldez got his threefold caza

''chase." Indeed, it appears that in his ''que ansi' le

llamaban ellos caza," it referred originally to the fishes

caught, that is, to the turtles, which from the resem-

blance to Spanish caza, "chase," produced the unfortu-

nate pun. It will be noticed that in the "Journal of the

Second Voyage" the corresponding passage runs "they

take certain fishes which they call reversos," where the

second Italian version says "fishing by aid of a certain

fish called marigione," that is, "diver." Now the Arabic

word for "diver" is gavvdsah. Anciently the initial

guttural was rendered in Spanish by a simple g, but in

the fifteenth century this Arabic word would sound to a

European ear as reverso or reveso, which it actually as-

sumed in the Columbus story. No such Spanish word

is anywhere else recorded for the remora. Again, the

marginal gloss, from Bernaldez, "hunting with a fish,"

must have been "caza con un pez," which Peter Martyr

took to be the name of the fish, the remora, hence he mis-

read the first as guaicanwn, and called this the Indian

name for the fish, a w^ord which is only recorded as a

quotation from Peter Martyr.

From the previous discussion it follows

:

1. The remora fishing is very old and originated in the

Indian Ocean, but did not get into literature before Co-

lumbus.

2. Odoric of Pordenone's cormorant fishing was from

the start confused w^ith the fishing by means of an otter

and, in Kamusio's second version, was dimly identified

with the remora fishing.

3. Ramusio's second version was, before the time of

Columbus, influenced by an Arabic source or explained
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by an Arab acquainted with the remora fishing at Zan-

zibar, and this new form supplied Columbus with the

Zanzibar word for "turtle," namely, kassa, and the

Arabic word for "diver," namely, the Spanish reves or

reverso, which was wrongly attached to the "remora."

4. Bemaldez and Peter Martyr created a non-existing

remora story for America out of Odoric's much-revised

cormorant story, on the basis of some marginal notes in

Columbus's "Itinerario," which itself was based on

Odoric's "Itinerario," and referred to Zanzibar and not

to America.

5. There are in America no corroborative stories of

the remora fishing, except as derived from Oviedo's

hearsay account, which itself is based on the accounts of

Bemaldez and Peter Martyr, which, in their turn, are

taken from a revised edition of Odoric's cormorant

fishing story.



SHOETER ARTICLES AND DISCUSSION

EEPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON GENETIC FORM AND
NOMENCLATURE

The American Society of Naturalists at their meeting in 1919

appointed a Committee on Genetic Form and Nomenclature con-

sisting of Drs. S. Wright, G. H. Shull, 0. E. White, A. H.

Startevant and myself as chairman. We were to consider the

matter of genetic nomenclature and submit constructive sug-

gestions for standardizing descriptive terms in this subject.

"The following report of the committee was submitted to the

meeting of the American Naturalists at Chicago, 1920, as a foun-

dation intended to cover the cases of inheritance commonly met

with by the majority of experimental workers in genetics. It is

submitted in the hope that it may be pulblished to invite dis-

cussion as to suggested modifications which would enable it to

include particular problems of the scores of investigators in this

field. In making such criticisms it is suggested that the primary

object of this report be continually borne in mind and that con-

structive suggestions based on it as a framework are more likely

to lead to beneficial results than purely destructive ones. The

vast majority of workers in genetics will be concerned with

simple enough problems to be covered by the report. Those

whose material requires modification of the methods therein sug-

gested will undoubtedly see the justice in attempting to adapt

their particular needs to some modification of a sj-steni which

will meet the needs of the majority,"

C. C. Little, Chmrnum,

Committee on Genetic Form and Nomenclature.

In submitting this report your committee desires to call atten-

tion to certain matters of general interest in connection with it.

It is neither proposed nor supposed that those now familiar with

some characteristic or individual form of genetic nomenclature

will necessarily find it desirable to conform with the suggestions

contained herein. If they can and \nll cheerfully do so, so

much the better; if not, no intention to dictate is implied in this

report.

175
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It is, however, believed that a considerable number of geneti-

cists will agree to the main suggestions of the report, and will

therel)y form a nucleus to which younger geneticists beginning

publication would in a majority of cases join tliemselves. Thus,

after a time, a far more uniform method of publication than now

exists would become established.

In order to give such an opportunity, your committee respect-

fully suggests that this report, if approved by vote of the mem-

bers present, be published at the earliest convenient time.

1. The Type.—In most animals and plants it is convenient to

settle on a standard type, preferably the wild type, when this is

known. The effects of the various genetic factors are in general

to be measured by the departure from type 1 cl tl e\ 1 r n r

about. This recommendation involves no real departure from

the system now in use by most geneticists.

2. ^Series of Allelomorphs.—A single letter, with a subscript,

if necessary, is to be assigned to each series of allelomorphs.

This letter should, when possible, be chosen so as to give some

hint as to the nature of the effects caused by variations in the

series in question. The member of each allelomorph series pres-

ent in the type is to be represented by the symbol for that series,

capitalized and with no superscript. Factors dominant over the

type are to be represented by the same capitalized symbol as the

type, but w-ith appropriate superscripts. Recessives are to be

represented by the same symbol in lower case also ^vith appro-

priate superscripts {ivhe^i necessary) . The symbols for the type

factors may be omitted in formula? w^here convenient. The

agouti series in mice A^, A}, A, a'^, in which two factors are domi-

nant over the wild gray type and one recessive is an example of

the use of symbols. [This series might properly have been given

a Y or B sjTubol in place of the A adopted. Since, however, it

is to be thought of in terms of modification of the agouti pattern,

the* s\-mbol A is chosen.]

3. Dowi/jiance.—Dominance of genes is recognized to be largely

a matter of convenience. Factors may be considered dominant

which produce an easily recognized departure from type, when

4. Superscr! !>!•<. -It is siiL'uoslcd tliat both a literal and a

numerical sniM.|-.,Tip- .i-i-M..!. thr initial description,

to each facK-r r\- pi rl,- ,it -ra-t in series of multiple

allelomorpiis !
. KmiF.n >! I'i;r>( Kii't may thereafter be used

ALONE. The numerical superscript shall indicate the estimated
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degree of divergence from type, produced by the factor in ques-

tion in a scale in which 10 is the apparent physiological or visible

limit and is the type. Thus A^^ and' a^"* represent factors

which cause deviations to the physiological limit in opposite

directions (self yellow and self black) from the type A (agouti).

A* (light-bellied agouti) represents an estimated deviation be-

tween ticked bellied agouti (A) and yellow (A"). The order

. of effect is more important than a precise estimate of the degree

of effect. Decimals and numbers beyond 10 may be used when-

ever necessary, in event of grades not believed physiologically

possible. A superscript, once adopted, should not be changed,

^vhich also applies to all other symbols. The value of making
provision for a system to indicate the order of a multiple allelo-

morph series is clear; the numerical symbols will only be used

when such a situation is encountered.

5. Independent Factors.—Independent series of allelomorphs

should be represented by different letters or, if desired, by the

same letter with different following numbers. Symbols com-

posed of two or more letters should not be used. It is suggested

that factors with more or less similar effects be represented by

the same letter with different following numlbers, as SI, S2, S3,

etc. The same symibol may conveniently he used for factors

with more or less similar effects in different animals and plants

without implying identity.

6. Doubtful Factors.—In case the formula of an individual is

not fully known, the uncertain factor may, if desired. lie repre-

sented by a superscript X (or ?) or the whole symbol may be

replaced by a dash. Thus CMor C?) means complete

ignorance of the factor in series C. CC'^, CC, or C— represents

ignorance as to one of the factors in the zygote. If there is

partial knowledge, a double (or triple) superscript may be used

to indicate the various possibilities. Thus the progeny of the

cross CC X C'c^ may be represented by C c"""*, a form which gives

more information than C—

.

represrnts'.vsidu.l li.iv.lity of the kind indi-ated/ Thiis'[S-f]

is a .-nnvrnirnt m.\\uu\ of r.'i.ivs.ntal ive moditirrs uf the effect

produred by the S ( Spotlin- , M'Hes of allelomorphs. Iti a de-

tailed stndv of a parrimlar m'oiij) of modifiers, the parenthesis

may well contain the lii-ade of efTecf prodiieed by the modifiers

in the ease in (piestion. Thus
l
-^.l'l and [—2.5] might be

used to represent tlie modifiers of typieal hooded rats of grades
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-f 4.2 and — 2.5. The modifiers of a cross bred may be indi-

cated in some appropriate manner as [+4.2, —2.5].

S, Linkage is best represented by the fractional form used by

M-orkers on Drosophila. The factors are written in the order of

linkage, omitting type factors.

Committee on Genetic Form and Nomenclature

STANDARDIZED :\IICROPHOTOGRAPHY

Second Contribution: The Object Factor

In my first contribution to the subject of standardized micro-

pliotography, published in the Anatomical Record, I have pointed

out the variables and the methods which I have pursued in treat-

ing them. One, or perhaps more correctly a group of variables

were, however, left out of consideration quite purposely because

of the difficulty in finding for them a standard of permanent

value. I have in mind the microscopical section itself or what

may be properly called the object factor. The following four

elements enter into its composition: (1) the thickness of the

section, (2) the light absorption coefficient of the tissue, (3) the

relative luminosity of the different stains and (4) the depth or

intensity of staining. The second and third of these component

elements may be disregarded since experience shows us that ex-

posure is very little influenced by them. There remain, how-

ever, the first and fourth, and to determine the influence of these

on exposure the following experiments were undertaken.

First of all, to avoid all possible error, slides were chosen of

uniform thickness measured with a Cieeri Smiths Patent Mi-

crometer so as to be sure that the distance of the section from

the substage condenser should in every case be the same. The

cover-glasses were also of uniform thickness. The stomach of a

frog preserved in Zenker's fixing fluid was sectioned into series

of 5, 10 and 20 microniillimeter thick sections on a Minot micro-

tome and care was taken to have in each case a ribbon of 100

even sections, thus more or less assuring their uniform thickness.

The sections were stretched on distilled water heated over a

flame and no cement of any kind was used. On one slide three

sections of each thickness were placed. On other slides sections

only of one kind were placed and their thickness marked in

every case by a carborundum pencil.
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The slide with all three kinds of sections was stained for 12

hours in alumcarmine, a stain which, as is well known, does not

overstain. They were then washed in water and again stained

for 12 hours in a weak alcoholic solution of Bleu de Lyon. All

sections on this slide received therefore the same treatment and
the difference in the depth of stain was entirely due to the thick-

ness of the section stained.

The other slides were treated in a different way. They were

stained in Delafield's haematoxylin followed by tetrabromfluo-

reseic acid. This stain was chosen because it is possible at will

to control the depth of staining. A set A of three slides, one

with 5 micromillimeter sections, one with 10 and one with 20,

was treated simultaneously in a Coplin's staining jar. The sec-

tions were therefore stained, washed, destained in acid alcohol,

treated with ammonia alcohol, stained in a weak solution of

tetrabromfluorescic acid in 95 per cent, alcoliol iuid washed in

pure alcohol the same longth of time. In re.srard to depth of

stain these slides presented, tlierefore, tlie same conditions as the

slide stained in alumcarmine and Bleu de Lyon.

Several other slides were treated individually in the same

stains. They were all first considerably overstained in Dela-

field's h£ematoxylin, washed in Avater and destained in acid

alcohol until they had when viewed over a white surface, the

same shade of eolor to the naked eye, regardless of the thickness

of the section. If after treatment with ammonia alcohol the blue

color was not approximately of the same shade, the darker slide

was again transferred to the acid alcohol, until all sections

looked approximately alike. They were now stained in the

tetrabromfluorescic acid, the thickest sections remaining a short

time in the fluid, the 10 micromillimeter sections somewhat

longer and the 5 micromillimeter sections longest, and again

compared over a white surface. From several slides thus pre-

pared three were selected which to the naked eye were to all

purposes of the same appearance, although their respective

thickness were 5, 10 and 20 niicroniilliineters. Hero then we

had a Set B of sections in which the depth of stain had uothinu^

to do with the thickness of the seetioti, but was nitirt'ly ilfp.'ud-

ent upon the amount of stain absorbed by the tis^surs.

Frartional cxposuivs on oil honor, plat.'s w itli ( 'nimor ray-

ratus^uul'\l.''vel(>p^ by ,h!' tiuu- a.ui trinperanu-.. ni'thod with
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fresh developer for each plate. In the ease of the first slide

stained in alnmcarniine and Bleu de Lyon as in the Set A, the

normal exposure for the 10 micromillimeter section was twice

that for the 5 one, and the normal exposure for the 20 micromilli-

meter section w^as four times that of the 5 one. In the case of

the Set B all slides required the same exposure.

In analyzing the results thus obtained we come to the con-

clusion that the thickness of the section, within the limits given,

has no influence whatsoever on the length of exposure ; but that

the latter stands in a direct ratio to the amount of stain absorbed

by the tissue.

For practical purposes, esipeeially for those who are using my
table of E-P factors, the results of this investigation may be

interpreted as follows: disregard the thickness of the sections

and the appearance of the stain under microscope and pay at-

tention only to the intensity as it appears to the naked eye. The

table refers to normally well stained sections of medium thick-

ness. Double the exposure for darker appearing and reduce the

exposure by half for lighter appearing sections.

It will be observed that in the experiments elements 2 and 3

remained of constant value for the simple reason that the tissue

used was not only the same in kind, but actually from the same

piece of organ and was stained in the same stain in each set of

slides. A comparison of the length of normal exposure in the

case of sections stained in alumcarmine and Bleu d-e Lyon with

those stained in hematoxylin and tetrabromfluorescie acid serves

to confirm my statement at the beginning of this article, that the

relative luminosity of different stains may be entirely disre-

garded in the matter of exposure.

ALEX.VNDER PeTRUNKEVITCH

SEX RATIOS IN PLATYGASTER

Ix tlio JourHol of Heredity for last year (Vol. X, p. 344) I

puhlisln'.l data on sex ratios in three species'of polyenibrj^onic

irymcnopToi'a. One of these is Flatygaster felti, which para-

sitizr-s the egtrs of two sp(H-ies of tlie Ceeidomyiidjc. Walshomijia

taxana and RhopaJomi/ia ftahhur. Tliese flies make their galls

on the mountain crdar. S(ih!„a sahi nodes.

Since the above data uvrc liuWislied I have had an oppor-

tunity to breed out in the laboraton- a total of 200 broods of
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Platygaster; 73 from the carcasses of Fhopalomyia and 128 from
those of Walshomyia. The remarkable character of the sex

ratios, as revealed in the published data, is emphasized by the

additional facts secured from the more recent rearings. It

therefore seems worth while to publish the full data, which is

given in condensed form in the following table. In the first

column the total number of individuals in each brood is given

;

in the second, the number of females; and in the third, the

number of males. In the fourth column are listed the number
of broods showing the combination of females and males in the

corresponding horizontal line.

The total number of individuals in the 200 broods is 2,722, of

which 2,346 are females and 376 males. The average per brood

is 13.61. The size of the brood reared from Walshomyia is very-

much smaller than those from Bhopalomym. There are 1,417

individuals in the 128 broods from Walshomyia, or an average

of 11.07 per brood. The broods from Rhopalomyia have 1,305

individuals, or an average of 18,12 per brood. This represents,

an average increase of 63.6 per cent. The rate of increase in

the number of males per brood from Walshomyia to Rhopalo-

myia is almost the same as this. The average number of males

in broods from Walshomyia is 1.55, and in those from Rhopalo-

myia is 2.45. This represents an increase of 58 per cent.

The difference in the size of broods is, in all probability, due

to tlie difference in the size of the two host larvEe. The larva of

Wiopalomyia is almost twice as large as that of Walshomyia,

iiiid Ihmii'o (iiiist fiirnisli a more abundant food supply for the

mult i|.li,-ai ion of cmhryos at tlie time of their formation in the

One of the most striking facts in the data is the preponder-

ances of females. Approximately 86 per cent, of the individuals

are females. No male brood has been found, and in not a single

instance does the numher of males exceed or even equal the

number of females in a brood. There are, however, nine pure

female broods. Of the 191 mixed broods 113, or 59.61 per cent.,

have a single male present in each brood. The other 78 broods

show the following numbers of males: Thirty with two males

each; twenty-four with three eacli ; ten with four each; four

with five each; four with six fai-li : thi-tu' with seven each; two

with eight each; and one with \on.

Another interesting fact is the fro.inriit occurrence of broods

with a single male. Almost sixty pin- cent, of the mixed broods
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are of this character. Certain connbinations, such as nine

females and one male, occur vdtYi very great frequency, sug-

gesting that a single male is produced at some definite point in

development. Statistical treatment of the data supports this

suggestion. My collea^e. Dr. Muller, has kindly calculated

the standard error and standard deviation of the numbers of

males per brood, and finds that they are 1.17 and .64 respec-

tively. These results show that the number of males produced

per brood does not vary as much as it would if males were

formed at random. If males weiT produced at random, the

amount of variation in the ni]m])er of males would be expressed

by a standard deviation of 1.17. This means that there is a

tendency to have the production of males confined to particular

cells in the embryonic mass, so that only one or two males are

usually formed in a brood.

The fact that the parasite deposits one egg at each oviposition

makes it practically certain that the mixed brood of Platygaster

is the product of a single fertilized egg. The important ques-

tion is how the single male originates during the course of de-

velopment. I have elsewhere discussed this question, and have

suggested that the appearance of one or more males in a brood

may be due to an abnormal behavior of the sex chromosomes.

An abnormal division causing the loss of an x-chromosome from

one of the early blastomeres would explain the appearance of a

mixed brood, for such a cell could become the progenitor of one

or more males.

J. T. Patterson
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REPRODUCING POWER OF WELL-FILLED VS. POORLY-
FILLED EARS OF MAIZE

These tests were conducted to determine the effects, if any, on

the progeny, particularly as to productivity, when a stalk of com
is caused to produce comparatively few kernels instead of a nor-

mal-sized, well-filled ear. In other words, the object was to learn

whether artilicially reducing the possible number of progeny

kernels would have any influence on their viability, vigor or

ability to yield.

In selecting seed com, ears are occasionally found which evi-

dently would have been much larger and bett.er filled had not

something such as an overhanging blade or an insect interfered

with pollination. Are such ears suitable for seed ?

Similar tests were conducted with three varieties, one being a

cross-bred variety. The three classes of seed for these tests were

grown in 1914 and their comparative productiveness tested in

1915. The seed of U. S. Selection 77 was gro^Ti and tested at

Piketon on river^iottom soil in Southem Ohio, and that of the

other two varieties at Broad Run on Piedmont clay of Northern

Methods of Procedure

Two methods were used to control the pollination and conse-

quent seed production of the poorly filled ears. In one case, the

first silks to appear were about an inch beyond the end of the

slioots when the shoots were bagged to prevent further pollina-

tion. In the other ca^e, the ear shoots w^ere bagged >before the

silks began to appear. When all the silks had protraded several

inches the bags were removed for half aa hour and then re-

placed. This was done when pollen was falling freely. A few

of the uncovered silks thus became naturally pollinated.

The first method produced ears the butt ends of which were

fairly well filled for about one fourth the length of the cob. The
second method gave ears that had a few large rounded kernels

scattered over the cob. As check seed for the tests, large, well-

lillod. typical, seed ears that had been allowed to mature un-

molcstf'd wore scIcetfMl. The seed ears of the three lots of each

v.'ificty wcrr s. ],,• 1,(1 trom the same rows from similar stalks

Liiow II liiitl' i- lik" iM/iiditions as far as possible. The drying, care,

etc.. were the .same for ea«h of the three lots.
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The seed from the cheek ears will be referred to as such while

that from the ears filled only at the butt ends, as Lot 2, and that

from the ears with kernels scattered over the cob as Lot 3.

The number of ears used in making up each lot of seed fol-

lows: Selection 77, Check, 62 ears; Lot 2, 67 ears; Lot 3, 54 ears;

Selection 119, Check, 26 ears; Lot 2, 19 ears; Lot 3, 26 ears; and

Cross 182, Check, 26 ears ; Lot 2, 14 ears ; and Lot 3, 19 ears.

In preparing for planting each lot was composited in the fol-

lowing manner. The same number of kernels was taken from each

ear of a lot and these kernels comibined made just enough to

plant one row 50 hills long. The comparative weights of the

three lots of seed are given in Table I.

TABLE I

Weights ix Grams of 265 Kernels op Each Lot of Seed

Selection 77 1 124 I 141
j

137

Selection 119
[

118
I

122 127

Cros3 182
1

12fi ! 148 151

Date and ^Method of Planting

U. S. Selection 77 was planted IMay 1, 1915. The three lots

were planted in adjacent rows and the test repeated 14 times.

Selection 119 and Cross 182 were planted May 3, 1915. The lots

of these two varieties were planted in the same order as the lots

of Selection 77, but only 15 rows each of these two varieties were

planted. The planting was done by hand and later all the rows

were thinned to a uniform stand.

Observations during Growth

At no stage during the growth of the com was there any

noticeable difference among the three lots. Neither was there

any difference in the time of silking and tasseling, in the height

of stalk, nor in time of maturing. There was a slight difference

in the field germination of the three lots of seed as shown in

Ta])le II., but these differences within the varieties are not great

enough to be significant nor are tliey consistent for the three
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TABLE II

Results

The yields in Table II. are all based on field weights at han-est

time. With all three varieties the well-filled seed ears produced

the highest yields, the increase being! from 2.2 to 3.9 l>iishels per

acre over the next highest lot. In the 25 comparisons between

the two lots, Checks outyielded Lot 3, its nearest competitor.

16 tim-es, with one tie; and it outyielded Lots 2, 20 times with

Previous work had proved Cross 182 more productive than

Selection 119. In the tests reported in Table II. they occupied

the same amount and kind of soil and Cross 182 is consistently

more productive than Selection 119.

Regarding all three varieties the ears harvested from each of

the three lots of seed were equally well-filled and of the same

general appearance. These tests warrant the conclusions that

ears poorly-filled by reason of withheld pollen will not transmit

this character to their progeny, and can be expected to supply

seed almost as productive, if not as productive, as they would

have supplied if completely pollinated.

C. P. Hartley,

H.S.Garrisox



ANTHEROPHAGUS OCHRACEUS MELS. IN THE NESTS
OF BUMBLEBEES

The recent appearance of two articles on "The Pboresy of

Antherophagns/' one by "W. M. Wheeler (1919) and the other

by H. Donisthorpe (1920) have prompted me to publish some

additional observations on the habits of Antheropliagus ochraceus

Mels. in this conntry.

Wheeler writing in December, 1919, recorded the capture of

an adult of this beetle near Colebrook, Connecticut, attached to

the proboscis of a worker bumblebee (B. vagans^. When the

bumblebee, which vainly tried to rid herself of the beetle, was

plaeed in a cyanide jar, the beetle still maintained its hold. In

this same article there is a discussion of the phenomenon of

"phoresy" as defined by Lesne (1896) and expanded by Janet

(1897), together with an account of the known habits of An-

theropMgiis and a bibliography. Donisthorpe in October, 1920,

published a resume of Wheeler's paper, presenting further in-

formation concerning "phoresy" in general, the habits of An-

therophagns, and additional references. Scott (1920) has also

contributed to our knowledge of the biology of these beetles.

Many of the rather numerous European references report the

finding of Antherophagns (pallens, silacens and nigrkornis) and

of Crifptophagus (setulosus, and sp.) in the nests of various

species of bumblebees. The only American record actually citing

an instance of finding Antherophagns ochracens Mels. in the nests

of bumblebees is that given by A. S. Packard (1864) based on

observations made by F. W. Putnam in Massachusetts and Ver-

mont. J. B. Smith (1909), without giving any data, says that

Antherophagns occurs in the nests of bumblebees. This latter

note is probably based on the statements by Packard, or else on

accounts of the habits of the European members of this genus.

While in Wisconsin last summer (1920) , T was able to examine

many Inimblebees nests in various parts of that state, through the

kindnes.s of Dr. S. B. Fracker. On two different occasions I

found Antherophagns ochracens (C. A. Frost det.) in the nests.

In one nest of Bremns (Bornhns) fervidus (Fabr.) examined

August 12, 1920, were eighteen adult specimens of this beetle.

188
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At the same time and place I took thirty-four larvfe of a small

beetle in various stages of development. As these larvae were
associated with the beetles and as they a^ee with the figure and
brief description of A. ochraceus given by Packard (1883), I

assume them to be the same. In another nest of Bremns (Bam-
hius) aurieomus (Robt.) opened on July 26, 1920, at Clyman
Junction, Wisconsin, I found a single adult of A. ochraceus.

Again on October 3, 1920, near White Heath, Illinois, I collected

about a dozen small beetle larvae in a surface nest of B. Pennsyl-

vanicus (DeGeer). These last-mentioned larva- differ slightly

from those found in the nest at Baraboo, Wisconsin, and if not

the same species may represent another species of Anthrrophagm.

There has been much discussion as to the feeding habits of the

adult and larval Antherophagus. Wheeler, after a survey of the

literature of the subject, came to the conclusion that the larvae

were "in all probability merely scavengers in the Bomhus nes+s."

Wagner (1907) expresses the idea that they "will occasion enor-

mous destruction in the nest," but without giving an instance

of the same. I believe that these insects are purely scavengers,

not only feeding on the excrement of the bumblebees as suggested

by some, but also on all kinds of refuse as maintained by Renter

(1913). In the nests I examined containing Antherophagus

ochraceus, the beetles and larva- were never on that portion of

the comb then being used by the bees. They were always either

on the old decaying empty cocoons on the bottom of the nest,

or in the debris directly beneath or surrounding the comb. Such

of l.uni])leboos. The hirva- J VUiila (Xrphopfrni.r in litt.)

nlniaiisil desvvlho,] hy Packard from the nests of ])nmblebees feed

on the pollen, honey, wax or cells of the comb. To escape being

killed by the bumblebees or carried out of the nest, the larvse

of this moth spin a regular labyrinth of silken tubes or eases

and never expose themselves to the bumblebees. The larva of

Antherophar/us do not spin protective cases and are in no sense

of the wor.l ]iai-asitic on the adult bees, larva- or pupa-. Tf tliey,

thus unpi-otertcl. should rrawl (•..ns|)i.-iK>iisl y over the eonih to de-

food, th.^y cMuld easily be ronil)ate.] by tli.- bumblobpes. Further-

adult beetles taken at F>arabio. Wiseoiisin. showed no signs of
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year, August 12. it was in fact a strong: colony, containing ninety-

one Avorkers, fifty-six pupal cocoons, and large stores of honey

and pollen. It is possible that the upper part of the comb of a

bumblebee nest might develop so swiftly in some cases, as to

cause some cells either filled or not filled with pollen and honey

on the lower part of the comb to be neglected, and thus infested

with Aniheropkagus. This last statement, however, would cer-

tainly be the exception rather than the rule. In the cases that

have eome under my observation A. ochraceus played the role

of a scavenger, in the debris beneath and about the nest, feeding

on the refuse comb, feces, honey, or bits of pollen and wax that

perchance had fallen to the bottom of the nest.

Wheeler voices the opinion of Sharp (1899) that the instincts

of the beetle permit it to recognize the bumblebee, but not to en-

able it to find the nest. Therefore the beetle waits on flowers

until it can attach itself to a bumblebee and be conveyed to the

nest of the latter. Donisthorpe suggests that "it is not so much
that they {Anilur^phagiis] lack the instinct to find the bee's

nest, but rather that it gives them protection from their hosts

when they arrive there." . AntheropJiagus may or may not be

able to find the nests of bumblebees of its own accord, but I am
inclined to doul«t wliether the occasion of the "phoresy" is pro-

Toctive. ill tliat it gives "them protection from their hosts when
rliey arrivt^ Th.-iv." 1)y their having acquired the nest "aura."

If Anflirroitliafji's i'^ a scavenger, as the evidence seems to indi-

cate, and keeps well hidden in the debris on the Iwttom or sides

of the comb, why is there a need for a nest "aura"? One of

these beetles carried to a bumblebee's nest, in all probability,

soon after arriving there, relea.ses its hold and falls down to the

lower part or bottom of the nest. Many other beetles are acci-

dental visitors or inhabitants of such nests, and living thus in the

material about and beneath the comb are not noticed by the ever-

watchful bees and go unmolested. W. H. Tuck (1896, 1897) lists

over sixty species of beetles from the nests of various species

of bumblebees in England, most of which are undoubtedly only

ca.sual intruders. I have taken specimens of Harpcdus sp. and

Onthophrif/uf! hecate Panz. in the nests of bumblebees. Such

beetles are much larger than AntJierophagus, are not even con-

sidered as "aiitliophilous" (Lovell, 1915), nor have they ever

been aeeredited with habits of "phoresy." Evidently then, such

beetles gain entrance to the nest and live there for a time at
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least without liaving: first acquired a nest
'

' aura.
'

' I believe that

Antherophagus often, if not always, forces the bee to carry it

simply in order to find tlie nest, and not to acquire a nest "aura,''

such as all the bees of each and every colony posse&s. If

Antherophagus had habits similar to those of the inquiline-bee

Psithyrus, there would be an advantage in having a nest "aura."
Seott (1920) says that

Presumably these [A. pallens-] beetles are double-brooded, Tvith a

short summer generation interveniner between the enicreeiiee of the

adults in May and the assumption of the resting condition by the larvje

I have taken adults of A. ochraceus by sweeping flowers on

May 7 and 23, 1917. The insect collections of the Illinois State

Natural History- Survey contain adults taken on July 19, 23

and 30, 1891, and August 15, 1893. Blatchley (1910) mentions

the species as occurring on flowers, June 24 to September 21.

As previously mentioned I took one adult in a bumblebee nest on

July 26 and eighteen more on August 12. Tlie adults taken on

May 7 and 23 certainly represent the hibernating brood. Those

found both out of doors and also in a nest on July 19-30, are in

all probability the adults of the first brood or summer genera-

tion. Those taken on August 12-15, may represent a true second

summer generation, but more than likely belong to the same

brood of July 19-30. Scott found that A. pallens hibernated as

larvfB, pupating in early summer. Some of the larva* presumably

those of Aiiflicropliagns which I took on October 3, wlien ex-

amined on XovemlxT 11, 1920, had constructed cells in the earth

on the bottom of ilii^ rearing jar; thus indicating that they

hibernated as larva'. Summarizing these records: .1. ochmcttis

is probably double-brooded, hibernating as larvfe in cells in the

soil or material about or under the bumblebee nest.

Theodore H. Frisox

University of Illinois
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growth and development, exhibit a remarkable resem-

blance, and the secretions of these two glands can replace

each other to some degree, but for the most part are

specific.

. Among those who have worked out these facts, J. F.

Gudematsch, Leo Adler, Bennet Allen and his pupil

W. W. Swingle, E. E. Hoskins and M. ^1. Iloskins, and
P. E. Smith deserve the greatest credit. Since much of

their success is due to the extirpation of the endocrine

glands in early embryonic stages, we should mention here

also the names of three investigators, namel^y Gustav

Born, Herman Braus and Ross Gr. Harrison, who have

elaborated the delicate technique employed in the extir-

pation experiments and thus have made possible the

progress which has been derived from them.

We will begin with the thyroid mechanism, as it has

been studied more thoroughly than other glands, and in

fact seems to be the chief factor in the control of growth

and development. Its study in the amphibians as well

as the entire work on amphibians w^as initiated by the

well-known experiments on thyroid-feeding to tadpoles

as carried out by Gudematsch (1).

If tadpoles are fed fresh thyroid gland or are kept in

water to which minute amounts of thyroid extract are

added, a remarkable acceleration of development takes

place. This development is the more conspicuous as it

may occur with complete absence of growth. In tadpoles

it is characterized especially by the sudden development

of the fore limbs, by the atrophy of the tail, a sudden

protrusion of tlie exc-balls {2), by the rapid shortening

of the s])iral uut, by the pivcocions atrophy of the organs

of th.. Ini'vnl iiKnitli, which are replaced by the rn-u' mouth
(:V), and l.y pivcceimis o-silicat ion (4). Thrsc experi-

ments have been rei)eate(l with the larv;v of salamanders,

in which the precocious occurrences of the first moult, the

atrophy of the gills and absorption of the tin of the tail,

are most conspicuous effects of the thyroid applica-

tion (5).
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The rapidity with which these processes mny takf i.l.u'f

is one oi* the most remarkable features of the tlixioid

effect. Two normal larvtc of the species J. o/tacmn, tm-

instance, metamorphosed at an a^e of S() s .mikI iin ;i--

ured 60 mm. at this time. Six other lar\;e of the s;iiii»"

brood were placed in an emnlsion of iodotlix riiii' ;it mm

age of 35 days, at which time they measuivd ;;o nun. on

the average. < >nc week later, at an au'(^ (.f oiilx iL' to 4;'>

days and a si/.r of l'4 mm., all luid nn'tam'ori.liosrd.

47 days in one animal which was examined in sections,

the visceral skeleton had undergone all those complicated

changes through which the gill arches of the larva? de-

velop into the hyoid apparatus of the adult. The effect

of the thyroid hormone is quantitat Inc : the accclci'ation of

the amphibian metamorphosis incii ascs with increasing

concentration of the thyroid emulsion, a> shown in

Table I.

TABLE I

Qu \T T .TiVE Effect of the Thyroid Hokmoxe ix the Acceleration of

THE Metamorphosis of Amhiisinma nuinilatum

ill one experiment the larva^ of Ambifsfoma ludciihit >nn
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It is remarkable that the administration of the same
amount of iodothyrine causes metamorphosis of sala-

mander larvR^ (){' different species in nearly the same in-

terval of tinir. Thus, (i.l ^m. iodothyrine per 1,000 c.c.

of water caused nictainoi phosis of A. opactim larvae in 7

days, of A. maculatuni larvje in 13 days and of A. tigrinum

larvae in 13 days. The time required to induce metamor-

phosis in thyroid-fed tadpoles decreases with increasing

age of the tadpoles. Gudernatsch (1 ) found that thyroid

feeding caused metamorphosis in I'O days if tadpoles of

a certain age were employed, in il d.ix if l;i(l])()les 7' days

older than the first lot were eni})l()>cd. and in only 4 days

if the tadpoles were 14 days older than the lirst lot.

As pointed out above, the larva', when fed thyroid sub-

stance, may undergo the most rcnia I'kahlc (h'velopment,

although no growth may take place This seems to be of

great importance in many wa\ s. In all organisms de-

velopment and growth, nnder normal conditions, proceed

in a parallel way. The l)eha\ ior of the thyroid-fed larvae

suggests that the reason why no development takes place

without growth is the fact that, under normal circum-

stances, the substances which cause development of cer-

tain organs are supplied through the same reactions

which control the growth of the organism. If these sub-

stances are supplied to the organism from without,

development may |)roceed at a higher rate than growth

or may ])roce(Ml even in \\w coni])letc absence of growth

and thu^ the relation hr\^^rru urowth ami development

mav l.,Tonie chanuvd as in the thyroid-fed larvie.

I'he chan-o of the r.'lation \u\^^r,u uroutli and de-

velopment furnish an ini[M.r'tant link in the chain of facts

that we must know in ordei- to nmh'istand the mechan-

ism of the thyroid appai-atus as well as that of the am-

phibian metamorphosis. Althonuh nmlei- cei-tain condi-

tions growth may be inhihit<Ml completely nixni the

feeding of th\ roid. tlii^ i^ no' al\\a\^ theca^.'. ['.oth tlu'

rate of develoi)ment and the rate of growth ai-e dei)endent
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Oil the quantity of thyroid substance administered to the

larvae. Up to a certain quantity, growth as well as de-

velopment is accelerated; if the (luantity administered is

further increased, growth hecdincs more and moi'c in-

hibited, while differentiation is iiK-rcasiiiuly ac-cflciatrd.

With very large doses the thyi-oid sul),staiicc may .'ftVct

even a decrease in the size and wci.uiii of the lai'va- while

development of the limbs is ^ivatly accch'rntcd in the

beginning, it finally stops ami the animals die from
emaciation (6).

Kendall (7) has shown that in man the tliyroid iKo inoiie

increases the basal metabolism in a strictly t|iiaiititative

way. Determinations of metabolism have not hwn made
in amphibians, but the behavior of the thyroid-fed tad-

poles as described above indicates that the thyroid hor-

mone also increases highly the metabolism of the cold-

blooded organism. If too much of tlic liormonc is

administred, metabolism is increased in sudi a niaiiiier

that catabolism becomes higher than anal)olisiii. since

the organism no longer is capable of supplx inu enough

food materials from outside io maintain a positive meta-

bolic balance, and eonse.iuent ly the body -nl.stanee it>elf

is broken down and a decrease in size and luxly weiuht

takes place. Finally even development hee.mu's impos-

sible. For tli!> I'eason, as Lenhart (<i) .-howed. more

thyroid substance ean be administered without lea.ling

to a check of development if tlu' thyroid-fed lai'va' are

either kept under conditions which decrease metaltolism,

(carbohydrates) which can l)e made easily available for

metalxdism.

From these facts it seem> evident that the amphibian

metamorphosis is the result of a lii-hly inen'a.ed metab-

olism, or more c<.rrectlv, metamorplio>i> seem^ to result

if nn'taboli>ni is inereased in sueh a degree and manner

that eataboliMH becomes higher than anabolism. The

question arises whether substances or agents other than
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thyroid substance can cause such an increase of metab-

olism as to bring about metamorphosis. Several experi-

ments have been carried out to answer this question. But

until thyroidectomized tadpoles have been employed in

these experiments, no definite conclusions are possible;

in larvae possessing a normal thyroid gland it can not be

decided whether the experimental conditions employed

have caused metamorphosis by raising the metabolism

directly or merely through the intermediation of the thy-

roid by precociously releasing the thyroid hormone.

Powers as well as Barfurth has shown that a sudden

cessation of food supply results in precocious metamor-

phosis. Although this is certainly true, it does not decide

the point in question, but may mean that sudden starva-

tion may precociously release the thyroid honnone. At

any rate, starvation in itself does not cause metamorpho-

sis, but is effective only if well-fed larvjE which are ap-

proaching metamorphosis and possess a thyroid capable

already of functioning are suddenly starved. The same

criticism applies to Kaufman's (8) recent experiments,

in which an advanced neotenous larva (axolotl) of Am-
hystoma tigrinum was given salicylic acid, whereupon it

metamorphosed promptly. This result is extremely in-

teresting as it raises most urgently the question whether

the action of iodothyrine is specific and whether the

changes of metabolism resulting from thyroid adminis-

tration are merely quantitative or also qualitative. As

pointed out, Kaufman's experiment, however, does not

answer any of these questions.

In accord with the highly increased catabolism as

caused by the action of the tliyi-oid hormone is the fact

that metamorphosis, in lis initinl >tages, appears to be

more a process of ])r()l'(>uii(l atr<>|)h\- than one of construc-

tive .k'velopmeiit, althnu.oh phnmniena of the latter

kind rnM,„..ntlv ncroinpaiiv ill.. (h-,.H.M<itiv.. i.nKvss.'S.

Aniono- th.. ino.t conspicuous pro.-..s>r. nf d.'slnu-tion

cular apparatus whicli serves the gill circulation, a con-
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siderable destruction of tlio cartilag-inoiis visceral skele-

ton, the atrophy of the larval moutii in anurans, the

reduction of the intestinal coils in anurans, the complete
atrophy of the tail in anurans and the atrophy of the fin

in urodelans. Not before this extensive breakdown of

the larval tissues has taken place and out of the renniants

of the destroyed organs the new origans of llic adult

develop. Particularly instnictive in this iv-aid is

the development of the epithelial bodies in ilic of

salamanders; these develop from tln^ cj)!! hcliiiin of the

destroyed gills and in the midst of the ni;i»( s ..1" (Irti iliis

which result from the destruction esix-ciallv of tlif i:ill

vessels.

The fact that metamorphosis can be bi-oiiuht al)out hy

feeding mammalian thyroid substance to the aiiipliihian

larvaB, docs not of course prove that the aiuphihiaii iiicta-

morpliosis, under normal circumstances, is the result of

the function of the amphibian thyroid gland itself. This,

however, is the case, as demonstrated especially by the

work of Allen (9) and of E. 1^ and :\r. M. TToskins '( 10).

If in an early embryonic stage of the anuran oru'anisni

the thyi-oid i> ..\tii-pate(l, nietaniorphoH. (-an not take

place at all and the tadpoles remain permanently (as far

as the ol.M i-valioii. uo) in the Mau- <.f an aMnatIc ani-

])hil)ian lai-Na. Crowtli likewise nltiina'.^lv interfered

with, althonuii the t h\ roi.lretoniizr.l ta.lpolr. may urnxv

normal ta.li'.ole.. On the other han^l. if the thyroid of

metann.rphie ta.lpo]e> i. -rafted t._. tadpoh-. ^^h\vh are

the stauc of llu' la.rwn from which the thyroid graft was

taken, is caiixMl (11). The metamorphosis of the ani-

])liil)ian e\-e is likewise impossible if it is removed from

the intbnMU't' of the tliyroid ln>rmone which controls the

developmrnt of the eM.. If <'y,.. of ol.l >alamaiuler larv;r

are -rafted to yuni- larv;e. i!„. metamorphosis of the

graft ]iiav be retarded l.y a> many as 7 months ami will
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not take place before the eyes of the host metamorphose.

On the other hand, eyes of young hirviP, if they are

grafted to old larvae, can be made to metamorphose earlier

than they would under normal conditions (12).

It has been said that the thyroid substance does not

actually produce new characters, but merely accelerates

the rate of their development which is predetermined by

heredity. There can be little doubt, however, that the

advance of the higher vertebrates from an aquatic stage,

with open gill slits and internal or external gills, and in

particular all the characters distinguishing the terres-

trial amphibian from the aquatic larva, could not have

developed if the thyroid apparatus had not attained, at

some evolutionary stage of the amphibians, its present

function. For the benefit of those who might think that

the relatively short time (about years) of observation

in Allen's and Hoskins's experiments does not justify this

statement, I may refer to the Texan cave salamander,

TypJilomolge rathhuni which illustrates in a most vivid

manner the ei¥ect of the absence of the thyroid gland.

This salamander never develops beyond the larval stage,

retaining permanently its external gills and other larval

organs. An examination of the endocrine system of this

animal was made by P]merson (1.'5) ; it rcNcalcd the com-

plete absence of the thyroid gland. It is worth while to

mention briefly another interesting condition ()i)st i\'('(l iii

this animal, namely the almost complete lack of i)igni('nt,

a condition somewhat similar to that observed by Smith

and by Alien in liypophysectomized tadpoles, and the

highly atrophied state of the eyes. Ti/pJdomolf/e is a

white, blind salamander, 'i'liese latter peculiarities have

been attributed frequently to the absence of light in the

caves, a tlieory which at first seems very plausible. It

would not be surprising, however, if some dav these char-

acters ^houhl be found to h," thr r.'Mih nf ..udocrine dis-

turh;.nc(-. Simihir to T uphlnun,' i,, nil the charac-

teristics mentioned above i^ a Kn rop^a n salamander,

Proteus (ninunicus, which inlial)its the Austrian lime-
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stone caves
;
nothing, however, is known about the endo-

crine glands of this animal.

If- the thyroid substance is capable of causing tlio de-

velopment of the characters of a terrestrinl aniiiliil^ian,

the administration of thyroid substance >li(>ul(] cause

metamorphosis of Proteus anguineus. .Jensen (14)

subjected Proteus to the action of thyroid substance, but

did not get any demonstrable results. Many causes may
have been responsible for this failure, in particular the

fact that the animals were too old when they wore sub-

jected to the thyroid feeding.

It has been known for some tiiue that tlic ctTi ct of eunal

doses of thyroid substance on the amphibian nietaiiKU'-

phosis is the greater, the more iodine there is contained

in the thyroid gland (15). Recently, Swingle (16) has

demonstrated that the feeding of common inorganic

iodine to tadpoles or the keeping of the tad])oles in iodine

solutions accelerates metamorphosis in the same way as

does the thyroid. This effect of iodine is strictly (luaiiti-

tative; if there is no iodine contained in the food of the

tadpoles, metamorphosis is inhibited, while with an in-

creasing amount of iodine metamorphosis is increasingly

accelerated. Moreover, the effect on the relation between

growth and development is the same in iodine solutions

and in thyroid feeding. Weak solutions of iodine increase

not only the rate of development, but also tlie rate of

growth, while high concentrations prevent growth.

There can be no doubt that at least in the metamorphosis

of tadpoles, iodine is an indispensable constituent of the

thyroid hormone.

Swingle (16) found that potassium iodide and iodo-

-form had an effect on nu'tainorphosis similar to tliat of

iodine, while bromine had no effect on metanioi-phosis

and growth. Thus the effect of lodin.^ appears to l)e very

specific when comparison is made with so nearly related

a substance as bromine.

The feeding of iodine to nianunalians does not produce

the same effects as the administration of thyroid sub-
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stance. This fact has formed the ])asis for the opmion

(7) that the characteristic action of the thyroid hormone

is not directly caused by the presence of iodine in the

thyroid hormone. It seems, however, more probable that

the feeding of iodine has no effect on mammalians, be-

cause the mammalian organism, for some reasons, can

not utilize an excess of iodine. It is well kno\\m that the

mammalian thyroid gland is capable of storing large

amounts of iodine (17). If, under normal conditions,

only a definite amount of hormone could be excreted by

the thyroid gland, the feeding of excess amounts of iodine

would have no effect in the healthy individual, since every

excess of iodine would be retained and stored by the thy-

roid tissue. If in the mammalian organism the thyroid

gland should be the only organ capable of elaborating the

thyroid hormone, the feeding of iodine could have no

effect in the absence of the thyroid, or in persons whose

thyroid function is insufficient. Conditions are different

with tadpoles. Swingle (16) has shown that even in

thyroidectomized tadpoles, iodine solutions are capable

of causing metamorphosis. Apparently the thyroid

gland is not the only organ of the tadpole which can pro-

duce the thyroid hormone.-

It should be pointed out, however, that a fundamental

difference exists between frogs and toads on the one

hand, and salamanders on the other, as regards their

reaction to iodine. Salamanders behave much like mam-
malians. Although I was able to confirm the accelerating

action of iodine at least in the development of the limbs

of the tadijolos, I htwo not been able to cause p.-eeocious

metamorphosis by placiiii^- salainiuidcr lar\;e in iodine

solutions. Tahlr II will i llur^t nitr this >tatrni.Tit.

Two larva' nf tin- ^in.-i,.. .1. nun ulannn w.iv k.-pt tirst

in a solution of dr..p< ' ni. io.liiir pt-r I.OIH) c.e. water

and then, up to metaiiiMi plio^is, in a :;-drops-iodine solu-

tion. No acceleration of mctanioi pliosis took place; the

larvfP metamorphosed at an age of ]'2'2 days, while the

controls were only lol days old when thry iiictamor-
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phosed. It is interesting to note that while tadpoles of

Rana sijh atica aie killed h\ a 5 drops lodme solution and
upon a 3-drops-iodine solution respond promptlv with

development ot the hmd limbs, the larvir of J. nxinilnl inn

showed no other effect from a 5-drops solution tli.iii a

slightly decreased food intake. The latter ci iciunst.ince

may account tor the longer duration ot the l;ir\al ]M i-iod

ot the experimental larva\ Siiicc ii was lidicxcd that m
this experiment the solution was too weak. - tar\:f (»t the

same species, atter a short so)ouni m a .;-(lro]ts >olu:i,m,

II shows, in this experiment also niciainorniio-is \va> not

aeceleiatcd b\ the lodme solution \ ( i il ]n\i wne
led directly crystals ot lodnie to make sure that the in-

effectiyeness ot the lodme solution in salamanders was not

due to a possible impermeability ot the larval skin tor

iodine. In one case two crvstal-ted larva^ metanior-

phoscd at 124 da\s ^^lll, ih, .ontiol m. t inn i i.lio^ .1 it

the age of 101 da\s hi inotli. i < xp. i nn n in unu i \

larva? were employed, one iiictaniofplioxMi at the auv ot

M)daxs, whik the contiols nut unoipho^Ml ,
-n.i,,.

Of the t\N0 otlKi lana, om <li(l n. l liou n,x ^ _n ot

metamorphosis when it was killed tor liisiolouical ex-

amination: tlu^ other one died ti'(»ni an overdose ot lodme,

but did not show aii\- siuii ot nietaiiiorphosis.
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summer, were subjected to an iodine treatment. They

were placed in water containing 5 drops of a V20 m. solu-

tion of iodine per 1,000 c.c. of water and, as they showed

no reaction of any kind, this concentration was increased

gradually to 8 drops and in one larva to even 13 drops of

iodine (3 drops of a V20 m. solution of iodine per 1,000 c.c.

of water is enough to cause growth of the hind limbs in

larvai of Rana sylvatica), which is more than 0.2 c.c. of

a %o m. solution of iodine per 1,000 c.c. of water. Although

these lar\'ae have now been in the iodine solution for 2

months, none of them has developed any tendency

towards metamorphosis, while 3 other control larvae,

among them a neotenous specimen, metamorphosed 13

days after being placed in an emulsion of 0.1 gm. of

Bayer's iodothyrine per 1,000 c.c. of water. Evidently

the assumption suggested by Swingle (16, III), that lack

of iodine prevailing in the lakes is causing the inhibition

of metamorphosis of the axolotl and other urodelans, is

unwarranted. I will show presently that in the inhibition

of metamorphosis and in neoteny of axolotls and probably

certain P^uropean urodelans we are confronted with an

entirely new phase of internal secretion, namely with the

differential action of temperature upon the development

of various components of the endocrine system.

In a former article (20) I suggested the Inhi-

bition of metamorphosis in thymus-fed auiplilltian \:wmv

may be caused by lack of iodine in the tliynius. Swi ugU^

(16, III) has accepted and unfortunately repeated, with-

out further testing, this suggestion. But recent experi-

ments show that tliis view must be abandoned, since

addition of iodine to a ])nre thymus diet does not enable

the s;il;nu;ni(lci- citlifi- to grow or to metamorphose.

Siniilarix- the i-t t;i idat ion of growth and metamorphosis

the water.

The iodine re-iuimnent of sah-inian(h'rs ninst be ex-

tremely slight, since anterior lobe of hypophysis, a nearly
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iodine-free diet, does not in any way ivtai-.l lirowtli or

metamorphosis.

There are several species of salamanders {Antoddr
luguhris, Autodax iecanus) whose young do not emerge
from the eggs before metamorphosis is completed.

Although the larvae of these species have no opportunity

to obtain iodine from outside, these cases do not i)r()ve, of

course, anything against the importance of iodine in the

amphibian metamorphosis; very likely tli.' fuus ot'

Aufoda.r contain enough iodine to permit nictanioriihosis

of the larva^ within the egg.

Still another diffcnMH-e between annrans and salaman-

ders has ina(h' itself ap])arent in this woi'k. While in

tadpoles, of at least certain anuran species, the develop-

ment of the legs is, in some as yet unknown way, dis-

tinctly under the control of the thyroid, the leg-develop-

ment in salamanders is independent of the thyroid gland.

Both hind and fore limbs develop in a normal way after

thyroidectomy in salaniandei- h-if\a'. as shown by K. R.

and M. M. Hoskins (10). .More<.ver. the develojanent of

the legs is not accelerated if the larva- aiv kept in soln-

eggs have been (h'i...sited. ConsiM |neii I ly , it is Very com-

mon to lind that the L-ir\a' inelanioi-)»hose in the iodo-

th\ rine solntion iiel'ore the h'gs are cotnph'tely developed.

meat is eontn.lled ])y th'e thyroid fnnetion, sinee neither

the hind limbs, from a certain stage ..n. nnr the tore limbs

can develo]) in the absence of the thyroid (I*, bl. V.)).

Apparently the anuran thyroid gland begins to >eerete

already in' the larval period. In salamamh'rs the larva!

development seems to be highly imlependeiit of the thy-

roid function and it is (|uite prol)al)le that the salaTiumder

moult. 1diis ran be demonstrated in the following way
( If eys of (d<l larva' which, however, are still far

enough from nu'tann)i-pliosis, are grafted on to young
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larvie, their metamorphosis is inhibited until the host

metamorphoses. If the eye graft, however, is taken from
larvfB which are near metamorphosis, such an inhibition

is no longer possible. Apparently shortly before meta-

morphosis actually occurs, the thyroid begins to excrete,

and after the circulating hormone has reached the eye

metamorphosis of the eye takes place, even if the, organ

is transferred to an animal in which the thyroid hormone
has not yet been secreted.

It is quite possible, that the late beginning of the thy-

roid function in salamander larvae is one of the causes

why the administration of an excess of iodine is ineffec-

tive in the metamorphosis of these amphibians. Probably

the thyroid merely stores up the excess of iodine, but

does not release the hormone till shortly before the first

moult.

Allen (19) has recently examined the condition of the

thyroid of Colorado axolotls and has found that they

possess a thyroid corresponding in size, structure and

colloid content to the thyi-oid of a(hilt spoeimens ol" A.

finrnniw. The thyroid ..'f ihc h\v\-v of otlier sa];mi;ni(h'r

specie's likewise seems te he i.iatinv inueh before meta-

morphosis aetualiy takes place. .VMeii coiiehnh'd from

his observations that tiie thyroid of salamantk^rs begins

to function at an early stage of the hirviL\ The inde-

pendence of the larval development of the salamander

larva' as demonstrated by the facts mentioned above

shows, however, that the presence of a matui-e thyroid

before metamorphosis must l)e interi)i<'te(l in a different

way. The most conspicuous character in the salamander

metamorphosis is tlie fact that, ahliougli it certainly is

dependent on the thyioid horinoiic. It does not necessarily

take place in larva^ whose iii> loid is mature. This can

only mean that two factors are reijuired in order to bring

about the metamorphosis of salaniandei- larva-, namely a

mature thyroid gland and a factor \\\\\c\\ icleases the

thyroid hormone from the follicles of the uland.

This conception, which is now supported b\- several
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facts, is also capable of explaining the problem of neoteny
of the so-called axolotl. In the course of experiments
carried on during several years in the laboratory, and by
inspection of the conditions prevailing rn the Rocky
Mountain lakes, the natural habitat of the American
axolotl, I have become convinced that the neoteny of this

species is due to the effect of low temperatures. We have

in the amphibians an experimental material in wliich the

relation between the development of the body and certain

endocrine glands can be changed by the iiiihience of tem-

perature, owing to the differences of the temperature

coefficients of the processes governing the development

of different glands.

Although my experiments are not yet finished, they

seem to permit the following conclusions in connection

with my field observations

:

1. The thyroid gland of salamanders undergoes a de-

velopmental change consisting of two periods, one of

early development, lasting at least 63 weeks, in the course

of which the thyroid becomes more and more sensitive to

the action of a releasing factor (called excretor substance

ill my earlier work) and one of aging in the course of

whieli the thyroid loses gradually its sensibility to the

2. In order to release the hormone of the thyroid ghuul,

a i)artieidar releasing factor is required (the nature of

whieh is entiivly unknown); the quantity of tliis factor

]iecessary to release the thyroid hormone dei.en<ls on the

sensitivity of tlie thyroid gland. :\retamorpliosis can

;;. The tem])eratnre coellieient for the elaboration of

the i-eleasiiiu- factor is highei' than the temperature coeffi-

cients for growth and the thyroid change.

The following facts seem to warrant these assnnq^tions :

1. Salamander larva', ker-t at an identical temi.eratinv.

are nearly all of the same >i/e when they metainoi-phoe.

LarvcT ke])t at low tenq)eratures grow consideral)ly larger
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than those kept at hiuli tcinpt'iatiire, before they can

metamorphose. This is shown in Table III (2). The
temperature coefficient for the releasing factor is higher

that for growth.

Temperature a

TABLE III

2. In very low temperatures (6° C. to 10° C.) growth

is greatly slowed down and consequently the elaboration

of the releasing factor must be still more retarded; yet

larvae kept at 6" C. grow less and less large before meta-

morphosis, when they are traiisl'erred, at increasing

ages, to IS"" C, as shown by an exjjerinu'iit lasting (58

weeks thus far. Apparently the thyroid has gone on to

mature at a relatively high rate and at 63 weeks is highly

sensitive and responds to smaller quantities of the releas-

ing factor. The temperature coethcient for the thyroid

change is considerably lower than those for growth and

for the elaboration of the releasing factor.

3. If the thyroid can continue to develop in the absence

of growth, it probably can also commence to age. Should

this assumption be correct, the larvae kept at 6° C. should

finally become unable to metamorphose, if the time dur-

ing which they are kept in fi (\ is sufficiently long. At

present this assumption would explain wli\- many speci-

mens of the Colorado axolotl x ield only slowly, ii' at all,

to tlie influence of high tenipci'ainre, and the Mexican-

axolotl rre(|nent!v loses eomph'telv its ahilitv to meta-
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species a- c-alciilntrd ri-ciii \\\v l.-n-.-t kiM.\Mi t .i-i'.-l i-ial

speciiiieii^ of {he (.a^tci-ii race cf ilii- -pcci,.^: ihc r,,l,)-

rado axolotls arc .i^iaiits. Since sexually iiiatmv <\u-v\-

mens of the eastern race of A. Ininmnn l»cc<»iiic if

they are fed anterior lobe of liypophysis, ili,- uioaniiHii

of the sexually mature axoloti c.uld he cxplainc.l if ;iiiy

indications of li\pci-pituitai'isiii of tlc-c animal- could lie

discovered. On the a -sum pi ion that in spite of the pres-

ence of a laruv tlix roid the function of this (»r-an i- -up-

pressed by the absence of the releasing' factor, the oxer-

function of the axoloti liyj)oi)hysis would lie \ery

plausible, since, as will l)e i)ointed out later on. the al»-

sence of the tliyi-oid function causes hypertrophy of the

hypophysis in auiphihlati larvae

incompatible witli the assumption of an athyroidisni,

since, as will be di>cu-M.d pr<'M.nll>. there can be no

long-er any dou1)t that the dexclopment of the sex oruans

of amphibians is entirely ind. pendent of the thyroid
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not due to differences existing- between the endocrine

system of the numerous species inhal)iting- tlie United

States, but is explained by the fact that A. tigrinum,

among the closely related species which I had an oppor-

tunity to test, is the only species that can stand tempera-

tures low enough to bring about the necessary differ-

ence between the rate of the thyroid development and

that of the elaboration of the releasing factor.

8, The fact that many individuals among the offspring

of female specimens of the Mexican axolotl do not meta-

morphose even if they are brought, immediately after

hatching, into conditions permitting normal metamor-

phosis of other salamander species, is not necessarily

related to the factors discussed above, but may be due

to the development of congenital thyroid disturbance in

the young born by an athyroidous female.

It is, of course, well known that many structural

changes, only a few of which have been studied, are re-

cjuired to make, out of the aquatic larvap, the terrestrial

amphibian. This is true for the anurans as well as for

the urodelans. Since we know that the complex phe-

nomenon of metamorphosis is initiated by the thyroid

effect, the question arises now which of the component

changes are directly caused ])y the action of the thyroid

hoi'iiu.nc. Th<. fact thnt certain .h'v.'Iopin.'Htal i)rocesses

frtM|iit'iitIy take place upon thyroid admiiiist I'ation and
therefore are a \'ery convenient iiuiicator in studying

quantitatively the effect of thyroid substance, of iodine

or of any other metamorphosis-causing agent, does

not mean, in itself, that these developmental processes

are caused directly by the action of the thyroid; it is pos-

sible and indeed supported by many facts, that certain

of these changes will follow antoniaticallx', aftei' the

initial changes have been effected 1)\ the th\ loid action.

Thus, while under normal conditions, the pigmentary

pattern, the legs, the tongue, the pahatal teeth and the

sex organs mature in sahimanders (hiring metamor-

phosis, they can be shown to be highly in(U'pendent of
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the thyroid action at least in salaniaiulcrs and iu;iy. uiidtT

certain conditions, occur in the ahsmcc of tliis ;ic-li()ii <ir

not occur in the presiMicc of ii. 1 have pointed out in

former articles (18) that ;iiiioiiu- the iiiaii\- chaiiiics occur-

ring during the sakmaiidcr mctainoi-pliosis thci-c nro two

which seem to be particulai'l>- closely related to the tliv-

roid action, namoly the Hrst shiMhliii- of the >kin ;nid the

redncti..u of the -ills to mere stubs. While the >ucr..sHoii

of all the other chau-es eiiuuiernted alM.ve >eeuis ex-

tremely variable, the or.ler in which the lirst moult and

the reduction of the -ill., follow en.-li other could not h:'

chauovd .-IS yet hy any of the pi-ocedures emph^ved. inn>-

nmch a> the sheddin- of the skin always is followed l.y

the atroi)liy of the gills. Moreover. the>e two i-henomena

liave nt'ver failed to occur in the metamorphosis of the

many hundreds of metamorphosin- larva^ ol)served in

the laboratory, and even in such lar\a' as wei-e forced

at a very early date into ))r.'c<.ci(ni- nu'tamorphosis by

the adndidsti-atioii of iod.itliyrim' and in which other

chan-es did not occur. .\nd furthermore, m>ither the first

moult n..r the reduction of the -ill. coidd ever l)e ob-

served in larva', whose met;imorpho>i> w;i> inhibited In-

dietary or other nu'ans. Thus I have coum" to look upon

the lirst moult and the atrophy of the -ills as two of the

])rimai-y com|)onents of the salnmander uu'tnmoi'phoHs.

1 have not .'n<m-h i.ers.uial experience with the lnrv:e .•f

anurans. but feel encoura-ed throu,-li the experience,,

report.',] by other in V(-t i-ators to believe that in anurnns

taiidy'the first shed.Hn- of the >kin >eems to accomp.any

(38), and substances other than thyroid hormone or

iodine, such as the antei'ior lobe substance, altlH)u,-h they

may cause the limbs to grow, do m»t bring about atrophy

of the gills in tliyroidectomi/.ed tadpoles (L'7).

It is <litrerent with the limbs, the pi.uiueulary pattern,

the tongue, the palatal teeth and the sex organ<: these

five groups of organs, at least in salamanders, have
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proved to be little iiifluciiecd ])y tlie thyroid action. That

the development of the li]nl)s of salamanders is not de-

pendent on the thyroid gUmd has been pointed out above;

here I may add that Typhlomolge is a further illustration

of this fact, as in this salamander the legs develop in a

normal manner in si)ite of the complete absence of the

thyroid gland. The rclatioi, of limb .b'veh.pmciit and

thyroid action in tadi).)lcs is by ii<. means dclinitely

settled as yt. In ladpuh-s thr development of the limbs

seems to be hiuhly ,le},en.lent on the action of the thyroid

gland; but attention ha^ l)een ealled to this snr|)ri>ing

difference between two gi-oups of oi'ganisms so ('h)sely

related otherwise and the suggestion has l)een made in a

previous article (18), that this ditference as far as the

fore legs are concerned may be due merely to the fact

that in tadpoles the limbs grow beneath the skin and

consequently can not break through unh'ss the changes

are initiated which finally lead to tlie she<ldin-' of the skin

and that these changes and not thr thyroid actiim are the

primary factor in the develo])nient of tlie amiran fore

limbs. Whether or not this a>snm]iti(ui is correct can

not be decided at present, but cei-tainl\- (h'serx'es I'eiiewed

attention in view of recent discoveries which ( h'tnonst i-ate

that the development of the liml)s of tadpoh's. at h-asi in

certain species, is not as dependent on tin' th\ l oid >eero-

tion as some investigators were inclined to think. Allen

(34), who has made prolonged observations in thyroidec-

tomized tadpoles, has recently found that not only the

hind limbs, but even the fore limbs in the thyroidectom-

ized larvae of Bufo ultimately attain a size and differenti-

ation not only equal but superior to those attained in nor-

mal metamorphosing larvae. The only difference, how-

ever, is that in the absence of the thyroid gland the fore

limbs can not bi-eak tlirongli the skin.

As to tlie skin pIutMriitntion, it is wll known that larva^
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consequently did not metamor})li()>('. ilic cnl<»i-;ition ot' tlio

skin advanced to a stage very similar to that of ;ni adult

animal. On the other hand if yoiiuu l;n-\;r of J. oparinn

are made to metamorphose precociously l.y menus of the

application of iodothyrine, metamorphosis takes place,

while the color pattern remains in an carlv larval stage.

Through the ol)servatious of Cop.. (
;!.-)) it has become

lamwn that othrrwix- c-omph'tely metamorphosed indi-

viduals of the speeies J. /Ifn-'nnnii may •xhihit either a

larval conditi.)n of the tongue or larval" chai-aeters of the

palatal teeth or larval characters in both the tongue and

the palatal teeth.

In nature it is not uncommon that the sex glands of

salamanders develop to complete maturity while the rest

of the organism remains in a lar\-al stage iH). This

phenomenon, known b\- the name of neoten.x. illusti'ates

that the sex organs can develo}) in the al)sence of the thy-

roid function. The same fact has been shown in the

larvae of anurans by B. M. Allen and his coworkers. In

thyroid-fed frog larvfr, which have undergone precocious

metamorphosis, the sex (n-gans do not seem to be further

developed than those of normal lar\a' of the same auc

(3). Moreover, if the thyroid is ivmoved fi-om the lai va'

and metamorphosis inhibited, the sex organs di^xt'lo]) at

the same rat(^ as in normal larva' cJl). lloskin- (i^-)

and Allen (I'l) showed that the testiele of thyroi.leetom-

ized tadpoles may develop ripe spermato/.oa. 'i"he>e

germ plasm is independent of the soinatic i)lasm, in the

Weismannian sense. The characteristic feature of the

amphibian development is not the independence of the

germ ])lasm fi'om the sonnitic plasm, Imt the imle-

due to the fact that the development of each of these

groups is conti'olled by substances ditfereiit from those

controlling the other groups, and that each of these sub-

stances sepai-ately ma\- l)e supplied to or withheld from

the organism either by the experimenter or l)y conditions
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not fully known as yet (IS). One of these conditions is

the temperature as has l)een pointed out above.

I will discuss briefly now the role of the hypophysis in

the growth and development of amphibians. The most

noteworthy fact seems to be the existence of a remark-

able resemblance between the functions of the amphibian

thyroid and hypophysis glands during the larval period.

If the hypophysis gland is extirpated in early embryonic

stages, the tadpoles stop to develop at a stage at which,

in normal tadpoles, metamorphosis begins. Growth, too,

is inhibited in the hypophysectomized. tadpoles (23, 24).

In a series of extremely interesting experiments Allen

(25) showed that both growth and development can be

restored to the hypophysectomized tadpoles, if the an-

terior lobe of the hypophysis of an adult frog is grafted

to such larvcT. Xo other part of the hypophysis when

grafted to the hypo])hysec'tomized tadpoles can restore

growth and dcxclopnit'iit. and it is certain, therefore, that

it is the anterior lobe of the hypophysis which controls

the growth and development of the larvcT. Iii tadpoles

the feeding experiments as made by P. E. Smith (26)

seem to corroborate the extirpation experiments. Feed-

ing of anterior lobe to hypophysectomized tadpoles in-

creases the rate of growth to such an extent that growth

becomes as vigorous as in normal larva?. Moreover, at

the time when the normal tadpoles metamorphose and

growth ceases for a time, the anterior lobe-fed hypophy-

sectomized tadpoles continue to grow and iinally attain

a size in excess of that of normal larva\ Ultimately, how-

ever, the growth of these larva' stops and before the size

is reached characteristic of the normal adult animal.

The etfect of feeding anterior lobe to normal larvffi is a

matter still under discussion at present. Smith (26)
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ment of normal larva', scciiis to he Iih-Hikm! to consider

these differences as boinu' of no siuniticaiicc ( 'crtainlv it

is of no small importaiieo that normal aial li\ jiophx scc-

tomized larvas react so differe]itl\- to a diet of anterior

lobe substance; apparently part of the actixc ])rincipk'

of the anterior lobe introduced, by the (bet, into the organ-

ism is made ineffective in the presence of a normal

hypophysis. Not yet completed experiments on sala-

mander larvae seem to suggest that the larval ,ui-o\vtli of

salamanders at least can not be affected by feeding an-

terior lobe of hypophysis; this may be due either to a

destruction of the active principle in the digestive tract

or to some peculiarity in the metabolism of the salaman-

der larva^, and is of particular interest witli regard to the

fact that the adult salamanders react very markedly to

an anterior lobe diet, as will be discussed i)resently.

One of the most pertinent and yet most diftieult prob-

lems of endocrinology is presented by the existence of

interrelations and interactions between the vai ions endo-

crine glands. There can be no doubt that in tadp<des

such an interrelation exists between the hyi)ophy>i- and

thyroid glands. Thus IJouvrs CH) and later on iloskins

and Iloskins ( l'l' ) loun.l that upon thy n.i.lectomy j.er-

formed in early innbryonic stages of anurans the anterior

lobe of the hypo})liysis shows a tendency towards hyj)er-

trophy. (hi the other hand if the buccal anlage of the

hypophysis is removed, the thyroid soon ceases to grow

and to differentiate and finally presents a state of hypo-

plasia, as shown by Allen (30) and by Sndth CM'^). Since

the effects of the extirpation of either of these glands on

general body growth and on develo])ment ai'e (piitt' simi-

lar and since the behavior of each of these ulands after

the extirpation of the other one demonst rat^ s the exist-

ence of an interrelation between them, the .|uestion nduht

well be asked, if the function of each of these ulands ran

not be replaced by the h..rmone of the other om' of them.

Although this .piestion can not be satisfactorily answer.^)

thus far, it seems highly •prol)al)le that these hormones
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are strictly specific in as much as neither of them can re-

place the fmiction of the missing one. To quoting the in-

hibition of metamorphosis and growth following hypoph-

ysectomy as proof in favor of this view one could ob-

ject that in this particular case the thyroid can not effect

metamorphosis and growth merely on account of its

atrophic condition. Smith (36), however, found, that in

certain cases of partial hypophysectomy the thyroid re-

mains completely unaffected and. yet no metamorphosis

takes place
;
only if the remaining fragment of the epi-

thelial hypophysis grows large enough to come in contact

with the neural hypophysis, metamorphosis can be ef-

fected. For this reason Smith takes the view that the

function of the hypophvsis is indispensable in metamor-

phosis and that the secretion necessary for this purpose

can only be elaborated, if epithelial and neural hypoph-

ysis are in contact with each other. That neither the

anterior nor the posterior lobe of the hy|)()physis rontaiii^

the substance necessary for metamorphosis and that this

substance can be produced only in the body itself, requir-

ing for its elaboration the contact between neural and

buccal hypophysis, seems much supported by the fact

that, although growth may be maintained up to a certain

size, by feeding anterior lobe to hypophysectomized

tadpoles, metamorphosis can not be effected in such tad-

poles by feeding either anterior or posterior lobe. As
to the possibility of replacing the function of the anterior

lobe substance by introducing into the organism thyroid

hormone or iodine, Allen (28) fed iodine to hypophysec-

tomized tadpoles and obtained some, but not all of the

changes induced by iodine in normal and thyroideetoni-

ized larvae and seemed to be tardily inclined to the view

that the lack of the hypophsis could be coinpciisalci! for
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by feeding anterior lobe substance to tliyioidcctdini/i'd

tadpoles, but could not obtain complete ]iu't;iiii()i ])li(>sis

;

especially the atrophy of the tail and of the ,uills could not

be enforced. Similarly Allen (37) points out tli.it frcd-

ing anterior lobe of cattle does not result in mctiniior-

phosis of thyroidectomized tadpoles.

If taken together, all these results seem to indicate that

although certain resemblances exist between the hor-

mones of the thyroid and the hypophysis glands, they are

nevertheless specific and can not replace each other as

regards at least certain functions.

As pointed out above, the metamorphosed salaitiaiidcrs

react on anterior lobe feeding quite ditferi'iitly from the

larvae. Such differences in the reaction tlio same

principle in different stages have Ix'cn oliscrxcd (juite

frequently and are apt to throw an important li^ht on the

nature of the chemical reactions involved in growth and

development of different stages. The salamander larvae

show no appreciable effect from an anterior lobe diet,

whether the anterior lobe be fed alone or in small quan-

tities added to normal food. If metamor])lios('(l sala-

manders of the species A. opaviiDi or A. tifirininn arc I'imI

anterior lobe, the rate of growth IxH-omcs ahno-t innnc-

diately accelerated and growth continues after the ani-

mals have reached the specific maximum size of the

species; they become giants. The latter result must be

attributed to the action of a specific growth promoting

hormone contained in the anterior lobe {'.V2).

The thynnis -land a])r)arcntly has no effect on growth

and developnuMit, altlmngh it ha^ been believed that it

contains specilic growth-})romotin,u' and (lc\-elo])meiit-

fed on thymus only, growth as well as metamorphosis

are inhibited. The inhibition of metamorphosis, how-

ever, is due to the fact that in the absence of uT.uvth the

releasing factor of the thyroid can not foi-m. as has lieeu

mentioned ab(»ve. Moreoxcr. the inhibition (»f urowth is

not caused by si)ecilic hormones of tiie thymus, hut is

merely a deficiency phenomenon. The more normal food
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there is added to the thymus, the less marked does the

inhibition of growth become; small amounts of thymus

added to a normal diet have no effect (33). It is un-

knowTi at present which of the food substances necessary

for growth are missing, although it is certain that the

deficiency of the thymus is not caused by a deficiency in

iodine, calcium, sodium or potassium. Many other glands,

such as the spleen, prescapular lymph-gland, parathy-

roids, and posterior lobe of the hypophysis are more or

less deficient in the growth of salamander larv».
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COXTRIBUTION TO THE KX( )\VT.EDrrK OF THE
NUDIBRANCHlIATE MOI.LrsK. ^IKIJBE

LEONINA (aoriJ))*

PKOFESSOR H. P. YON" W. KJERSCHOW AGERSBORGi

IXTRODUCTIOX

The writer's attoiitloii \v;is dinwii to this rather

unusual type of molhjskaii lil'r {Mi 'ihr leouina) in ob-

serving the living animals . 11 tlir I'uuvt Sound Biological

Station, located at P'i-I(!a> llarlioi'. W'asliiiioton, during

the summer of 19U, and Inasinncli as little was known
concerning the species, an ctlori was tiiadc to assemble

such data as might l)e ot" iiitci-cst rclativr to its habits

and development. The results ot* this study are pre-

sented in tlie following pages.

It was originally intended to publish these in connec-

tion with work on the m()ri)liologv of the specie's, now

under preparation, but owiiii;' to the extent of i he moi'plio-

logical data and the crowded condition of the morpho-

logical journals it seems he.st to lia\-e thi- other mattei-

appear separately.

Taxonomy

ThQ^diiu^Mellhe (Rang), togcthei- with 'I r tints ( Linne),

constitutes the family TethipHrl Ih/fia , which loi ins one of

the numerous groups of faniil\- rank included in the

sub-order Xndihranrliiata of the opi-t linl.ranehial e J/m/-

iN^^a. The t\p(' of the genus Mrlih, di^-oxuvd at

the (';ipe ot" dood Hope aud described b\' llanu' in 1"^ "_'!>.

Nince that time ele\-en species have been added \arions
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authors. (jroukl,1852,dGscribe(l Melihe leouina, the species

upon which this paper is based, from Puget Sound, found-

ing for it tlie genus Chiora'ra now mer-jed in MeJibe.

Ber^^-li, in a series of papers Ix'twcen lS(i:! mid 1i»i)7 I'cxo-

lutioiiized the chissification ol' the X ii>!lhrnncln<ifa. lie

divided tlie Jiudihranchs into two sections: the /\ln<h>-

lirpafica and HoJohepat'ica porosf,jin>ifa. Althouuli his

work was primarily systematic, it was l):isf(l mi iiiorplio-

logieal studies. ITe added six species to the <r. ini- .1/^ Hhr,

includin^j: M. pcllucida, from tlie coast of \V;isliliii;t()n

near the mouth of the Cohiml)ia liiwi-. His (Ic^criptiiui

indicates such a close similarit\- td M.l<'<n/nni iliat it may
be questioned .whether this six-cii s is ciititlcd to spccilic

rank; material from the type locality nia\- lie iicccssa ry

to settle this point. The more recent work on taxonomy

by Sir Charles P]liot, 1910, modifies iU iuirs work to

Xo detaihMl ^Uuh ha^ Ih'-ii made of M. J>nnnn, pn-

vious to the prcsmit woik ami oiir knowh'duv of the

species restcil h'ii-uvi\- with the l>ri<'f (h'sci'iption and

f[^\\v(i presented l)y (Jonhl.

DlSTRIIU'TloN

Mrlihe. as far as known, is restricted to the Pacilic and

Indian Oceans, and to the South Seas. On tlie eastern
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side of the Pacific, tw- -iMm ^ n ivc been described,

.V. h'oHuia (lould, 1851', and M. inUnnda Ber-h, 1904.

On til,. \\<'stern side of the Pacific, various species have

>MM'ii t(»iiii(l hy Bergh from the Japanese Island to the

Straits Settlements. One species has been described by

Angas, 1864, from Australia; one from the Pacific by De
Filippi, 1868; one from the Sandwich Islands by Pease,

1860 ; and several species from the Indian Ocean by Kang,

1829, Alder and I fancock, 1864, and Eliot, 1902. So far no
species of till- uviiiis seems to have been found on the

coasts of thf Atlanrie Ocean. In these parts of the world,

and ill tli.' Mrditci-ranean and Caribbean Seas, it seems.

r>. All the

Sars. 1878,

Melihe, but
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Doto. Von ^rarten's (1879) MeUhea does not seom to

come nndor either type, although from this author's

description certain characteristics are in common with

that of McUhe. For some time there was conoid, .rnhl(>

confusion in regard to these genera. I'cruii. isd;;, .md
again in 1871, makes this clear when he writes :

Thn,s ro,ouuta (Hoininc) .,nl_.MHli .l!ln. , u 1 h, , .l^J'., 1

Kanir (Man., p. 129, pi. !. t Dm.. „u„ ( m m 1,.m „.~l ,„ m> M,
'

The uvnus Trfln/s LiniK'. 1 77)8, the nearest relative of

]hhln K\niU, I--"', U<M. .-lUn (•( .11 fllM.l uitli o\\u V t'onii^,

rjL. Aphisni. rilshry, 1S!).\ hns. li..uvv<.r, el.';!!-*.! up

Ihi^ poiiii. II,. .hoxv. that 111., x.nlou^ .p. riti.- ilium-

atta<-li('d to 7W////.S, such a. hmlmn, Inninn.ta. .-md

hporn/t/, are to be considered s\ii(mi\iiis. ImtuIi. 1^^i>^/.

and Ki'aiis(s 1885, do not record Mrlih, hi tlirir midi-

braiichiate collections from the north I'acitic. Likewisis

investigators in the north Atlantic, on both sides of the

ocean, including a number of explorers and independ-

ent workers such as Alder and Hancock, 1842 and 1845;

M,'X(M- and :\robius. 18i;5; :\r. Sar-^, 1^70: Aurivilliu-,

l^sV): Cai-t.iim. l^'>i»: Kimu^.-. l^'.C): nh.liiM-. 1!H)7;

Wallnn. 1MI.7: lluvl. I'M)-, and .loliM^m,. I'M:,. ,1., n-.t

nronl hfhu^ <.r M^hln ii, their mil, .(-t inn.. Tin m-

si.eci.- aiv. thctvfoiv, irsl rictcd to the uaniier sras.

AVheii the Pn-et S..un<l liiolou-ieal Station'- Nva> estal)-
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lished in the San Juan Archipelago in 1904, it was found

that Melibe leonina was not uncommon in the vicinity,

although like many pelagic organisms its abundance was

subject to great fluctuations. In the summer of 1912 it

was particularly abundant, great numbers appearing

among the fronds of Nereocystis drifting past the float-

ing dock in front of the station. At this time Prof.H.L,

Osterud, of the University of Washington, gathered and

preserved a considerable number of specimens. The

largest specimen obtained was six cm. in length, the time

of collecting being the latter part of July. During the

season of 1913 very few were seen. In 1914, the writer

found several specimens of large size, 8 to 13 cm. in

length. These were taken among the floating eel-grass,

Zostera marina. In the summer of 1915 only two speci-

mens were found. It appears that the genus Tethys is

of spasmodic recurrence in the Mediterranean (Viguier,

1898). The appearance of Melibe does not seem to be

determined by any particular season, as Prof. Osterud

found specimens spawning when visiting the Biological

Station early in March of 1916. The period of existence

of this nudibranch must be more than one year, or one

season, judged from the sexual condition in this species

which has shown maturity in individuals ranging in size

from two to fourteen centimeters. Alder and Hancock

(1845), p. 24, think the period of existence for a large

number of species "not much exceeding one year."

Ecology

There is a striking similarity between the Klado-

hepatica\ not only between the nipm1)ers of any given

family, l.nt also hi'tween members of differont families

within the section. The former is wril illustrated by

T^'thi/s and J/r//7.r,meml)er>of the family Trthymelibiche.

This similarity is not <mly morpholo-ical, bnt e.|nally

true as to manner of li\ini;- and ^cm-ral hehaxior, for

instance, the method of swinnning. M. h'ni/in(i may
crawl on the leaves of the eel-grass; or it may float with
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the back up, the hood wmh'v i1. oi' tlir [i.-ipilla'

serving as floats. In the l;ittt'i- cmsc Mrlihr ;iltfi-ii;iifly

bends laterally the aiitcfior ciid tn ;iiiul.'s of 4.") <lcuivr^.

During- these alt'nial iim' hciidinii-- <»r the 1..m1n iIm' ihmn.-

nients are ^wift.-t llic l.nd> ivl.-.x.',! fr-in tlir

4rj-degree bend. thi^ iiutlicd it vnuvry-. it^rlf .|..u!y

through the \vat,'i-. I lowcvci-. on the surfaec tension ot"

the water oi- on the uia>s, the movements are caused

by the ciliary action of the ventral surface of the foot,

bodily confortioii. Tdhus lr,>orlna Linn, niov.-s thron^rh

the water by similar means ( licrulu l'"^'" ;iiid l^"^."!). In

its case, howT'ver, the Inruv \-cil, as wdl ;i- the latfi'al

bendings of iho hodw iil;i\> .-ni ini|H)i-t;iiit |,,-irt. (n)nld,

1852, in hi- o,\ •

!
^, . .-

^ • 1/ . . , .a>-

This aimnnl ^ - n.- iInm,

Scijlhra p(hn/i''> ( '..Hin- v. ood. 1-7'.!. ^uii:i^ \ m-v much

like M. leounia an.l 7. In.Inn,: .•,,id (inrM.-um, l-lHi, men-

tions that LniiniH'itn. \'oi;iii\ . 1 1 n ^
"

" \ i
- o fon - i \ throuu'h

the water in the dish . . . I'v In^hinu- the body from sid.-

to side." r.nt neither (ionhh IJeruii, ( 'ollinu\vo<id. n..i-
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deeper water. Collingwood mentions it as assuming
certain aspects when it falls through the water to a con-

siderable depth, where it is fre(iuently found. M. leonina

possesses the same hal)it. In so doini;' the nmscles of

leonina are absolutely relaxed and tlir animal appears

dead. The means l)y which the animal ucts to the sur-

face are not known, unless it be by its uvmral mode of

swimming. One striking differt'nt-c bi'twt'cu these tw^o

forms is: M. leonina may swim with the back upward,

"the weight of the papillary i)r()l()ngati()ns," important

in *S'. pelagica, being apparently of no account.

The eel-grass olTers an excellent feeding ground for

Melihe. Here the water must not only be calm, but may
abound in small Crustacea. Zosfer/i, which grows in

large beds in the bays near thv IJiologieal Station at

Friday Harbor, otfers also a suitable assembling place

for Melihe where it may pair and lay its eggs. At low-tide

the eel-grass floats on the surface of the water and leaves

many inclosures of open water. In these open spaces

M. leonina collect and copulate, as was observed in the

.summer of 1!)14. In such spaces, as described, a con-

<ideialile nnml)er of Melihe had collected, and some of

tiicm wei-e eopulnting, being united head to head, the foot

of one mate facing the surface. The excellent condition

of the water offered an ample opportunity to study the

mode of swimming and the manner of feeding. The

former has partly been described above, and will further

be <liscussed under the to])ic on ol)servations in the labo-

rator\-: tln' lattei- coi-iTsponds to I-'.liot's di^scription

(l!)(ll') of M. fimhrla/n A1<1. and llane. .1/. Irouiiia is not

so .lelinite in it^ move.nents durin- it> feeding as is

.1/. In.lnuita, y.t >om. similar metho.l of feeding is pnr-

-no.i. ilntl, >,M-ei,- haw n large hood. In thr ca.M" of

lrn,rnn, \hr \uuh\ i> rXten.le.l VTV widely (l''ig. 1), whell

the animal i> searching for food, and i> pei'i..dieally eon-

traetcd into n knob ( Fi- i'). vvln^n f.-.d is obtain. mI.

When the hood i> open, /ro.lun tos>es it sidewav>. hohl-
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tally swimming crustaceans. Eliot, 1902, says of .1/.

fimbriata:

Melihc leounin i. -ArUxvW pivdiK-^'oiw aU..; i:^ i:l//;inl

has been iouiid coiiiplcicl)- lillcd ( Aucrshoru-. iDlin witii

minute CojX'pod.-i. A niphipoda, and lari-'cr and siimllor

Isopoda, until llic ui/z.iid would bulge out into almost a

perfect sphere; ordinai ilx the gizzard has only a partial

enlargement : its noimal size is a little hirger tiian that of

the prevent i-it-idus, ;ind the anterior part of the intestine.

Daugherty .-md D.-inuiieity, 1:Ml' and 11M7 (p. 83),

refer to nudilti'auclis ;is N-euetnl)le feeders: li;i\-ing men-

tioned EoUs ;,nd I'lrarnphnUnhi, they say:
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rather difficult to determine whether Nudibranchs are

carnivorous or phytivorous, that is, that the food of

Nudibranchs is very variable. In part they say of Elysia

viridis Montagu, p. 10:

Sie luilirt sicli wahrseheinlich von Pflanzeii.

Page 23:

(hierische Stoffe.

Page 31 (Eolis pap'iUosa) :

Exemplnre ,]vr Arti>ua phnnusa -rriii ^ . i- - .
: . nnd frisst

Thi.s is aNo the opinion of ll<rht, 1^ i.'). p.
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Jeffreys, 1869, contributes to this subject and says:

Although most of the order are zoophagons, Limapontia and others of

a simpler kind feed on seaweeds.

And von Ihering, 1876, p. 37, referring to Tethys states

:

haaron Kaubtliiou'^ T< llni^ eiiies solchen Schutzes ganz besonders

l)e(l:n-f. uiid M.n.rt ^ ersi imdlicli. wenn man den Mageninhalt desselben

kcmi.-ii lernl Icli Miul .IciiM'llx'ii au^^er aus Tang^tncken bestehen in

zi.lilreichcM Crustacean, kleiiien Ecliinodermcn und mehrmals auch

Melihe fimhriata Aid. and Kane, is, according to Eliot,

1902,

ill si.ite of its want of jaws, a most voracious animal.

Tliis same author says he more than once found in the

stomach he examined limbs of Crustacea more than an

inch long. And, in 1910:

red sponges, such as Microeiona alrnHangnhiea (p. f)).

In fact, this author thinks that most Do rids feed on

sponges (Eliot, 1910, p. 39). Step, 1901, referring to the

crowned -en ii.Nniph, Dolo coronala, says it feeds upon
llxrIiDid- ( s, ,

• iilai Kt and Plunnilaria) and Corrallines

(A ufciD/iildi ia (D/h'intina). The marble slug, Lomanotus
marniuniius, feeds upon corrallines which it closely re-

sembles in color and ornamentation. Eolis feeds upon

anemones, Sagcrtia, Lucervaria ; Sea-mats, Tiihularia,

various sponges and Ohelia. The crimson Hermaca

( Ascoglossa), Hrrmo'a bifida, feeds on small crimson

weeds {Bri/opsis, Codium, Enteromorpha and Ulva).

A'nyssiere, 1901, p. 84, referring to TelJu/s fimbria,

rx.hascht, Dclle Chiaje (Synon. T. Irporiua Einne,
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parois^musculaires de cette podie.
^ ' '

e ntiaetions lepetees de^

Page 85:

Thus It is seen llmf even the carnivorous Tetlnis mav be

])hMiN..ini,.. \ nvssiore, 1911, p. 43, savs of HaJqcrda

wUJcil V. Kliot, 1!)()3:

Finally, MacFarland, p. r):50, says in n'-anl to the

Dironicte [Diron aUoUuvaia) :

Niidibranelis may be said to be omnivorous; as seen

above, a species wliich is void of radula. e.fj., Tefliifs,

may at one time be carnivorous, at auotlicr time ]»h\ tiv-

orous; likewise forms possessinu' r;i(hil;i [ Aidnllindints)

are omniv^orous. The largest inimlxT seem tn Ih' cnrniv-

orous notwithstanding; a few, x\w ILrmalfIa and

Kli/sii(l(( , ai'c phytivorous.

Means of Defense

T>on l)cin- lii-t encountered Mrlih,' h"nuua appears

brown, but when examined in the a-iuarium ene eau

easily see that the l.i-owii mh.rin.u- i^ rathn- .upertieial in

comparison to the marked transi)areney which the hody

possesses. This transparency is so great th;it the iutef-

nal organs, such as the alimentary canah the eruan> of

reproduction, and the lieart, can be easil> seen. 'I'he

])ossibilltv of actually M'eing these or-an^ thmn^-h the

body uall is , hie to the arranuenient .>r the nni>ch.s and
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organs and the muscles, the connective tissues, as well as

the blood, are colorless. This characteristic is also

common to M. peUucida Bergh, 1904; and M. vexUlifera

Bergh, 1880.

Upon touching the curious-looking animal it gives off

a peculiar odor. This is rather strong, and resembles

that of oil of bergamot. It is caused by a secretion from

small compound saccular glands lying immediately under

the ectoderm (Fig. 12). These glands are distributed all

over in the external parts of the body : in the body wall,

the papillae, under the ectoderm of the exterior part of

the hood, and in some cases, under the ectoderm of the

foot. None of these glands seem to be present under the

ectoderm of the ventral side of the hood. The extent of

distribution of the odoriferous glands seems to indicate

that they have a definite use and purpose, e.g., that of

defense.

Meckelii, 1838, describes the odor exuded by Tethys

leporina as resembling citron, or being rather pleasant.

And l^ergh, 1877, says:

Y(Ui . . . tntcn Tliicit' lui1)c irh ir-eiii! v'ww Spur lieiiicrkt, dagegen

{•inen nid.l slm-kcn. rlwa^ hr.nuArreu. ahcr iiichr wesentlieh unbehab-

Ileclit, 1890, discusses tlie various means of defense pos-

sessed by Nudibranchs. Ife mentions protective colora-

tion, nematocysts, mucous glands and death feigning.

The last will be discussed presently; the first two may
only be referred to, as M. leonina possesses no protective

coloration, and has no nematocysts as a defensive means.

It may, however, be stated that in the aquarium, Melihe

leonina became even more transparent than it was when
seen in its natural enviroimient. This change of color

Avas also observed by Alder and Hancock, 1845, on a num-

ber of Nudibranchs kept in ('ai)tivity: "In such cases

they generally h^se a unod (I.-.m! of colour and become

very transi)arent, " and tli;il coidration is not caused by

the color of the food takt-n, luit by the color of the liver
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All increased transiiaroucy when kcjit in .-iii ;i(iuaiiuin,

e.ri,,a glass-jar, may he desi<;-iiatt'(l adaptive coloration.

The odorous substance that the aniiiial fxiidcs when

touched by an enemy is its main protection. However,

Step, 1901, records some very interest in^' f.iets ifl.itivo

to protective coloration nnion.ir Xn(lil)i';i ndi^ :

Kvid(Mitly .]/-//7,r Irnuina needs no i)rotective coloration,

why it does not possess nematocysts is perhaps because

it does not live on Ifydroids, but mostly on Crustacea.

(ilaser, 11)03, in his discussion of the origin of nemato-

cysts in Xudil)i-anchs gives a historical i-eview. inchiding
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tlie substance which causes this defensive odor have not

been determined.

Another means of protection is self-mutilation, exem-

plitied by Discodoris fragilis, that according to Eliot,

1899, throws off part or the whole of its mantle edge.

Collingwood, 1868, also records this habit of self-

mutilation of a Doris.

Embeyology

The Efj/hhodi/ {Nidosome)

Bergh, 1902, describing the egg-body of Melihe hu-

cephala says:

The spawn forms a laroo lieap of a diameter of '^^ em., composed of

the inmmierabh^ windiiiiis of a dull yellow tube of a diameter 0.75 mm.

From this description it is clear that this nidosome is

quite different from that of M. leonina; it seems, indeed,

strange that the egg-body of two closely related species

can differ so widely. The external features of M. bu-

cephala, according to Bergh 's description, are not much
different from those of M. leonifia. It may })e a (]uestion

whether the egg-body attributed to M. huccphnld, l)y

Ik^rgh, actually belongs to this species.

The writer during the summer of 1914 foiuid scNcial

iiidosonies among the eel-grass, but it was not known to

wliicli ;iiiinial they belonged until Melihe leonina was

s.M'ii to l;iy the same kind in the aquarium of the labora-

tni-\ ( Ag<M-sborg, 1919). These nidosomes of transparent

iimeous, or gelatinous substniicc wci'c fuiiiicl-shaped,

when suspended in the water, with tli<' .ipcx .-ittached to

some solid object (Fig. .'^). The a\('r;iuv siant-lieight of

tliosc <M)tiical stnictufcs was T) cii., with a iM'riinefer of

(h.f..(l hiic^. th.' capMih- K-uliat.-Il to th.' |.i'fiphrr> of
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some as in others, yet tIum-c \v;is a ])i-('vailiii,u' i-cunlai'ity

in this respect. In Fi,u. ."!. tlir arraiiuciiiciit of tlic

sules does not represent the i)ivvailiiiK regularity, as it

was necessary to select an entire nidosonie for photo-

graphing, most of the other having been broken. The
capsules containe4 from 10 to 22 eggs (Figs. The
actual method of deposition has not been observed. Imt
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dead. Later, this one also seemed dead, and it was
thought that the water had become stale. Melihe lay

absolutely motionless on the bottom, all its muscles com-

pletely relaxed, and showed signs of life only after the

water had been oxygenated for several minutes. It is

muscular relaxation of this sort that Melihe assumes

when it sinks from the surface to deeper water. After

this the writer became used to its death feigning and

needed only to oxygenate the water for it to become active

again, crawl along the bottom and side of the aquarium,

and after a while start swimming in the vessel. Changing

of the water could not be done indefinitely, as on another

morning a nidosome was found to have been deposited

by the animal during the night. It was a funnel-shaped,

transparent, gelatinous body adhering by the tapering

end to the side of the jar. Viguier, 1898, when trying to

prepare a specimen of Tethys fimhymia for fixation, ob-

served the same phenomenon. He, howevei'. did not

change or oxygenate the water: lie left tlic niiinial in it

for about two weeks, when he fountl tliat an cu-.u-body had

been deposited, the eggs having eeasetl to ilividc in the

four-cell stage. The nidosome of T. fiuthiuita is (luite

different in shape from that of M. Icouhta. In the case

of Melihe the eggs continued to divide until tlu^y were

transformed into larval forms, which actually tni-ncd the

whole nidosome into a \ il)ratinu' mass, 'riic (i<'V('lopnu'nt

continued, ai)i)ai\ ntly normally, until tlir lar\a' left the

capsules, when tlu'\' soon dit'd. That the di'lieate niol-

luskan youn.u- should die when coininu- in direct contact

with the watiT of the a.|uariuni was exptrti'd, as the

renewing of \\w water was stopprd after the nidosome

was deposited, it bein- thou.uht undesirable to disturb it

too much: after the deposition of the eoo-ma^s the water

day to diy, so that the animal should not dir. When the

voun- Mrltlx's were hatehed the mother animal, without

beinu- further inseminated, laid another nidosouu", which

also hatched two weeks later. 1Mie eggs of the lirst nido-
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some developed into distinctly living creatures, moving

about in the capsule on the fifth day after the setting

(Fig. 7) ; it took two weeks for the complete development

of the young. Alder and Hancock, 1845, p. 25, say

:

nhniii t.Mi .lays or a fortnight.

Tcniix'iatiire, no doubt, plays an important part in the

speed i>\- (leveh)pmont. Stuart, 18()5, says:

Daucr <l..r Kntu-i.-kdun- We.- Kmhrvo .in .Mnn.-u isl. iii ninuem Falle war

'J'he second nidosome was to some extent abnormal, com-

l)ared with tlie first, and with those collected from the eel-

grass. It showed a variation of the number of eggs in

the capsules, from one to fifteen (Figs. 8 9). This abnor-

mality was perhaps an indication of the decline in vitality

of the mother animal. In fact, the adult specimen had

greatly decreased in size since its capture.

One difficulty was that of keeping the water at a con-

stant (h'nsity. In order not to break the nidosome the

w;i1<'r u;is <uily exygonated and kept at a constant level.

of the nidosome were removed, and by so doing the mem-
brane of the egg-})ody was broken. This did not seem to

affect the development, however. Yet it was thought

safer to keep the water at the same temperature as

hitherto, than to change it daily, as the latter might cause

too great physical shock. The abnormality of the water,

as said, did not affect the embryos as long as they were

within the capsules of the nidosome. Perhaps thus far

in their development they were not affected by the abnor-

inalit\- ol the water: e\en thoni;'!) the egg-body was punc-

tured and broken in the examination of the eggs, the

embryos seemed all to develop, as far as could be detected,



Abnormality in the second nidosonic was marked l)y

the reduced nninl)('r of cu'us within the ca])>ulcs an<l in

the early devcIopin.'Hl in the c-us. The \ariation ..f the

number of eL;;u's in normal cai)suli's wa> most niarivcd at
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the end of the egg-belt. This abnormality was much
greater in the second nidosome, in that there was a much
greater number of small capsules with only one or a few

eggs in them. There were also capsules actually without

eggs. Some eggs failed to develop; some gave off the

polar bodies and then did not advance any farther; others

did not form polar bodies. It was of great interest, in-

deed, to watch the development of the embryos in the

large capsules which in some cases contained more than

twenty eggs (Fig. 7). Within a few hours, there would

be twice or even three times as many polar bodies as eggs

(of course within the capsules), because the first polar

body sometimes divided. A detailed study of the blasto-

meres was not undertaken. Figures 4 to 6 show a few

early developmental stages, and early and late larval

stages are showm in Figs. 7 and 9. An embr\'Onic shell

is shown in Fig. 10 ;
veliger larvae in Fig. 9.

When the embryos reached the gastrula stage they

swam about within the capsules. On the fifth day after

being laid the whole egg-body was practically alive with

imprisoned swimming larvae (Fig. 9). Nine days later,

the larvae began to leave the capsules. It was surprising

to see h6w rapidly the embryos advanced from day to

day, going through the trochophore and veliger stages.

During the latter stage the shell was very prominent ; it

resembled the shell of Natica russa, in that it had a blunt

apex and short body; the posterior or tapering part of

the shell had no spiral turns; the posterior edge of the

aperture had a small indent; the edge of the aperture'

of the shell was otherwise without any modifications

(Fig. 10). The animal itself did not assume the adult

shape before it lost the shell, but when it left tlif c'a])sule

it shed the shell, and the young began the Wiv of a

so-called naked mollusk. The ])resenc(' of a shell witli

operculum in embryonic life of Xudibiaiiclis ha- lucii ol)-

served by various authors: Alder and I lancdck. 1^4:);

Pelseneer, 1893;Smith, Bell and Kirlq.at liek. VMU; r>(.a>.

1916, and others.
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A large number of eggs were present in each capsule

of the first nidosome (Figs. 4^7), and all developed into

embryos which liuallv went thn»nuh iiictaiiiorplK.sis. hi

The cause was perhaps hick ol spcminio/da. Dnniin'

copulation, the spermatozoa bcconii' stori'<l m tiic spn ina-

totheea but also wander up tlie iitcius ;i> inr ;i> the pi-o^-

tatc uland (Ti- 11, spf , <>nl ,n i 1 li , n |.i .1.

nblv r.Ttili/.r.l u-hilc passinu- .Icwn the iitrnis. ut.. nv

whilr ill thr si)..niiat<.thrca. ././.. as inaiiv ru-s actnallv

l)ass int.) this ..iit^pockrtiim' of th<' iihTus. tin- >pennato-

tlu(a 111 IN tin 1, tuM 1, I. mud <.\o .p imi itn'liuM The

oiih i.M 111^ oi , ,^.,1,1-111, h IMM i/iiion pMK,>^> m the

eii'g must he the plixsical ('(yiKlitioii ot the r-u'. which de-

termines the nrcpti..ii or tlie fmictioii ,.f the s].i.rm: as

all (uu., undM nitui.il ( ond.t lui.., contaiiiMl in nm iiid

tlh xaiiK (apMiK. aiKl. iixh m1 in h. .iitii. iii.h^^.niu

throim'h snnnltaiicoiis (lc\clopiiiriil, althnuuii thev all

(perhaps more than Iimi.ikii). m on,, noniial dcposii, lud..-

some) can not possibh- have been irrtili/.t'd at the same
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that the eggs in one end of the nidosomic belt, and in the

main part of it, were all fertilized, while the other end

(the last end) of the belt showed lack of fertilization.

Another fact noted is that Melibe leonina carries over

spermatozoa in its genital vessels; that more than one

egg-body is deposited after insemination.

Reid's observations, 1846, on Doris bila mrllahi , l>.

tuhrrriilafa, GoyiuJor'is harricnisis, Pohf' ' ni >iinu],i-

rnirala. I)> tub <nini h.< nrhorrsmi^, Dolo ,<nn>nita. and a

however, appear to be absolutely necessary for the

production of fertile ova in all, if in any of the individuals

of the nudibrancliiate Mollusca, that coitus should have

so shortly ])i-t'(MMl("(l spawning as was observed in Poly-

cera. for- an Iloli- which was kept strictly eoiiliiUMl in a

vesM-1 l.> \\^v\\\ .1. posited, on the tenth and ayaiii on the

tliir!>-->.cMn(l (la\ of its isohition, abundance of fertile

ova." Cfo/irr. HMD. claims that the lai-vr animals of

in a -ivrn tinn- than do small ones: that it is conse-

(luently of advantage to the species that large individuals
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should mate togethei-; tlici'c is, in t'nct. sclcclivc pair-

ing which is of a distiiicl i\- ;i(l\ ;nit;ii:v()iis or " purpo^rl'ul"

character, snice it makes foi- the iiiiill
1

1 ilicat ion ot the

species. The same author. V,)\7<i, records ihc iiiii(|Uc liiid-

iiij^s relative to a rather high degree of coricl.it loii

between the sizes of the two pairing memlicrs of Clu niuo-

(htris zrhra. The wi'itcr ha.s ol.M'rvcd tlir -;,nir ln,-t i-, la-

tivc to copidatioii anion- the K.-lid.-e. As f,,,- Mrniw

of the same relative si/c. I'.nt cxcii >o. ;is >ft'n in the

second nidosome of Mrhhc, tlic animal max lain short of

spermatozoa during ()\a-(h'posit ion. To uiiai-d airainst

this, there is, as shown (
'i-(»/ici-. anionu' cci iain species,

selective pairing between in(!i\ i<hials ot' neai-l\ the >ame

size. Garstang, ISDO, liml.- a eonsi(lefal)le waiaation be-

tween the otTsprinu' of [.nnniHofHs \'«'rany, --th.' indi-

AidiiaU appareiitlx ^houinu a tend.ne> to unite rather

with those of theii- ..wn vai'i.'tv :han with tho>r unlike

themselves."
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To understand the process of insemination of the eggs,

and the conditions controlling the number of eggs in the

capsule, a little speculation is necessary. It seems as if

the processes of fertilization and incapsulation are ef-

fected during the emission of the eggs; that when the

eggs pass downi the uterus or pass the spermatotheca

they are fertilized, and immediately after that incapsu-

lated, and that the size of the capsules and the number
of eggs present in each capsule are regulated by the speed

of the outflow of the eggs. The size of the capsule, as a

rule, varies according to the number of the eggs present

within the capsule. It seems puzzling, however, when

capsules are found without eggs, and with eggs which

show no indication of being fertilized, but this abnor-

mality is limited to the last part of the nidosomic belt,

and is of course so controlled that an entire egg-body

may not be deposited without some eggs at least being

present, and being fertilized. It is a matter for future

observation to determine whether individuals in ova-

maturity are cjfpable of depositing normal nidosomes,

without being stimulated by an individual in ripe male-

phase. It is a question whether the mere pressure of

ripening eggs will cause egg-flow. Crozier, 1917&, re-

ports, however, that Chromodoris zebra, if left alone,

deposits fragments of egg-bodies which are not fertilized.

The writer has noted the same phenomenon relative to

Eolis olivacea when it is kept alone; but also in this case,

as in the case of Chromodoris, no normal nidosomes were

deposited.

The question of cross-fertilization becomes of interest

since spermatozoa are found in both genital ducts of the

same individual, from the ampulla of the penis niul all the

way down the penis to the end of it; from and iiicliidiiig

the prostate which surrounds the uterus, to and including

the ovo-spermatotheca. If self-fertilization takes place,

should there be any shortage of spermatozoa during ova-

deposition ? The presence of spermatozoa in the female

genital tube is undoubtedly the result of coition and the
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wandering of the spermatozoa up the uterus, against the

outward current of that organ. Alder and Hancock,

1845, p. 25, say:

(liUMitiy''cnpuIate duriii- ihr hreedin- >ca>nn. The (•unjoined indi-

mntnal inii)rc.aiuUi()n is cffwted. Tlicy ivniain in lliis |..sition for 'some

time, but in a short iu>riod after si'paralin- -(Micrally alx.ut tlie first or

Crozier, claims that (liromodoy'is :< l>r>i is fimctioii-

ally herma])hr()(litie, and eftoctivo rcci piM.-al iiixMniiia-

tioii is practiscMl. P>ut this is not prnctiMMl ;m!.iim the

species Mclibe leovuio; althougli senicii may lie i)r('si'nt

at the same time in both genital ducts, insemination is

not reciprocated simultaneously. That is, in all the indi-

viduals examined, coitus was effected by the introduction

of the penis of the one mate; the i)enis of the other mate

was com])lct('l> witluli'nwn. Wlict lin- spcniiatozoa were

present in llif nicinbi'i's wliosr cxtmi.-il u'ciiital organs

as it' Mrlihc Icniihia is protandric, a condition. ;i('<'()i'(rnig

to PclsciKM'i'. 1M)5, common among Kol'is, FJushi, and

Cltoiw liuiociini. Kliot, 1910, says:

Moilusoa'are incapable nt MMf-iM,|MrunaiiM:: h„ii, iinlix idual
'

.p.-.u-n

after mating.

The writer has observcMl on I-Jolis olinn ra, at Woods

Hole, that one mate may staH si)a\vniiig xvliih- copulating.

Spermatozoa, accordinu' to Kcid. may ln' t-arried in the

female genitals (P'olis) foi- more than thii1\- days before

beinu-us.Ml. That is. dcnva-.- <l...'s not stnrt in the eggs of

Kohs until nfti^r deposition; Tci't i liznt ion. therefore,

may not occur hcforc the time of inc;ii)>nlation. Sperma-

tozoa are kept alive in, ami stimulated by, secretions of

the female genital organs, as shown by l-^liot and Kvans,

1908, p. 287:
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or spermatophcres.

SUMMAEY

1. Melibe leonina is a large carnivorous Nudibranch

reaching sometimes 14 centimeters in total length; it is

an actively predaceous animal; it practically gorges

itself, feeding mainly on small Crustacea ; it is gregarious.

2. It seems to live more than one year; its recurrence

is spasmodic.

3. It swims freely in the water, backward, upward or

dowaiward; it crawls on the surface by the surface ten-

sion, and on sea-weeds, by the help of its highly ciliated

foot.

-t. Its defensive means are an offensive odor and death

feigning.

5. It drops to deeper water by relaxation of its

muscles.

6. It collects in groups among sea-weeds, w^here copu-

lation takes place.

7. Mutual insemination does not seem to be simul-

taneous.

8. It spawns as early as March and as late as July;

sexual maturity is reached ({uite early, as young ones

two centimeters long were found with ripe spermatozoa.

9. Spermatozoa from another individual are stored in

the ovo-spermatotheca but wander up the uterus as far

as the prostate.

10. P]ggs are also stored in the spermatotheca, hence

the name ovo-spermatotheca.
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13. The eggs are deposited in capsules, normally con-

taining from 15 to 22 eggs. The capsules are arranged

in rows within a gelatinous mass, sometimes quite regu-

larly; the gelatinous mass is formed into a belt from 3 to

5 cm. wide ; the mucous flow is greater in one side of the

belt than in the other, so that one side of the belt is shorter

than the other, and the belt curves into a funnel-shaped

mass, the apex adhering to some sea-weed, near the sur-

face of the water.

14. Eggs may become incapsulated without being fer-

tilized; no cleavage of such eggs follows.

15. Normally the embryo develops within two weeks.

The writer is deeply urMteful l.> tin. lil.raiiaii. Dr. K.

W. Tower, of the Amcriraii Mux'iiiii ..f Xatural l[i>t..ry,

and his staff, for e\c]--i'fa(ly assistance, relative to the

use of the excellent Library of the ^Museum; to Professor

Trevor Kincaid of the rnivcrsity of Washington for kind-

ness and favors while at the Puget Sound Biological

Station.
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TYPES OF MUTATIONS AND THEIR POSSIBLE
SIGNIFICANCE IN EVOLUTION.^

DR. ALBERT F. BLAKESLEE

Statiox for Experimextal Evolution

The beginning of the twentieth century saw the rise of

two concepts which have profoundly affected biological

thought and been of increasing influence in the trend of

experimental study of plants and animals. The mutation

theory of deVries based on the evening primrose, and the

laws of Mendel based on the garden pea, settled the date

of birth of the modern science of genetics. The studies

on these two plants have together formed a basis for

tlie main bulk of our present genetic investigations.

While the garden pea stands intimately associated with

a conception of inheritance of wider application than was

at first imagined, the evening primrose and the theory of

mutation connected with it are by many considered to

furnish an example of a valuable theory founded upon

incorrect interpretations. The belief is growing that

most of the new forms which ha\i" npjx'arcd in cultures

of the (Enotheras are not mutations at all and that the

evening primroses, as an abnoi-iiiai iiroup oi' phmts, arc

not to be seriously considered as rcpreseiitat ixc of the

processes of evolution in normal forms.

In the short time at my disposal, I wish to outline some

recent findings in the jimson weed {Daiuya Stramonium)

whicli it is hoped may throw incidentally some lidit on the

more hlu'hlv involved pin'nonicna in the < l-:in>th.Tas. and

which nia.N M v^r a^ a ha-i^ of a hi-iof <liMMi^^i..n ot tli.'ir

'I i!' : --i I- not supplied with a wide i-ange of

oln Maraete,.. The ear!> Mudies of

2rA
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Naudin (9) and Godroii (7) as well as the later investi-

gations of deVries (13), Bateson and Saunders (1) and
the writer and Avery (4) on this species have shown that

purple color in flower and stem is doniiiiaiit to lack of

purple in those parts, and that spiny eapsiih's air dom-
inant to smooth capsules. The writei- wiih A very lo)

has been able to add a third pair of contrasting- char-

acters: "many nodes," causing tall stature, in contrast

to "few nodes," causing low stature. These are all the

allelomorphic pairs actually determined. Moreover, no

variation has arisen in the writer's cultures during the

last seven years' study of this species which gave evi-

dence of differing from the present stock by a single

Mendelian factor. Distinct variations, provisionally

termed mutations, have, however, regularly recurred

whenever a sufficiently large number of plants have been

subjected to observation (5). So far as investigated,

they have been found to be connected with a duplication

of one or more of the normal chromosomes (6). The

normal quota is 12 pairs : 12 being therefore the gametic,

haploid, or x number; and 24 the somatic, diploid, or

2x nnml)er. Tlic simplest type of diii)Iieation is the ad-

dition of an extra chroniosoHn-. i)i-ol)al)l\- by non-disjunc-

tion in one of the ])airs of the dijjloid coni])lenient, giving

24 + 1, or 25 chromosomes as the somatic number. In

such plants there will be 11 sets of 2 homologous chro-

mosomes each and 1 set of 3 homologous chromosomes.

We have on the chart, Table I, 12 recurrent mutants

of the type just discussed; which, while jun-fectlv dis-

tinct from each other and from the nornnil sToek. have

certain characteristics in eonnnon. All lia\e heen found

to produce gametes with 12 ati/l l.'l chromosomes (there-

fore with 20 as the calculated somatic number) : all have

ing in the different mutants fvom S per cent, in the

Globe to 21 ])ei- (-.nt. in the Spinach, as imlieate.l in the

chart: all fail to transmit the mutant con.iHex to any

consi.lerable extent throu-h tin- p.>llen. while tln-v do
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Somatic Number of ('hkomosomes and rKi;< i:NTA<;K, of Bad Pollen

FoL-ND IX Normals and in Diffk.rknt iEuTAXTS

transmit it tlirougli the egg cells, although to only about

one quarter of the offspring. That the offspring of these

mutants repeat the parental type regularly in less than

the 50 per cent, expected is probably due to the lessened

vigor of growth of mutants in comparison with normals.

If the presence of an extra chromosome in a given set

causes a specific mutation due to the constitution of this

particular chromosome, rather than to the mere pres-

ence of an extra chrom'osome irrespective of its origin,

there are at least two consequences to be expected. First

there should be as many possible mutants of this type as

there are chromosome sets which may undergo duplica-

tion. In other words there should be 12. Twelve, as a

matter of fact, is the actual number which we had found

before the nuclear condition had been determined. In

addition, we have two or three mutant forms apparently

belonging to this class for which it has no^t yet been pos-

sible to obtain chromosome counts. In appearance they

are combinations or modifications of members of the
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recurrent twelve. Secondly, it should l)c ])(.ssi))lc l)y

breeding- tests to connect up mutants with as many
chromosome sets as there are known ^leiuloliaii factors,

or factor groups. This connection we seem to have estab-

lished between the mutant Poinsettia and the set of

chromosomes which carries the factors for purple pig-

mentation in flower and stem.

TABLE ir

T\PEs or Chromosomal Din i< \iioN e, ^mftk vnd^om^tu Fofmuve
FOR Plants Heterozygous for Factor Pair A axd a axd Ratios

The set of \ chu>m..^.>iin ^ m Ju di >m mi 1 xhk II,

max bo calhd the PoiiiMttii m t, m th( pm].!. Mt V

factor, hv coiisideml nulliplex with no dctniuMiit uvih>s,

or simplex, (hii)h'X oi- tri])lex with. ros]>('ct i\ 1. _\ (U- 3

dominant factors. 1 here ar(^ tluMTt oi-c two tvpfs ot

heteioz\gotes, and nndti ^1. I 1 linii^, (<iidl n-t'itM ij)

parently can be distmuuislicd irt.m caoli otiuT as wrll as
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from the homozygous dominants by different intensities

of pigmentation. Simplex heterozygotes when selfed

throw offspring with 5 dominants to 4 recessives among
the normals, and 7 dominants to 2 recessives among the

Poinsettias; while duplex heterozygotes should give a

ratio of 8 : 1 among the normals, and all dominants among
the Poinsettias. There is evidence which seems to indi-

cate that the mutant Oocklebur is conditioned by dupli-

cation in the chromosome set which carries both the fac-

tors for spiny capsules and also those for number of

nodes. If this is actually the case, we must assume that

these two factor pairs are loosely linked in the same
chromosome with about 50 per cent, crossing over, since

they ap]iear to segregate independently of each other.

^yv have been discussing duplication of a single mem-
ber in Olio of the 12 chromosome sets. On the lower

I)art of the chart (Table II) is represented the only plant

we have yet found with an extra chromosome in every

one of its 12 sets. Such a plant is triploid. What its

breeding behavior will be, can not be told before another

season. If the chromosomes assort at random, the

gametes theort'licnlly should have the chromosome num-
bers indicated in the chai t. and the counts which my col-

league, Mr. In'liini;', has made from figures in pollen

mother cells are not inconsistent with the distribution

of the theoretical frequencies. One might expect such

triploid plants to give rise to individuals intermediate

between triploids and mutants of the Poinsettia type ; in

other words to mutants with duplication of chromosomes
in 2, 3, 4, etc., up to duplication in all the 12 sets. Such
compound mutants we have not yet been able to surely

identify in our cultures; but we have never before this

past season had a triploid plant, which from the wide
range of gametic types in its egg cells would seem a

likely source of such mutations.

Tetraploid plants have been disciisse<l at >csterday 's

session of the Botanical Society of Aiiieric;i. They rep-

resent a further duplication over those of tlie triph)i(ls
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already meiitloiiod in that there are 4 lioiiH.lounuv .-ln-o-

mosomes in each set in somatic cells. Tlic iKiiimlduous

chromosomes therefore form tetrasoincs. id use .i n. w
term,^ instead of disomes as in normals oi- in-oiiics ;i> m
triploid plants. Members of these let i-a-oiiic- ;i]>ii;ii--

ently assort at random iii th(^ reduction (li\isi(.)i. In

consequence, certain ix'cnli.-ii-itics m Invidiiiu lifli.-iNior

result. Plants duplex tnr n (l.niiinaiit factor lAAaa)
will ^^hen ^elfed, uin. a laln. ot doiniiiaiit^ tn I

ce-ix," ill the nlt.pnnu Plants ^.niph \ tm tin .Imni-

nant (Anna) will -ivr a ;! : 1 ratio in their ottsi)nnu-: hut

in the ne\t i;enei <it ion. i^'ant^ tiiplex toi tin doninumt

(AAAa) will give in the immediate otTsi)rin- all domi-

nants; one quarter ol which, however, niav he ex])ected

to give a 35:1 ratio m a later licnerat ion. 'riie i-esidts

expected fr(nn selliim- the 5 zvu'otic are shown in

Table III.

It miglit 1..- expeote.l that mutant forms woul.l he

fomid in which douhlmu- ol the cliromosoiiial immher had

would bear the same relation to tetraploid |)Laiit> with

all the sets involved that the I*oiii<ettia tv])e ..f mutants

bear to trijdoid plants. Thev hav m.t vet been found,
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It is possible that a siiigie set in an otherwise tetra-

ploid plant may have an extra chromosome, giving 5

chromosomes in one set and 4 in the remaining eleven.

At least we have a single plant in a tetraploid pedigree

which strongly resembles the Grlobe— the besit known of

our simple trisomic mutants. The cytological evidence

shows that its chromosomal number is at least tetraploid,

but is not yet sufficient to prove that its Grlobe-like ap-

pearance is determined by the addition of a fifth member
to the chromosomal set responsible for the Globe mutant.

The occurrence of mutations of the types discussed in

the foregoing paragraphs is bound up with the causes of

chromosomal duplication. Knowing the mechanism to be

affected, we may be able ultimately to induce chromo-

somal mutations by the application of appropriate

stimuli.

We have outlined the types of chromosomal duplica-

tion already found in the jimson weed, and have shomi
some of the ])ecnlinrities in the ])reeding behavior of the

mutant forms which tlicv condit ion. It will be well to

consider I'oi- .-i iiioiiirnt this process ot' (hii)licntion as it

affects the iii(li\ i(hial phuit and as it nmy liavc a possible

significance in our theories of mutation and cxoiution.

The mutants of the Poinsettia or (ilolif i \ pc. in which

but a single chromosomal set is involved in the duplica-

tion, should enable one to discover something in regard
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to the influence of each specific chromosome upon the

morphology and physiology of the datura plant. Whil^;

there seems to be but a single chromosomal set rcsixvn-

sible for the presence or absence of purple piginciitnt ion.

probably each chromosome has an influence iiixm the

strength of expression of the pigment since the sc\cr;il

mutants appear to differ \vid('l>- in coloi- win n homo-

zygous for the main purple f;ict(»r. 'riiu> (iIo--y is

darker purple than normals, while Cockh'hur i- .list iiietly

lighter. In normal i)lants tiiere is a balanced ndjustmen't

between the modifying factors in the different chromo-

somes. When this balance is disturbed by tlie addition

of only a single extra chromosome to one of the 12 sets,

profound changes are brought about in tlie ontogeny of

the resultant plant. When all of tlie sets li.iw an extra

chromosome, however, as is the case in triploids. ik. ureal

disturbance of the balance is brought about and the plant

is not greatly different from normals. Mven in tetra-

ploid plants where all the sets are e(piall\- affected, al-

though the total number of chromosomes is doubled, the

difference from iioniial is not so -reat as in mutants of

the (i|..b.. and I'oin.ettia --ei-i* ^. Th.' lea \
.
^ of t ( t I'a ploid

].l.int^. uhen <Mrr>inu the la--tor loi' nian> node.. ma> bt"

diMincll> hamer than tln-e of nonnaN. l-\-w-nodi'd tetra-

ploids, hox\,Arr. are ea^lx distinguished. The best

diagnostic ehai-actei- has been the u'lobose shape of the

capsule, and \ et i»lants know n to be tetraploid from cyto-

logical exideiiee ha\e been foun.l thi- pa-t seaSDU with

capsules perfectlv normal In appearance.

What i^ the bearim; of the phenomena of chromosomal

dui)lication in datui-a ui)on the mutation theoi-y.' In the

first place, the mutants of the (iloiu' type apparently cor-

which an (uld s,,nia- ic Vh ronn.some ha^ hr.u determined.
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mutant "Xew Specio" corresponds to (EnotJiera gigas

and is l}rouglit al)ont l)y a doubling of the chromosome
number. Tlie color ratios in our tetraploicl daturas indi-

cate that (Enoihera nanella is a Mendelian segregate and

suggest that other of the CEnothera mutants which give

monohybrid ratios in crosses may be of the same nature.

Our evidence in regard to 0. nmiella comes from the oc-

currence of this mutant in cultures of 0. gigas, DeVries

(14) reports that certain races of gigas when selfed regu-

larly produce from 1 to 2 per cent, nanella mutants, while

certain pedigrees give monohybrid ratios which, on ac-

count of the lesser vitality of the recessive nanellas, show
a higher proportion of the dominant gigas forms. From
the pedigrees approaching a 3 : 1 ratio he obtained plants

which bred true, except again for the 1 to 2 per cent, of

nanella mutants in their offspring. A glance at the chart

(Table III) will show that, if our theory of tetraploidy

be correct, the 1 to 2 per cent, of mutant nanellas which

deVries obtained by setting plants from 3 : 1 pedigrees

must have been the recessives in a 35 : 1 ratio since no

dominant plants in a 3 : 1 pedigree of a tetraploid race

could be expected to breed true. The dominant pheno-

types must either throw 3:1 ratios again or 35:1 ratios.

The deviations of the nanella mutants in this case from a

35 : 1 ratio is accounted for by a similar proportionate

deviation in the 3:1 ratio. The work of Muller (8) on

balanced lethals strongly suggests that such of the CB]no-

thera mutants as are not caused by chromosomal duplica-

tion are due to cross-overs from a balanced lethal con-

dition.

What then is a mutation! I do not feel we need to be

bound by its a])plication to the evening primrose for

rca.-oii^ (>r pi iority, since Waagen (15) had previously

used ihc \vv\i\ ill paleontology in an entirely different
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present conceptions of them as are mutations in the

Oenotheras from the conceptions in tk^^ries's chissical

publication, "The Mutation Theory." It may still he

desirable to employ the word mnidiion as a collective

term to designate the sudden appearance (<f aii> a])i>arciit

genetic novelty—whatever its real cause -until \vt' kiu)W

better. Strictly speaking 1 sliouhl not call clii-omosomal

aberraticjis mutation.- when the changes are purely quan-

titative. The occurrence of telraploidy would therefore

be no more a mutation tlian the doul)ling of chromosomes

at the origin of the sporopliyte from the gametophyte of

ferns.

We have seen that chromosomal duplications and re-

lated phenomena may simulate gene mutations in their

effects upon the individual. What is their possible sig-

nificance in evolution? Let us first consider tetraploidy.

Numerous investigators have called attention to the fact

that the chromosome numbers of plants ai'e mow fre-

quently in multiples of two and four than om- would ex-

pect from random sampling. Pairs of related species

have been listed for which one member had twice a>- many

called tetra])hud. We feel stnm-ly tln^ drsirability of

confining the term tet raj )loid\- to tho>e ca-es in which the

4x number is brought about by a doubling of homologous

chromosomes. Doul)ling by trans\-ei'>e di\ isiou is a pos-

sible method, but would not l)e iiududed in the term.

Tetraploidy has l)een ol)ser\ ed in experimental cultures

of oMiothera, i)rimula and datura. Do such tetraploid

plants occur in natur(^ and are \\\vy ca])al.le of giving

rise to tax(Uiomicaliy new -pedes .' It may he mentioned

that the tetraploid datura was called Xew Species " be-

slight chance (^f lieing swamped by hy]»ridization with the
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species from which they have sprung. Once arisen, their

chances of survival would depend upon their ability to

complete with other forms in the struggle for existence.

There are no certain cases of tetraploidy known outside

of cultivation. It must be admitted, however, that their

identification would be difficult. I have showm that gigan-

tism is not an invariable diagnostic feature of tetraploid

daturas. As yet no cytological criteria of tetraploidy

have been established. The breeding behavior, which is

the only safe test, might easily be misinterpreted, as it

was apparently 1)y deVries in the case of the tetraploid

flir/as and nauella. Moreover, a suspected form must

show a pair of Mendelizing characters before a breeding

test can be applied.

Despite the paucity of evidence in regard to the oc-

currence of tetraploidy in nature, the speaker believes

that it may have been one of the principal methods in the

evolution of plants. Its occurrence would furnish the bar-

rier between a new species and its parental form that

Darwin sought, and it would give a reason for the prev-

alence of even numbers in the counts of chromosome

]);virs. I believe that a search for tetraploid forms in

naturo will be rewarded. Perhaps they will more likely

be found in horticultural i-accs propagated by vegetative

means. I take litis (K'c.'isioii to suggest the desirability

of testing lor tci rnploid) any r/i/ya.s-like plant that may
be found in the w'M or iindci' cultivation. We are making

a s])e(*ial stu(l\- ol tet ra [)loi(ly at the Station for Experi-

mental I^\olution and should be glad to receive plants

suspected of being tetraploid from any who do not care

to make the necessary tests themselves.

Even if proper tests should show that few forms in

nature were tetraploid in the sense tliat each chromo-

somal set in somatic cells was composed of 4 homologous

niettilier-. teti-aploidy riiluht -till l)e a stage in the origin

of specie- with an e\ en nunilH^f of pairs of chromosomes,

hi the ;; t'onii- ill whieh leti-aploid i)lants have arisen

under obserxation, the 4 homologous chromosomes in a
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set apparently assort at random in the reduction division.

If, instead of acting individually without predilection one

for another, the four should come to assort in pairs, we
should have a different ratio in the F2 generation (15:1

instead of 35:1). There would still be duplication of

genes and a 4x number in reference to the parental form,

but independent assortment of the chromosomes would

have been lost. It will not be possible to go into the

details of the argument. It is at least suggestive that

Shull (12) has found 3 cases of duplicate genes in the

shepherd's purse, which has 32 chromosomes (tliat is 4

times 8)"; and Nilson-Ehle (10) has found a ca>»' of tripli-

cate genes in a wheat having 42 chromosonu's, which is 3

times the number in another variety of whi'nt (11).

If tetraploid plants have l)oen of infhiciicc in cvohitioii,

it is probable that the other types of (hiplieation liave

also been of influence. A mutant of the (Ihil)e t>i)e with

a single duplication in one of the 12 sets oi'diiinrily fails

to hand on the duplication through the poll. 11. < »eca-

sionally it might do so, and we should then e.\]iret a con-

stant race with 4 homologous chromosomi's in oiw of the

12 sets. If these 4 should cease to assort at random and

pair, we should again have a possible du])]ieation of uvncs

and an added pair of chromosomes characteri>tie of the

Thei-e is not time at my disposal to discuss mutations

of genes. In a recent paper (2) on a somatic mutation

in portulaca, I Jiave indicated my belief that mutations

of genes may occur at any stage in the development of

the plant. We have found color mutations which atfected

only the epidermis, and therefore could not be trans-

mitted through seeds. AVe have also found similar color

mutations which affected only the sub-e] .id.Tinal ti>sne,

and tlKM-efore could not show in the petal: l»nt which lu-

came evident from the set^ls i)ro.luce.l from this mutated

tissue. Then, seems to he n<. preferre<l location for the

ori-in ..f factorial mutations in tlowerin- plant-, althou-li

thev are nu.re readily tran>mltted if l\u-y occur in the
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gainotc'S or ni the ombryo. The fact that m vegotatively

propas^ated Mucors (3) I have found mutations relatively

common where the possibilitv of sexual reproduction was

ruled out, indicates that sudden genetic changes are not

necessarily associated with sexual processes.

It has not been possible in this brief presentation to

give an extended classification ot mutations, nor to dis-

cuss in detail their ])ossible significance m evolution. It

will be sufficient if I have made clear the distinction which

must be kept m mind, in any discussion of the subject,

between mutations in individual genes and those brought

about by chromosomal aberrations.





BOOKS AND LITERATURE

Die ChromosonienznJil von Zea Mays L. Eln Beitnuj znr Ihi-

pothese der Individualifdf dcr Chroinosonu n and zur Frufje

iiher die Herkunft von Zen Muys L: By Yosiiixari Kcwada.

The author of the paper, the title of which appears above, has

well summed up his purpose in the subheadinfj. As this article

reports investifrations of considerable eytological importance in

a publication which is not likely to have wide circulation in

America, it was tboujrht Mdvisal)Ie to review it at some len<»'th.

As Professor Kuwada clearly and concisely states his results

and conclusions in his summary a translation is given below.
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According to Kuwada there are two hypotheses concerning the

origin of Zea Mays L. litis (1911) first suggested that this mod-

ern form might have been derived from some unknown tribe of

Andropogonoa^ while Collins in 1912 put forward the claim that

Zea Mays L. was a hybrid between an unknown species of the

Andropogoneffi and EnchUcna.

In his cytological studies Kuwada finds that in species of

Euchla na and A ndropogonea' the chromosome number is the same

as in Zea Mays L,—namely 20. In only one of the investigated

groups of plants belonginu- to the Andropogonea' was the chro-

mosome mimber above 20, which places this particnilar species

beyond consideration. The measurement of tlu' chromosoiues in

a Euchlana from south Florida shows that their total length is

greater than is the case in A ndropogon Nardus L. var. Georingin

Hack. The respective total c-hromosome lengths in each case are

given as 188.25 mm. and 111.3 mm.
Kuwada gives the results of a large number of measurements

of the chromosomes in various varieties of maize taken at random

or from plants in which the cytological conditions have been

studied in the parental, Fj and F, generations. His conclusion

that the figures indicate that two length types of chromosomes

are concerned in the modern plant do not seem to the present

writer to be entirely born out by the facts.

In the measurement of chromosomes previous studies have

shown that complexes from the same individual in the same or

in different parts of the structure may show considerable varia-

tion in the total length of their component chromosomes. In

general, of course, small cells will have smaller chromosomes and

larger cells, larger chromosomes, but even in similar tissues very

a])pr('('ial)le ditferonces may occur. These variations are ob-

vi(iiisl\- due l)(itli to internal and to 'external causes. Fluctuation

in tilt' rlinijiiic (If nutritive conditions may affect growth and

viuof, wliilr rlio volume of the cell imposes limitations on the size

of the contained chromosomes. It has been shown by the present

writer'' that, be the total length of a complex long or short, the

3Hance, R. T., 1917, "The Diploid Chromosome Complexes of the Pig
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individual pairs always bear tlie same relation to ciii-h otlin-. al-

lowing the conclusion that whatever influences the size ot the

chromosomes generally affects all similarly. The fi-invs df Kii-

recognizes the factors playing: roles iii the liehavmi' <>\ iiie chro-

mosomes, but does not feel that his results eaii he eiitii-elv ex-

plained by them.

To illustrate what is meant by the above criticism let us con-

sider a cross made by Kuwada between sugar corn 22, . and Black

Mexican 58(,.), another sugar corn. In both, dividing cells from

adventitious roots were uniformly selected. The former has

chromosome complexes averaging 149.05 mm. in length while the

latter gives a total of 172.17 mm. This to Ku%\ada indicates a

real and genetic dilference in chromosome lengtii, althoutrh in

the same Blaet Mexican plant 58,,., complexes from side root

tips average only 145 mm. in length. This would signify that

the length 172.11 was no more fundamental in plant 58,,., than

was 145, and lessens the ^\elght of the CMd. lu - th it ih> hi_h. r

number betokens genetic chromosome dilfereiie,-^ •

:

- ti

149.05 in plant 22,,.,. When the two plair^ -

chromosome lengths in the hybrids are almost , \ : i

the sum of the lengths of these structuns m in ^ r.lT

1 J.u'iOl + 172 17)'^160 61 ltnM\h, pmn , d . ut h- i tnat

1/2(172.17 + 145) =158.58. The F, plants tnmi the ah,,ve

that expected on Kuwada's assumption of 149.05 and 17J.17 as

the basic or typical lengths of the parental eliroiiiusonie-. 1 he

chiomosomes In the F, plants varied from IV, 75 mm 1(>-9

mm and a\eraged 161 86 mm This numl.ei ti . i i ^^ Mi

sideration of 172 17 mm a^ the n pi , nt it u .
' n_rh to p' oit
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the older plant and Kuwada's figures and statements show that

maize is no exception to the general rule. This tendency for the

chromosomes in the radicle to be larger puts a fictitious value on

their measurements in this organ for comparison with the di-

mensions of chromosomes found elsewhere in the plant. As a

matter of fact, in the number of examples given the average

length of the chromosomes in all the plants is only a trifle more

than one per cent, shorter than the similar data in regard to

the chromosomes of the radicle, which ditference would not

greatly affect the end result. In this instance, although the

physiological location of the chromosomes was undoubtedly one

factor in determining their size, objection on this ground alone

to the submission of the records of the chromosome lengths in

substantiating the figure 172.17 as the fundamental chromosome

length for plant 58,,-,) would not seem to be entirely valid.

However, to base a broad conclusion on the lengths of the chro-

mosomes found in a particular part of a plant, even though com-

paring them with chromosomes from similar parts of other plants,

is likely to obscure the real condition.

As has been shown in plant 58,,-,,. lengths of 172.17 mm. and

145 mm. were found. That these are not fixed lengths for the

particular tissues concerned in this variety of corn is shown by

the data given for other plants of the variety Black Mexican, in

which lengths vary (for corresponding tissues) from 132.5 mm,
to 181.25 mm., the average being 159.32 mm. There can be little

question that the variety Black Mexican, as long as it is genet-

ically pure, can have anything but comparal)l<' sets of i'lu-(Mn()-

some throughout, holding in mind that thouuli llir Ini-ths may

tion in chromosome length is shown for the three phuits of the

variety " Sugar Corn " which were studied. The range of

averages here is from 147.8 mm. to 151.6 mm.
Lastly, if real differences between the lengths of the chromo-

somes in plants 58,, and 22(,-,) exist greater differences be-

tween the members of the pairs that are found in the hybrid

offspring would be expected. Actually these elements mate

up well as to Icnirth and if unefpial homologous chromosomes have

enrored the zytrotes union in a common environment has regu-

lated tlif'ir i)fi)[)()rti(ins. As the diiiifiisions of the chromo-

9,(m\c> aiT in i)aft a ruiicfii>n of their environment the selection

as typical of any one comi>U'x or of even the average of com-
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seems to be completely .lustificd by the results. As this expla-

nation is adequately outlined m tlie triinslated sunnnary further

Th(> iuvestifrator's theory of factors located in each chromo-

nu're whicli fjovern the form of the chromosome, while con-

venietit in explaininjr the cause of the reunion of the chromo-

some fragments in maize, is scarcely necessary. Chromosomes

are not inherited as are the determiners for adult characteristics

in the form of minute chemical forerunners, but are passed on

complete in all respects. Consequently, factors to determine

their form in the next generation are not needed—the chromo-

some itself is carried over. Tlie actual form of the chromosome

has been shown by .Mc(Jlung, Wenrich, Carothers and others to

be determined largely by the location of the spindle fiber

It is considered that the reviewed report has not clearly

demonstrated the origin of Zea Mays L. by means of chromo-

1. The length of the selected chromosome complexes in the

forms particularly studied are not typical of the plant and

such selection gives a false impression of the acitual conditions.

2. The figures illustrating the length dilTerenees of the homo-

logues composing the tetrads are not entirely convincing or

If two types of srenetically fixed chromosome lensrths exist

i!i maize we would expect to find an expression of this difference

tiiis dilTerence does not exist in ih.^ K, plants.

Though there are reasons for not coiisMln-iii- that Kuwada
has proved his claims of the onuui o! Zm M(i>/^ L. he, never-

theless, is to be sincerely congratulated on an excellent cyto-

logical contribution involving great lalxn- and care. To the re-

viewer the apparent failure of Professor Kuwada to demonstrate

his main thesis dwindlas in impoitance wlien the value of the

"side issues" of the investigation are considered. Ilis work on
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SHORTKR AKTK^.KS AND DISCT^SSIOX

'IIOMIXO ' BEHAVIOR IN (IIITOX'

of the facts leading iis to ascribe to Chiton a certain deprree of

"homing" behavior.

2. It was noted by Heatli (1899, p. 4), on the Californian

coast, that tho adult /.^cluiochifon magdale nen sis is found dur-

ing the dav mi(lff houldns between tides, but that at night the

mollusc coiius (Mil t(. tci'd MM seaweeds growing upon the rocks,

retiring to (bii'k sit u;it inn-, nlier sunrise. Species of Mopalm,

and Cnfptorlnfoi>. were tMiiiid K, '-n'mam out on their feeding

CpecKsai. 1.1. ... Ml piiotuii .t also (^lozier, 19196),

but some iH^drlul.ss ( (.iiiiinu.uslx oc.upx situations brilliantly

illuminated (cf. Heath. 1«99, p. 4; Plate, 1901; Pelseneer,

1906, p. 50). It has been shown elsewhere (Crozier and Arej,

191h, ArcN and Crozier, 1919) that \oung induiduals of Chiton

tuherculatus are photonegative to ordinary daylight, the older

ones photopositive. This matter of photic in-itabilitv is inti-

mately concerned with certain diurnal moyonicurs simulating

Heath (1904) was of the opinion that the bilateral larval eves

of some chitons, persisting as they do well into postlarval life,

until the shell plates become opaque, might be functionally im-
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the degree of intactiveness of the photoreceptive apparatus, and

its importance in the present connection is due to the fact thai

the chitons of intermediate age, eroded to a moderate degree,

and less photonegative^^ tlian the smaller ones, come to occur in

places where moderate illumination prevails. Moreover, they

move about much more freely than the younger individuals, thus

often getting some distance away from loose rocks, not plentiful

along many stretches of shore line. Crevices of one sort or

another, or shaded depressions, are therefore the one type of

refuge open to them.

;j. It was found, by observing a group of marked chitons each

day for a month, that the older ones and those of the "inter-

mediate"' group do not wander readily from place to place

(Arcy and Crozier, 191!)). Another group containing 14 chitons

of the "intermediate" class as above defiiunl was under daily

oliservation fur three months, and the behavior of this group

stror.uly suouvsTe.l a feehle kind of
"

" h.-min-
'

' phenomenon. The

animals eniu-eniea .pmi ino>t of ihe .lay under a boulder at

than a meter, feeding on ! nfn-umorpha and other alga>. With tlie

risin- s„„. tih'v ivtreatrd m ;he roek-shelter. If the tide wore

out al Minrise. they renniined more or le.^s fixed until again cov-

This" sort of behavior, regularly and constantly exhibited,

seemed to represent perhaps the incipient stages of a kind of
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cerned faced in general southeastward, and the tiny platform

over which the chitons crept while feeding was so oriented with

reference to the rising sun that the photonegative orientation of

the animals and their subsequent creeping brought them for the

most part automatically back to the shaded hollow under the

rock. But I noticed repeatedly that in some instances the mol-

luscs moved at an angle of 30°-40° across the direction of the

sun's rays, moving more or less directly toward the rock. If

such individuals were suddenly detached (with the aid of a cold-

chisel and hammer, removing the animal still fixed to a bit of

stone), and so placed as to necessitate its approaching the rock

at a different angle, it usiuilly did so without trouble. If re-

moved to a greater distance than 1.5 meters, no return was ef-

another shaded hollow.

Aside from light, it must be remembered that there are other

possible directive agencies in such a case. The sea was rarely

still, and even a slight tidal current would be siiflficient to reflect

pressure waves from the shore,—so that, perhaps by this means

in parr, a chiton would be oriented toward shore, and thus, in

the present case, inevitably toward its rock-pocket. Additional

specimens of the general " inrorniediate" group, brought from

distant islands, wi-rc "pljintrd" in this ('(unmunity, and engaged

mediate directive stimulation. There is nothing necessarily

specific about the Chiton's "home." For this very reason such

homing movements as Chiton may exhibit at a certain period of
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its life-historv may be taken to represent one extreme in the

development of sueli behavior among molhises, seen perhaps in

Its highest condition in Octopus (ef., e.g., C^owdry, 1911).

W. J. Crozier
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A NOTE ON UNILATERAL REACTIONS OF THE MELAN-
OPHORES OF THE HEAD IN FISHES

Ix most discussions of the physiology of the chromatophores

of fishes it is apparently assumed that the reactions are strictly

bilateral, i.e., synchronous on the two sides. The writer, how-

t'ver, lias lately observed a number of cases in which the reaction

\v;i> rirhcr iiiiilarrral or imperfectly bila.teral.

rpon (l< at!i. thr iii. lanophores of one side of the head in some

rusts Ix'coiuf all "contracted" to the extreme, while those of the

other side become widely "expanded." As a result, one side of

the head becomes very pale, the other side blackish, the two areas

being abruptly opposed along the mediodorsal line. This notable
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In other cases the unilateral reaction of the melanophores was

less permanent, appearing as a transient phenomenon ; due per-

haps, to a differential reaction rate of the chromatophores of the

two sides. Two experiments^ illustrative of this point may be

1. A live, normal, apparently healthy embryo of the lake white-

fish (Coregonus clupeaformis)
,
developed approximately to the

hatching stage, was found to have the dorsal melanophores con-

siderably "expanded" on the head, slightly expanded on the

body. Following the removal of the egg envelope, under ap-

proximately unchanged conditions, these color-cells "contracted"

in this order: (1) body, (2) left side of head, (3) right side of

head. Still under similar conditions, the cephalic melanophores

again expanded, those of the left side most widely. No further

change could then be induced, even by rather intense light-heat

stimulation, until the left eye was dissected out and the embryo

again held before the light. Reaction occurred at once only on

the left (now the blinded) side, the lateral melanophores con-

tracting more rapidly and more completely than the inner ones

;

as in the first instance, reaction followed (some time after the

removal of the stimulus) on the right side, the melanophores

contracting in the same order as on the left side.

2. A similar embryo of the same species had the dorsal melano-

phores of the head well expanded when removed from its egg

envelope. The pigment granules of all melanophores on the right

side then rapidly migrated into the center of the cells, under

observation. No reaction occurred on the left side, even follow-

ing stimulation with a bright light, although this caused first a

partial contraction and then a re-expansion of the right chroma-

tophores. Reaction on both sides was finally accomplished by
sudden transfer of the eggs from water near room-temperature

(about 25°) to water at 1.7° C, but even in this case the contrac-

tion was more complete and rapid on the right than on the left
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FUETHEE DATA ON THE INHEEITAXCE OF
BLUE IN POULTEYi

PROFESSOR WILLIAM A. LIPPINCOTT

Kansas Agricultural Expkri.mext Statiox,, Maxhattax, Kaxsas

I. Previous Work

The principal facts concerning the genetic behavior of

blue in the Andalusian breed of domestic lowl were ])re-

sented in an earlier paper (Lippincott, ]!)1S(7). Pre-

vious work on tlie irenetics of the blue Aiulalusinii was

reviewed and a liiiiilcd minihcr ot tnrthcf data were

offered.

The latfcr sliexvrd that hlu.' Andahisiaiis aiv like l.laek

Andalii^ai,. ni that tn, \ ai. Il , nh.n d Mux ai.. on

tlie other liaiid. like the hh.e-s| .h-i>hed A iida hisiaiis in that

h..m..N>uou-^ putn. iittd U ith iii hoth ^. \. ^ ha\( the

same eondition with refeivm'.^ In ilie rest riet in,, nf pig-

nu-iit ill thi" feather >1nictiiiv. The 1:1': 1 ratin nhtamnd

from iiiatino- hhie AiKhahisians In-ether iiiav he inter-

pi( ted a- thi (oinhiii itmn <.t tun \ tn 1 latin^ '1 h( -.e

relationships are sliowii iii fhir. 1.

The restriction ol l)hack pmineiit iii the leather struc-

ture to give the l)hie appearance Inuiid iii hhi.' and in

blue .l)hi-hed AndahiMaii^ ^hnun tn h, dm tn the

aetinii nf a dniniiiaiit faetnr Tile extension of black

pmiiieiit tn all feathers (»1 the l)nd\- as 111 hnth ])lack and
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It was pointed out that while, on x\\v basis <.!' tlicir ex-

pression in tlie phenotxpe it ap])eare(l luei-e htuical to

consider these factors as dotniiiants. each eh)sely linked

to the recessive alleloinoi'ph of the other, they may, so

far as the experimental e\-ideiiee shows, l)o considered as

true allelomorphs occui)yiii.n ideiitieal loci on homologous
chromosomes, and each ex}}ressing' itself iiidepeiideiitlv

of the other.

The Hiidiiig of crossovers between li and K would be

C()iiehisi\-e eNideiiee proving the former of the two eoii-

ditioiis proposed. It was shown that while no ri'..»overs

had U'vu re])orted the critical data on the case were very

limited and the likelihood of crossovers being <letect.Ml

and isolated by bi-eeders is very sniad. It might well

over (loe> rarely oeenr. foi" Instance, so that less than one

])er cent, of the individual.^ are the i)roduct of crossover

gametes, the chances of <letecting them experinu^ntally

are small, considering the limited number of matin-s

(as d.'termined by the e.,ui]nHent availabh' at nn.^t ex-

l)oiMm..ntal in>titut ions ) which are likely to b,. <levoted to

a s(-arch for crossovers.

Though much has been made of the blue An.lalusians

as a ••heterozygote i)henoty pically intenuediate between

the parental ty].e>'- it was shown that while all self-lilurs

so fai- found had prove<l to be hetero/yg..u> f.>r // and E,

they were n.>t in the strict s.nise intenne.liatr betwe.-n the

splashed Andalusians 'a'nd white \Vyand.>tte> was re-

ported as selfd)lue and far darker than either ])arent.

It was further shown in the earlier paper that ne,t

only r.'stricts bla.-k ])igment. so as to render ]Muinent..d

areas bluidi-gray in ai)i.eai'ance. but also affects the

sliape of the pi.mn.nit granules, so that instead of appear-

ing as rods as in ])lack individuals, th^y an' .|uite round.

In this i)articular /** is <|uite dominant over its allelo-

morph, whether one chooses to assume that the latter
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It was also shown that both the rest I'irt iiiii' and the

rounding actions of R witc iiitcrftTt'd with in certain

regions of both bhie-sphishcd and l)hn' iiiah's. In both

color types the pigmented feathn-s of rlic nct-k (hacklr),

back, and saddle are black or Idnish-hlack instead of hhie

as on the remainder of the body. 'I'hc lilack ])i<inn'nt

graimles in these regions are for the most part rod-

shai)rd rather than round. It was suggested thai this

interfereiiee with the action of R is a seeon.lary sexnal

characteristie, presumably due to the presence of tes-

ticular or the absence of ovarian influence.

II. PUEPOSE OF THE PeESEXT PaPER

It is the purpose of this ])ai)er to i)resent further data

concerning the inheritaiu-e of hhie and it> relation- to

the sex glands, and to drawsneh eoiiehision- a- :he-e (h-ita

justify. A report is giveji of the hre,Mliim- behavior of

breed., aad of certain crosses of th'e>e bree.l> with each

other and with ..thei- l)reeds. which d.) not possess bhie

varieties. The r.'hation. .)f the factors involved to cer-

tain factors ])resent in the non-bine varieties of .ither

breeds i> consi(hMvd and evidence concerning the relation

of the sex-glands to the action of the factor H presented.

III. MATKia.M. AXI. Mf-.TIICDS

The breeding stock n>ed was from several sources,

being in part from the ]iedigreed Hock of the University

of Wisconsin, where the work reported in the earlier

paper was done. It Avas al>o in part fi-oni the pediui'eed

flock of Kansas State Auricultni'al ('i-lle-e where th.e in-

vestigation wascont inned under t he ,li rect ion of Dr. Leon

J. Cole of the University of \Viscon>in. my indebte.lness

to whom it is a pleasnre to acknowledge. The >tock was,

In.wever. mo>tlv from nnj.edi-reed lines, tlionuh pure-

bred within the meaning ..f the poultryman. In no cas.'

were individual. UM'd which were not from familie. >how-
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ing tlie cliarac'teristics of tlu'ii- res] x'cl Nni'ictics with

constancy in so far as could hv Icai-iit'd. In as nuich as

only varietal (color), as o])]:)os('d to hrccd (sliai)t>) char-

acteristics were being- studied, h'ss attention was i)aid to

the latter in selecting material. In no case, liowever,

were individuals used which sliowed disqnalifyinir breed

AVitli a sin-le cxcH-ption no indlvi,lual wa> ix>..\ whose

genolypo ])rovod to be in('onsi>lrnt witli \\w -br.MMlin-

true" of the variety to which it bch-niivd. or. in thr ca-e

of the blue-plashi'd Anr la hi^ia n. tin' Ifon. NNhirh

it aro^e. This sin-lo .Ar.pti.m N\a^ a bin. ^pla^ln d

Andalusian female (
L' 107 ) pnrehas..d l ioin a bivd.')- who

heterozygous for P, a factor neeessai'v foi- the i)roduction

of black ])igment. The famil\- fr.nn which slu' arose

in all lik.'lih.)od.V..inu' (liM-anlr.l a^ c\tr. iu.^In liuhl bln.-

s])la^h-d NNaM..,- fn.ni th.^ bine bin.- matinu^. Tai^

similar lo this one that white varieties have br.en estab-

lished in x'V.Tal br.MMls.

Th.Mv uen. M.N..|-al imliNldnaN diM-o\ .Te.! nvIu.m^ fac-

torial c.nnpoMth.n xaii.Ml ir.nn tln^ n-omal. o,- n^ial. for

th.. Narieti..t..vNhirhthe> re.p,.c, i n .!> ImLmil:..!. Ovvin-

to tho parti. -nlar lactorial coni]>l.A ol which tlnw w..,e a

affeJtin- the adult pla'aotvp* ol the xari.'ty. Sp.eitie
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lualiiius and ilu- itroiXT ideiitilicatioii of the cuus laid

each iViiiale In <.arli matin- Not only wa> the a^^iManl

in cliar^'o of the 1 ivipncstiim- selected because of liis liahit-

ual accnracy in details, Imi ilie e^i^j^s from each individual

lien were ke])t tou.M lier, x pai'ate from the egj^s of otlier

individuals, and eai'i'TuilN- compared one with anotli^r

before bein^ put into the incubator. \\\\ otV lype di' otT

colored eggs were discarded, so fai- as these exiicrinicni

-

are concerned. In sjVite of tliese precautions it is ton

much to hope tliat sonu' eri-(u-s have not crept in, thouu'h

it is believed they ;irr Vel'V few.

Owing to the I'act that the original stock was of rela-

tively unknown composition, it was necessary to make

such matings as would not only throw light on the

behavior of the factors under observation, but would also

be likely to bring to liirlit unsuspected factors whose

action might interefere with the action of the i;-enes

being studied. This neces.-itaird int rudnein-' lot females

in the matings where the males were nneeiinin. and of

mating many of the females with test males a second

season instead of repealinu' the matin- already made.

In both cases the result was to i-ednee -i-eatly the numbers

of offspring from some of the crucial tyi)es of matings,

and con^derable numbers of "te-t" (.ff^piin- ^^ere

hatche.l .•iiid de>ei'ibed, for the reporting of whieh here

there is no particular ol)ject.

The count. hviie- cliick. Were mad, '
, ^n^^n at

hatchin- time ; -I'. . d, each
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chick being marked with a numbered wingband. The
system of keeping pedigree records in use has been de-

scribed elsewhere (Lippincott, 1918?>) and need not be

repeated. The descriptions were checked when the chicks

were three weeks old, and again at some considerably

later, though not specified, time, when the birds were leg-

banded for the breeding-pen or laying-house, or were sent

to market. The descriptions of all chicks dying were

carefully checked at the time they were found, though a

small number disappeared without their descriptions

being checked. Unless there was reason to suspect that

their classification might be likely to change after the

taking of the first description such individuals were

counted.

F()i-tnn;itcl\- tin- different classes of offspring could for

the iiio>! {);n-; he distinguished in the down, and counts

were accdrdiiigl) made of chicks which reached an ad-

vanced stage of development but which failed to hatch.

It was the practise to test all eggs for live germs at the

end of the tenth day of incubation and remove all infertile

and dead eugs. A second testing was made on the eight-

eenth d;i> when ;il! tlie dead eggs found were opened, the

rnihry((> (h'seiMhcd and their sex recorded. On the

tw.'nty-second day. after the liatch was well over, all the

eggs which faih'il lo liatch were opened and the descrip-

tions of the dead chicks niaih' a matter of record.

In most caso tin' einl)i>()s from crosses among the

three color t\ pe. of An.lalii-ians which pa>sed the first

test, deveh)i)ed far enough so that tlu' differentiation

between coh)r types could be made with precision after

the down had been carefully wa>hed. and dried with the

aid o!" an elect imc fan. In those cfosses invoK ing reces-

>iv.. white i)aivnt>, only tho>.. unhatched chicks could be

cnunted which live.l past the ci-hteellth day.

Th..n- ^^rvr po^^ibh' M.lll•ce^ of confusion in the

cla^Hlicatir.n of the chicks in the down. ^Fhese were the

diffeieiitiaiiuns between blacks and occasional very dark

])lues, and between blue-splashed and recessive whites.
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The l)]aeks and dark bliirs cniil.l iv;i,lily Ix- sepa-

rated by examining' tlic down of (';icli chick niicroscoi)-

ically. The blacks earry only ro, l-sliaiM.l piument
grainiles while in dai'k down founded ui-;inul(-~ pre-

dominate. These ;ii-e l'i-e( |uen 1 1 \ jiiTanu'ed ill row- a-

wa. hroudii' into to ai.l in <liM iimni-hinu' indivi<luaU

which tailed to hatch, doNxn .aniph- were -avedat hatch.-

iii- time rroin the livin- dark blue and bhiek chicks as

well, and the lirst description, the record of the micro-

scopic examination, and the later descriptions after

definitive feathers were developed were carefully com-
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smoky white. Fortunately for the problem in hand the

localization of this pigment in the down of certain regions

of the body is quite characteristic and quickly recognized.

While a blue-splashed chick is frequently very light blue,

as noted by Bateson and Punnett (1906, p." 20), the pig-

ment is not localized on the top and back of the head, the

wings in the region of the bow, and on the thighs, as it

is on the potentially white chick, and the impression con-

veyed is very different. In potentially white chicks the

romiges, which may be seen just starting to grow out

from their follicles, are pinkish white and exhibit not the

slightest trace of pigment. In the same feathers of the

blue-splashed chick, on the other hand, there is a very

noticeable bluish cast and usually at least one remex that

is distinctly pigmented.

Though in pure-bred white Plymouth Eock and white

Wyandotte chicks the pigment granules in the down are

typically rod-shaped this fact is not of assistance in

classifying with respect to white and blue-splashed off-

spring from crosses involving the factor R, since under
its iiiHuciicc 1 lack pigment granules are round whether

in a i)(it('utiall\ wliite or a blue-splashed chick.

Xot all fhicks from pure-bred white Plymouth Rock
and white Wyandotte matings exhibit this juvenile pig-

ment. Some can only be recorded as white. It is of

interest that the only chicks, three in number, which were

originally described as ''white, no pigment" or ''creamy

white" and later used in a breeding pen, have all proved

to carry a factor for dominant white, as described in a

later section of this paper. The number of such birds

which have been tested is small and no general conclu-

sions can be drawn, but the results are suggestive. It is

rather interesting to note that a photograph of a group of

white Plymouth Rock chicks in "The Plymouth Rock
Standard and I^rced Book" (American Poultry Associa-

tion, 1919, p. 419), which is the official guide for the breed-

ing and judging of all Plymouth Rocks, shows individuals
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which are noticeably pigmented. In response to a letter

of inquiry Professor Arthur Smith of the University of

Minnesota, the editor of this book, tells me that niy ob-

servation concerning- the presence of ])ig'niciit in these

chicks is correct and he adds in snbstnnee that tlu' i)i,u-

mented chicks develop into the whitest achilts.

The fertility and hatching- ])<)wei' of the egus I'l-oni the

eliicks hatched was iiiereasinuly disaiipoiiitin-- t'l'oin

season to season. AVhih' the coniparallx-e eoel'tiei.Mits n\'

fertility and hatching power haw not been eahadated, the

ratio between the eggs set ami chicks liatclu'd lias un-

doubtedly been lower on the a\ei'age. than for the pure-

bred unrelated matings of the same and other In-eeds, set

in the same incubator at the same time, and certainly

lower than would be counted satisfactory in ordinary

poultry husbandry practise.

The foregoing ap])lies as well to the rate of mortality.

As representati\c of the nnnil)ei-> sni-\-i\ing to gi-ow

definitive feathers in conii.arisoii with the connts re-

corded in the vai-ion> table>. thos,. of tin' K, fn.ni the

])hie-splashe<l Andaln>ian ' white Wyandotte ? may be

giN-en. The connls iua<le whi'ii the chick> were feathered

were 47 blue, is l.]ne->] •lashed. :;7 Mack, ami 4^ white.

The total count recor.h-d (see Table uronp 1) was

100 blue, 4(5 blne->pla>hed. Co black, and (54 wllit.^ The

reasons for the low liatchabilily ami high moi-tality have

not been established.

Until eon>idei-al)l\' more data than are imw available

have been secnivd it seem. be>t t.. call atti'nlion to the

possibilitv of cro>Mng-over l^etweoi the loci .>f h' and E
by indicating their po.-ible recessive allelomorphs. It is

accordin-lv the practise in this paper to imlicate these

factors thus: illr) and (rA').

\V. TilK KkI.ATIuX of r.lKXoTM'K To SkX

to sex before examining the ].n>genie> of the variou>
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matings. In order to secure evidence concerning this

relation, six blue Andalusian males were caponized dur-

ing the summer of 1919. Into the body cavities of three

of them ovarian tissue from nearly related females was
introduced, the other three being kept as checks. The
operating was done on July 24 and the birds turned out

on range with hundreds of other birds one week later.

On September 19 one of them (wingband 1387) was killed

by a skunk. At that time it was entirely' blue, there being

less contrast Ijetwecii tlio I'cgioiis that are dark in the

male (hackle, hack niid saddle) and llie other regions of

tlie l)ody than t i'e(|nent i\- iippeni-s in blue pullets before

comb deve]oi)inen1 indicates the approach of the first

laying cycle, and indeed in many mature females.

Although it was over four months old (hatching date,

May 6, 1919) it appeared so much like an innnature pullet

that it was mist;dven for oin> l)y tln^ j)()ultryman in charge

be an\ chance of error, since the scar made in opening

the body cavity was plainly visible.

Such a situation indicates a fairly complete molt be-

tween July 24 and Septenil)er 19. This is not surprising,

however, since Hice, Xixon and Rogers (190S, ]>. (ili) have

shown that ''from the incubator to the laxinu' i)eii()d tin!

chicks experienced at least four molts, either parii.il or

comjjlete," and it is further well known tlinl a chise rela-

tion exists between molting and o\arian nctixlly.

The other birds operated on at the same time were at

once looked up and described. One of theni (wingband

1855) was found to be soinewhnt Intermediate in condi-

tion, some of the feathei-^ <.l tin- n.rk and ^addle being

blue, but somewhat darker in ^Uiuh- than tlir n<.imall\ (in

the male) blue regions <.f the bodv. Tlieiv were, how-

ever, a few scattered fentliers wliicli weiT .-dmost bh-ick

from the ti)) halfway down the w<'l) toward the llulT.

Abonl midwax betue. n the tip of the leather an<l the be-
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ginning of the fluff there was a distinct Ihio of dcniaiva-

tion where the black or near-black became a distinct l)hie.

This chick was hatched a little over two weeks later

(May 22) than 1387 and had apparently not gone through

a complete molt, some feathers in process of growth at

the time of the operation and showing ovarian influence

on the last regions to develop still remaining.

On October 26 this bird was killed, a|)]):nv]itly by a I'at,

at which time all of the feathers of the iirck aii<l saddle

regions were distinctly blue, though consideral)l\ darker

than other parts of tlie body. The shape of the feathers

was characteristically female.

The third male into which ovarian tissue was intro-

duced (wingband 1480) showed no influence of the intro-

duced tissue on September li). This condition still pre-

vailed when it was sent to niaiket Octolier iJC. It

appeared normal for a blue capon of that auc oxer li\'e

months, the hackh- and >a(hlh' hcin- very dark and char-

aetei-istirally niak' in slnq.r. I'lvsnniahly thr ..varian

tissue iiitrodnecd atn.phi.'.l without havin- any clLrt.

Of the cockerels wiiich wciv .-aponixo.i. hut had no

ovarian tissue introduced, one iw in.uiiand l^^o!)) died soon

after the operation. The otiiei- two ( winul)ands i ll.") niid
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indicating ovarian activity and tlie onset of laying, ap-

pear to pass tlirough a molt or partial molt whereby the

dark feathers of the back region particularly, are gradu-

ally rfi)l;H't'(l hy those of a clearer blue. The necks of

such tViualo LiMially remain dark, showing considerable

contrast with Xhv other regions of the body, though being

by no means as dark as the same region of the blue male.

Although the number of desexed males into which

ovaries were introduced was small, it seems fair to con-

clude in the light of the evidence concerning testicular

(Goodale, IS)l(i) and ovarian (Goodale, 1918; Cole and

Lippincott, imi*) iiiHiK iu-c in fowls that the failure of the

factor R to ex})i-ess itsi'lf as fully in the neck, back and

saddle regions of the l)lue and blue-splashed males as in

the females is due to the lack of some necessary co-

operative action on the part of the ovary, and not to any

inhibitive action on the part of the testis.

y. The Beeedixg Behavior of Andalusians

New data concernitig the breeding behavior of the three

coloi- t\ pes ot Andalusians. as shown bv scvci-al types of

matin-, aiv pi-.-^cntrd in Table 1.

(lie) (rE) (Re) (Re)
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These results are in substantial accord with those of

Bateson and Punnett (1906, p. 20). A somewhat marked
departure from the theoretical expectation appears in

group (3) of black c^d" X blue ?? matings, the agreement
in the reciprocal cross (group 2) being as close as pos-

sible. This departure from expectation is due to the

progeny of a single pair of birds (J'lSeM and $2005)

which produced 25 blues and 6 blacks. If the latter are

left out of consideration the results are 88 blues and
84 blacks.

How^ever, even in the case of the progeny of d'lSGM and

$2005 the Dev./P.E. = 4.1, which indicates a deviation

of doubtful significance. The results of this mating were

carefully considered from the standpoint of crossing-

over, but there is no indication of its having occurred.

According to these results the genetic compositions of

the three color types of Andalusians used in these ex-

periments were as follows: blue-splashed= (i?6) (i?e),

blue = {Re){rE), and black = {yE){rE). There was no

evidence of crossing-over between R and E having

occurred.

VI. Data from Crosses of Andalusians with

Certain Recessive White Breeds

h\ the ])n"vi()us ])api'r (liHS./. ]>. IOC) the writer re-

ported a small nmulu'r of data on a cros> lu-twecn a wliite

WyaiKlottc o and a bhie-splaslu'd Aiidahisiau These

have been eolisiderably increased in amount and the rc-

eii)roeal eross made. Further, both blue and bhick Anda-

lusians ]in\ e been crossed reciprocally with white AVyan-

d()tte> and all three Andalusian color tyix'S crossed

reei])rorally with white Plymonth l?oeks. The data from

these srwral niatin,u> ar.. s.^t iorth in Tahlr II.

The fro>srs wrre luixdv in the twvlve possihh. wavs,

from eh'ven of wliieh offsprin- were s.. aired, th. onr type

of matin,- which failed to prodiu-., oflVprin- h-'in- the
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there is no evidence that any of the factors here under

observation are sex-linked and there is considerable evi-

dence that they are not, this omission is not serious.

The results of these crosses are understandable on the

"assumption suggested in the earlier paper that the indi-

viduals from the recessive white races are homozygous

for the factors E and p, p being the recessive allelo-

morph of P, a factor necessary for the production of

black pigment in the feathers. Sturtevant (1912) first

suggested that Wyandotte white is recessive, a fact which

was overlooked in my earlier paper. Morgan and Good-

ale (1912, p. 115) have made a similar assumption for the

wliite Plymouth Kock.

Since in the series of experiments being reported here,

reciprocal crosses of white Wyandottes and wliite

Plymouth Rocks gave only whites, thereby showing no
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evidence of recombination, it seems fair to assume that

the white of both breeds is due to the same recessive

factor p in homozygous condition.

The condition of the white Eocks and white Wyandottes
reported in Table II, with reference to appears clear,

since in all crosses with blue-splashed Andalusians (and

as will appear later, in the case of the Wyandotte, with

blue-splashed Orpingtons) which are homozygous for P
and R, but do not carry E, all offspring, 381 in number,

were without an exception, blue (see mating groups 1 to

4, Table II).

On this basis blue Andalusians, PP{Re){rE), mated

with such recessive whites should produce blues and

blacks in equal numbers. Mating groups 5 to 8, inclusive,

in Table II show the results of such matings, which com-

bined give 144 blues to 129 black (136.5 to 136.5 would be

equality), a fair realization of the expectation.

As would be expected from the foregoing, crosses of

similar recessive whites with black Andalusians {PP{rE)

(rE)) (see Table II, groups 9 to 11, inclusive) gave only

blacks. Of these there were in all 178 individuals and no

exceptions.

The offspring of the crosses reported in Table II fre-

quently gave evidence that the recessive white parents

carried pattern factors as cryptomeres, but for the sake

of clearness these complications, which have nothing

directly to do with the study in hand, have been ignored

in summarizing the data. As was to be expected, the

white Plymouth Eocks carried the sex-linked pattern

factor for barring. All pigmented offspring by a white

Rock sire showed evidences of barring as soon as tlie

definitive feathers appeared. Two such, the olTsprlni;- of

a white Plymouth Rock J* and blue Aiulalusiau - are

shown in Fig. G, Plate II. Even at hatching, the occipital

spot, which may be a juvenile effect of the factor for bar-

ring, gave notice of the presence of the ])arring factor.

In the work here reported it was found possible to classify
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in the down pi^'inented offspring of a non-barred

X wliitc Plymouth Kock ? cross accurately with regard

to sex, 1)> the presence or absence of the occipital spot.

Moiuaii <iii(l Goodale (191:^) made use of this spot in

class! r> iim' barred and non-barred chicks which failed to

hateli and Puimett (1919) also has made use of it in sort-

ing newly hatched cross-bred chicks according to sex.

The progeny of crosses involving white AVyandottes

frequently displayed Wyandotte lacing of a lesser or

greater degree of perfection, thouu'li the a])i)('ai'ance of

thi> ])attern was neitlier as constant a^ <li-tinct as

that of the barred pattern. Tlie appeai-aiiec of the lacing

wa- to l)c ('\])e('t('d if, a> i- u-cnerally stated in the litera-

ture on W'vaiidottcs (src MeGrew, 1901), the white

\:\vii'\y was dciixcd (hfrctl)' from the silver Wyandotte,

which i> hiced.

In eoiinectioii witli these recessive wdiite crosses is to

be noted the fact that several white individuals, although
'

' l)ure-bred
'

' in the terminology of the poultryman, gave

i-csuhs which differed from the foreu-oinu-. Four white

W \ aiidottc females proved to cai'i'v both the />' and

LirtMi. ;i,m1 were of the same eompo^it ion with i.-p.-t

to tiicsc factors as a pure-bred blue Amh-ilnsian, Itiit uuWkr

the l)lue Aiidalusian they carried ji in the hoiiio/.yuous

condition. One of these, whicli has already been repoiicd

on elsewhere (Lippincott, 1919), cariicd the sex liidced

l)atLern factor for barring as weU. Di-xden ( 191(5, p. (i7)

lias also reported a white Wyandotte cai-rying a factor
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havp Wn- honmzvuous tor a .Inniina,.! wlilf factor.

AVlu'tlier it can-ird /' .)r tlir c-vidcR-c .l.u's not >liow.

So far no attempt has hem made to ascertain wli.'thcr

this factor for doiiiiiiaiit white is the same a> that nor-

mally carried by the white Leghorn and wliich llacUey

(1913 and 1914) designated as /. For convenience and

to recognize the possibility of its ditfering from / the

factor here dealt with is referred to in this paper as

(inhibitor of pigment) and its allelomorph as i''.

VII. Back-ceosses of Fj 's fkom Blue-splashed

ANDALrsL\N X Recessive White Matixgs

The results of crossing the Fj blues from the blue-

splashed Andalusian X recessive white crosses is sho-wii

in Table III.

While by no means all possible back-crosses have been

made, enough are represented to sliow clearly that factors

and £' were appearing' in appro .\iniatel\- eoual nnml)ers,

and that this was also trn.' of P an.l thou-h in <ome

cases the presence of coniplica1e<l matto's sonn*\vhat.

It was, unfortunately. n..t always ])..^sil.le t.. use the

actual paivnts in niakin- l^ack-ci-osses and tliouuh indi-

proved to be no eriterion that tiu^v uviuld he'of'the same

genotype as the indixidnals used in the oriuinal crt^ss.

There can be no <|ue>tion as t.. their lactorial comi-osi-

tion, however, as •ach individual has been eithei- delib-

erately tested or had happeiu'd to be so mated for another

purpose as to give dependal)le ex'iih'nce on its composi-

tion with respect to and p.

So far as it goes, the evi<lem-e, which is sal>stan! iated

by the results of other crosses to be re])orted in a later

section of this pa])er, al>o -hows that the meetinu' of P
and R was accordinu- to chance. tliereb\- indicatinu- no

linkaire between these two fact<.rs.

It will be noted that the bhn' F, : ? in -nu, p o of Tal^N

111 had a hlue Andalusian mollier instead of a i^u.
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splashed. From the nature of the behavior of the factors

R and E already described, this would make no difference

with regard to the blue offspring, for the blue progeny of

a blue Andalusian female by a white Wyandotte male
would be of exactly the same composition with respect

to R, E, and P as all the offspring of a blue-splashed

Andalusian mother by the same sire.

It will also be noted in this group (5) that while the

father of the blue was a white Wyandotte, the male
used in this cross was a white Plymouth Eock. Since it

has been sho^\^l that for the factors being studied, white

Plymouth Eocks and white Wyandottes are identical, this

should not affect the ratios.

VIII. The Fo Eatios feom Blue-splashed Axdalusiax

X Eecessive White Matings

The Fo ratios from various blue-splashed Andalusian

X recessive white crosses are shown in Table IV.

As will be seen, the four Fg classes predicted for

such crosses in the writer's earlier paper {1918a, p. 113)

on the basis of the Fi results, have been obtained. Xo
other classes have appeared. This would seem to indicate

that the factorial compositions of the blue-splashed

Andalusians and white Wyandottes then proposed were

convct ;ni(l that tlii^ white Plynunitli Eocks used were of

the >ix\nv (•{.iiiposliioii witli ivsixrt to the factors R, E
and E as wciv the white AVyandottes.

Seven l\ blue males were used in securing the Fo

ratios. The legband numbers of these males may be

found in Table IV, in the column headed " Band No."

The direction of the original cross is indicated for each

male and for the group of females witli wliieh Ik^ was

mated. The direction of the cross was the ^nm.' for tlie

males and the females in all cases but two. .M;il..< iNinr

and 258:\[ were mated witli females wliieh were rir.uhiets
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As may be seen by inspection of Tal)li' l»nt one maK'
(296M) gave a group of offspring (."J) which wa< \ciy

close to expectation. The chances that as ureal a (h \ ia-

tion as this one would appear as a icsult of landnm
sampling are four to one. The mothers of this uioum

were the product of a cross which was the iccipidcal of

that which produced their sire. The otT>priii.u' .1!' I'lMiM

w^hen mated with females whicli wci-c the ])ro(hict of t!ir

same cross as himself (groiij) 2) gax'c a (h'vialion so ureal

that the chances against its ai)peariiig as a result of

random sampling are three to one. The chances of the

appearance of deviations as great as those &ho\vii by the

offspring groups of the other males were as follows : 86E
(group 1) one chance in a little less than five : (UiM ( uroup

4) one chance in about eight; 65E (group o) on,, chance

in approximately five ; 46E (group (i) one chance in ahout

two and a quarter; 258M (group 7) once in alumt iwelvi'

times with females from the sanu> cross as he. and once in

twenty-ti\-e when mateil with females fi'oin a recipi'oeal

cross (gron). S).

Tt would l.e nnnsnal, ihongh not inipo-sihh'. to have so

]nany comparatively wide .leviations fnmi expectation

simply as a result ..f ramloni saniplinu.

If the genetic constitution of tin. F, 's was as has been

previously postulated, and these were in fact all chance

deviations, it would ]>e highly pro1)ahle that the luini)ing

of all the data given in Table 1\' would approximate the

c*alculated ratio fairly closely.

The lumped data are given at the bottom of Table IV.

It will at once be seen that the goodness of tit as meas-

ured by P is poorer than the poorest constituent uroup,

and w.iuld be ])robabl(., on the basis of ran.hnn sampling,

once in about twenty^.i-ht lime.. It seems fairlv clear

that some .listurbing force was .^''''-nt ive.

themselves are linkage and a differential viability of

classes, or it might be a combination of the two.
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Linkage between the two principal pairs of factors in-

volved in the crosses, Pp and {Re){rE), may not be

appealed to because the only possible linkage relation

would produce results diametrically opposed to those

with which we are confronted. Since according to our

hypothesis the recessive white parents were in each ease

of the composition pp{rE){rE) and the blue-splashed

Andalusian parent PP(i?e)(i?e), it is evident that linkage

would require the production oi p{rE) gametes by the Fj

blues, more often than P{rE) gametes. And similarly

the combination P{Re) should also appear more often

than p{Re).

A complete linkage between these pairs of allelomorphs

would result in an ratio of 1 blue-splashed and 2 blue

to 1 white, the blacks not appearing. The tendency of

even weak linkage would be to reduce the proportional

number of blacks. This should be true irrespective of

the direction of the cross. It would further be true, that

unless crossing-over occurred in both sexes any linkage

whatsoever w^ould inhibit the production of F2 blacks

homozygous for P. As will be shown in a later section

of this paper, however, F2 blacks homozygous for P have

been identified. Even a casual inspection of Table IV
shows that a relative preponderance of blacks is a quite

constant characteristic.

Crossing-over in the male fowl has been found by Good-

ale (1917) and in the male pigeon by Cole and Kelley

(1919). The latter investigators definitely state that

there is no crossing-over of sex-linked factors in the

female pigeon. Goodale states that none had been ob-

served in the female fowl, but that a definite test of the

matter would be made later. So far as the writer is

aware no further report has been made. It should per-

haps be pointed out that so far only sex-linked factors

have IxM'H <hvilt with, no autosomal linked groups in birds

havlim- -0 far bfcn reported.

Thciv a If 110 v.. data available from crosses where p
and {Rf} are found in one parent and P and {rE) in the
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other. The F^'s from such a cross have been secured by
mating an extracted white of the composition pp(2?e) (Re)

with a black Andalusian, PP{rE){rE), which gave all

blues. From these an attempt will be made to secure F, 's

in considerable numbers. Back-crosses to the parental

types will also be made. The Fg's should approximate

the same ratios as appear in Table IV and also give some

evidence on the second possible explanation of the per-

sistent deviations about to be discussed.

The calculation of theoretical expectancies presup-

poses the equal viability of all phenotypic and genotypic

classes. If for any reason the individuals of one or more

of the obtained classes tend to be less viable than certain

other classes, deviation from expectancy will occur if the

lack of viability expresses itself prior to making the

counts.

As has already been pointed out, the lumping of the

data presented in Table IV brings forth a poorer fit than

is shown in any of the constituent groups. The deficient

classes are the blue-splashed and the white, while the

most preponderant class relatively is the black.

It seems to be a rather tacit assumption among poultry-

men, particularly, it must in truth be said, among those

breeding pigmented varieties, that the recessive white

varieties are less vigorous (and so in all probability less

viable) than the pigmented varieties of the same breeds.

In how far this assumption is based on fact there is no

critical evidence to call upon.

Regarding the relative viability of splashed and self-

colored races there is no suggestion from any source.

Splashed varieties are, so far as I am aware, nowhere

bred as such, and the experience of practical breeders

may accordingly not be appealed to.

While in the case in hand the assumption of low via-
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roborated by other evidence. That the splashed classes

are not necessarily always deficient is sho^\^l by the

progeny of the blue-splashed X blue mating in Table I,

group 5, and of the blue X blue-splashed matings in

Table III, groups 1, 2 and 3.

The latter fact suggests that possibly certain individ-

uals used in these matings carried recessive factors tend-

ing to cause low viability, which were linked to the factor

R. Until the fact of a differential viability is demon-

strated, however, it is useless to speculate on this possi-

bility. The reason for the deficiencies in the blue-

splashed and also in the white classes, therefore can not

at present be determined.

IX. Identification of the Fo Genotypes

As indicated in my former paper (1918r/, p. 113) the

genotypes expected in the several Fo phenotypes from the

blue-splashed X recessive white crosses are as follows

:

blue, PP(Re){rE) and Pp{Re)irE); blue-splashed,

PP{Re){Re) and Pp{Re){Re); black, PP{rE){rE)

and Pp{rE){rE) - white, pp{Re){Re), pp{Re){rE) and

pp{rE){rE). Although the limitations of equipment

wore such that comparatively few F^ individuals could

l)e tested, fortunately all of the genotypes but one have

been idt'iitified by making the appropriate crosses. The

l)lnes mated to individuals homozygous for p and E gave

blues and bhicks in equal numbers, or, blues, blacks and

whites in the approximate ratio of 1:1:2, as the case

might be. The blue-splashed mated to individuals of the

same constitution produced all blues, or, equal numbers
of l)Iuos and whites, depending upon whether or not they

wnc honicAyuous with respect to P. Similarly the blacks

ua\.' all 1)l;i('ks, of, blacks and w^hites, depending upon
tluMi- condition with respect to P.

Tlir whitr.^ on tln> other liand were mated to blacks

known to ho hoino/,v-on> for /' and /v'. The pi>{Re){Re)
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gave all blues, just as would blue-si)lasli.'(l AiKl.ilusiaiis.

The pp{Re){rE) whites produced l)]ac-ks and blurs in

approximately equal numbers, exactly as would blue

Andalusians. The parental white genotype pp{rE) {rE),

which would give all blacks, was curiously enough, the

one of the whites which did not happen to be selected

for testing.

It is important to note that while eight out of the nine

Fo genotypes were identified, no genotypes were found

other than those expected.

X. Data on Andalusian X Black LancxShan Crosses

It appeared desirable, in order to ascertain whether

there was anything inherent in Andalusian black which

made its relation to Andalusian blue different from that

of other black breeds, to make certain matings of Anda-

lusians with black Langshans. The Langshan was chosen

because not only is it a dit¥erent breed, but it also belongs

to a diflPerent group of breeds. The original black Lang-

shans were, according to Brown (lOOfi, p. G'.]), imported

from China, while the Andalusians. according to the same

authority (]). ll>7), oriuinatcd from native stocks along

the borders ..f the Me.literranean Sea. S.> far as is

known they have nolliin- in eonnncn in their inunediate

aneestrv. Davenport (li'U) even p..int> to the proba-

bility that the inn.iediate wil.l ancestors .,f the Asiatic

breeds differed from those of the Mediterranean breeds.

If blacks differ in their relation to Andalusian blue it

w^ould seem probabh' that Andalusian black and Lang-

shan black might show this difference.

The restdts of the Andalnsian-Lanushan matin-< are

shown in Table V. As may be >c.-n readily by reference

to this table the results are in every case precisely those

which might be expected if a black Andalusian had been

substitut.'d for the black Langshan. So far as the prin-

cipal factors under discussion are concenn.l it appears

that the black Langshans u>e(l were identical in composi-
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tion with the black Andalusians, being PP{rE){rE).

The condition of the Langshan with respect to P was

found by mating individuals with white Wyandottes,

whereby only black, i.e., pigmented, offspring were

produced.

XL The Eelation of Orpington Blue to

Andalusian Blue

Among the Orpingtons, an English breed, is a blue

variety. Like the blue Andalusian it is an inconstant

breeder with regard to color, segregating into blue-

splashed and blacks as well as blues. Though by no

means as widely bred as the blue Andalusians, it has

numerous admirers, some of whom have clainicd vt>ri)ally

to the writer that the proportion of waster-, i.<

splashed and blacks, was much smaller lli.in in ilic Anda-

lusians, though no figures are obtainable l)y way of sub-
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stantiation. It seemed desirable from several standpoints

to ascertain what factors were involved in the production

of Orpington blue, and whether the blue Orpington dif-

fered from the blue Andalusian in its genetic behavior.

A number of matings were accordingly made, the data

from which are shown in Table VI.

These data are consistent with the supposition that the

factors involved in the production of Orpington blue are

identical with those which produce Andalusian blue. The

crossing of blue Andalusians and blue Orpingtons gave

exactly the same sort of result as that obtained by mating

blue Andalusians inter se, as shown by group 1. The

blue-splashed Orpingtons mated with white Wyandottes

gave only blues (group 4) just as did the blue-splashed

Andalusians. And finally the ratio from white

Wyandotte X blue-splashed Orpington crosses gave the

same phenotypic classes as were obtained in the from

the white Wyandotte X blue-splashed Andalusian cross,

with a deviation from expectancy as great as would be

])rol)able once in four times. It is interesting to note that

wliilc the white class is deficient in this case, the blue-

-l)l.-i>lir(l chiss is not.

XII. Data from Blue Leghorn Crosses

In the spring of 1917 there appeared in the large pure-

bred single comb white Leghorn flock of the Pabst Stock

Farm at Oconomowoc, Wisconsin, two l)hie females. The

flock was not pedigreed and nothing known of the indi-

vidual ancestors of these birds. Tlu \' wwr of fair Leg-

horn type and were, as far as known, the offspring of

pure-bred white Leghorn parents. Through the courtesy

of Mr. Fred Pabst, and Dr. L. J. Cole of the University

of Wisconsin, these individuals came into the hands of

the writer and were entered on the records of the Dcpart-

nirut of Ponltry 1 1 nsl.nn.lry <.f lh.' Kansas Stale Agricul-
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blue when received and showed some evidence of barring,

though this was not very distinct. Number 768 was much
lighter in shade than 767 and showed no evidence of bar-

ring. In contrast with ordinary blue she would, from a

little distance, be mistaken for a white. The pigment

granules in both cases were round.

The results of mating these birds in various ways are

presented in Table VII. The numbers are rather small

TABLE VII

Showing the Breeding Behavior of Two Blue Leghorn Females, whex
Mated with Various Males of Known Factorial Compdsitiox

but two facts .s.'cm fairly evident. First, that 767 and

768 are alike with respect to the factors under discussion

in this paper, and second, that they give no indication of

being different in their make-up with respect to the fac-

tors K and P from ]mn-])nMl ])iue Andahnians.

The app.'.-ii-aiHM- of th.- l.hit' nff.priii- ..f 7(;s (which it

will hi- tvcnllcd \va< wry iiuhu \\\u-u mnlrd witli black

or blue Andahisian>, ua^ ^ich a^ to .nuu-t \\u- ].o<si-

bility that a<'cess()i'\ factor--, iipcr^-a ly for the pro.liic-

tion'of blue of normal ^li;idf. were Mippli.'d !>> th.' Anda-
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lusian males, though no attempt was made to isolate and
identify them.

Since these blue Leghorns arose in an unpedigreed

flock, their origin is conjectural. A plausible explana-

tion seems to be that two individuals heterozygous for /,

the dominant Leghorn factor described by Hadley (1913),

which inhibits the production of pigment shown (also by
Hadley, 1914) to be normally present in the white Leg-

horn, happened to mate and that at least one of them
carried the factor .R as a cryptomere. That white Leg-

horns may sometimes carry the factor seems to be shown
by the fact that Dryden (1916, p. 67) secured blue chicks

in an generation from a barred Plymouth Rock X white

Leghorn cross. And further, in the course of the breeding

operations reported in this paper, blues appeared in the

progeny of a black Andalusian and a white crossbred, the

latter being the product of a black Andalusian X white

Leghorn cross. In both cases it appears that the factor

R must have been brought in by the white Leghorn. This

suggestion also involves the assumption that the white

Leghorn carries the factor E. That this is the case is

shown by the fact that in the from a blue-splashed

Andalusian X white Leghorn cross, the details of which

are reserved for later publication, both blacks and blues

appeared.

XIII. The Problem op True-breeding Blues

The fact that the blue varieties of both Andalusians

and Orpingtons as now constituted do not breed true is a

matter of considerable importance to their breeders. It

is a heavy handicap to both varieties. While one hun-

dred per cent, of blues may in each case be secured by
mating blue-splashed individuals with black, as a matter

of practical breeding this mating is seldom made. This

is owing to the fact that there are several more or less

variable qualities of color for which rigid selection is

practised which are not apparent in either the blue-
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splashed or blacks. The breeder therefore prefers to use

for breeding purposes only those individuals which sliow

the desired phenotypic condition, even though so doing
necessitates the discarding of approximately half the

offspring. While this leaves a comparatively small num-
ber of individuals, as compared with other breeds, upon
which to practise selection, the blue Andalusian at least,

is bred in considerable numbers, thereby indicating its

economic desirability and its attractiveness.

As was pointed out in tlie earlier paper (11)18, p. Ill)

if R and E are not at identical loci on h()moh)gous chromo-

somes and crossover individuals were found which ])ro-

duce RE gametes, the problem of the constant-breeding

blue would be solved.

The situation regarding' black in rats may not be with-

out its bearing in the present case. Black rats which

bred true have been knowii for some time. Casth' (1!)1S))

has, how^ever, reported certain races of bhicks whicli

failed to breed true. Tliis type of black was tested

through several generations by Casth' Ibsen

(1920) and Dunn (1920). Blacks mat.'.! t.. hhu-k^ <\u\te

persistently produced whites, blacks and icd • > . d _\ rlinws

in the ratio of 1 to 2 to 1. Castle (]911») lonii<l one i)os-

sible cross-over individual which died without being

tested. Ibsen (1920) has so far failed to find any, and

Dunn (1920) reports between one and two per cent, of

cross-overs. These cross-overs, whicli were longer

sought for and among larger numbers than li.is yot Ix-en

possible with. Andalusians, would api)c;ii' !<• m.-iki- ;i pos-

sible to sjTithesize a true breeding (/.'.. h<.iiin/\ i^ou^)

black, from the line which has not bet'ii ])reiM]iiii;- true

through a considerable number of generations.

It is also worth noting in this connecti(m the possibh'

bearing of Sturtevant's (1919) finding families of

Drosophila carrjang at least two definite factors in the

second chromosome which almost eo!ni)letely inhibit

crossing-over in the region contiguous to \ hv\v loci.
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If, however, after a long-continued search, it becomes

increasingly evident that R and E are indeed allelo-

morphs, as originally suggested by Bateson and Punneit

(1905), it was suggested (p. 113) that hope might be seen

in the progressive selection of the darker, that is, more
fully pigmented, blue-splashed individuals, there being

considerable variation among the latter in this regard.

There is a further possibility which should not be over-

looked, namely, that other factors might be found, per-

haps in other breeds, which would act on black pigment

to give the blue appearance on the one hand, or extend it

to 'give self-colored individuals on the other. If dupli-

cate factors for E or R should be found, a means of

producing the long sought true-breeding blue would seem
to be at hand. The fact that three factors are known
which produce white in fowls lends emphasis to the possi-

bility. It would seemingly make little difference in the

ultimate outcome whether the new factor was linked to

R and E, or was located on a different chromosome pair.

In either case it would be possible to get a "self-coloring"

and a "bluing" factor in the same gamete which, it ap-

pears, has so far not been done.

XIV. Summary

1. It has been showm that the development of black

pigment in the blue-splashed, blue and black races of the

Andalusian and Orpington breeds, and of black Lang-

shans, depends upon the action of a dominant hereditary

factor P, for which they are normally homozygous.

2. The allelomorph of P is p. Individuals homo-
zygous for p arc white. ;is in Ihc white AVyandotte and

white Plymouth Rock hiceds.

3. The extension of M;iek pi-iiieiit In \\ atluTs of the

body, resulting if no patlei-n fm-tors .•iiv pivseiit, in self-

coloi'ed in.li\i.lu;iK. .lep.n.U up..,, dnminniit f.-ictor h\
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shall breeds. Some evidence is presented wiiicii indicates

its presence in white Leghorns.

4. The blue appearance of blue and blue-splashed

Andalusians and Orpingtons, is due to the arrangement

and restriction of black pigment, the result of a dominant

factor R. This factor has also been found in individuals

of the white AVvaiulotte and white Leghorn breeds,

though its ])r('S('nc'(' is piobably not usual in these breeds.

5. No individuals ol' the Andalusian, Orpington, white

PhTnouth lioek, white AVyandotte or black Langshan

breeds have been found whicli did not cai i y E, E or both.

6. The mutual relations of /»' and aic such that they

have never been found togelluT in the same gamete.

This indicates that they are allelomorphic, i.e., occupy

identical loci on homologous chromosomes, or, each is so

closely linked to the recessive allelomorph of the other,

{Be) and that crossing-over rarely, if ever, occurs.

7. Xo ex ideiice of crossing-over between R and E has

l)een found and the tentative conclusion must be in accord

with that previously held, that R and E are allelomorphs.

8. Both R and E are independent of P in their luTcdi-

tary behavior, though depeiulent upon its prescner for

their manifestation.

9. The cooperative influence of the ovaiy is necessary

for a full expression of R in the regions of the neck, back

and saddle.

10. On the basis of the evidence presented in the body

of this paper the genetic formulae of the breeds ami varie-

ties employed, with respect to the factor^ un.ler ohx rva-

tion, are usually as follows: blue-splashed Andalusians

and Orpingtons PP(Re)(Re); blue Andalusian- and

Orpingtons PP{Re)(rE) : ])lack Andalu>ians. < )rpinutons

and Langshans PP{rE){rE) : and white nynnnith IJocks

and AVyandottes p/X rE ) ( ;
/•; ).

n. The ])ossibility of th.' occunviu f factor> which

duplicate th(^ somatic eflVct^ of // and /•; 1< pointed (mt,

and the relation of this i)osHl)ility to \\w pnuluction of

constant-breeding blues briefly discussed.
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INHERITANCE IN NICOTIANA TABACUM.
II. ON THE EXISTENCE OF GENETICALLY
DISTINCT RED-FLOWERING VARIETIES^

DR. R. E. CLAUSEN and DR. T. H. GOODSPEED

University of California

In our studies of inheritance in Nicotiana Tahacum-

it lias been demonstrated that the red flower color of

macrophylla (U. C. B. G. 22/07) is recessive to the light

pink of angustifolia (U. C. B. G. 68/07), and the same

relations are exhibited by the red of calychia {Y . C. B. G.

110/05) as contrasted with the light ijink of rn-iinrir<i

(Maryland, U. C. B. G. 78/05). In both castas \ \w V\ was

pink, Fo conformed to the ratio 3 pink: 1 red, and F.. and

subsequent generations yielded data consistent with a

single factor difference between these two flower colors.

It was also shown that when macrophylla was crossed

with the white-floweriim- vai-icty alhn (TJ. C. B. G. 30/06),

F, was pink, F, eonfci imd i.. the ratio 9 pink: 3 red: 4

white, and F.. and suIi-im lucnt ucii. 'rations gave data in

agreement with a two-t actor dilTcrence for this charac-

ter contrast.

Allard,'^ however, had presented evidence, at first sight

contradictory to ours, to the effect that the carmine flower

possible by a portion of the .\,l;nii. I nn.i allnttr.l t,. Tnr I )ri,;,n inrnt or

2Setchell, W. A., T. H. (MM.l<i,.v,i ami R. K. Clansni, "A Pivliinniaiy

328
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color of his Giant Bed-flowering tobacco is dominant to

pink in a simple mono-hybrid relation, Fj being carmine
and F2 3 carmine : 1 pink. He also crossed this carmine-

flowering variety with a white-flowering form and ob-

tained light carmine in Fj and a distribution which might
be taken to conform to the ratio 9 carmine : 3 pink : 4 white.

We took these results to indicate that his eaniiiiic. which

must be very similar to our red, was ncvci tliclcss uvnet-

ically distinct from it. This belicl' was somewhat

strengthened by the fact that our red does not fall upon

the carmine of the Eidgway* color scale, but lies slightly

removed from it between rose red and pomogranatf

purple, although a' difference of this kind might conceiv-

ably be due to the effect of differences in the residual

genotype. We have, however, a variety, f)iirj/nrr<f { V. C.

B. G. 25/06), which exhibits a red flowci- eoloi- somewhat

darker and more intense than that of jjuicropJii/Ua, and

wdiich some preliminary crosses indicated was dominant

to pink and white. We accordingly suggested the follow-

ing factor formulas for these four colors

:

WWREPP = carmine

TrTF/^/?pi^ = light pink

WWrrpp = red

7r/r///i';)/> = white

In this formulation ll'ir// ///'/', vv\n-r<vnx> tlie 1)a-ie type,

carmine in color; ir. the ( 11 ffe fence from it whirh uives

white, irrespective of whieh members of the pairs oecnpy

the R OT P loci; />. that whieh gives pink: an<l that

which changes pink to red. ((hvionsly wliite-tlowering

varieties may be of four diffei-ent uein>t \iie<, viz.,

inrPRPP, H-u-RRpi,, irtvrrPP. and invrrp/K hnt (nir

white variety aJha wa> el.'arly h h RHp/k Tiiis fornmla-

tion brings onr n-nlts iiitn aeeor.l with thosr of Allan!

and accounts for the existence of gen.'tically distinct red-

flowering varieties. We have now obtaiiU'd fnrthei- evi-

dence in support of the correctness of this formnlation.

4Rid^ay, E., "Color Standards and Color Xonuiu-hitur,', '

• ntlL'.
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^Ve found it necessary to use "Cuba" (U. C. B. G.

200/14),^ another white-flowering variety, in these

studies. Since there is the possibility just indicated of

the existence of genetically distinct white-flowering

varieties, it became necessary to determine the genetic

constitution of *'Cuba" with respect to the Rr and the

Pp pairs of allelomorphs. A number of crosses were

made, therefore, between "Cuba" and macrophylla as

the starting point for these determinations. In the ac-

count which follows H,,, = 7nacrophijlla ?X"Cuba"
and H,-5 = the reciprocal. In the season of 1919, 50

plants of FiHj,4 and 100 plants of F^K.^^ were grown.

They were all pink-flowering except that one plant pro-

duced a small white-flowering branch in an inflorescence

otherwise pink-flowering. This bud variant, one of the

few which we have observed in tobacco, will be taken up
in a subsequent report. The further data on these re-

ciprocal hybrids are listed in Table I. The F2 popula-

19FlHl74P2?P

2 populations

l6FiH,s.. . 200,14^
i9FiH,,.. .

.6F,Hiw. . 15F,Hi7-,^

Totals for back-crosse.'i
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tions give totals of 113 pink: 44 red: 42 white, whilst the

9:3:4 expectation, disregarding fractions, is 112 pink: 37

red : 50 white. In the back-crosses to both the white and
the red parents the data are obviously in satisfactory-

agreement with the 1 : 1 expectations. These figures do
not establish conclusively the validity of a bigenic for-

mulation for this case, but taken together with the data

from the Alba-Mackophylla series which we have pre-

sented elsewhere*' it seems most reasonable to interpret

them in this manner. An alternative mono-hybrid inter-

pretation might be argued, but it would not fit the

totals as well as the dihybrid ratio. The growing of F.^

populations would, of course, soon settle the question,

but the results so far secured indicate essential genetical

identity of alha and "Cuba" in their flower color factors.

In order to demonstrate the ditiference in behavior of

red of macrophylla and carmine of purpurea we have

made parallel crosses between them and a innnl)or of

other Tahacum varieties. The flower coloi.- of these

varieties and of their F^ hybrids with it/ti< rnj)li//llu and

purpurea are listed in Table II. In each case tlie l\ with

macrophi/Ua was pink but with purpurea it was always a

full, intense carmine. Among two hundred plants of the

CuBA-PuKPUREA scries one plant appeared which bore

TABLE II

I\ Eesults of Parallel Crosses of Macrophylla and Purpurea with a

angustifolia (U. C. B. G. 68/07)

.

"Cavala" (U. C. B. G. 72/05)..

"Cuba" (U. C. B. G. 200/14). . ,

kvers on one side and light pink ones on

other. Further studies on this, the most striking

6 Setchell, Goodspeed, and Clausen, loc. cit.
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of somatic variation we have ever observed in Nicotiana^

are in.progress. The results in themselves sufficiently

demonstrate the existence of a genetic difference between

the red of macrophylla and the carmine of purpurea.

We have also secured further data from the Cuba-

PuRPUEEA series which demonstrates the mode of inheri-

tance of carmine when crossed with the same white used

in the Cuba-Maceophylla series. These results are set

forth in Table III. The totals from the Fo populations,

TABLE III

F, AND Back-ckoss Data for the Cuba-Purpurea (White X Carmine)

Series

c.'i inline : 4S ])iiik: 1()7 white, are to be compared with

a !»:;): 4 cxttccl.ition oL" 1!>4 carmine : 65 pink: 86 white.

The results from the back-crosses, 28 carmine: 18 pink: 53

white, are to be compared with an expectation based on

the 1:1:2 ratio of 25 carmine: 25 pink: 49 white. Pink

is again deficient and white in excess, but not to such an

extent as to give significance to the figures. Further data

from F.. families would be desirable for completion of

the analysis. Thus far the data are in agreement with

those presented by Allai'd for eannini' versu- pink and
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The further question now arises as to whetlier there

are any phenotypic clitTerences between carmine and red.

There is a detectable difference between the fiower color

of macrophylla and that of purpurea, for the former has

distinctly more of a purplish tinge and is not quite as

intense in coloration as the latter. But these two varie-

ties differ genetically in a large number of other charac-

ters. It is not possible, therefore, to decide the question

by direct examination, because any distinctions which are

found to exist may depend upon differences in the

residual genotype rather than upon the specific factor

diffei-ences which we have studied. Obviously the most

satisfactory material for determining the differences

between the two colors would be two varieties which had

the same residual genotype, but the establishment of

such varieties would entail the expenditure of a consider-

able amount of time and labor. We can, however, obtain

some evidence on this problem by comparing the red F.

segregants of the Cuba-Macrophylla series with the

carmine ones from the Cuba-Purpukea series. In both

cases there was a certain amount of variation in intensity

of coloration in the Fo classes, but it was found that, if

they were mixed together, it was impossible to separate

them again into red and carmine. In cases involving

both classes in the same experiment, they would doubtless

have to be considered as making up a siiiulc plicnot x jtc.

We have been interested in determiniim- cxpci'iinciilally

whether the morphological similiarities of existing

Tnharnrn v;iri,'ti(-s mi-lit safely be taken as an index of

])livl..uviictic atliuitics. Thus Setchell,' commenting on
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base of purpurea as a modified petiolate condition, but as

a matter of fact our studies have shown that its affinities

in this respect lie closer to the sessile leaf type gentically,

to which it is recessive, than to the true petiolate class

which is dominant to the sessile type. In the present

article we show further that the flower colors of macro-

phylla and purpurea are distinctly dii¥erent genetically

and their similarity in appearance can not be regarded

as an indication of phylogenetic relationship. It is, there-

fore, evident that any taxonomic system which proposes

to portray the phylogenetic affinities of the polymorphic

assemblage of Tabacum varieties must be derived from

genetic studies of character differences.

Allard has suggested the use of these flower color forms

for instructional work in genetics. The demonstration

of these additional relations increases their interest and

value for such purposes. Among other points of interest

a cross between macrophylla and purpurea should give

a carmine Fj and the rather unusual segregation ratio

of 13 carmine (and red): 3 pink. We have verified the

production of carmine Fj in this cross, but have not yet

grown the Fg progeny. The ease of hyl)ri<lizati()ii. the

readiness with which large quantities of liuardcd seed

may be secured, and the extremely long period over which

the seed of tobacco retains its viability may be urged as

additional advantages in its utilization. Where green-

house and garden space is available for their growth-
plants may easily be grown to maturity in six-inch pots—

these varieties and their hybrids would provide excellent

material for practise in hybridization and for demonstra-

tions of segregation and unique character interrelations.

While there is a certain amount of variation within the

several phenotypes here considci-cd. \ i/.. caiiiiino, red,

pink, and white, it has not been found to interfere

seriously with segregation into the main color classes.



AN ANALYSIS OF THE EELATION BETWEEN,
GROWTH AND NUCLEAR DIVISION IX A
PARASITIC INFUSORION, OPALINA SP.'

R. W. HEGNER, Ph.D.

HSIANG-FONG WU, M.D.

National Medical, College of Pekixg, Chixa

This investigation was undertaken for the purpose of

analyzing the relation between growth and nuclear divi-

sion in a species of OpaVma of the frog during the growth

period in the tadpole. The multinucleate condition of

Opalina and the absence of cell walls render it of par-

ticular value as material for the study of the phenomena

involved in nuclear division and growth. The specimens

used in our investigations were obtained by Dr. Charles

E. Simon from tadpoles collected at Chester, Nova Scotia,

during the summer of 1920. Unfortunately we are unable

to state either the species name of the Opalina or that of

the host. Dr. Maynard M. Metcalf, who has examined

the slides, thinks the Opalina is probably an niidoscrilied

species. The material was well fixed in Srliaii.liiin 's

solution and beautifully stained with iron-lu'inatoxylin.

A sufficiently large number of specimens (455) wore

drawn with a camera lucida so as to furnish reliable re-

sults when measurements were treated by statistical

methods. The area of the drawings was determined with

a planimeter and the correlation with tlio nuclear number
determined. Table I is the correlation talile for the

nuclear number and area of .'Ul sjieeiinciis. The area of

the drawings, which were made at a iiiaunilieation of G50
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diameters, is given in square millimeters. The coefficient

of correlation is remarkably high, namely, .755 ± .016

;

this proves that an increase in size is accompanied by a

corresponding increase in nuclear number. The rest of

the specimens that were measured, 114 in number, were

drawn at a magnification of 1400 diameters. The coeffi-

cient of correlation of this lot was found to be .875 ± .015.

TABLE I

Correlation Table for Number of Nuclei and Area of 341 Specimens

Tlie area is given in sq. nun. and obtainod from camora-lucida drawings

made at a magnification of 650 diameters. Coefiacient of correlation

.755 ± .016.

Metcalfe has pointed out that in multinucleate Opalinas

the nuclei within a single specimen may be in different

stages of division at one time. This we have found to

be true also o\' tlic niiclci during the growth stages in the

t.Hlfiolc ;i conditioii tli;il li;is enabled US to analyze with

M,.t,-,iir. .\r. .\r., lltn:., ••O/,,,//,,,,.-- An-n. f. Protist., 13: 195-375. Es-
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considerable accuracy the exact relation between cyto-

plasmic mass and nuclear division. For example, among
the specimens with four nuclei, there were a few with

three ''resting" nuclei and one nucleus in division (Fig.

3) ;
obviously one of the four nuclei is undergoing divi-

sion before its three sisters. If the sum of the areas of

a number of specimens in which there are four nuclei of

equal size (Fig. 2) is divided by the total number of

nuclei, a fairly accurate idea may be ol)tained of the

amount of cytoplasm associated with each nucleus. Ac-

cording to the nucleo-cytoplasmic relation theory^ an

increase in the amount of cytoplasm as compared with

the amount of nuclear material furnishes the stimulus

which initiates nuclear division. A comparison between

specimens with four equal nuclei, and specimens with

four nuclei one of which is undergoing division, should

reveal approximately the increase of cytoplasmic sub-

stance necessary to inaugurate nuclear division. A num-

ber of cases of this sort were available in our material

and were studied with the following results.

Table II shows the relations between area, and number,

volume and surface of the nuclei in the 207 specimens that

could be used for this purpose. The measurements were

made of camera-lucida drawings at a magnification of

650 diameters. Beginning with the group of 15 at the

top of the table w^e can make the following comparisons.

1. Fifteen specimens, each with 4 equal nuclei (Fig.

2), have an average area per nucleus of 176.1 sq. mm. ; 10

specimens, each with 3 equal nuclei and a fourth nucleus

in division (Fig. 3), have an average area per nucleus of

185.0 sq. mm. The specimens in which division lias been

initiated hav<- .-ni nv.-rauv -Arm p.>r nucleus S.!)
...i. mm.

greater tlinii lliosc with ciju.-il niiinbci- u\' nuclei. iKuie

of which arc in .livlsi.ui. Wr li;iv,. u.d ilic ;nvn thi-ou-h-
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out our work as a measure of cytoplasmic mass, hence it

appears from the results of our measurements that an

increase in mass per nucleus represented by an increase

in area within the limits of 8.9 sq. mm. is the stimulus

that initiates nuclear division. The exact mass of cyto-

plasm represented by this increase in area of 8.9 sq. mm.
might easily be obtained under more favorable cir-

cumstances.

2. When we compare the measurements of the 10 speci-

mens with 4 nuclei, one of which is dividing (Fig. 3) with

13 specimens of the stage immediately following, with 3

large nuclei and two that have just reorganized after

division (Fig. 4), we find that although the latter average

111.6 sq. mm. larger per specimen the average area per

nucleus is 14.7 sq. mm. less. Thus there has been an
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sized nuclei is less than that of specimens with 4 full-

sized nuclei, i.e., 176.1 sq. mm.
4. A further increase in the average size of the speci-

mens occurs between the stage with 5 nuclei of equal size

(Fig. 5) and that with 6 nuclei, two of which have just

emerged from mitosis. Measurements give for the for-

mer an average area of 860.5 sq. mm. and for the latter

951.4 sq. mm. The specimens with the two small nuclei,

however, possess as before (see (2)) a lower average

area per nucleus, i.e., 158.6 sq. mm. as compared with

172.1 sq. mm. in specimens with 5 full-grown nuclei.

5. The measurements of the next stage, i.e., specimens

with 6 nuclei of equal size (Fig. 7), are more difficult to

explain, since the average area of the specimens (926.7

sq. mm.) is actuallv less than that of the younger speci-

mens (see (4)) with 4 large and 2 small nuclei, and the

average area per nucleus falls from 158.6 sq. mm. to 154.5

sq. mm. These results may be due to a thickening of the

entire animal which would increase the mass and tend

toward a decrease in area or the nucleo-cytoplasmic rela-

tion may change as the animals become older. That there

is an actual decrease in the average area per nucleus as

growth proceeds is indicated by the measurements of

later stages as given in Table III. This table shows a

decrease per nuclear area from 186 sq. mm. in specimens

with 4 nuclei to 96.8 sq. mm. in specimens with 29 nuclei.

That this decrease is gradual is indicated when averages

are made of three successive groups containing each a

larger number of specimens. Thus the 4, 5, and 6 nu-

cleated groups containing 134 specimens have an average

area per nucleus of 173.8 sq. mm., the 7, 8, and 9 nucleated

groups containing 136 specimens have an average area

per nucleus of 144.4 sq. mm., the 10, 11, and 12 nucleated

groups containing 51 specimens have an average area per

nucleus of 143.5 sq. mm., and the 13, 14, and 15 nucleated

groups containing 13 specimens have an average area

per nucleus of 128.3 sq. mm.
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6. By the time one of the nuclei of the six-nucleated

stage has been stimulated to division the average area

per nucleus increases again to 172.1 sq. mm. After this

division is completed and seven nuclei are present, two
of them small, the average area per nucleus, as was to be

expected, decreased to 141.9 sq. mm. During the period

necessary for the two small nuclei to reach their full size

(Fig. 8) the area increases again to 152.4 sq. mm. A fur-

ther increase to 168.1 sq. mm. occurs by the time sufficient

growth takes place to stimulate one of these seven nuclei

to divide, and a decrease (to 141.0 sq. mm.) again takes

place wiien this stage evolves into that with eight nuclei

(Fig. 9).

The two curves in Fig. 18 show clearly tlie increase in

area per nucleus up to tlic jxiint where one iincleiis di-

vides, then a consi)i(-uon> decren-e t'ollowinu' nuclear

division, and subseqiienl l\- an Increase durin-- the pei'iod

when tlie mwUn resultin.u from division re-ain their full
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Figure 19 illustrates the fact that the size of the entire

specimens increases during nuclear multiplication and

growth, but that the area per nucleus remains almost

constant.

7. The series of measurements of these specimens af-

fords an explanation of the reason why nuclear division

in Opalina is not s^Tichronous. According to the nucleo-

cytoplasmic relation theory, as soon as the mass of cyto-

plasm has increased to a certain point nuclear division

is initiated. The necessary increase to furnish this

stimulus in Opalina may be determined approximately

from our data by comparing measurements of specimens

in which the nuclei are all equal in size with those in

which nuclear division has been inaugurated. Such a

comparison gives the following results.
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6 (equal) 154.5 sq. mm.
6 (one in division) 172.1 sq. mm. 17.6 sq. mm.
7 (equal) 152.4 sq. mm.
7 (one in division) 168.1 sq. mm. 15.7 sq. mm.

These figures, of course, indicate only the relative in-

crease necessary to stimulate nuclear division; the actual

increase could be determined by measuring accurately the

mass of cytoplasm in each case.

crease in age and the constancy of the area per nucleus.

In looking over our camera drawings it was noticed

that usually only one nucleus was in division in any one

specimen (Figs. 3 and 6) and that in many cases two of

the nuclei in a specimen were smaller than the rest (Fig.

4), indicating that they were daughter nuclei that had

just emerged from mitosis. Of a total of 137 specimens

in which nuclei wore found in division, 109 contained one

division figiii-c, 1!) t'ontniiicd 2, S coiitniiu'd .'>, and 1 con-

tained 4. Furtlicniioro. those containin^ir more than
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one division figure were usually older than those contain-

ing one only. Thus the average nuclear number of

specimens with one dividing nucleus was 7.2, with two

dividing nuclei, 8.1, with three dividing nuclei, 9.3, and

with 4 dividing nuclei, 10. These data favor the conclu-

sion that the stimulus that initiates nuclear division acts

as a rule on only one nucleus at a time and that the divi-

sion of this nucleus restores the nucleo-cytoplasmic ratio.

When this ratio is again disturbed by an increase of the

cytoplasmic mass another nucleus is stimulated to divide.

Division of two or more nuclei synchronously may be due

to the more rapid growth, the larger specimens in which

this usually occurs, or to the greater chances of two or

more nuclei reacting to the division-stimulus when a large

number of nuclei are present in a single specimen. There

is some evidence that the nucleus that undergoes division

is the one with the greatest amount of cytoplasm sur-

rounding it, but this could not be determined definitely.

No regular distribution of the nuclei was evident. It is

interesting to note in this connection that during the em-

bryonic development of many animals nuclear division

occurs in all cells at nearly the same time. This is espe-

cially interesting in the case of certain insects, in the eggs

of which nuclear division proceeds sj'nchronously without

the intervention of cell walls until thousands of nuclei

are present in a single egg.^ An increase of cytoplasm

over nucleus may also, in these insect eggs, stimulate

nuclear division, since after each division the mass of

cytoplasm surrounding each nucleus is increased by the

addition of new material elaborated from the yolk sub-

stance in which it is situated.

8. The average total volume of the nuclei of certain

specimens, average volume per nucleus, average total

area of the surface of tlu> nuclei niid average area of the

surface per nucleus wet-e iiie.-isin-ed in cuhie niilliiiielers

and square millimeters tn.m (•;iim i;i dr.-iwi ims wliieli

*Hegner, E. W., 1914, "Stmlvs un <;. r,M C.ll-," ,/,.-/,-. 2r,: :;75-

509. Especially pp. 408-41.!.
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were magnified 650 diameters. These data are shown in

Table II. They indicate one point of considerable inter-

est and that is the fact that as the number of nuclei in-

creases their average volume and surface decrease.

Thus in specimens with 4 nuclei of equal size each nucleus

has an average volume of 53.87 cu. mm., in specimens

with 6 nuclei the average volume per nucleus decreases

to 44.14 cu. mm., and in specimens with 8 nuclei the aver-

age volume per nucleus decreases still further to 42.07

cu. mm. Similar results were obtained from measure-

ments of the surface of the nuclei, but the decrease is not

so great since the volume decreases as the cube whereas

the surface decreases only as the square. As the table

(II) shows the average surface per nucleus in sq. mm.
decreased from 65.33 sq. mm. in specimens with 4 nuclei,

to 58.81 sq. mm. in specimens with 6 nuclei, and 57.37

sq. mm. in specimens with 8 nuclei. This decrease in vol-

ume and surface may account for the fact noted ])re-

viously (in (5)), that the area per nuclnis (h-civns.'s in

specimens with nuclei all equal in size as t!ic mimlM r of
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nuclei becomes greater with advancing age. Since the

volume of the nuclei is less in these older specimens the

amount of cytoplasm associated in normal nucleo-

cytoplasmic relations with them is less and the area of

the specimens per nucleus decreases accordingly.

The curves in Fig. 20 bring out clearly the relation be-

tween area and volume and surface of the nuclei during

the growth period. The average area per nucleus de-

creases as the number of nuclei increases, but at the same
time there is a corresponding decrease in both volume

and surface of the nuclei, thus maintaining approximately

the initial relation between nucleus and cytoplasm.

Summary

(a) A high correlation exists between nuclear number
and cytoplasmic mass (as indicated by area) during the

growth of Opalina sp. The coefficient of correlation in

one lot of 341 specimens was .755 ± .016 and in another

lot of 144 specimens was .874 ± .015.

(b) By comparing the area of various stages with the

number, size, state of division, volume and surface of the

nuclei the following conclusions were reached. (1) Nu-
clear division is stimulated by an increase of cytoplasm

that may be determined approximately. (2) As the

organisms increase in age the nuclei decrease in volume

and surface ; this is accompanied by a corresponding de-

crease in the area per nucleus, indicating that the nuclec-

cytoplasmic relation is maintained. (3) Nuclear division

is not s\Tichronous because one nucleus is usually stimu-

lated to divide before the others, and this division is suffi-

cient for the time to reestablish the normal relation be-

tween nuclei and cytoplasm.



AMERICAN FOLLICULINAS: TAXONOMIC
NOTES

The ciliated infusorian Folllculina, the bottle ani-

malcule," was first recorded by 0. F. Muller in 1781 and

was by him described amongst 75 Vorticellas as one liv-

ing in an ampulla or bottle. The name FolUculina was

suggested by Lamarck in 1816, yet he, having no personal

observations of the creature, placed it among.the rotifers.

However, the true affinities of the bottle makers with the

stentors became evident to Claparede in 1858, though

members of the group have been referred by others to

such genera as Cothurnia, Ascohius and Vaginicola from

insufficient knowledge of the animal within the bottle.

Two observers emphasized the nature of the bottle maker

rather than the bottle itself in seeking to establish for it

the generic names Freia and Lagotia; the former given

it by Claparede as having the forme gracieuse et ele-

gante d'une Freia," and the latter by Wright, in the

same year, from the long lobes of the animal that resem-

ble the ears of a hare.

The only careful studies of the animal have been made
by Stein in 1867 and by Mobius in 1887. The latter was

inclined to regard all the then known species as local

varieties of the original Vorticella ampulla 0. F. Miiller.

But recently Carl Dons in Nor\vay has made very minute

study of the bottles as found in many localities and has

come to the conclusion that these alone may be used as

sufficient basis for establishing species, even without the

animal, which, to be sure, is rarely preserved in museum
material. He would recognize some ten species, most of

which he finds in Norway, but many of which are wide-

spread ovci- iho w(^rl(l.

These tm species he proposes to di-ti-ilnite amongst
four new gciuTn as follows: The orii^-inal forms of Muller
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with simple bottles of very wide diameter and short plain

neck with no lips retain the name Folliculina. The type

species F. ampulla being found in Norway, Denmark, at

Kiel and in the Adriatic, while a peculiar species F.

paguri from the west French coast was described by

Giard in 1880 as Pehrilla paguri.

Forms with more elongated bottles and w^ith longer

necks, often marked with a spiral ridge, as well as pro-

vided with a collar or lip to the mouth of the bottle, he

calls Semifolliculina. The best described is his S. gi-

gantea from Norway, as well as the South Polar Sea,

while 8. hoechi is the name chosen for an old and widely

distributed form occurring in Norway, Denmark, the

Adriatic, North America, Formosa, as well as both North

and South Polar Seas. S. similis is an aberrant form
from the South Seas and S. spirorhis is the smallest

form, with very narrow neck, found both in Norway and

upon material from North America, East coast.

Long, straight bottles with the bottom thickened as a

falsification of the actual content as judged from the out-

side are placed in the new genus Pseudofolliculina, repre-

sented by the large P. mellita from the South Polar Seas

and by the similar species P. arctica from the north of

Norway. The remaining bottle animals have been de-

scribed as having some sort of a valve or set of mem-
branes in the neck of the bottle, and these Dons includes

in the genus Parafolliculina. P. amphora he has de-

scribed minutely from Norway and from Iceland, and

P. violacea is a well-known form from west France, the

Adriatic, west Australia, as well as Norway.

All these bottles are minute, less than a millimeter

long, and though made of a chitin-like material that ad-

mits of long preservation in museum jars, they have gen-

erally been overlooked, though so common in many parts

of the world from the surface down to considerable

depths attached to solid objects, such as shells, stones

and plants, either singly or in large aggregates or settle-

ments. Moreover, certain species have been described
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in England, France and Switzerland as occurring in en-

tirely fresh waters. The above review of the known
species and their distribution does not do justice to Stret-

hill "Wright's careful description of the animals that

make the cases or bottles on the British coasts where he

found species not entirely synonymous with the above-

cited ten.

The first record of the occurrence of any of these bottle

animalcules along the American coasts seems to have

been that of Leidy, who, in July, 1859, at Newport, Rhode
Island, found attached to Anomia-serpula on dead clam

shells dredged by Mr. Powel a singular and beautiful

animal " in a vase-like tube and with the same general

structural appearance as that of the stentors.

He recognized its resemblance to Chcetospira mueleri

Lachman and its alliance with the stentors and suggested

the name Freyia Americana for it. Later, according to

Ryder, Leidy considered his species to be the same as the

European Folliculina ampulla. It was not till 1880 that

the bottle animalcule was again observed in American

waters, and then Ryder on the western shore of the Ches-

apeake Bay, probably at St. Jerome, St. Mary's County,

found a different form of bottle and animal which he

identified w^ith the Freia producta of Strethill Wright.

The occurrence of this form of bottle animalcule in

other parts of the estuaries of the Chesapeake w^as

pointed out in 1914, 1915 by Andrews under the name
Folliculina, but without determination of the species de-

scribed. Meantime it was known to workers at Woods
Hole, Mass., that Folliculina occurred there also, though

no published accounts appeared. Dons has recently

mentioned the observation of a Folliculina upon material

from the east coast of America and refers another species

to this coast, probably from the above account of Leidy.

We know merelv that the animal has been found at

Woods \UW aiKl Xew})ort and fnun wattTs .>!' tl,r Clu'sa-

pcakr. Con^i.hM-inu- that tlir animal is so v.-rv widely
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regions, as well as the Adriatic, it is probably common
along many American coasts where as yet overlooked.

In seeking to refer the different forms of the bottle

animalcule found thus far in American waters to known
or new species we are confronted with ignorance of the

anatomy and the life history of the animals and thrown

back chiefly upon the secreted bottle or case, since it is

this alone that is commonly preserved, and since this also

presents preserved characters of form and proportions.

In the life history as known there has been no restric-

tion of the possibilities of form and size change possible

to a single individual. We know that there are free-

swimming forms as seen by Claparede and more fully

studied by Wright and confirmed by Andrews and by
Penard.

In some cases these swarmers arise from fission of the

parent as Mobius found to be true, but in many instances

the free-swimmers that swarm out are only the old forms

transformed into simpler larval shapes that have later

to make new bottles and then become again complex in

structure. In the former case the result of fission is one

free-swimmer of small size and one remnant individual

left to complete its perfect organization in the old bottle.

There are thus large and half-sized forms : both perfect

sedentary individuals and imperfect swimming larvae.

Moreover, we find that not only may each individual

greatly change its shape from muscular contraction, but

may change both shape and bulk under conditions other

than the optimum of good feeding environments. Noth-

ing is known of any conjugation and any influence this

may have upon form and size.

While it is easy to assume that all the known forms of

bottles may prove to be the products of but one and the

same species widespread all through the various oceans

of the world, evidence for this is lacking, and not having

sufficient anatomical basis for classification, we must as

a practical expedient adopt the plan of Carl Dons and
determine the species by the form and size of the hot-
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ties—ceding the point that these species may well have
but a very temporary and artificial value.

That the species determined from characters of the

temporary dwellings of the animal may, however, prove

to be real species is indicated by the following consid-

erations.

The bottle or case is a secretion from the surface of

the animal, and, as seen by Wright in 1861, the bottom

part, or sac, as we call it, is made first, and then the neck

or tube added, and finally the lip at the mouth of the

bottle. In making the sac the animal flattens its body
and assumes the size and the form that the sac will have

when it is poured out and hardened all round about the

body in this shape, leaving only the blunt anterior end of

the body free from secretion, so that the hardened sac

comes to have a hole in the anterior end and is a bilater-

ally symmetrical product duplicating the form and pro-

portions of the animal as if the latter had been cast in

the sac as in a mold. The form of the sac is the form of

the animal at that period of its life cycle. Subsequently

the size, length, spiral ornamentation, if any, and the per-

fection of the funnel or lip of the tube are all representa-

tions of the habit of the animal in the consecutive phases

of the manufacture of the tube. The angle that the neck

of the bottle, or tube, makes with the body of the bottle,

or sac, is fixed by the degree to wiiich the animal con-

tracts its anterior part to rear it up away from the sur-

face of attachment and general plane of the sac; the

diameter of the tube is that of the head end of the animal

;

its circular section is that of the head end; its length is

that of the gradual elongation of the entire animal which

carries the head end gradually ever farther away from

the foot end till the maximum length is attained; the

spiral character of the tube, when present, is determined

by the rotation of the head end and by the localized and

radially differentiated selecting soerotlons ;ni(l ('oiit Tac-

tions of parts of the head end; ilw final lip of \\u- tul)(> is

added by special change of shape of tin- head vud which
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assumes a mushroom form and secretes from its under

surface. At any one period of making of tube the tube

expresses the resultant of the two components, contrac-

tion and secretion by the body at that moment.

While the entire animal never has the shape of the

tube, yet each part of the tube exactly fits the head end

of the animal as it progresses away from the foot in co-

ordination with the elongation of the whole animal. The
completed structure represents a solidification of the

form rhythms of the animal as does the shell of a gas-

teropod or the successive exoskeletons of a lobster or the

hard envelope of a rhizopod, and differs from most of

these chiefly in that the animal only temporarily assumes

the forms expressed by the dwelling, and later lives freely

movable in the dwelling and capable of leaving it by
simply detaching the foot-end from the bottom of the sac.

How precisely the bottle represents the animal was
seen in one instance when camera drawings of two suc-

cessive bottles made by the same animal exactly coin-

cided. If, then, the different shapes and sizes of bottles

do not mean different species, it is because the different

activities and forms of these animals are not specific, but

only varietal or individual differences, or differences due

to changing conditions, such as food, or to different suc-

cessive internal states connected with internal rhythms.

In ignorance of the possible changes of form any animal

may go through, we may, for practical purposes, follow

Carl Dons in describing the bottles as expressions of

forms that mai/ be specific in value.

Of the anatomical characters in Folliculina that may
be made use of in classification, the nucleus has been em-

phasized by Dons, who would regard a moniliform nu-

cleus as the attribute of one group of folliculinas as rep-

resented by Mueller's original species, while all others

have a siii-lc lobcd ^\m])\v imclciis. l^ut this is of no
avail, t'oi- in tht' i\vs\ place, the folliculina thoroughly

stu(li.'<l l)y .\ir.l)iiLs had inonilir.)iTii nucleus but its dwell-

ing can not at all be confounded with that of Mueller's
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Folliculina, and Ryder expressly mentions the long-

beaded nucleus in the form Freia producta, which is most

remote from Mueller's simple form; and, in the second

place, I find that the commoner Chesapeake Folliculina

has a moniliform nucleus and is by no means close to the

Folliculina of Mueller.

Thus the moniliform nucleus is not restricted to ani-

mals in sacs of the Mueller type. Moreover, observa-

tion shows me that in the commoner Chesapeake Follicu-

lina the nucleus may pass from the moniliform shape to

more and more simple shapes, resembling the elliptical

nucleus of so many other species ; that is, just as was to

be expected from the findings of Johnson in Stentor, the

form of the nucleus is not constant, but a very long monili-

form nucleus may fuse into a short elliptical shape. The

same change was observed by Sahrlage.

Whether the nucleus is condensed or nodulated can

then be but a poor basis for classification of the Folli-

culinas.

Till recently no micronuclei have been described in

Folliculinas, though knowm in Stentor, and Carl Dons has

used this as basis for separating the Folliculinas from

the Stentor family; however, in two forms of Chesapeake

Folliculinas I find minute darkly staining bodies associ-

ated with the macronucleus which may well be micro-

nuclei, though their function has not been observed.

The only other anatomical character available seems to

be the form of the anterior part of the body which is in

some Folliculinas a funnel, and in others a funnel with.

two sides, more produced so that they may even form

long arms likened by Eyder to obstetrical forceps, and

again, in another species, by Wright, to the long ears of

a hare.

But here again I find that an animal may have in its

excccdiiiu-ly loiii:' ;ii-ins. wliicli in i-<'1 ractt'd states during

adxci'sc conditions nin\- bf \ ('r\' -ivntlv" rr( hicod and mod-
itit'd in I'onn and propor! ions, and ihvvv are also transi-
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tion stages constantly found in which the arms are either

being regenerated, or " redifferentiated," or reduced, to

vanishing point.

It is precisely the great development of the edges of

the funnel that makes the folliculina an advance upon the

simpler state found in the stentors, so that the more
simple folliculinas are those with a peristome readily

referable to the stentor state, while the very highly dif-

ferentiated folliculinas with extremely long ligulate lobes

right and left from the edge of the funnel are the most

remote from the stentors.

While in classification the relative amount of develop-

ment of these lobes is evidently of great importance, it

will require observation of many living specimens, as a

rule, to determine whether a given specimen has short

lobes from its present stage of development in the indi-

vidual life cycle or from its permanent place in the stage

of evolution from the stentor-like ancestor. On the other

hand, the presence of long ligulate lobes will at once de-

termine a high stage of individual and phyletic advance

and place the specimen in the highest group of anatomical

development.

But until the possibilities of change of form in each

individual are known, and in the probable possession of

only poorly preserved specimens, the practical expedient

will be to adopt much of the procedure of Dons in mak-

ing use of the forms of the dwellings in the description

of what may for the present be regarded as species within

the group of Folliculinas.

Relying, then, largely upon the bottles as indicative of

specific differences, in the American Folliculinas, so far

known, we may tentatively adopt the general subdivisions

of Carl Dons, retaining the genus FoUiculina for the

small, very wide sacs with short simple tubes.

No form of this restricted genus has thus far been re-

ported from the American coasts. Whether such forms
are anything more than starved, depauperate or imper-

fectly developed Folliculinas may well be doubted.
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The genus Semifolliculina he has invented for bottles

of narrower form with longer necks, often spirally orna-

mented and provided with a collar or lip. He says that

one of the most widely distributed, Semifolliculina hoccJxi,

occurs in North America, and probably he had in mind
the specimens described by Leidy as Freia americaua as

above related. However, the description given l)y Leidy

speaks of the "convolvulus-like mouth" of llic tube

which is plainly shown in an unpublished skt'tcli ( l-'i^-.

414, Vol. V, of Leidy's MS. drawings) made by Leidy,

which, with his notes, were kindly copied for mo by Pro-

fessor J. Percy Moore, who succeeded in finding it among
unpublished material left by Leidy. This sketch also

shows not only transverse lines on the tube, but longitudi-

nal lines that may be compared to those of Dons's Semi-

folliculina gigantea (though Leidy may have dra\\Ti some

of the lines to bring out curvature). At all events the

very wide lip of the tube recalls the lip of S. gigantea.

The size of the animal stated in Leidy's published notice

is almost a fifth of a line. In his manuscript certain

measurements would on this basis mean that: length of

animal is 41b /' ex])aii(le(l Init L'!)S contracted; length of

entire bottle 41 (1 /- : width (if animal Ibb but at narrow

neck below terminal funnel S,",; width of expanded funnel

and lobes, that separate " like a labiate flower," is 139

From the sketch the evident nucleus is a rounded mass

that might be 40 in diameter.

Dons has given measurements of various parts of bot-

tles of Semifolliculina boecJci in contrast with those of

S. gigantea from which it appears that the animal seen

by Leidy was ratlier larger than the tubes of S. hncchi;

thus tlie eoni1)iiHMl lenuHis of sac and tubt^ in S. bopcki

are L'Co 410 nnd foi' N. a'>aa,<fra aiv lT)!) inoi); the width

of sae. KC) b'!.") in the former ami ^'M) :W i„ latter.

Leidy's animal was apparently Kifi wide and it> bottle

416 iong. Thus both width of li])s of tube ami dinn'n-

sions as far as knowTi tend to place Leidy's animal in

S. gigantea rather than in S. hoecVi. However, the tig-
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ure and the description of " vase-like tube " emphasizes

the short neck of the bottle and makes the reference to

S. gigantea doubtful.

A second Semifolliculina is known on the statement of

Dons to have been found in material from the eastern

coast of America, and this is his S. planorhis, character-

ized by very narrow tube and wide sac. This is sug-

gestive of some of the apparently depauperate or dwarf

forms occasionally met with in the Chesapeake and may
prove to be but a transitory condition due to conditions

of food or other factors and not a permanent form.

The folliculina found at Woods Hole, Mass., has not

been described. In 1914 Dr. Elmer J. Lund observed

these Folliculinas on stems of Campanularia, Euden-
drium and Biigula from the wharf of the Bureau of Fish-

eries and in letters to me sketched the sac and tube with

expanded lips and absence of spiral. Apparently the

form and proportions are much as in the sketch of Leidy,

but with longer tube. Professor Lund observed the free-

swimming forms several times during the summer in

various cultures and saw the formation of new bottles

in June.

Some preparations of Obelia mounted many years

since, probably at Woods Hole, Mass., about 1888, and
very likely by Professor Brooks, have yielded me several

specimens of Folliculina that are evidently the same
forms as those seen by Lund and probably the same as

those of Leidy. The animals are exceptionally well pre-

served, in dwellings that give the following measure-

1. One sac attached its whole length to Obelia is 175 /x

long and 50 fi deep, while the tube arising from it nearly

at right angles is only 50 /x above the top of the sac, is

37 fi wide and flares out at the lip to a width of 62 fi. The
animal drawn into its sac is 162 long and 35 mm. in

mcatcst diameter, with spheroidal macronucleus 15 m- in

(linim tci-. The ligulate lobes are 75 /* long and 12 wide
mu\ plainly show the characteristic adoral zone proceed-
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ing from the vestibular spiral out to the tip of the left

arm, thence back to the dorsal curve, out to tip of right

arm, and then along some distance dorsal to the ventral

edge of the right arm, to end abruptly at entrance to

funnel.

2. Another specimen seen from above has 250 length

of tube and sac combined (100 tube, 150 sac), width of

sac 75 fi, width of tube 40 width of flared lips 75 m.

The macronucleus is 20 by 15 and the oral lobes the

same size as in preceding specimen; length of animal

250 /t, greatest width about 60 since it was but partly

contracted.

3. A third empty case has sac 125 along shorter dor-

sal side and tube 125 long. Depth of sac 65 and tube

width 37, width of flaring lips 50 The axis of the tube

rises about 135 degrees away from the axis of sac.

4. Another empty sac has the same length, but depth

of only 40 fi, and the tube was but just begun or else

broken otf, with diameter of about 35 /x.

5. Another specimen has sac 150 long with great width

of 80 /X, short tube 88 long and 40 wich- witli lips (i7; it

was seated in the branching aii.uie of the hydroid and

faced toward base of hydroid.

The contained animal was imicli cont i nctcd into sac,

150 by 60, with nucleus eloii-atcd 15 by lM, with lobes 37

by 14 fi, and the left lobe trnuiiiat.Hl in a paiiilla i'^, by

10 ix, recalling the Freia ,^li/lifi'r of Wright that was

stated by Ryder to be probably but a variety and which

represents a temporary state as, we see it in Folliculinas

in the Chesapeake Bay.

6. The sixth specimen measured: sac 125 by 80, tube

150 by 40 with lips 55; inhabited by animal remai-kably

well expanded, having main body 16() by 4i) with nm-U'US

17 by 22 and lobes stretched out to 1)2 /- and b Mo 12 wide.

This animal contained a large diatom as food, while some

of the other> contaimMl masses .)f detritus ns if bacteria

in digestion. Within the sac next the animal are several

nucleated masses, either foreign protozoa or possibly
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fragments of disintegrated FoUiculhia arising from divi-

sion and dying.

Comparing these measurements with those given by

Dons for SemifoUiculina hopcki, we see that they are

somewhat smaller except for the length of tube; but in

the present state of ignorance of limits of species it would

])e folly to separate this from the SemifoUiculina hoecM,

which includes the so similar Larjotia viridis of Wright,

which Dons has separated from the simpler Folliculina

awpHlla of IVrueller.

Xol innkiim' ;i new species of the Woods Hole form, we
may tfiitat refer it to SemifoUiculina hoecki as ex-

liil)ite(l ill tlic evidence; moreover, the form from

the adjacent region of Newport described by Leidy,

though much like some of Dons's smaller S. gigantea, may-

he the same as S. hoecki, and we thus have probably this

one species along the New F^ngland coast, together with

the narrow-necked form Folliculina spirorhis as quoted

by Dons.

Yet along with the above six specimens is one that is

al.ernnit. Its ^ac and tul)(- in one line stand out freelv

fron, til.' h><lroi<l, ;,11neli.'a n„ly Ml the h.-ne. The lube

eiilnr.uvs where Joliiliiu' the sac and eiiveh.])es it as a

.swelling within which the edgev of tile sac end as free lip

or intnrned shelf, i)roducing the appearance of a circular

valve standing inward from the wall. This empty case

is thus much like the Folliculina telcsfo of Laachmann
liu-nred by Don. from Dnihak, page 88, Fig. 2, and

!;iter (•;.l!e,l I'nrnfoJrnHlnin riohiceahy Dons.

The (iiiiieiisioiis of tliis siiii^-U' empty case are: length,

-o'l: uiv.-.t.'^l uidlh, 'i.-^: leii-lh of tube, S2 ; width of tube

l.eii.nlh rnllar, ;;(>: width of eoMar. or lips, 4-J ; width of

^v.-Ueii t'lhe ^^\u re eiiil.rnciii- luouih of ^.-ic, ol : width of

^.•le juM lieiuu thi^ ^uellinu- of tube, 40; dinu'oii;)! uidth

..r ii.ie r proj.etini;- flai.-e that nii-ht be enUed a ^al^e,

7'. ( Mirpai-.d uiih Laachiiiaiin\ ^peeiiiiei,. l'im) iMio hv

tlie former in size and the latter in aitpearaiice and pro-
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portions, as seen in tlie above Fig. 2. This single speci-

men agrees very well in size with the six others on same

material, but differs in the narrow lips and the swollen

base of tiil)e ciiibi-ncin.ii- tlic sae, as well as in the attach-

ment of a sac l)y end only.

Knowing the normal mode of seei't'tion of sac and of

tube, one is tempted to suppose that a single exceptional

specimen like this may have arisen by some fault in at-

tachment of a swimmer followed by lack of proper

rhythm of secretion, so that sac was attached by end and

not along whole side, and that later the animal abnor-

mally started to secrete a second collar within the old

junction of sac and tube, bulging out the tube while still

soft by pressure of its persisting mushroom and making

an inner rim or shelf to represent an imperfect collar

after it had already made an insufficient one at the mouth

of the abnormally narrow tube. The whole structure

W(nild tlins lie an abnormal i)rodnet i-o-nltlng from slight

nnn>ual attitude in nttnchnu'iit. Sncli an livjiothesis for

( xplnining the tclcsto sha]..' might be ext. n. led to all the

t.'li-to f.>rnis srrn liitluTto by Lancliniann and bv Don^.

and Ihrse aiv significantly f.^w; tlins I.aarliinann foinid

but one specimen on material from Sumatra and l)on<

found 20 after much search on Eudi'iidi-inm from the

Adriatic and but about a dozen amidst \ery many /•'.

ampulla {i.e., 8. hoec¥i) from Driibak. and nom at all

from North Norway. A form occurring but I'ar. ly and

found in Sumatra, Vest Australia, X..rway and Woods
Hole, Mass., may well !)i-ove to l)e but an abnonnality

rather than a real species.

The same sus].icion of abnormality attaches to tour

tlu' above hvdroid material from Woods Hole. Appar-

(utly r.nlinlsh.Ml they are charaeteri'/ed by on-at breadth

and shortness and i)v narrow openings wher(> the tube

had not yet b..en a. hied. With l.Migth of lH' 11:1 these

sacs were !H) wide. They thus recall j)roi)ort ions of
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Mueller's Folliculina, but the form is evidently so dif-

ferent in each of the four that they may be thought of as

greatly shortened Semifolliculina hoecki in which a pre-

mature change of axis in secreting has made the sac very

deep where passing over into the tube, which is then

expressed as part of "the sac and left unfinished. The

whole is like a short club foot with swollen ankle.

For the present all the known normal material from

the coast of New England (except that referred to by

Dons as S. planorbis) may be regarded as belonging to

those forms described by the name Semifolliculina boecM

and closely akin to the original Folliculina ampulla of

most authors.

Turning now to the southern coast, the bottle animal-

cules first seen by Ryder in the Chesapeake were referred

by him to Freia producta of Strethill Wright, September

3, 1880. This animal 1,000 long extended and 100 when
contracted has a dwelling compared to a stocking with

spiral ribbon of four to twenty-four turns to the right.

Found in vast numbers on oyster shell with Bryozoa, its

occurrence agrees with that later reported up the bay by

the present author. What is evidently the same form

has been seen by me in the Severn and other parts of the

Chesapeake Bay in 1912-15 and described without specific

identification.

In Dons's classification these Chesapeake forms are

evidently Semifolliculina and might be included in the

Avidely variant S. boecM, but that the tube is so much
longer and the collar so relatively narrow.

Moreover, it has the gregarious habit described by

Wright, the free-swimmers being stuck together in a

secreted colletoderm," and may be identified as the

same as his Freia {Lagotia) producta, if we grant that in

his sketch of the animal and bottle he overemphasized the

" immensely prolonged " tube in proportion to the sac,

which he figures as relatively too short for his compari-

son to a jack boot.

If, then, we may retain the name producta as signify-
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ing a long spiral tube with narrow collar, we will separate

it from the other four species 8. gigantea, S. planorbis,

S. similis and S. hoechi recognized by Dons and may add
the characteristic feature of the animal that its nucleus

is generally moniliform and the lobes very long and ligu-

late so as to be compared to the ears of a hare in length by
Wright and from their curvature of surface to blades of

obstetrical forceps by Ryder—far removed from the fun-

nel appearance of many of the smaller and earlier forms
that had been described.

Tubes that have had second additions added to them,

described by Wright, were also sometimes observed both

by Ryder and by Andrews.

While the ordinary form of the Chesapeake is thus a

much longer tube and markedly spiral as compared to the

simple New England form, so that it may be provision-

ally regarded as specifically distinct and referred to

Semifolliculina producta, there are also other forms of

bottles occurring sparingly with the long tubes that are

more simple and short than the New England forms,

though they may have an added complexity regarded by
Dons as a sort of valve and relegating them to the genus

Parafolliculina.

Of the two species recognized by Dons the Chesapeake

form is evidently Parafolliculina amphora. Character-

ized by the wide flat sac attached along its lower face to

substratum and joined to short tube which swells out

around mouth of sac and then rapidly diminishes to end

with upward turn and narrow mouth with little or no

collar. The whole enveloped for the most part in a halo

of soft secretion and the junction of sac and tube char-

acterized in many specimens by an internal valve-like set

of membranes or modifications of the edges of the sac

where jutting into the swollen tube. The animal is sim-

ple witli single nucleus and short arms or funnel and
nearly col()rlo^;>;.

'I'lic nicasurciiu'iits given by Dons for specimens from
Norway and Iceland are: length over all 110 to 150, of
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which sac is 73, 82, 100, 112, when tube is 27, 27, 50, 37.

Width 90-120, narrowest width 40-70. Diameter of

swelling of tube 50-80, width of tube about 30-50. Diam-

eter of nucleus from 15-32.

The Chesapeake forms have a much flattened sac, some
130-140 long by 195-110 wide, but only 30 deep. The

exact point of passing to tube is various; the tube may
be regarded as 25-55 wide and swelling to 57 wide, though

it may be but 25 at actual mouth, which rarely has a col-

lar, but may have a flaring of 6 fi. The length of tube

may be 30, making the length over all 175. The tube may
turn upw^ard from attachment nearly 50 when sac is but

30 deep. The nucleus is from 15 by 17 to 15 by 27.

The halo of secretion about sac is some 7 ft or more in

thickness. Characteristic of some specimens is the valve,

so-called, relied upon by Dons as of generic value. This

appears as a dorsal and ventral flap of membrane within

the sac at its continuation as the tube and projects for-

ward. These two membranes converge to meet below

the center of the cavity, which they close off more or less

completely. They vary in number and position and often

seem to be lacking.

A description of these amphora forms of the Chesa-

peake will be published elsewhere and we will here merely

add a summary of the foregoing consideration of the

probable position of the known American folliculinas in

the tentative scheme of classification of the family.

Following Dons we may separate the Folliculinas from

the Stentors on account of the more or less marked de-

velopment of the body as lateral lobes which make a

funnel leading toward the mouth and which may be re-

garded as a specialization of the more primitive feeding

apparatus found in Stentor.

The Folliculinidfe are thus Heterotrichia with spindle-

shaped body prolonged as lateral lobes to form a funnel

leading toward the mouth and marked ability to secrete

dwellings composed of a sac-like part more or less pro-

longed as a tube which may reach great length and ex-

hibit spiral structure.
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The sac is fastened by secretion to some foreign body
and the animal lives sedentary till such times as it may
break loose from attachment of foot end to base of inside

of sac and then swim free to soon secrete another sac and
tube. In free-swimming individuals, lobes and mouth
may be absent and later reconstructed. Contractile vacu-

ole absent.

The nucleus is round, oval or moniliform. The micro-

nuclei may be many and minute. Cross division results

in halves, of which one may remain and the other escape

fi'om tlie dwelling; the size differs much in different indi-

viduals. Complete life cycle, when known, may show
that some of the apparently specific forms are but stages

in life cycle of others.

Species based so largely upon the forms of the secreted

dwellings may eventually prove to be but results of di-

verse secretional activities within one species.

Conjugation unknown; reproduction by transverse fis-

sion follows nuclear condensation and dedifferentiation

of peristome; the posterior half grows a new mouth and

peristome and soon occupies the old dwelling, while the

anterior half swims free with no month and simpli^ spiral

meml)ranelle zone, secretes a new dwclliiiir. •uid (riftVrcnt i-

ates new mouth and peristomal apparatus.

The old genus FoUiculina may be conv.-iiiciitly ,li\ i.h'd

into tentative subdivisions as suggested by Dons; hasrd

chiefly upon shape and proportion of the socrrti d casos.

These groups mav be spoken of as gciit'i'a. iianirly,

FollicuVnuu SrHiifnJJIrMliua, Fa va f nJV,nilm a and Psru<h>^

In Fn'liru^iru I.aniarrk. a^ r.-1i-\-l mI I.> Dm-,.. i1,.. ^ae

is commonly as uid.- a> Ion- Ww tuh^ ^liort and with-

out collar an. I \\wvv is uo >\nvA\ nor valv<'>.

Tho onlv .prch.> an" thr ori-lnal /•'. a„n:"Vn „t Munlh^r

and tlu' }un,„yi, which wa. Ciard's r.lnUh, pn,iun,

and se.ms to h. an al.nonnality. Th. f n-^ii-water F.

boUoui svoiu> \o hr the .anir a^ /'. nni/nilh^, and is re-

cord(>d from Kiiulan.l. Swil/.nlan.l and from France (as •

the A.srohius of llmno-ny).

Til SriHlfnirirHliua tho sac i> lonuvr and the tube may
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be very long, with a collar and more or less spiral mark-

ing, but no valves.

Some six species may be recognized. The widespread

S. boecki, being separated by Dons from, the old F. am-

pulla and bearing the specific name of Claparede's Co-

thurnia, includes the Freia ampulla and Freia aculeata

of Claparede (which are only stages of growth transfor-

mations), as well as the Lagotia viridis, L. atropurpurea

and L. hyalina of Wright. Similar but much more

evolved in specialization of tube is the S. producta of

Wright.

8. gigantea of Dons is the same as Laachmann's ant-

arctic F. ampulla and as Stein's F. ampulla.

The S. elegans of Claparede may belong here as tenta-

tive species with mouth of tube incised on one side, but

this feature may well be accidental form.

S. spirorhis of Dons is well marked by absurdly narrow

tube and is a very minute form that suggests depauper-

ization.

*S'. similis recently described by Dons from south polar

material possesses a very wide tube without spiral. The

specimen figured shows tentacular projections of lobe

such as we see in transformation stages.

Parafolliculina has a short tube which is swollen just

above a narrow connection with the sac and may present

internally membranes regarded as valves. There are

two known species. The typical species is P. ampJiora,

one of the smallest of the bottle animalcules found by

Dons to remain the year through in some localities in

Norway, while also known from Iceland and, we find, in

the Chesapeake Bay. The other species, P. violacea, has

the case attached only at the base of the sac and not along

its entire ventral face as in all above-named species. If

this feature is incident to some unusual behavior of the

free-swimming stage when about to settle down and con-

struct the sac, the two species may prove to be but one.

It was found on the French coast by Giard and is known
from south Norway, the Adriatic and West Australia.

Pseudofolliculina has no enlargement of the tube, but,
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in fact, the tube and sac grade into one another and stand

straight up from the attachment. This is by means of a

long cylinder of cementing material, bringing the base of

the animal well above the substratum. There may be a

simple membraneous valve.

Of the two species, P. mellita was taken in the Antarc-

tic in 1902-3 by Laachmann at depths of 350-385 meters

and its case has a length .6-7 mm., but this great length

is partly due to the mode of attachment of the sac by

means of a stalk of secretion. As this stalk is hollow and

filled by a tenuous prolongation of the body of the animal,

it may be that this genus also is founded upon individual

idiosyncrasies of secretional activity.

The other species, P. arctica, has been formed by Dons

to include the smaller but similar forms he found in Nor-

w^ay and finally separated from P. mellita as smaller,

with narrower stalk apparently not perforated.

As the above eleven species have been most studied in

England, Germany and Norway, it is natural that Folli-

culinas are known chiefly from those coasts; yet the

known distribution of Folliculinas has already been ex-

tended to the Antarctic, the Mediterranean, the White

Sea, as well as to the oast and west coasts of the North

Atlantic. On the east coast of the United States we seem

to have four or five species in two of Dons's subdivisions

of the old genus FoUiculina, namely : the most specialized

and best knowTi Semifolliculina producta of the shores of

the Chesapeake; the accompanying small and simpler

form Parafolliculina amphora; the less well-marked form

Semifolliculina boecki, first found at Newport, R. I., and

later at Woods Hole, Mass. ; and finally, as recorded by

Dons, from material from the North American Atlantic

coast the Semifolliculina spirorhis; and if Dons's Para-

folliculina violacea be a real species, it also is to be cred-

ited to Woods Hole.

That some or all of tlio smaller and simpler forms arise

from larger and more coinplcx loinis under changing

conditions of nutrition in llu' siu-ccssivo phases of seden-

tary and free life is a tempting working hypothesis.
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Whether these widely distributed marine protozoa

which in some cases are able to live in fresh water may
not be fonnd in all parts of the world remains to be

found out; with attention turned to their discovery, it

may be hoped that knowledge of both the life histories

and the taxonomy may soon be placed upon a firmer basis.
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SHORTER ARTICLES AND DISCUSSION

THE DUALITY OF EGG-SECRETION

There are two' properties of egg-secretion which have attracted

particular attention. One of these is the power of agglutinating

spermatozoa (Lillie^) ; the other is the power of activating the

egg (auto-parthenogenesis, Glaser^). These effects have been

studied separately, but under normal conditions both must bear,

in close affiliation, upon the events of fertilization.

We are still in the stage of hypothesis. AVe know that without

exudates fertilization does not take place. This was first demon-

strated by F. R. Lillie {loc. cit.), who removed the exudates.

These, as I found later, can be rendered ineffective without

removal, by the presence of charcoal.^ In neither case is fertiliza-

tion possible. We also know, from the investigations of Lillie,

that the agglutinating agent can be neutralized in two ways:

either by spermatozoa, or, by some derivative from the egg itself.

Inasmuch as fertilization is prevented by this derivative, Lillie

has called it " anti-fertilizin.

"

Lillie also discovered that the blood of the sea-urchin (Arhacia)

has preventative effects, but these are different from those of

''anti-fertilizin." There is in this case no interference with the

agglutination reaction
;
yet the egg remains unactivated.

Miss Woodward* and I (loc. cit.) have extended the list of

inhibitors to include such diverse things as the pigmented sub-

stances derived from testicular tissues; fatty and aqueous ex-

tracts of the eggs; and now, oleic acid and olive oil. However

I shall consider further only the inhibitors discovered by Lillie.

II

These, together with the fact tliat tlic exudates are necessary

in normal fertilization, are the foundations of the fertilizin

2 Biological Bulletin, Vol. 26, pp. .387-409.

* Journal of Experimental Zoology, Vol. 26, pp. 459-501.

368
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hypothesis. Aeeorcliiii;' to this view, efrg-seeretion contains a

tion is a symptom of the first union ; activation of the egg, a

symptom of tlie second, " Anti-fertilizin " occupies the agghiti-

nating valence and hence the normal union of sperm and fer-

tilizin is rendered impossibh'. Tlie inhibitor in the blood, on the

other hand, is elfective because it binds the second valence of the

fertilizin wliicli in consequence cannot unite with its normal

receptor in the egg. In the language of Ehrlich, fertilizin is an

amboceptor with ovophile and spermophile side-chains; and,

normal fertilization involves the formation of a chemical com-

pound which, written in linear fashion, can be thought of as

spej-m-receptor—si)ermophile side-ehain-ovophile side-chain—egg-

The keystone of tlic hypothesis is the amboceptor. It symbo-

lyzes the effects of the M>cretion on spermatozoa and the effects

on eggs; it Mnd)oli7es also the information gotten from tlie two

inhibitors—tlie one iliat pirviMits ;m'<:-l iil mat ion and fcrtilizal ion

and the otiicr wliidi [htvimiIs merely leiiilizal urn. The aiiiho-

of the symbolic and l)riim- it within the sphere of the commoner

conceptions of physics and eheiiiistr\
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tilization by oeeupyino- the spermophilo side-chain
;
yet, "anti-

fertiliziii" also prevents ant()-parthenop:enesis (Woodward).

This, we miglit suppose, would intlicate a relationship between

the two side-chains, such that removal from tlu^ reaction system

of the one also results in tlie removal of the other. This state

of afi'airs is actually realized under certain conditions. For ex-

ample. 1 have been able to isolate from charcoal materials with

atrglutinating and activating properties. However, if we infer

from these observations, a sinjrlc body, the reaction of "anti-

fertilizin" with fertilizin can hardly serve as evidence that the

latter has two side-chains.

IV

In 1918, Miss Woodward* reported experiments tliat bear in-

timately on the pi'ohhMii. I'.y s;!tu ra1 iuo' Arhuria s.nMvtion with

(Nn,),SO, ^hr sr,Mir,Ml a uhit.. flMcruh-Mt pivripihitr wliich after

She called tlii. p'n cipilatc ii--luliniii.

An initiatory ;,.^hit. akn, u,is pi'^vipitat..!. was added

to the seerelion an-l .-ift.-r nM.K.Md of tlh- M-a-^alK. tlir primary

deposit was treated with V 10 II("1. As vomi iti.' a.-id had

b<'<-n freed from BaCl,, acetone was used in ex— \,nu- dnuu

a second precipitate, heavy and flocciilent. Tins, alt' ! puri!ii-a-

tion with absolute alcohol and ether, dried as a whifr powder,

soluble in both sea-water and distilled.

This second precipitate had marked partheno<2enetic effects,

but no power to ag*rlutinate sperm. Miss Woodward called the
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A. The Ammoxium-Rauium Puhcii-itations

1. The a?^4iiti]iiji can be salted out with (XII,), SO,; tlie

agglutinin and later the lipolysin, Jlinv's wiiii the uili.r Irac-

2. Precipitation in the two cases dillVrs inasiniu-h as the eilVct-

ive concentration of the BaCL, is A'/7.5; that of the (NIIJ„SO,
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On the one-body view we must reckon with the following pos-

sibilities: (1) a rupture of the molecule; (2) the destruction or

alteration of the ovophile side-chain.

VI

Looked at conservatively, the methods of precipitation alone

do not enable us to decide the one-body-two-body issue. The

same thing may be said of the results of boiling. One conclu-

sion, however, is certainly warranted: there is a constitutional

weakness in the amboceptor so pronounced that this molecule

breaks down with the greatest ease and, under very diverse con-

ditions, always cleaves in a manner that separates the spermophile

from the ovophile side-chain. Indeed one doubts whether the

amboceptor can hold its ovophile side-chain after the agglutinat-

ing group has united with the receptors of the sperm. This, if

true, would be awkward for the theory.

VII

D. FiLTERABILITY

Lillie has shown that exudates which have passed through

Berkefeld filters no longer agglutinate spermatozoa. The agglu-

tinating material, in this case, can be recovered, as Miss Sampson

found last summer, by washing the filter-cone in sea-water. In

the original filtrate I was able to demonstrate lipolysin.

able becaus(> of "clirniical adsoi-ptioii.
"

' If this is tfiic llicn

filtration hecoincs iticrcly another mcthoil for the rhcinii-al de-

composition of the amboceptor. Yet, can aeeount in tliis

very unlikely that the fraction which can be recovered by merely

washing the filter-cone, was held chemically bound. Moreover,

on account of the metal band which holds the filter-cone in posi-

tion, a remnant of the secretion invariably fails to pass through.

Tliis reiiuiaiiT ha> a higher agglutinating value than the original

exiiihite. It srrnis sa fc to conclude that the agglutinating ma-
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body view. None of the facts explicable by the amboceptor

appear to become inexplicable when this body is analyzed into

an agglutinin and a lipolysin. As for the difficulties of constant

association, these are no greater in tliis case than the difficulties

which arise because serum albumin ami swmn pldhiilin always

occur together in the blood.

February 7, 1921
'

DESCRIPTION OF A PECULIAR YOLK MASS IX THE
OVIDUCT OF A HEN

A DESCRH'TioN of this Specimen seems desirable for two chief

reasons: Fn-st, because of its unique nature; second, because it

supplies the data with wOiich to answer the (lucstion whether

reverse movement, possibly antii)eristalsis, occurs m the forma-

tion of double eggs and similar anomalies.

The specinK^n was pn^seiited to the histological laboratorv by

Asliton Barbour, of Cliarlottcsvillc, Va.. six liours after it had

cribed it as having Itccn lakcii Irom tiic rn-j: \r,i<s. When
questioned, he was positive iliat lie had n merd a iitiniher of

developing eggs, "little xeMow halN. atfaehed to the dorsal

surface of the abdominal r:\\\\v. 11 is aiiatoimcal observations

stopped at tliis point.
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onr specimen Mas this The fust egg; v,hu]i left the ovary of

the voung hen passed down, the ovidncit normally and had albu-

men and shell laid on in the usual manner. The egg passed on

into the lower part ot" the uterus (shell gland)
,
but, due to in-

jury, congenital occlusion of the vagina, or some obstruction, the

egg could not be laid. &ii(;h interference with normal oviposition,

either congenital or acquired, stimulated a reversed movement
(probably antiperistalsis) and the normal egg was earned back

np into the oviduct and lodged there. More eggs left the ovary,

took on albumen as thev passed down the duct, but coming into

contact with the preceding egg which occluded the duct, where

broken bv pressure, and the soft yolk and albumen collected about

the obstructing egg. In this way tlic yolk mass about the egg

acquired its large dimensions.

We can thus locate very closely the exact position of the

anomalous yolk ma.ss m the oviduet of the hen. Since it con-

tained Lncrs of albumen it must have lodged below, or in the

lower part of the portion of the oviduct where albumen is laid

onto the Aolk, and since tlure vvas no shell whatever withm the

cortex of the mass, it must have lodged above the point m the

oviduct where slrell is formed. Again, antiperistalsis. or at least

reversal of normal movement, must have occurred because the in-

closed egg comprised a shell, and so must itselt have gone the

full length of the oviduct into the utenis, while at the time the

enveloping yolk mass was formed the original egg must have

been above the shell-forming level.

Iheabovf (Md(n(< .ombiiud with tlu <\idui.< of Dava-ne

fcit^d bv P.ik(i) and (uiti. ul.o 1 p n ( i I i_ M>rtsh(lled

(ggs in the bodv cavitv ot U \\\^ v ms t , pi v i, Ihmv^Iv that

snmthin.. of the natun ot iniipniMilsis m ili, (Aiduct dots

occur. The inference seems warranted with regard to our speci-

men, that if the included normal egg could have retraced its

course downi the oviduct in company with the next following egc,

instead of hxkinfr permanentlv in the preuterine portion of

ii'-liid.d t!,,^ two together, and the

liii;iry • ovmu in ovo," similar to

I'ark.'r. Patterson, Hargitt, Curtis
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THE HEREDITY OK OK'.WOl-: KM-: COi.Oi; 1\

DROSOPIIIKA .MKL.WOdAsTKIv'

There are three points ot spfi-i;il itiicrcsi m iiir h, iv inv of

orange eye color. First, the eye rnlm- i> in ipr jtrcNriic,. of

two sex-linked genes; second, tlirsf two u-fii.'s nnv >.'p;ii';n.> in

tlie female when orange is erossrd to ilic wild stock, pi-d. hiring

in F_„ in ad.lition to oi.m^r and ^\l'd Up- ni.il. ^ <i thud .^e

color called s<ihnoi, tl, nd w hui ,111 m ..n-', 1.1, d. , 1 d tM i he

parent stock, irdnrrd. only unmov and wdd lyp.- i.uil.'s Hp{)ear

in F,.

selected line of the mntaiit str.un rrdur.Ml. Klrvn nmlrx ;ip-
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TABLE IV

Pi $ Wild Type X Fi c? Reduced (from Salmox x Eeduced 2)

8,347.... 133 ! 112 60 76 72
j

4 43 1

8,348.... 124
; 119 46 57 67 40 3

8,354... .i 88
i

105
|

47 43 80 I 4 47
|

Totals^ .
I

345""
I 336 I 153 176 219 I 8 1 130 I 4

.sive and in an autosome all the females should be wild type.

Such is the case. Of the males, four should be red-eyed,

three salmon, and one orange. If the gene were dominant, the

ratios among the males should be four red, one salmon, and three

orange. The actual results are given in Table I. We tind neither

of the former ratios, but 1435 red-eyed, 800 orange, and 592

salmon. The fact that there is a linkage between the genes for

salmon modifier and reduced is further evidence that the gene

for salmon modifier is in the X chromosome.

Orange eye color, then, is due to two sex-linked genes, one of

which when alone . produces salmon ; the other called salmon

modifier, when alone produces no visible effect, but when added

to salmon produces or^inge. The discovery of such a modifying

-nil' is not new as Bridges has demonstrated seven of them which

itiiHlity cos in eye color. It does lend support, however, to the

lircsi'ncr and behavior of such genes.

These same orange reduced males when nialcd to riMlnced

frniales give a very different result from the cio^s to \hr wiM.

When cro.ssed to reduced, orange behaves as a >iii'jlc sfx-lliikcil

character (Table II). Why this difference ? Ai lii M it was our

impression that the reduced strain carried a non-crossover factor.

This was disproved, however, by mating reduced to other sex-

linked characters. The other alternative and the correct inter-

pretation wo think, is tliat the reduced strain is homozygous for
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reduced, salmon, untl saliiioii iiKidili. !-. Sufficient crosses have

been made, however, to iippi'oxiiiuitr tlicii- positions, which are as

follows: reduced, 5.24; salinuii inndilirr, 5.94; salmon. 41.;J3.

Description of Tables

Tabic I gives the results of mating the F, flies produced by
crossing an orange reduced male to a wild type female. All tlie

females are wild type. Of the F, males 850 are wild type.

585 reduced, 785 orange reduced, 586 salmon, 15 orange, and 6

salmon reduced.

Tal)le II gives the F, r.^sults of matin- a salmon male to a

Table IIT (<n and U". fi'ivt'^ U') the results of crossing an F,

reduced male (from an orange reduced male X a wild femalel

to a salmon female. The females are wild type and the males

salmon. In (&) the F^ wild type females were mated to orange

males. The orange males were used instead of the salmon to

bring out orange in the females. Orange males and females

appear. Hence the Fj reduced males must have carried the gene

for salmon modifier.

Table IV gives the F, results of crossin- a salmon male to a

reduced female. Orannv males appear. Wruro tht^ reduci^d line

must be homozygous for salmoii iiKulili. i-.

Zoological Laboratory,

AX APPARATl'S FOK M HM^ODISSECTIOX
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The advantage of this type of needle control over the sliding

motions of the Barber pipette holder lies in greater ease and

convenience of manipulation as well as in greater refinement of

needle control. The simplicity of the apparatus is such that its

manipulation requires no great degree of technical skill, and in

its construction have been avoided as far as possible all elaborate

and complicated adjustments. The screw heads turn easily

enough to be rolled under pressure of one finger each. The com-

plete apparatus for holding two needles may be made to occupy

a three-inch cube, and clamped close under the nosepiece; five

of its six screws can be operated with one hand, leaving to the

otlier, the mechanical stage ratchets and the sixth needle screw

adjacent to these. The needles may be held so close to their

points that no vibration is noticeable, especially since no moving

part is handled during manipulation. The needle points move
in arcs of circles, but since the ratio of length of arc to radius

is small, tliese are virtually straight lines, in the plane of, and

perpendicular to the plane of the focus of the objective.

A more detailed account of the working of this instrument, and
a description of various devices that may be added to facilitate

needle manipulation, will be included in a subsequent paper deal-

ing with the results of its application to the study of proto-

plasmic activity.

Geo. H. Bishop,

C. E. Tharaldsen
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THE EELATION BETWEEN BODY SIZE AND
ORGAN SIZE IN PLANTS^

DR. EDMUND W. SINNOTT

Connecticut Agricultural College

' In the animal kingdom, particularly among its more
highly specialized members where the primitive condition

of indefinite multiplication of similar organs hag given

way to a high degree of differentiation, there is neces-

sarily a close correlation between the size of a given

organ and the size of the organism of which it forms a

part. A particularly large individual will tend to have

proportionally large bodily structures, and vice versa. In

the case of the liiglior plants, however, with their multi-

plicntl.)!! .if similar or-ini-^ and tliciv notablv hnver

degivr „f ..,-ani/.ali<Mi and iii.li vidiiati.m. an intcnle-

much less obvidii-. We need only to call to mind the

general siniilarily hetwciMi leaves or fruits from small

and from hirgc tucs to realize that in these larger, woody
plants, at lea-t. there is no very striking correlation be-

tween the >i/.e of the Itody and the size of it< ])arts. In

certain herhaceon- form-, however. I'vidence has from
time to time hccn l)ron,uhl forwaid that >neh a correla-

tion doe- in faet exi>t an<l that the hiruest ])lants

(whether mea>nre(l hy <lry weight, height, nnmi.er of

stalk- or yiehl) are rhn>,. ^v!li(h bear the h'U-e-t fruits

and seed-. T\n' importane.' of snrh a eoriehi-ion on the

theory an. I praetiee o\ -rr.l s.-hrti.m i> .•videiit : an.l the'

385
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question is also of considerable theoretical significance in

that it bears directly on the perplexing problems of in-

dividuality and organization. The aim of the present

paper is to contribute to the solution of this problem by

undertaking a careful analysis and interpretation of size

relations in a series of bean plants.

HiSTOEICAL

The problem, at least in certain of its aspects, has re-

ceived attention at the hands of workers in several fields.

Students of the cereal grains, in particular, have been

interested in determining whether those plants which are

large in the sense of having tall or many stems or a high

yield are plants which produce large heads and seeds.

This question is of importance in seed selection, since

if high yield and large seed size are correlated, it will be

comparatively easy to pick out from a mixture those

seeds which have been produced by high-yielding plants.

Scattered papers on other crops than the cereals also

provide facts of interest.

Most work has been done with the small grains, par-

ticularly wheat and oats. Lyon (11) in 1906, although

not using biometrical methods, observed that in wheat

the weight of the average kernel is not correlated with

the number of kernels per head or with the number of

kernels per plant. He states that the highest yielding

plants have medium-sized spikes and medium-sized

kernels.

Waldron (20) in 1910, working with oats, reported

substantial negative correlations (—.4 to —.6 approxi-

mately) between average weight of seed per plant and

(1) number of seeds, (2) length of head, and (3) length

of culm, thus indicating that the larger the plant, the

smaller wore its seeds.

Results at variance with those of Waldron were

recorded in 1911 l)y Love (9), Roberts (14) and Myers

(12), working with wheat, and by Leighty (7), with oats.
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These authors generally agree that there is a positive,

though small, correlation, usually of about the magnitude

of .2 to A, between the size of the plant, as measured by

height or by yield, and the average weight of the seeds

it produces. Larger plants also tend rather consistently

to have larger heads.

In two extensive memoirs on oats in 1914 Love and

Leighty (10) and Leighty (8) presented an abundance

of data on this problem. In the former paper the authors

find positive and fairly large correlations between the

size of the plant, as measured by yield, and the size of

each head, as measured by its individual yield or by the

number of spikelets or number of kernels which it pro-

duces. The average weight of kernel per plant is not

very consistently correlated with any character repre-

sentative of plant size, however, although most of the

correlation coefficients are positive and many are, in cer-

tain seasons, significantly large. In the second paper

the author, working with another variety, finds consist-

ent, positive and significant correlations between plant

height and average weight of kernels. He points out

that the degree of correlation in all characters studied

increases considerably as the plants are reduced in size

through crowding.

Arny and Garber (1) in 1918 found that, in wheat,

plant height and plant yield are positively correlated

with spike length; and that average kernel weight is

positively and consistently correlated with yield (total

kernel weight) and with number of kernels. The authors

mention unpublished work of Atkinson and Hutchinson

who found substantially the same results.

With corn, the reports are somewhat conflicting.

Ewing (2) found a positive but small correlation between

yield and leaf length and breadth. Hutcheson and Wolfe

(6) found a sii^nificant correlation between yield and both

length and riiciinifoi onco of ear. Olson, Bull and Hayes
(13) and otlici-s, liowov^-, find no significant correlation

between yield and any other character studied.
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With apples, Shaw (15, 16, 18) and Stewart (19) have

pointed out that there is little relation between the yield

of fruit on a tree and the average size of the fruit except

in very heavy yields, when fruit size decreases. Small,

young trees may have slightly larger fruits than large,

old trees. Many investigators maintain, however, that

under most conditions thinning will increase the size of

the fruit and thus imply that there is usually a negative

correlation between yield and fruit size.

In tobacco, Hayes (5) found that there is probably no

significant correlation between number of leaves and

average leaf area.

In beans, Harris (3, 4) found a small positive correla-

tion between number of pods per plant and (1) number

of ovules per pod and (2) average weight of seed per

plant, the higher yielding plants thus having somewhat

larger pods and somewhat heavier seeds.

In peas, Shaw (17) found that a positive but small cor-

relation exists between length of vine and average weight

of seed produced, and that this correlation is much
greater in small plants than in large ones.

The total evidence is therefore conflicting. A majority

of the workers report positive correlations between plant

size and the size of the various organs produced. These

correlations, however, even when significant, are in most
cases so small, and there are so many instances where the

coefficients are clearly not significant or are even nega-

tive, that no general conclusion, supported by the whole

body of evidence, can well be drawn.

Materials and Methods

The present paper is the result of a study of a group of

562 bean plants grown during the summer of 1918 as a

part of a larger investigation. The beans were Red Kid-
neys, nnd jilllioimli thoy wcro not Tnoiiibers of a pure line,

they \v<'i'(' similar in r.ll cliaractcrs studied as to in-

dicate tliat no wide genetic differences existed among
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them. Seeds of uniform size were selected and were

planted June first. The soil of the plot varied decidedly

in fertility, with the result that some of the plants grew
luxuriantly, many of them reaching a total dry weight of

150 grams, whereas others were much dwarfed, reaching

only 4 or 5 grams at maturity. The bulk of the popula-

tion were intermediate in size.

Over two hundred of the plants were harvested from
time to time during the summer, representatives of all

stages from the young seedling to the appearance of

flowers being obtained. The rest, 344 in number, grew to

maturity and were harvested then. The number of

leaves,- pods and seeds were counted and dry weight de-

terminations made of the total bulk of the leaves, of the

stem system and of the yield of fruit, separate determi-

nations being recorded for total pods (without seeds)

and total seeds. From tliese data, the drv wei-ht of the

entire i.laut. of thr vcuvtativr shoot and of tli.- ivi>n)-

duetixv .tiMietuivs cmld rasilv hr dctrrniin..,!. as wril as

the avei-auv wri-lit of Iraf. p.Ml and sred for racli plant.

Correlations were thm nia.lc hrlwoni tlio awrage
wri-ht of each of these or-ans. re.-~].eet iwly, and the >ize

of the ])lant. The latter was reprex-nti'd either by the

weight of the shoot (stem i)lus leaves), the weight of the

fruit (yield), the number of leaves, the number of pods
or the number of seeds.

Results

The coefficients of correlation thus determined are set

forth in Table I. Eight of these involve the 344 mature
plants studied and one (the first) involves the 218 im-

mature plants. Three of the correlation tables on which

these constants are ])asod—those showing the relation

between shoot weight and (1) average leaf weight, (2)

average pod weight and (3) average seed weight in ma-
ture plants—are also presented in Tables II, III and IV.

It will be noted that in every ease there is a positive

2 Very small leaves, less than one third the average size for the plant,
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TABLE I

Number of leaves: Average dry weight of leaf

Dry weight of shoot: Average dry weight of pod
Total weight of fruit: Average dry weight of pod.
Number of oods: Averasre drv weisrht of cods

.r= + .891 ± .009

".r=+ .607 ± .023

.r= + .301±.033

!r= + !219 ± .035

!r==+ [390 ± !031

correlation between the average weight of the organ

studied and the size of the entire plant, however meas-

ured. This correlation is in most cases rather small in

amount, but in every instance but one the coefficient is

more than six times as large as its probable error and

may therefore be regarded as significant. The coefficients

are least in the case of the seed, somewhat higher for

the pod and of considerable magnitude for the leaf, being

particularly high in the case of the immature plants.

From these figures, therefore, it might reasonably be

inferred that there is a significant relation, though a

small one, between organ size and size of plant in beans,

TABLE II
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TABLE III

(For plants below 16 grams m shoot weight, r + .591 ± .043 ; for

the larger plants producing larger leaves, pods and seeds

and vice versa. This conclusion agrees with that of most
previous workers.

A more intensive stud\^ of the correlation tables, how-

ever, reveals certain facts which do not harmonize with

this conclusion, and which suggest that the whole problem
is somewhat too complicated to be solved merely by de-

termining such a series of correlation coefficients as

appear in Table I. A study of the curves connecting the

means for organ size in the correlation tables from which

these constants have been derived shows that regression

is far from linear and that the character of the curve is

essentially the same in every case. The eight curves for

the means of organ size on body size in the mature plants

are shown in Fig. 1. In every case it is clear that as we
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progress from the smaller plants to the larger ones there

is up to a certain point a marked increase in the average

organ size for the plant; hnt that beyond this point the

size has essentially ii(» crfcct on the .-iNcrau'c size ot leaf,

pod or seed.

TABLE IV

I 2G 30 34 38 42 46 50 54 58 62 66 70 74 78 82 86 90 94

There is thus evidently a much higher correlation be-

tween l)ody size and organ size in small phmts than in

1-nig

hition< involving the

d into two parts, one

p the hirge ones, the

lately the point where
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the curve of means stops ascending and begins to flatten

out. This point is marked by a vertical line on each of

the curves in Fig. 1 and in the same way in Tables II, III

and ly. The coefficient of correlation was now deter-

mined both for the group below this point and for the

group above it—for the small plants and for the large

ones. The constants thus derived are shown in Table V.

A study of these figures makes it clear that in the smaller

plants there is a decided correlation between body size

and organ size (always exceeding ten times its probable

error), but in the larger plants practically none at all.^

This emphasizes the conclusion drawn from the character

of the curve of means, namely, that np to a certain point

increased body size is followed by increased size of organs

produced, but that beyond this point there is no relation

between the two.

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I -I

Shoot 5,ze

It is of interest to note that in the case of the immature

plants the curve of means for leaf size rises steadily as

sit will be noted that very similar results were obtained by Shaw (17)

in correlating seed size with vine length in peas.
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plant size increases (Fig. 2), showing no sign of the

flattening characteristic of the mature plants.

What reason may we assign in the case of the mature

plants for this radical difference between large individ-

uals and small ones? And why, in immature plants,

should no such difference exist! The suggestion at once

comes to mind that there may really be no relation be-

tween body size and organ size in any case, but that

organ size may be determined, instead, by the size of the

particular axial growing point from which the organ has

TABLE V

BELOW THE Vertical Line in Fig. 1)

;

ABOVE THE VERTICAL LiNE IN FiG. 1).

devek)])ed. It is a matter of common observation that in

most lierbaceous phmts the diameter of the newly formed

stem internodes (and therefore presumably the diameter

of the terminal growing point which dves rise to the

primary tissues of the stem) i> cdniparativoly small in

the seedling, but increases slowly as the plant grows
larger until a presumably optiiinmi diameter is attained

wliicli i>; rarely exceeded except in the case of very rank

and luxuriant shoots. Furtlier ixrowtli of the plant as

a whole results in an increase in the length and number

Stern dianictcr is of course not uniform, many lateral
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branches and even the main ones under unfavorable con-

ditions, or as vegetative growtli slackens, l)eiiig comj^ara-

tively small; and we know that organ size also varies

considerably in the individual. The point to be empha-

sized here is that there tends to be a maximum for the

primary diameter of the stem which is attained while the

plant is still fairly small, and which thereafter is nor-

mally not exceeded, no matter how great the total size of

the plant body may eventually become. The same rule

applies of course to woody plants, the twigs of a large

tree being no thicker, other things being equal, than those

of a small tree, although both are usually thicker than

the early axis of the seedling.

Now if the organs (leaves and fruits) (l(>vohii)ed by

the primary meristem owe the size wliich they finally

attain to the size of the growing point i'vinu which they

arise; or if, to put it another way, all tho -tnictures

developed at a given growing ])()iTit- the stein axis and

the lateral organs—are correlated witli one aiiothfr in

size, then the bionietrical results which \vr lia\c set forth

in onr bean i>lants are readily ex]»licable. The compara-

tively Muall plants are, en this Mippo^ition, the ones

which <lid not attain at maturity .Miflicient size to have

arrived at the niaximnin >teni ( u'r(»\\ inu- point) diameter;

and the snialler the plant-, the sinaller is tlieii" stem diam-

etei-, down to depanpei-ate imlixidnal- whose mature
])riniai'\- axes ate no -toutei- than those of the seedling.

In these sinallei- plant>, therefore, the significant cor-

relation which we observed would naturally be expected

between organ -ize (<lepcudent on growing point size)

and body >i/.e (delinitely related to growing ])oint size).

In the case of the larger ])lants, however (those above

the j.oint at wliich the <-ui've of means Hattened out),

where the maxininm stem .liametei- or growing imint size

has ahvady bc^n attaine.l and wh.T.', the,.. fore, there is

no relation between bodv .W.r and -rowin- point Hze. it is

only natural that there >honld be (a- ue ..bMM'v.Ml) no

correlation at all. I''ui-t lietanore, in the <;-roup of imma-
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ture plants studied, wliicli included everything from seed-

lings to plants eoming into flower, there is naturally a

very close relation bi'twcen body size and growing i)oint

size, since these indi\-i<lii;ils all hclonu- to tiiat ])()ili()ti of

the plant's life liistorx- wiiciv ils i)i'iiii;ir\- yrowitm' points

are progressively iiu-rcn-iim' in (llanH'tcr. the niaximuni

being attained in hcan- '\u>\ hd'oi-c the blooming period.

It would b(> onl\ iiatiirnl that in this group of plants in

which both body size and urowing i)oint size are pro-

gressively i-ising. tlicri^ should be a high correlation be-

This liy
I

lot he-Is of a direct relation between the size

of an origan and the size of the growing point from

wliicli it arose will evidently explain the facts which we
have ol)served in the case of our bean plants. Tlie

problem now remains to discover a means whereby we
may determine more directly the soundness of the hy-

pothesis. The size of an organ can be measured fairly

accurately either by weighing it or l)y determining rts

dimensions and com])uting its volume. To get a moas-

ureniriit which shall represent at all ade(|uately the size
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ing point size are definitely related to one another or

not. The organ most readily studied and most clearly

significant in such a problem is of course the leaf.

The bean plant is evidently not well suited for such a

study, since its pith is rather irregular in outline and not

sharply delimited. The twigs and leaves of the rock

'

maple {Acer sacchanim), however, on which the writer

is carrying on some other work, have proven very satis-

factory for an investigation of this kind. The pith in

this species is approximately circular in cross section

and is sharply delimited, and the leaves are of uniform

and fairly considerable thickness.

A series of twigs collected during the summer from a

single tree were studied. The area of the blade was de-

termined by tracing its outline on standard weight paper,

cutting this out and weighing the cut-out. Blade thickness

was measured by a micrometer caliper at two points away
from the main veins and situated symmetrically on oppo-

site sides of the midrib, the average of the two measure-

ments being taken. The product of area X thickness of

course gives us the blade volume. To determine pith area

a cross section was cut at the middle of the intornode,,

the pith diameter measured in two directions at right

angles to each other by a micrometer stage, the results

averaged and the area computed therefrom.

Total blade volume (the sum of the volumes of the two

blades borne at a given node) was correlated with the

cross-sectional area of the pith of the internode below for

over 100 leaf pairs from this tree, taken from all parts

of its crown. The results are shown in Table VI. It is

quite evident from the size of the correlation coefficient'

(+.807± .024) that there is an unquestionable relation-

ship between leaf size and pitli area, the size of the leaf

being governed pretty largely by the stoutness of that

portion of the twig from which it springs. It would seem,

therefore, that the size ivlatioiisliips hctwccn the struc-

tures laid down by the tcniiinal inci-istciii jxTsist ns these

structures develop to maturity, these relative sizes re-
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maining constant regardless of the actual size which is at-

tained. The terminal growing point, like the animal

embryo, develops as a symmetrical and interrelated whole.

Although the size of the leaf thus seems to be closely

dependent upon that of the growing point, the size of the

reprodnctive organs is evidently much less so. We have

TABLE VI

Correlation between the Blade Volume (in Cubic Centimeters) of

THE Two Leaves at a Node, in Acer Saccharum. and the Cross Sec-

tional Area (in Square Millimeters) of the Pith of the Ixterxode

seen that leaves do not reach their maximum size except

in plants with shoots of about forty grams dry weight or

more. The maximum pod and seed size, liowcvcr. is at-

tained in much smaller plants, usually those in the vicin-

ity of sixteen grams. In other words, a reduction in the

size of the growing point is felt much more quickly by
the leaf than by the fruit. It is only in plants which are

really depauperate that the fruit and seed size is reduced
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below the normal. The reason for this may lie in the fact

that the flower is an independent axis rather than a lat-

eral organ like the leaf and may therefore be less affected

by the size of the main axis from which it springs. It is

well knowTi that flowers are more constant in size, and

other characters and less affected by environmental con-

ditions than are vegetative organs.

It should be recognized that in the grasses, where most

of the work along this line has been done, conditions

are somewhat different from those in dicotyledons such

as the bean ; since the plant body, or at least each shoot

or culm, is essentially determinate in growth, with a lim-

ited number of parts. This may sometimes affect the

statistical results obtained, but we believe that conditions

are fundamentally the same in the two groups. It is of

interest to note the conclusions of Leighty and others, for

Fmall grains, viz., that the correlations between organ

size and ])lant size are considerably higher in small,

])oorly (loveloi)ed [)lants than in large ones,— a situation

])recis('ly similar to that which we have reported in beans.

Tlic whole problem can pci-lmps lu» soIvcmI best, liow-

rvi-r. l.> ^iii(!yiiiu- ^]ieli an in.lel enninate lypi- of plant

h.xlx 1^ .-liaracl.TiMir <.r llic ..r.liiia r> .li.-nl \ lodoii.

CONCT.USIONS

We may conclude, therefore, that the size of the plant

l)ody is not tlie direct causative factor in determining the

size of tlie knaves, fruits or seeds which it i^roduces, as

lia- been suggested or implied by many investigators, but

tliat the size of any given organ depends rather upon
the size of the growing i)oint out of which it has been

de\'el()i)ed. Any factor, be it age, moisture or food sup-

ply, which alters the size of the nieristem, will thus alter

tlie -ize of the oi'gans pi'odnced by tliis nieristem. There

seems to he iiotliiim- in fhe-e liiu-]i<'i- j)lants closely cor-

re^pMiMlin- tn liiM .h-liniP- ..r-ani/aliou with which we
ai'e familiar in the animal in(li\ idnal, where size of body
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The present study emphasizes the difficulties lying in

the path of the investigator who attempts to solve such

a problem as this merely by determining a single series

of biometrical constants without taking into account the

various morphological and physiological factors which

may be involved.

Summary

1. The problem of the relationship between the size

of the plant body and the size of the organs it produces

has been studied by various workers, who find that in

most cases there is a small but significant correlation

between these characters.

2. In a series of bean plants, the coefficients of cor-

relation were determined between plant size, as meas-

ured by dry weight of shoot, dry weight of fruit, number
of leaves, number of pods and number of seeds ; and the

average dry weight per plant of leaf, pod and seed. A
positive and significant correlation, though usually a

small one, was found in each case.

3. An examination of the curve of means for organ
size on plant size shows that in each case the curve rises

steeply at first and then flattens out. In other words,

an increase in the size of the plant is accompanied by
an increase in the size of its organs if we consider com-
paratively small plants only; but after a certain size

is reached, any further increase in plant size is not

followed by increase in organ size. Separate correla-

tions between plant size and organ size made for small

plants (those below the point where the curve flattens)

and for large ones (those above it) showed a very de-

cided correlation in the former and practically none at

all in the latter.

4. These facts suggested that the size of an organ may
not bo correlated with body size at all, but rather with
the size of tlio axial i,n-owing point from which it develops.

In siii)}>ort (.r tliis idea attention is called to the fact

that diirin.ii- the early sta.ues of a plant's growth there is
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up to a certain point a progressive and parallel increase

in the size of the plant and in the size of the primary
meristems of its axes; but that after this point is reached
meristem size remains constant and further increase in

body size is not accompanied by any increase at all in

that of the growing point.

5. Favorable material to test this hypothesis directly

was afforded by twigs and leaves of Acer saccharum.
The correlation between the blade volume of a given leaf

pair and the cross-sectional area of the pith of the in-

temode below (used as an index to the size of the grow-
ing point from which the leaves had developed) was
found to be high (+ .807 ± .024).

6. It is therefore concluded that the size of a plant
organ (leaf, fruit or seed) is dependent not upon the
body size of the plant on which it is borne, but rather
upon the size of the growing point from which it devel-
oped.
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DECEEASE IN SEXUAL DIMORPHISM OF BAR-
EYE DROSOPHILA DURING THE COURSE

OF SELECTION FOR LOW AND HIGH
FACET NUMBER!

PROFESSOR CHARLES ZELENY

University of Illinois

In the bar-eye race of Drosophila the mean eye facet

number of the males is higher than that of the females,

though there is an overlapping in range as shown in

Table I. In the unselected white bar stock used as the

starting point of a series of selection experiments this

dit¥erence amounted to 6.12 factorial units, a factorial

unit being one that produces a ten per cent, change in

facet number. If this value were fairly constant it

would be possible in treating the selection data statis-

tically to reduce the facet values of the two sexes to a

common basis in much the same way that Galton obtained

a mid-parental value in his studies of the inheritance of

human stature. Such a procedure was followed by

Zeleny and Mattoon (1915)2 their paper on selection

in red bar-eye. In attempting to apply the same method

to the white bar series it was discovered that the differ-

ence between the two sexes is not constant but decreases

during the course of selection. It is therefore not prac-

ticable to apply a constant coefficient for the reduction of
.

the value of one sex to that of the other.

The selection experiment in question started with a

white bar stock which had been obtained by crossing

white full-eye to bar-eye. Single pair, brother and sister,

matings were adhered to with a few breaks due to steril-

ity. In the low line the lowest available virgin female

-Zeleny, C, and Mattoon, E. W., 1915, "The EiYo^-t ef S.-leHiini upon

the 'Bar Eye' Mutant of Drosophila," J. Exp. Zool., 19: 51-3-529.
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was mated to her lowest available brother in each genera-

tion with duplicate matings to insure the continuation of

the line. In the same way in the high line the female

with the highest facet count was mated to her highest

brother.

The data as given in the present paper are grouped

under two heads. Tii Table TT and Fig. 1 are included

only thos.' individuals in Wir diivet line. In Table III

and I'^iu'. 1' lliiTc arc iiicludcd, in addition, the sib matings

in each gciu'i'ation. 'I'lic general results obtained from

the two groupings are alike, but the data based on all the

matings give a smoother curve because of the larger

numbers of individuals involved.

Table I show^s the distribution of frequencies of fac-

torial values for eye facet number in the unselected

population of white bar, number 127, which served as the
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able distance apart, six class units or, to be more exact,

6.12 as stated in the first paragraph. In both low and

high selection lines it is to be noticed that the variability

has decreased and at the same time the mean values of

females and males have approached each other. This

approach is greater in the low than in the high line.

Tables II and III give the sexual dimorphism for the

parental unselected generation and for each of the 42

generations of selection. Each table includes, for both

low and high lines, the value of the dimorphism for each

generation and the decrease since the beginning of selec-

tion. In the last column of each table there is a com-

parison of the dimorphisms in the two selection lines.

Table II includes only the offspring in the direct line.

Table III gives the data for the same series, but includes

sib matings as well as those in the direct line.

Figures 1 and 2 show the decrease in graphic form.

The vertical scale is in factorial units as described above.

The upper horizontal line is at the level of the dimor-

phism value of the unselected population, which is 6.12

units in favor of the males. The lower horizontal line

indicates the position of zero difference between the

sexes. The scale at the left gives the actual dimorphism

values and the scale at the right the departures from the

original value. The continuous zigzag line gives the

values for each generation in the low selection series and

the dotted line those in the high selection series. Special

emphasis is to be laid on the fact that selection was not

for low or high sexual dimorphism, but for low or high

facet number regardless of dimorphism. In no sense can

it be considered as a direct selection for degree of

dimorphism.

The result obtained when the offspring of all matings

are taken (Fig. 2) is not essentially different from that

obtained in the direct line. Since it gives the smoother

curve because of the larger number of individuals it will

be used as the basis of the following discussion.

In the low selection line the dimorphism drops very
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rapidly from its original value of 6.12 units to 1.12 in the

fourth generation. From that point on it shows some
increase and fluctuates irregularly for a number of gen-
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orations, but eventually settles down to a value not far

from 1.00. This last \-alue ma\' therefore be taken as

the normal dimori)hism in a honiozyo-ous low bar popu-
Icition.

In tlie high selection line there is a simihu- ra])id de-

cline, in this case from i').Vl in the ])a rental generation to

1.45 in the third seh'etion uviicral ion. 'lliere is then a

pronounccMl iiiciTa>c and Hnclnalion l>etween 2.00 and
4.00 from Ihc tiflh to Ihc t wcnl \ -t hird generation. After

a second general decliiu' the \ alue remains for most of

While the genei-al course of the curves is the same in

the two cases, the low selection line is the more consistent

and readies t]u> lower level.

The i)rol)al)le exi)lanation of the decrease in dimor-

phism in l)oth seh'ction lines is to be sought in the fact

that some of the accessory factors affecting facet number
are sex-linked. The unselected population is a mixed one

and accordingly has a considerable degree of hetero-

zygosis for these factors in tlu> femah^s. One of the

results of selection I'oi- facet nunihei- with iid)reedinu- is

a decrease in this hetero/y-^osis. Ira\iiiu- the femah'S

homozygous for low facet factors in the h>w line and for

high facet factors in the hiuii line. As lenu" as the popu-

lation is honio/>i:Dn> il is prohahic thai the degree of

dinioi phi-m d(»e> nut clianue to an\ ureal e\1('nt because

there i. nu diMnrh; nee of tie fact.»rial proportions. An
inciv.-i.e (M. one Mde i. ac<-on,panhd l.\ a propoil ioiiate

iiicrea^e nn the other. The ^ame uonhl he tian- a> far

a^ the helerozxoou^ fenial- ai-e eoncenu'd if the d..nil-

iian<-e of low and lii-li factor> were alike. If. however,

the factor- t'oi- low facet nnniher have a hiuher dominance

that -eleetl.m as p.-a.-tised will pnulnce a decrease in

po])ulation. When thoe lietei-o/.\ u-ote.> ai'e eliminated
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bv soloctioii it follows that the iiican value ol llic h"ni =

approaches that ot the males.

The explanation tor the u'eiicral dccn asc scciii- i

eiioug'li, but the reasons ioi' sonic ot tin' ddails an

so evident. The dimorphism \\\ ilic hiuli sclcciioii

IS liift-her than that in the low selcelion line in lu

everv <>-eneration. In part this di liei-eiiee itia\- he

to a taultv method ot determination ot the diiiiorpli

\alue. It deii-ree ot dimorphism were expi'essiMl

facet lumil). 1^ tlu hmh hiu xxould ot coiusi h i\

much urcalrr (hllcrcnco Ix'twcM'ii the sexes than

low luu>. 1 111' taclonal unit method with its h

rithmie scalr based pnmanlv n))()H. the observed

than that l)ase(l uixiii tlie miiv(hieed facet iiuml-



DATA COXCERXrXG LINKAGE IN MICE

M . WACHTER

Ii^ exploiting the genetics of any plant or animal it is

of great importance to breed intensively and extensively

until the genetic material is exhausted. Even after the

dominance or recessiveness of a certain gene has been

established, there yet remain to be determined the rela-

tionships between this and other genes known to consti-

tute the hereditary complex of that particular plant or

animal. These possible relationships are allelomorphic,

independent, or linked. Mendel was able to formulate

certain laws of heredity from the data he obtained in his

breeding experiments; but had he continued his work to

include other factors he would undoubtedly have been

led to predict or formulate a theory of linkage. The

chromosome theory of heredity involves independent in-

heritance of genes which lie in different chromosomes no

less than linked inheritance of those which lie in the

same chromosome. It is equally important in relation

to this theory to know whether two genes are linked or

not linked.

A very meager amount of linkage has so far been found

in mammals. Cases have thus far been observed only in

rabbits, rats, and mice. In rabbits Castle (1920) has

recently shown that there is a probable linkage between

the factors for dilution and the English type of spotting.

In rats Castle and Wright (1915), and Castle (1919),

had previously shown albinism, red-eye, and pink-eye to

be included in the same linkage system. In mice the

genes for pink-eye and albinism were first shown to be

linked by the work of Darbishire (1904), as was pointed

out by Haldano, Sprunt, and Haldane (1915), who con-

firmed the idea by observations of their own.

412
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A great amount of data has been obtained by breeding

the house mouse. Yet a further intensive study is desir-

able of the mutant characters discovered, especially as

regards linkage, for from such study alone can be de-

duced the probable localization of the genes in the chro-

mosomes. According to Harvey (1920), the number of

chromosomes in the gametes of the house mouse has been

estimated by different observers at from 8 to 30, the

more recent observers placing the number at from 20 to

24. One of these is probably a sex chromosome which is

heterozygous in the male and homozygous in the female.

In this sex chromosome is apparently located the lethal

gene of the Japanese waltzing mouse reported by Little

(1920). In one autosome are located the linked genes

for pink-eye and albinism. In another autosome must

be located the gene for agouti and its allelomorphs, non-

agouti, light-bellied agouti, and yellow; to a third auto-

some is referred piebald spotting; to a fourth, black-

eyed-white spotting; while dilution and its allelomorph,

intensity, will probably have to be referred to a sixth

autosomal group. Thus seven of the twenty or more

chromosomes are genetically identilied, leaving thirteen

or more yet to be identified with visible characters or

niiitatioiis yet to be discovered.

Annum- imxlifying genes in mice, Little (1915) and

Dunn ( I'.d'd) liave shown that the ''blaze" or "white-

face" variation which modifies the piebald pattern is

heritable. Dunn (1920) also reports a "belly-spot" to

segregate independently of self and piebald, tliough ap-

parent only in animals lieterozygous for self and piebald.

Gencrnl modify in, factors, inei-casing or decreasing the

mva ..f pi-nirnt in thr 1)lnck-c\ r.l-wliitr ami piebald pat-

Xvru>, arc also hrritahlc Vrvy littlr is kno\\Ti at the

present time concerning thcso modifying factors, and

nothing about their linkage relations.
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The Relation of Agouti to Piebald

Dunn's (1920) data on the cross, agouti X piebald, in-

dicated a cross-over percentage, between the genes for

agouti and piebald, of only 46.23 ± 1.20, in a total of 783

young produced by a back cross of Fj animals to the

double recessive, non-agouti piebald. This shows a de-

viation of 3.77 per cent, from the normal 50 per cent,

value expected if the genes for agouti and piebald assort

independently. This deviation is barely more than three

times the ])i'()l)al)lt' ci-i-or. The dnta were al>o taken

incidentally t'roiii cros-rs in which tli.' ])riiiia rv dhjct-t

was to ascertain tli.' ivlal i<.!isjnp U-Uxwxx the -vnes for

pink-eye and picliahl. This may havr inthiciiccd the linal

result in sonic \\a>. ^n-h a^ h a!lc)iti.)!i hrinu' placed on

the discrimination of aunuti. Tiicfci'oi-c further data

All later crosses were made with reference only to the

agouti and piebald factors. The original matings were

all for coupling, the cross being agouti self X non-agouti

piebald (AASSXaass). The F, animals were hetero-

zygous for the two factm-. ( \aS.). Such aniniaU ^Imnhl

form four classes of uanictcs (1) As, (
i'

) As. \'.\) aS,

(4) as. If the two u'cn.'s arc IiulcixMidcnt. thoc classes

should be e(inal in niniil..'r: ii Hnkcd, cl;,.^c. il) an. I (4)

should be in i'\cr^^. Whm Mich K, animaU an' hack

crossed to the douMr icc^hxc, nun-aunuti pichald. the

distribution is ohtaincd whicii is shown in Tahlc 1 oi)po-
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The distribution of the new niul mnw ci'itical data is

excellent and oxeludes any intci-iiretatinn of liiikauc be-

tween the two uciics A and s. The cross-over classes,

consistiiiu' ol a-«uiti pidiald and iion-aj^onti sell', to^'ctlier

mimber 'IVl. Tiiis is 4:).ii7 • per cent, of the total

number of raised, \ iz.. and the deviation is

less than one per cent, t'l-oni Ww ci-oss-on ci- \ahic ex-

pected in independent assort inciil. which rcsidt is well

within tlie probable ei-i'oi-, 1.<!1.

Combining Dunn's (h-ita with the new (hila uivcs a

larger number of animals on which to l)ase conchisioiis.

Also, any slight (h'\ialion ti'(Mn the normal indei)endent

segregation due to random samplinu- will tend to disap-

pear when larger nund)ers aiv inxoKcd. On the other

hand, a small excess of the mm ci..-. ..v. , .-Li^^. \\ t con-

sistently appears in both set>. ol data. mn>t he con-idci'ed

significant, should it be more than liiiec timo the prob-

able error. The eomhine<l <lata an- m tne lower

lines oi* Tabh' 1. Ilcr." Ww cro^^ o\ .t cla^.. . coh^Im of

agouti ])icl.al<l an I non-auonli M-lf, and incln.h :)7 ^ indi-

^idna^. Thi^ i- 47. Jo per cent, ol' the LLilo jinimaK

r.il^..l. .iml ha^ a pinl,ib!e error of ± 0.9(). Tlu .le\ i.,-

ti(»ii ol the cross-o\-ei' \ alne from the 50 ])er cent, wdue

the range of thre^' tme- the piohnblc error (it L\S8).

The new data ami the eomlmicd data aun-e in showing

that the two genes are mdepemlent.

The Reta-iio.n or P>T.ACK-EVKI>-^^HI i k Sim.i iin., m A.,.)i ii

In this s(>ction will be ])re<ented further data on the

relation of l)lack-e\ed-\\hite <potti-u '
- ' - to

Little' ( liMJ and l'n7) d, nnu.Mi •
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point prior to the beginning of this work, and the data

obtained will, therefore, have value.

Eeciprocal matings were made. In the coupling series

agouti black-eyed-whites (AAWwss) were crossed with

non-agouti piebalds (aawwss). Since both parents were

homozygous for piebald (ss), that symbol may be omitted

hereafter. The agouti black-eyed-white young (AaWw)
were back-crossed to the double recessive (aaww). The
distribution obtained is shown in the coupling series of

Table II to the right of "new data." There is an ap-

parent excess of black-eyed-whites and agoutis, perhaps

due to random sampling and inexperienced grading of

some individuals. But this excess is distributed between

both the cross-over and the non-cross-over classes, which

consequently are not affected, the numbers being 176,

186. This gives a cross-over percentage of 48.61 ± 1.90.

TABLE II

Back Crosses between Agouti Black-Eyed-White Mice (AaWw) and

Exp.
combined Combined ..i Ohs.

respectively.
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The deviation from the normal distribution is less than

the probable error and therefore not significant.

In the repulsion series the genes for agouti and black-

eyed-white entered separately into the Fj zygote. When
back crossed these agouti black-eyed-white young gave

the distribution recorded in the repulsion series of Table

II opposite "new data." Here the cross-overs number
109, and the non-cross-overs 121, whereas equal numbers
are expected. This is a fair distribution for the small

numbers raised. Combining the new data on the recipro-

cal crosses gives 285 cross-overs, or 48.14 per cent, of the

592 young raised, with a probable error of ± 1.38.

Combining Dunn's data with the new data, there are

543 and 581 animals in the cross-over and non-cross-over

classes, respectively. The cross-over percentage is 48.30

± 1.00. The deviation from the normal distribution is

less than twice the probable error. The data, separately

and combined, clearly show the independence of the two

genes.

The Relation of Black-eyed-white Spotting to

Pink-Eye

Previous work by Tlaldane et al. has showm pink-eve

to b.' linked with albinism. Detlefsen (1916) described

bl;ick-c> ('(I-w liitc mice carrying pink-eye, which resembled

alliiii(i>. Imt tlir ii'enes segregated in the second genera-

tion. Xo hack-crosses were made in his experiments.

No direct intensive crosses hitherto published have dealt

with the possible linkage relation between these genes.

In a cross made for such a study, the genes for black-

eyed-white spotting and pink-eye entered separately.

Accordingly the V^ gametes should give equal numbers
of the parental non-cross-over types (WP and wp), and
of the new cross-over combinations (Wp and wP), if the

genes AV and \^ aiv independent. H" linked, they should,

in \\u' bai'k-cio->, >ho\\- rrpul.-ion and the foraier combi-

nation^ 1.. ii, nf ih,. !;,ti,T. In Table III oppo-

site "new data" of the repulsion series is shown the dis-
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tribution of the young obtained when Fj black-eyed-

whites from the above cross were mated with pink-eyed

piebalds, the double recessives. The cross-over classes

number 134, or 46.68 ± 1.99 per cent, of the total 281 ani-

mals raised. The deviation from the distribution ex-

pected is within the probable error and indicates inde-

pendent segregation.

The reciprocal cross w^as also made in w^hich the two

genes entered together in the same parent. The Fj

gametes should again consist of equal numbers of two

classes, WP and wp (the cross-overs), and wP and Wp
(the non-cross-overs), if independent segregation occurs.

If linkage is shown, the latter class should be larger.

The actual distribution is shown in Table III opposite

"new data" of the coupling series. The agreement with

expectation is poor due to small numbers (77). But since

the cross-overs exceed the non-cross-overs, it is clear that

no linkage exists. The cross-over per cent, is large

(59.74 ±3.77), but the deviation is still less than three

times the probable error. By combining both coupling

and repulsion results recorded in the new^ data, a total

of 358 animals is obtained, of which 180 are cross-overs.

This gives a cross-over percentage of 50.27 ± 1.78. The

deviation from the normal distribution is 0.27 per cent.,

a figure well within the probable error.

These crosses, as well as Dunn's, show^ consistently

the independence of tlic black-eyed-white and pink-eye

genes. Further evidence may be had by adding together

the cross-over and non-cross-over classes of the two sets

of data as shown in Table III. The cross-overs number

330 and constitute 51.48 ±: 1.32 per cent, of the total 641

animals raised. The deviation from the expected dis-

tribution is 1.48 and not significant. The number of

young raised does not equal that of other crosses, for

the consistency with which these data, in agreement with

DetlefseiTs ol)>crvations, show the indepeihli lu-r nf llie

two Irenes, warranted the discontinuance ..f fnrtlier

breeding.
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In agreement with the views of previous investiga-

tors, it is shown by new and conclusive experimental

data that the following pairs of genes in mice assort in-

dependently and are not linked. On the chromosome

hypothesis, the members of each pair are located in dif-

ferent chromosomes: (1) the genes for agouti (A) and

for piebald spotting (s)
; (2) the genes for agouti (A)

and for black-eyed-white spotting (W)
; (3) the genes

for pink-eye (p) and for black-eyed-white spotting (W).
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SHORT EARS AN AUTOSOMAL MUTATION IN
THE HOUSE MOUSED

CLARA J. LYI^CH

Inteoduction

Although the house mouse has been one of the favorite

mammals used for the collection of Mendelian data, the

number of known loci falls far short of the number of

chromosomes observed in the germ cells of this species.

Therefore, any addition to the list of Mendelian char-

acters in this form should be a matter of interest to the

geneticist.

For several years, mice with unusually small ears have

been known to exist, but, I believe, no description of tlie

variation has been reported in the literature. The ster-

ility exhibited by many of the individuals used in the

following experiments has hindered the collection of data

so that the amount is not large, but it has seemed advisable

to put on record the results thus far obtained.

The data are based upon observations made at the

earliest stage at which it was possible to distinguish with

accuracy between the long- and short-eared types. De-

pletion of litters occurring previous to that time was dis-

regarded.

Description of the Character

The mutation was found in stock which originally came
from the Lathrop mouse farm and consists in a noticeable

difference in the size of the ear. The pinna is about one

half as long as that of the normal ear and usually one or

two millimeters less broad but the position in which it is

held lying close to the head makes it appear smaller than

it actually i>. In outline it is h'ss n-nlarlv curve.] than

the normal, a nnttcning near the tip <.f the mr ami one in

421
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the outer margin being fairly constant features. It is

usually thick and rather fleshy in appearance. The dis-

tribution of hair on the surface of the ear is similar to

the normal.

EXPERIMEXTAL IxVESTIGATIOlSr

The Mutant Oiit-cros.si'd.—The first two experiments

showed immediately tliat tlie character " short ears " is

recessive and that it is not sex-linked. Seven crosses

were made between short-eared males and a number of

long-eared females which were taken from sources other

than the Lathrop stock or from Lathrop strains which
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had never been known to produce any short-eared mice.

In the Fj there appeared seventeen young of which ten

were males and seven females (Table I). The ears of all

TABLE I

9 9

. 1 2

. 1 1

lO ^7

these mice were long—in fact, indistinguishable from the

ears of normal mice. In the reciprocal cross, where the

male parent was long-eared and the female short, the

offspring were again all long-eared and also comprised

members of both sexes. The numbers obtained in the

second case {mating 1700, 1 male and 2 females) are very

small, partly owinu- to an uimsual amount of destruction

of the young which liapjx'nod to occur in this type of

cross, but they indicate that sex-linkage is not involved.

Were the gene for short ears located in the sex chromo-

some, " criss-cross " inheritance would result from this

mating and the sons would resemble the female parent

and the daughters would be like the male parent since

the sons would receive their single X chromosome carry-

ing the short-ear gene from their short-eared mother,

while the daughters would receive one X containing the

short-ear uhmk^ from tlio mother, and the otiier X carrying

the dominant h.mi--cai- uviic lV(un the t'atlior. This event

was not realiziMl^hoth sc^xes were of the same type,

showing that both kinds of si)erm formed by the long-

eared father, whether they were male-producing or female-

producing, carried the normal allelomorph of the gene

for short ears and determined the appearance of the

1369-1 .

1369-2 ,

1369-3
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long-eared Fj individuals. Since it occurred in both

types of sperm the short-ear gene must be located in one

of the autosomes.

The Bach-cross.—The back-cross between long-eared

mice, heterozygous for short ears and short-eared mice,

gave 51 long-eared animals to 43 with short ears (the

sums of the figures in Tables II and III). On the assump-

TABLE II

Back-cboss. Heterozygous Males Crossed to Short-eared Females

1656 3 1

tion that the cluinictcr is due to one .i^cno, the ex]UH'ted

back-cross ratio is 1 : 1. In a total of 94, the expectation

for the two classes would be 47 : 47. The actual numbers

obtained fit the calculated sufficiently well to justify the

conclusion that short ears depend upon a single pair of

In conformity with the results of the first test, the back-

cross also shows that there is no sex-linkage concerned

in the transmission of the new character. The long-eared

Fi males (obtained by crossing normal females with

short-eared males) were bred to short-eared females. If

the new gene were sex-linked, the Fj male would have but

one dose " of the allelomorph long ears. It would be
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d'd' 9 9; Recorded i & -

1655a-l..
1655b-2. .

carried by the single X chromosome and distributed only

to his daughters, which wbuld have long ears. His sons

would not receive it; therefore they all would be short-

eared like the maternal parent.

The offspring from this cross are listed in Table II.

In a few cases the mice escaped or were destroyed by the

parents before the sex was recorded. There were, in ad-
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(lit ion, ten males and seven females which had long ears

and eight males and two females with short ears. The

appearance of individuals of each sex in each class shows

that the gene must not be carried by the X chromosome.

The First Filial Generation Inbred.—A very small

number of mice were obtained from inbreeding the long-

eared heterozygous Fj offspring. These gave, in the F2,

11 long to 6 short (Table IV). In a total of 17 individ-

uals on a one-factor basis, the numbers calculated for a

3:1 ratio would be 12.75 to 4.25. The results are con-

sistent with our previous conclusion as to the number of

genes involved.

The Inbred Recessive.—The test of the inbred reces-

sive demonstrates that the character breeds true. Three

matings between short-eared males and females have

yielded 13 young, all with short ears (Table V).

Conclusion

The data given above show that the mutation " short

ears " wliich appears as a perfectly definite and easily

distiii£ruisliabl(' character in mice behaves as a recessive

and i< (Ifpciidrrit ii[)on a single gene which is not sex-

liiiked. ( >tli('r possible linkage relationships have not yet



VARIATION AND HEREDITY IN LUPINUS

DR. LEON^AS L. BUELINGAME

Stan-ford University, Cal.

The great majority of genetic investigations have been

carried on with domesticated plants that have been long

under cultivation. There are, of course, many entirely

good reasons for this fact. It has, however, always

seemed to the author that the principles of genetics

might, perhaps, be more successfully approached by be-

ginning with wild plants. For this reason he has been

bringing into the garden during the past several years a

considerable number of wild species which appeared to

offer desirable material for experimentation.

His attention was first directed to Lupimis through the

difficulties that appeared to beset the systematist in arriv-

ing at a satisfactory classification of the species. It

seemed possible that the difficulty might be due to the fact

that the species are of recent origin and, so, very close to-

gether. Under the circumstances that a genus is either

now or has recently ])een in a mutable state it would
seem likely that natural selection would not yet have had
time to weed out all the forms doomed to perish through

lack of adaptation or insufficient vigor.

While discussing this question one of his colleagues

mentioned the fact that the form recently (1911) de-

scribed under the name of Lupinus pipersmithii Heller

(5) grows near and that it sometimes has pink flowers.

An investigation during the spring of 1914 not only con-

firmed this statement, but also showed that pink flowers

are not uncommon in two closely related species

—

L. val-

licola apriciis (Greene) (4) and L. uauu.s Dougl. (7).

These three species are all close to one another but ap-

parently satisfactorily separable by the systematist.
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will be clear from the parallel descripti

w. That each of the species may produi
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In 1914 apricus and pipersmithii were very numerous
in a field near the university and much study was devoted

to them. Besides the pink forms already mentioned a

considerable number of other color variants were noted

and seed collected of some of them. Seeds were collected

of both the pink and blue forms of pipersmithii and have

since been cultivated. Smith (10) had earlier collected

seeds of these varieties, but had not been successful in

cultivating them. Jepson (7) makes note of the variabil-

ity of nanus and Smith mentions variations of size of

plant and flower in apricus.

The normal color of apricus is dark blue and white.

After some study it became very obvious that, mixed with

the usual types, there were occasional plants with a de-

cidedly lighter blue. One variation consists in a mere

lightening of the blue. This type was called light blue
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and plants were bagged for seed collection. Another ty^e

resembled this in color except that both banner and wings

were distinctly striped. The amount of bine and white

varies somewhat but the type is always recognizable. In

some cases one might correctly speak of a light blue flower
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with white stripes or veining. In other, and rarer, cases

it is apparently a white flower veined with blue. Seeds

of this type were collected and have since been grown

under the name of striped white. This first season it

was not realized that the two lighter forms were distinct.

Fortunately the seeds of each individual plant were saved

and gro^\^l separately, so that the distinction became evi-

dent in 1917, the first year in which successful cultures

were grown.

Pink apricus were also fairly common that year and

have been occasionally noted since. Seeds were saved

and have since been grown.

Two white forms were observed that year. One ap-

peared to be plain white. This type has been frequently

observed since in this and other species. A single plant

was also observed in which the color was a cream or

yellowish white. Seeds of both sorts of plants were saved

but have so far failed to grow.

A few scattering observations were made on nanus

from year to year, but it was not until 1917 that a field

was found in which variations were numerous and con-

spicuous. Pinks, light blues, striped whites, and whites

were all abundant in a field near the town, of Woodside.

Specimens of all. these types were staked out for seed but

unfortunately attracted the attention of the small boy

and no seeds were secured. In 1919 3 fields were found

some 3 miles west of the university in which numerous

variations were in full bloom. A careful study was made
and an attempt made to discover and describe every

variation. Twenty-seven plants were labeled and de-

scribed for seed collection. They represented 12 separate

and distinct variations or combinations. All the varia-

tions but two are concerned with flower color. In the

description of nanus it will be noted that the normal

plant has a blue and white corolla having a reflexed

banner with a white front down the middle of which there

is a groove marked with a number of small dark spots.

In the variants the normal dark blue of the banner and
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wings may be replaced by the light blue or striped white

described for apricus or the whole corolla may be white

or pink and white.

All the dark blue, light blue and striped white plants

had a white front on the banner with blue, blue-green,

or no spots in the groove. White corollas had either

white or lemon-yellow fronts with or without the dark

spots. Normal dark blue plants have the color uniform

on banner and wings or else with a deeper spot at the

angle where the refiexed banner joins the wings. In light

blues this spot may be dark blue, light blue, greenish blue

or absent altogether. Whites have this spot faintly blue,

bright orange, or absent. The orange spots may occur

with either white or lemon-yellow fronts.

A reddish-purple corolla was found on a number of

plants which were distinguished by unusually large and

fine flower clusters. In some of them the flowers had

fallen and pods formed on some earlier branches. The

pods in every case were of a very peculiar type. Instead

of the elongated, nearly straight and somewhat flattened

and constricted type commonly found these plants had

pods long, tapering, nearly round, and frequently much
coiled. This was at first supposed to be due to attacks

of insects or fungi. Diligent search failed, however, to

show any such infection or infestation. And when it

was later discovered that the plants which would pro-

duce these curly pods could be identified in the early

flowering stage it was realized that this whole group of

characters constituted an interesting variation. A num-
ber of plants were labelled and some bagged for seed.

Although many seed capsules were examined, no good
seed were secured. It appears highly probable that this

form is completely sterile, though there is a chance that

the failure to set seed may have been due to un-

favorable weather. In 1920 neither this nor any of the

other variations were to be found in that same field.

Diligent search, in fact, has failed to discover it any-

where. It is much to be regretted that good seed of this
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form can not be secured, inasmuch as the somatic varia-

tions involved appear to be more profound and com-

plicated than in any of those so far studied.

The only other form variations, aside from mere size,

so far observed are two modifications of the banner. In

one plant of nanus in 1919 the banner was hooded in the

fashion of some varieties of sweet peas. This same varia-

tion had been previously noted in apricus in 1914. Apri-

cus also occasionally yields plants with the abbreviated

banner characteristic of pipersmithii. So far seeds of

neither of these variations have been collected, though

attempts have been made.

The table below summarizes the variations observed in

1919. This season's study yielded no new types and

failed of some of those found tlie year before.

The variations in size of all three species are very con-

siderable, no doubt due in large part in the field to differ-

ences of soil, moisture, shade and exposure. When
grown in the garden side by side nanus is the largest and

most vigorous and pipersmithii the smallest. In the

field nanus is often smaller than apricus, though the

flower cluster is usually much larger. This difference is

possibly due to the fact that it grows in more open, ex-
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posed places and usually in poorer soil. No cultures of

different-sized j)lants of the same si)ecies have yet been

grown and critically compared. Some casual observa-

tions, however, indicate that there are prohahlx lici-itable

size differences in apricus.

Keference to the s])ecific descriptions will show that

some taxonomists have been inclined to base classifica-

tion in part on the coh,)r, shape and markinji's of the seeds.

Our observations would indicate that this is not a very

safe criterion, particularly in reference to color and

markings. Seeds of i/aiiiis arc tlie largest. They could

usually be picked out of a mixture with apricus 1»y size

and shape, but not by tlie color oi' inarkiiiu-<. Xo clinr-

acter is more su})ject to variation than this, 'riiis does

not mean that the charactei- is a thn-i na i iim' on;', hiit that

there are a great many differently colored and marked
seed varieties. All the seeds of any one ])lant are alike

(with certain exceptions to be noted in a later para-

graph), as one would anticipate since tlie color and mark-

ings are seed-coat characters and hence genetically all

alike on any ])ai-tieular ])lant.

Dark bine lunni. nn.l nfun»s p'ant^ UA^r .laik ^-eds,

whites and pinks lia\-e liaht seed^, liubl hlues and -tri])ed

whites have seeds of mtei inedlate coloi-. Pinks and lidit

blues have a yellowish-hrown tone and are flattened and
without other mark iim-. Stiiped whites ai-e lonixer and
thicker in proportion to the width, of either a bluish or

yellowish tone with a conspicuous crooked line on cnther

side forming a continuous ring about the shorter perim-

eter of the seed. This ring does not occur on the seeds

of pinks or whites. Tt is ]H-esent on some races of dark

blues and absent on otlMM->. The -tatenient< \\\<\ made
apply particulai'lv to tlioH' races wliicli have been culti-

vated for some time in the cxprrlnK'tit -arden. Field

observation coniii'ins them in pari, but rc\c;d.s a cnn^id-

erable number of otli<'r \ariations in coloi- and marking
which have not yet been cn!li\ated and about the iz-enetic

behavior of which nothinii- is yet known. The only case
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SO far noted in which the seeds of a single plant of apricus

are not entirely uniform is that of two tones in a striped

white variety. An attempt has been made to cultivate

the two sorts separately and to determine the ratio in

which they occur. Cultures have not yet proved success-

ful. In some collections of seed the ratio approximates

a 3:1, but in others it is nearer 8:1, but whether any

significance is to be attached to these results has not yet

been definitely determined.

It is a curious fact that, although lupines yield an

enormous number of seeds and the plants often literally

cover acres of space they are nevertheless very capricious

in their occurrence. Some illustrations of this may be

taken at random from our notes. The field near the

university where the apricus mutants and the pink piper-

sniithii were collected in 1914 has been under observation

every year since and has not at any time had many plants

or produced a second display of these mutants. A num-

ber of pink forms of both species were staked for seed

that first year and the stakes left in the ground to mark
the site, in the expectation that the same forms would

reappear the following year. In no single case were pink

flowers found at any of these stations, although they were

found the next year at other locations in the same field.

The field near Woodside studied in 1917 lias Ixni visited

each year since. Not only have no mutant foi nis hcon

found there, but there have been exceedingly few normal

ones. The field from which the notes were made for the

table on a preceding page was very thoroughly searched

again this spring. There were a few dark blue plants, but

not a single one of the types which were more or less

abundant there last year. These vagaries of distribu-

tion doubtless depend in some manner not yet clear on

the difficulty of germinating the seeds.

Pnllniafinu aurl Seed Collection.—In 1914 when these

ol)>('i \'at!(>ns wcic begun it was assumed that the lupines

well' i-robal)!;. I'fcfiuently cross-pollinated, inasmuch as

they appeared to be freely visited by bees. It was a
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matter of some surprise to find that the forms of apricus
and pipersmithii which were brought into cultivation

did not indicate this to be true. The pinks bred true in

both species. Experiments to determine self-pollination

by bagging or screening the plants with fine-meshed wire
cages showed no diminution in the harvest. Further-
more, in the following years different strains grown in

adjacent rows showed no sign of crossing. It was then
assumed that the same would be true of nanus and flower

clusters were bagged in the field for seeds—not to insure
selfing, but merely to prevent the seeds from being scat-

tered by the explosive dehiscence of the pods. The re-

sults were wholly negative, resulting in a failure to

secure any seed that year. The appearance of the
contents of the paper bags first used led to the supposi-
tion that possibly the failure to set seed was due to the
bags. Careful experiments were therefore taade the
following season by inclosing whole plants in cages of
fine screen wire or cheesecloth. In no case did this result
in setting seed. It appears, therefore, that nanus is de--

pendent on bees for pollination. On the other hand, cul-
tures derived from white-flowered nanus have shown that
the bees act in part merely as a mechanical agent, for
part of tlie progeny was white and part blue" These
results agree well with and serve to explain the greater
number of vai'iatit)iis found in nanus.

Pollen 8terilHi).~li has been maintained by a number
of authors at one time or another that variabilitv in
nature is very largely a matter of liybridity and that
sterile pollen is a more or less certain indication of the
hybrid nature of a species (6). Having found two closely
related species both variable and in a closely similar
manner, it became a matter of interest to study the com-
parative sterility of close-pollinated and cross-pollinated
species. In order to determine this matter a large num-
ber of plants belonging to all the varieties in cultivation
at the time in the garden were examined. Mounts of
pollen from three different flowers from each plant were
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made. Eacli slide was so prepared tliat about 100 pollen

grains would be visible in a single field of the microscope.

All the grains in the field were then counted and the

percentage of sterile grains calculated and averaged.

Only two plants showed more than 3i- per cent, of sterile

pollen. One normal dark blue plant showed 40 per cent.,

39 per cent, and per cent, in three flowers. One striped

white showed 9 per cent., 6 per cent, and per cent, in

three counts. One hybrid light blue, one dark blue and

one pink showed no iiifci tilc polhMi. The one plant with

a high degree of sterility was a selt'od dark blue apricus.

Only a few plants of uco/us were available, but they

showed no poorer pollen than apricus and pipersmithii.

Seed Germination.—In a previous paragraph it has

been pointed out that, although lupines produce immense

quantities of seeds, field germination is apparently poor

—at least an abundant seed harvest is likely to be fol-

lowed by a poor stand of plants the following season.

Our earlier attempts to grow them in the garden were

practically a total failure.

The first attempt to grow controlled cultures was made
in the winter and spring of 1914- '15. Four hundred

seeds were planted in pots in ordinary unsterilized

garden soil and 400 more in pots of sterilized soil (ster-

ilized in an Arnold steam sterilizer). The seeds them-

selves were planted dry without treatment of any sort.

The results were almost a total failure. About 5 per

cent, of the seeds produced seedlings. Of these all but

5 or 6 were killed as seedlings by the attacks of soil fungi

or just simply died. Two plants lived to flower, but failed

to set seed. It ap])eared evident that greenhouse cultures

under the cotKlitioiis then availal)!*' were likely to be un-

profitable and tlic r.niain.lcr ct' tlic ori-iiial seed collec-

tions were held over until an cx] x'l'inient garden could be

secured.

In 1917 the remainii?,-'- mv(1< wct-c planted without treat-

ment in the open ganlcn. Nine j.Iants in all lived to

mature seed—one light blue, one striped white, one pink
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pipersniithii, three pink apricus, and three dark blues.

The seeds since used have all been derived from these

nine plants, each of which has been assigned a pedigree

number.

In 1918 seeds of each of the 1917 plants were again

planted. Although about 400 seeds of each were planted

in each culture, two pedigrees failed to yield a single plant

that year, though a few plants came up the following

spring. Pedigree VIII, Light Blue, yielded a culture of

85 plants and pedigree V, Striped White, 28 plants. Thus

the highest per cent, of germination did not exceed about

20 per cent., ranging from that down to zero.

In 1919 a series of germination tests were carried out.

This had not been ])Ossible before on account of the small

number of seeds available. A considerable variety of

methods wore employed. Soaking the seeds in tap and

distilled water for weeks is of little value, owing to

the failure of the seed to imbibe water. Breaking or

cutting the seed coat brings about prompt imbibition of

water and consequent swelling, but does not produce a

higli ]ior('ontage of germination. Seeds were soaked in

watci- iindfi- air pressures up to 140 pounds to the square

inch with no noticeable effect.

Since the seeds are small cutting or filing the seed

coats is a very arduous affair where cultures of any size

are to be grown. Attempts were, therefore, made to find

some other means of bringing about the same result. The
seed coat appears to be diflicnlt to wet and this wn<
thought to be due to the prescnct^ «>l' some oily or waxy
constituent. Attempts to dissolve tliis by means of KOII,

various ]iercentages of alcohol, ether, etc., i)roved en-

tirely nnsnceessful.

Soaking in ("on('(»ntiated ILSO^ proved the most effica-

cious method tried. This was applied in parallel series

of seeds from the same plant for i)eriods from 5 minutes

up to 2 hours. The shorter treatments seemed to produce
no effect at all. The longer i>eriods of two hours or

over killed the enil^ryos. After some experimentation it
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was found that a treatment of one and one half hours

would sufficiently char the seed coat to secure practically

100 per cent, of swelling (8). At first it seemed im-

possible to say whether this might not also injure the

embryos. Later it was discovered that whenever any

acid penetrated the cotyledons of dark blue plants they

turned pink. This color is probably due to the presence

of a chromogen similar to or identical with the one which

eventually produces the pink or blue flower pigments.

Since this color reaction is brought about by even faintly

acid solutions, it was thought that it would serve as an

effective check against overtreatment with the acid.

After the preliminary experiments had shown the sul-

phuric acid method to be the best at our disposal a com-

plete series of tests were run on each of the 70 pedigrees

available for planting at that time. The dry seeds

were placed in the concentrated commercial acid and left

for 90 minutes. They were then washed rapidly through

several changes of sterile water until the water failed

to affect litmus paper after the seeds had stood in it for

20 to 30 minutes. It was found necessary to carry out

the washing rapidly since the weak acid readily pene-

trated into the cotyledons.

After washing the seeds were subject to one of three

treatments. Some were left in sterile water until

sprouted. Others were removed as soon as they had

swelled. The great majority of the pedigrees swelled

within 18 hours. A few were completely swelled within 4

hours. In most cases they were left about 18 hours. A
third method was to transfer the seeds as soon as washed

to a nutrient solution. This did not show any advantage

over plain sterilized water. The seeds which were re-

moved from the water after washing and swelling were

placed on or between moist blotting papers. It was soon

found that those left in the water or placed between

papers kept wet and soggy excelled those which were

placed on papers merely kept moistened. Twenty-one

lots of seed failed to sprout at all, although the percent-
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age of swelling was 95 per cent, or better except in two

cases, each of which had only 40 per cent, of the seeds

swelled. The remaining lots averaged 51 per cent, of

sprouted seeds. Two gave 100 per cent., one gave 95

per cent, and 14 were below 25 per cent.

From these results it appears that many seeds which

show no observable defects are nevertheless either dead

or in a state of dormancy not readily overcome. That

the latter is probably the true explanation is indicated

by the fact that more seeds treated in this manner actu-

ally sprout than when the seed coats are mechanically

ruptured. The treatment with the acid seems to act in

some manner, possibly by dehydration, as a slight stimu-

lant to sprouting. It is not certain, however, that a

larger percentage of viable seedlings is actually produced.

Many seeds put forth the radicle in an apparently normal

manner, but do not continue growth. Others die at later

seedling stages apparently from internal causes, for they

have not had opportunity of infection and are growing

under the same conditions as others in the same culture.

This spring and winter a number of cultures were tried

in which the seed were treated with acid, washed, and
then planted directly in the soil out of doors. In every

case a good stand was secured averaging about 50 per

cent, of the seeds planted. The seedlings of the preceding

season were planted in pots and kept in the greenhouse

until a vigorous young plant was secured, and then trans-

planted to the garden. They did very poorly after being

transplanted and produced practically no seed. It is

uncertain whether the failure was due to faulty technique

in transplanting or to the failure of the plant to adapt
itself to the change of environment. It is not unlikely

that both causes had something to do with the matter.

They had been grown in 5-in. pots and transplanted with

the whole mass of dirt, but even in that w^ay some dis-

turbance of the root system was unavoidable. In addi-

tion to this there was a very hot, dry wind lasting three

days about flowering time. This seemed to do a lot of
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damage to plants in the field and was no doubt highly in-

jurious to those in the garden as well. It is planned to

repeat the experiment again, using paper pots which may
be set in the garden without disturbing the roots at all

and without interfering with subsequent growth. (These

pots have no bottoms.)

Garden Cultures have now been carried through four

seasons in some lines and through two or three in the

others. Pink apricns and pipersmithii have proved en-

tirely constant, with one exception. Dark blue apricus

also breeds true.

The striped whites of Pedigree V for three seasons

produced both striped whites and dark blues. In 1918

the culture produced 28 plants which flowered. There

were 20 striped whites and 8 dark blues. In 1919

the cultures were so badly injured by transplanting and

unfavorable weather that little reliance could be placed

on niinilxM's, Some cultures, however, did produce white

.plants. In the larger, but still unsatisfactory, ones this

sprirm- wliites have again been produced. Although the

numbers are very small, the fact that striped whites give

ri<e to dark blues, striped whites, and some whites is

.-iiinificant. Two cultures of 100 seeds each this spring

f)rodu<'ed two white ])hints each and no other sorts.

From these data, unsntisfnctrn x ;is they are, it is probable

that striped whites arc h.x hrids lictwccn white and dark

blue and that white diiVois from dark blue by a single

factor.

The light blues of Pedigree VIII have also been grown
through four seasons. In 1918 the original i)lant pro-

duced a proa-eny of 85 phuits, of wln'ch 20 were dark blue,

60 light blue, nn.l :> f.-iiifw! tn flower. They have never

produced any whiter. This x-nsoii 8 cultures out

of 27 produced only li-'ht-hlur ph-mts. In most cases

the nunihci's w.-n- >in;ill, l.nt otic cnlliuv (.f 200 seeds pro-

dncrMl l-ht bin.- nnd i^iw j^hint uhM-h did not flower.

Thr<M' ol!iri- n-p.Ttivcly produced 22 iiiiht hlnes out of

200 ,,U, is |io!,t hUi(^^ (uit (,f 170 seeds, and 9 light
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blues out of 150 seeds. Taking into account that four of

the eight cultures had only one or two plants and so

might have produced dark blues also, this 8 : 27 is prob-

ably as close an approximation to a 3 : 1 ratio as could

be expected. The data now available would appear to

justify the conclusion that the light-blue color is due to

a single factor difference and that heterozygotes and ho-

mozygotes are phenotypically indistinguishable.

Owing to the fact that a single cross yields only five

or six seeds, it has not seemed profitable to attempt hy-

bridizing the light blues and striped whities either with

one another or with other forms, until a techinque has

been perfected that insures a higher percentage of ger-

mination. In nanus, which is naturally crossed, certain

observations have been made which indicate something

of the relations of certain factors to one another. Seeds

of a white-flowered plant collected last year from un-

protected flowers were grown this year and produced

both whites and blues apparently like normal wild ones.

This would indicate that the mother plant had been vis-

ited by a hoo wliicli liad offoctod ])olIination in part with

its own ])()lleii and in })art with that of a neighboring

dark blue. If this hv the true exi)lanation this white was
a recessive one. It might have been a heterozygous domi-

nant white, of course, which would be in agreement with

the nature of the whites in apricus, Pedigree V. Seeds

of pink nanus collected last year yielded only a half

dozen plants, all dark blue. This would point to the con-

clusion that pink is also recessive to blue. However,
these results are too meager to have more than a sug-

gestive value.

ance. Dark-hlnc npnrHs plants invariably have dark
seeds. Imt the particular \y\)o of marking .liffrrs accM.rd-

ing to the origin. It is suspect tnl that the two tvpes of

seeds found in Pedi-ree V, striiMMl wliites, indicate a

genetic dilTereuce, possibly distinguish striped whites
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from pure whites, but the facts now known do not suffice

to prove this.

Mutations have apparently occurred in culture in re-

spect to both flower color and seed-coat markings.

This spring (1920) a single dark blue appeared in a cul-

ture of j)'mk apricus which had bred true through the three

preceding generations. In 1918 a pink arose in a culture

of seeds from a wild dark-blue nanus. If the relations

between pink and dark blue are the same in the two

species one of these cases must be a mutation. Hybridi-

zation is exceedingly improbable in the case of the pink

apricus. It is not likely that the dark-blue nanus was a

hybrid either since it was not collected from a location

where this cross would have been likely to occur and

only one plant out of a large culture was pink.

In 1918 plant VIII-27 with dark-blue flowers produced

seed of the light color characteristic of light blues. These

seeds this year produced both light blues and dark blues.

In collecting these seeds it was necessary to read the

label on the plant and that on the seed box. It is very

unlikely that they faifed to tally with each other or with

the color of the flowers still in bloom on the plant. Sev-

eral collections were made over a period of two or three

weeks and the plant label put in the box at the final

collection. Owing to the fact that the seed pods were

not opened until after the collections had been finished,

no suspicion of anything unusual was entertained until

after any sort of check was no longer possible. A mis-

take might have been made several times in succession,

but this is certainly very improbable. The seeds this year

are of the usual type. Three light-blue plants produced

light seeds and two dark blues produced no seeds.

If this is not a case of mistake in records it is very

difficult to offer any explanation of it. Since plant VIII

was a hybrid and the factor for dark-blue flower color

is linked with that for dark seeds, plant VIII-27 could

have arisen either through a mutation in the recessive

factor for coat color or by a cross-over of its dominant
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allelomorph, so that dark flowers would then be linked

with light seeds. In either event plant VIII-27 would

be homozygous for dark flowers. It might have been

either homozygous or heterozygous for seed-coat color.

In the one case it would yield a progeny with dark-blue

flowers and light seed coats. In the other all plants

would have dark-blue flowers, but there would be three

light seed coats to one dark one. The results, however,

are both light-blue and dark-blue flowers.

Pedigree VII is dark blue and has bred true for three

seasons. This spring culture VII-3-1 produced a single

white plant. It was the only plant from 77 seeds. The
parent plant was exceptional in that its seeds were lighter

in color than usual.

Discussion.—It is realized that the facts presented in

the preceding pages are regrettably incomplete. It is

hoped, however, that they are sufticient to interest others

in lupines as suitable materials for i^enetic investigation.

The striking pai'allelisni in tlK^ mutations occurring in

the two species, apriois and lunnis, is certainly a signifi-

cant })lionome]i()]i. All recent work with l)()tli plants and
animals iinncs that in xarictal ci'os^os homologous chro-

mosonu^s arc t'rocly int(M-('hanu-('alth' and that allelomor-

phic factors occupy identical h)ci in their respective

chromosomes. The work with multii)le allelomorphic

systems clearly indicates that a ])articular factor may
undergo a number of different changes. In L. apricus the

evidence at hand likewise indicates that the factors pro-

ducin- strijM'd wliite and liu'lit blue resi)ectively are eacti

alIelonioi-i>hi(^ to tliat for dark-i)lu(' Howcr color. Whether
they aiv allclonioiphic to one another remains to be
shown, thouuii that would he a piT.I)al)le supposition.

From the data pivseiite,] in this ])aper it can not be

said whether tlower color and -eed coat color are both due
to the same factor or to linked factors. The latter is,

liowever, indicated })y two facts. In the first place we
already know more heritable ])atterns of coat color than
there are flower colors associated with them. At least
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three seed patterns are found in association with dark-

blue flowers in different pedigrees. In the second place

there is the case of the dark-blue plant, VIII-27, which

produced seeds with the light color characteristic of light

blues.

In the great majority of mutations described up to

the present time the new character is recessive to the nor-

mal one (1). They are apparently due to the loss or

inhibition of a previously existing factor. It is interest-

ing to note that the two factors for light blue and striped

white here reported are both dominant, the former com-

pletely and the latter incompletely so. Furthermore,

many of the other variations observed are in the nature

of additions. Yellow color on the front of the banner

and orange lateral spots, although their heredity is not

yet known, are certainly to be considered as in the nature

of additions.

The mutations in Lupinus represent three categories

(11). In the whites a positive character has been lost. In

the light blues and striped whites a character has been

replaced by another. This would naturally be supposed

to be due to some alteration of the factor governing the

somatic character. In the case of the orange spots and
lemon-yellow fronts one is led to suppose the addition

of a new factor, especially so in view of the fact that they

are not constantly associated with one another or with

white flowers. White flowers may occur without either

lemon fronts or orange spots or with both or with one

and not the other.

These three categories of characters naturally suggest

that there are also three sorts of factorial bases for them.

Loss of a character appears readily explicable either on

the assumption of an actual loss of the factor in the chro-

mosome or of its becoming latent. Multiple allelomor-

phic factors seem to be located according to the work of

Morgan and his associates (8) at identically the same

loci in their respective chromosomes and must therefore

be thought of as different changes of the same factor.
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Additional characters when inseparably linked with an

old one might be due to a change in the original factor,

but when not linked, or so loosely so as not to maintain a

constant association, they would have to be considered as

due to a new factor. A new factor might originate by

the subdivision of an old one and the subsequent differ-

entiation of one part. In this case as well as in the case

of the actual loss of a gene, homologous cliromosomes of

the hybrid between the new and old form would present

the situation originally conceived in the Presence and

Absence hypothesis (2) of an actual gene paired with its

absence. In the other cases of modified factors this

would not be true.

Summary.—1. The genus Lnpinus presents an as-

semblage of closely related and difficultly separable

species.

2. The present pajDer reports some results of a 6-year

field and garden study of L. apricns vaUicola, L. pipcr-

smithii, and L. nanus.

3. The variations described concern tlie form and color

of the flower, the shape and size of the pod, and the

color and markings of the seeds.

4. Dark-blue and ]Vnik-flowered races breed true.

5. Striped-white flowered races are heterozygous for

a single factor, which in the homozygous condition pro-

duces white flowers.

6. Light-blue flowers are duo to a single dominant fac-

tor, indistinguishable in the homozygous and heterozy-

gous condition.

7. Dark seed coats are linked with dark-blue flower

color, but probably due to separate factors.

8. The factors for light-blue and striped-white flowers

are both allelomorphic to that for dark-blue and not im-

probably constitute a system of multiple allelomorphs.

9. Mutations are frequent, some are already known to

be dominant, and others appear to ])e in the nature of

additions of new characters and factors and so progres-

sive in the sense of de Vries.
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10. On account of the frequency of dominant and pro-

gressive mutations and notwithstanding the difficulties

of seed germination this genus merits the attention of

geneticists.
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STUDIES ON PARASITIC COPEPODS OF THE
GENUS SALMINCOLA^

Oregon- Agricultural College, Corvallis, Oregon

The parasitic copepods afford a very interesting group

of animals for the biologist. Not only do these organisms

offer many fnsciiintino- jiroblems for the pure scientist,

but from tlie < oimii(M( ial standpoint they are extremely

important a> | (ara-ites of our food and game fishes.

There is every degree of parasitism amongst these Crus-

tacea, from those which spend a very small portion of

their existence as parasites to those whicli are parasitic

throughout almost their entire life. My own studies,

covering a period of nearly ten years, have been confined

to some of the most highly specialized members of the

latter group, lielonging to the genus Salmincola of the

family Lcrn crop od Id(C

.

Tlic 'Sdlntiiicohi are parasitic on the Salmonidce,

wliicli iiicliKle such iitipoi'tant fishes as salmon, trout, lake

hei'i'iiiu' and wliitclish. Tliese copepods are all built on
a similar plan and can be easily recognized. The adult

female- arc tlic oiio whicli are usually encountered, and
these ma\- be attached to the delicate membranes of the

gills, gill chambers, (ins and mouth of the host. Here
they hang on and are supplied with a constant stream of

fresh blood, which serves as their sole food.

These adult copepods can be readily seen with the

naked eye. They ai-e ([uite large, measui-ing a few milli-

metei'> in length, and are yel|owi>h-whi1e in color. An-
teriorly tliey are fasteiUMl to the host by means of two
sec.iul maxilhe and a chitini/e<l hnlla. This last named
strnctnre i- imhedded in the tissues of the host. Pos-

terioi-lx^ .'.ich tenia le jiossoses a pair of slender freely

1 DollvorcMi l.eforo tlu' Biological Club, Oregon Agricultural College.
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dangling egg-sacs within which the embryos undergo

complete development.

During the last few years our knowledge of the Sal-

mincola has been increased largely through the efforts of

Wilson and the present writer. Wilson, in 1915,- pub-

lished a key to the various species of Salmincola found in

North America, while the present writer (1912-1919)'

has published a series of papers on the behavior, mor-

phology, life-history and economic importance of two of

these forms, namely Salmincola echrardsii (Olsson)

Wilson, which parasitizes the brook trout of our middle-

western and eastern states, and Salmincola falculata

Wilson, which is parasitic on salmon and trout of our

Pacific states. In speaking of the former species, Small-

wood, in a recent paper,* says:

These parasites are widespread in the United States in tlie native

trout streams, and in Canada and Europe. The tirst scientific record

of this particular parasite is l),v Linmnis in 17(51. Tt s.cni^ -tvAu^e.

The writer is at present engaged on other species of

Sahnincola which dwell on various salmon and trout of

the northwest section of the United States. From all

appearances the different stages in the life histories of

the various species of Salmincola seem to be more or less

similar and, therefore, will be briefly outlined.

As already mentioned above, the young larval copepods

undergo development within the egg-sacs of the attached

females. When these larvae are mature, they rupture the

egg-sacs and escape into the water as minute, freely-

swimming organisms that closely resemble free-living

pelagic copepods. Although they measure about one

thirty-fifth of an inch in length, they are very active and

2 Pro,: r. S. Nat. Mus., Vol. 47, pj). 565-729.

3 Report Wis. rush. Com., 1911-12, pp. 12-22. Jour. An. Brh., Vol. 3, pp.

36-60. Bio!. Bull., Vol. 27, pp. 115-127. Biol. Bull.. Vol. 'M. pp. 407-419.

Puh. Pufjet Sound Biol. Sta., Vol. 2, pp. 7;{-77. Puh. Pu^tt Sound Biol. Sta.,

Vol. 2, pp. 153-181.

4AMER. Nat., Vol. 52, pp. 322-352.
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swim about with a snappy spiral dart. They may thus

swim about for nearly two days, constantly searching for

a host to wliicli to attach themselves. They dart here,

there and evcrx wli('r(' : if not successful in meeting a host,

they soon die l)iit it' one is found they attach themselves

and carry on tlicir life-cycles to completion.

In Sahiiiinnfd rrhnirrlsii it has been found that the

larval coi)ci>()(l> >\\ im about near the surface of the water

throughoiil llic (lay, at night they sink down to lower

depths near the bottom of the stream. These migrations,

although contrary to the general migrations of free-living

copepods, are, nevertheless, of great benefit to these para-

sitic forms in that they are parallel with the migrations

of the hosts. Brook trout generally feed near the upper

surfaces of the streams during the day and at night they

sink down to lower levels. This similar behavior on the

part of the parasite and the host makes it much easier

for the parasite to meet its host and thereby carry out

its life-cycle.

The manner in wliich the larval copepod attaches itself

to the host is extremely interesting. Each larva posses-

ses powerful mouth parts and a peculiar attachment fila-

ment which aid in the attachment of the organism. On
coming in contact with a desirable portion of the host,

the parasite first rasps a lioli^ in the tissues by means
of its mouth parts. Then tlic attachment filament is

brought in contact with thi- cavity and by means of the

contraction of numerous thin head muscles which are

attaclicd to the i>roximal end of the attachment filament,

the hnlb-like distal end of the filament is driven into the

cavity. The ulne-like secretion of the attachment fila-

ment' as well as the reueneratiiig tis>ne of the ho^t >oon

attach the copepod (,nitc securely.

segmentation as well a- its ])lu)nose swinmiing feet. The
abdomen round- ont, becomes larger and more bag-like

in outline. The month parts also change their appear-
ance. The mouth itself grows into a prominent tube-like
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piercing organ, which is capable of puncturing the tissues

of the host for purposes of sucking blood. This is the

exact method by means of which the attached parasite

feeds itself.

About a week after attachment to the host, the modi-

fication of the parasite has been so complete that one can

hardly recognize any resemblance between it and the free-

living larva from which it was derived. In another week

and a half, that is, about two and a half weeks after

attacliiticiit, tlu' (*o])cpods have reached sexual maturity

and arc ivad.x to iiiulergo fertilization. The males can

now 1m' ( <li>tiiiguished from the females. This was
not pos>il)l(' prcx iously. The females are veritable giants

as comi)ared with the males, being about three or four

times the size of the latter.

The only male ever discovered in the genus Sahnincola

is that of Salmincohi cdH-tirdsii, which has been described

and figured in the h'if>lnalral nullrlii, for 1914. The
writer has just com})l('t((l the studs- of anotlier- male of a

different species of Sdhiinicola, naiiicly, Salnnncola beani

Wilson which lie recently discovered on the gills of the

Chinook salmon.' This new male shows the same size

difference when compared with the female as does the

male first mentioned.

Prior to fertilization, the males and females hang side

by side on the tissues of the host. In order to accomplish

fertilization, the male undergoes a rather peculiar be-

havior. He begins circling movements and somewhere
in his vicinity he comes in contact with a female. As
soon as this occurs, the male clasps the female with his

maxi]lii)ods and at the same time he releases his hold on
the ti-Mics of the ho<t. The male tlien creeps towards
the po^tci ioi- ic-ifui ot" the tVnudc's body, in the neighbor-
hood of the -viiilal poics, and hd'c he attaches himself in

l»ovitiuii I'oi' rci-iill/ation. The male next bends his abdo-

JiM'ii iipwai'd towafd the u'cnital openings and soon
extrudes two pear-shaped pouches known as spermato-
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phores. 'lliese are maniimlated by tlie free maxilhr of

tlie male and are ultimately attached near the genital

pores of tlie female. I'he spermatophore.s contain a

cement-like material which aids in their attachment.

They are also lillcd with large numbers of mature sper-

matozoa which wander through the genital pores and

become stored within the spermatheca of the female.

Here these male gametes remain dormant until the ova

of the female are ri])e for fertilization. When the wander-

ing of all the spermatozoa has been completed the

spermatopliores collapse and soon come to resemble

transparent, shell-like, yellowish spheres. The female

may be fertilized more than once. Oftentimes as many
as six spermatophores may be found clinging to the

genital pores of some of the females, showing that these

have been fertilized three times.

After fertilization, the male drops off the body of the

female and soon dies. The female, however, lives on and

completes the life-cycle. She now undergoes extreme

degeneration, increases enormously in size, and develops

ill her alxloiiii'ii. Al the -aiiic tiiii(> two -Icndci' iriem-

l.ranou^ c--sao> mako tlu'ir api-;ir;ni.v at tlir i-o.torior

mar-in of the feiiiale-s body. When the ova aiv ripe

they are passed down through the oviducts and as they

migrate past the spermatheca they are fertilized by the

stored spermatozoa. The embryos are then transferred

to the egc'-sacs where they carry on their comjilete de-

velopitiont. In about a month the young are liberated as

free-swiiiimina' lai\;e ready to begin the cycle again. In

S„h,r:,n<,ln > Jfunr/^ii two batches of young are ])roduced,

eaelt numberiim- about one hundred and twenty individ-

ual>. After all the young have been lil)ei-ated. the adult

fenialo die and soon deteriorate on the tisane. ,,r the

host.

Although these copepods are not. ordinarily, very

dangerous to fish in their natural Jiaunts, yet t'roni the

standpoint of fish-culture they are of considerable eco-
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nomic importance. When once they make their appear-

ance in our hatcheries they cause a great deal of damage

and loss amongst the fish. Here conditions are ideal for

parasitism. The ponds are small and large numbers

of fish are crowded into them. Because of this situation

the parasitic larvse have very little trouble in finding their

hosts. At the same time the current of water which cir-

culates through the hatchery ponds is not swift enough

to interfere with the movements of the parasitic organ-

isms. It is therefore a matter of a short time before

most of the fish become heavily infested with copepods.

While the young fish as well as the adults are attacked

in the hatchery ponds, nevertheless it is mainly the adult

fish which are most heavily parasitized. These are

attacked by so many of the copepods that they are ulti-

mately killed. It is by no means uncommon to find as

many as two hundred and fifty copepods on one trout.

Eecently I found around five hundred copepods on the

gills of a single chinook salmon. In such cases of para-

sitism the injury to the host is considerable. In the first

place, the parasites suck enormous quantities of blood,

thereby depriving the host of a large amount of nourish-

ment. Secondly, when the copepods attach themselves,

they injure the tissues of the host, thereby making it

possible for injurious spores and bacteria to enter and

set up secondary infections of a serious nature. And
lastly, the injured tissues swell and develop into so-called

scar tissues," which interfere with the normal functions

of the host. Taking all these facts into consideration,

there is little wonder that fish succumb under the attacks

of these parasites, particularly in hatchery ponds where

conditiojis arc just right for parasitism. In one Wiscon-

sin liarclici y tlie author found that in a single year about

twelv.. tlu.usnn.l adnlt trout out of fourteen thousand

kept ill outdoor j.onds died from the attack^ of these

copcpo.l^.

Many <tates hav,. had thi> trouhle IV.r xcai-. uith wry
serious losses. The writer has devoted considerai)le
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attention to the control of these parasites, and has recom-

mended the following remedies in the state of Wisconsin.

These have also been found useful in other states where

the same type of parasitism has made its appearance.

1. When the water supply is polluted, sand filters

should be installed at the mouth of the water stream as

it makes its way into the hatchery ponds. The sand

catches most of the free copepods before they enter the

hatchery, thereby preventing them from attacking the

fish.

2. The young fry should be given salt baths quite often.

The salt solution kills the copepods, during the early

stages of attachment, ^t the same time this solution

makes the fish more resistant to the attacks of the

parasites.

3. Since the adult fish are the ones most heavily para-

sitized, it is better to do away with these as soon as

possible and to keep only the younger fish for spawning
purposes.

4. Inasmuch as the free-swimming stages of the cope-

pods are strongly attracted by intense light, powerful

arc lights should be erected at various points over the fish

ponds. By means of fine gauze bags towed over the illu-

minated regions, a large number of the copepods can be

gathered and removed.

5. The introduction of certain types of minnows into

the hatchery ponds tends to keep the ]iarasitos down.

Tliese minnows feed on the free-living larv.-v of tlie cope-

lio>t.
" '

'

Anotli. r iiiran^ nf ovriv.milim' tl.i> sort of parasiti>m

\vlii<-li h;i. u\'\vu mi-uvM.mI itH^ir to tho wi-it.T is, thror-n

bree.lin-. to .l.'vclo]. a >train ainoii.o>t the ho>t^ which

would hr practically iiHinimo to the atta.'k^ of tlie jnira-

sites. Tills ajiru'ars to be possible wiicii one ronshh-rs the

fact that undov similar .'oii.lition^ the ho.f. >|,ou- varying

degrees of resistance to the parasitic organisms. Some
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are attacked very lightly, while others become heavily

parasitized. Doesn't it seem logical to speculate that

through intelligent selection and breeding, one could de-

velop resistant strains of fish, which would be attacked

by so few of the parasitic copepods that the parasites

would be almost a negligible quantity?

These remedies, of course, are not absolute, but they

may help a great deal in reducing the loss of the fish. In

cases of such parasitism there is no absolute cure known.

A most desirable remedy would be one which would de-

stroy the adult copepods while they are attached to the

structures of the fish, without in any way harming the

latter; but all attempts in this^ direction have thus far

been without success. The hosts are so delicately consti-

tuted that they can withstand only a very slight change in

their environmental medium. The adult copepods, on the

other hand, can resist powerful chemical solutions by
virtue of their resistant body walls. It is obvious that

the weak link in the chain of the life-history of these

parasites is the free-living period, and in view of this,

the real solution seems to be quite clear. One must catch

the organisms as they break out of the egg-sacs of the

mother and kill them before they come in contact with

their hosts. As with a good many of our modern dis-

eases, " prevention before parasitism occurs " should be

our motto, rather than " cure after parasitism."



SHORTER ARTICLES AND DISCUSSION

COLLINS 'S REMARKS ON THE VIGOR OF FIRST
GENERATION HYBRIDS

In a review of the theories regarding hybrid vigor Collins^

has attempted to show that, the two objections wliieh were long

upheld as preelndin- the possibility of dominance acconnting

for heterosis were without foundation. The supin-ession of dele-

terious factors, he eoiisidfrs. is a(hM|ii,i1i' to account for the ob-

served facts without rousKlci'iii- ilir phrnoiiiriioii (if linkage.

The two objections wiiidi wrrc raised against the hypothesis

of dominance as a factor in hybrid vigor befoi'c the importance

of linkage became generally known are as follows: (1) Domi-

nance of independent factors would give an asymmetrical distri-

bution to the progeny populations of those individuals which

of II, c n(,rinal ru'rv... lie puini. nut tliat. ui'tli characters \L
].cndciii uiuwi a lar-.c nniiilicr nt' fa. Mors. ,„,!> populations with

exhibit any nuticoablr tendency toward .kewne... This is a

numbers nearly equals the comi)ine(l ranne of rl I'iirinal races

as exhibited by the characters which show heterosis the niunber

of main factors which govern the exiiression ,,t' this particular

character can not be large. Therefore, it n were merely a mat-
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tcr of dominance without linka{?e, sucli distributions would be

expeeted to show right-hand skewness. But they do not con-

In regard to the second objection, that of recombination of all

favorable factors, Collins has given a large number of figures to

show what was already well known, that with a large number of

factors the cliances for recombination are remote with the small

progenies grown in experimental plots. It was not intended to

maintain that pedigree cultures were adequate to show that such

a recombination could not be made. The point in mind, if not

clearly expressed, was that natural selection in isolated popula-

tions oi cultivated plants had not brought about any noticeable

approach to stability. In the hills of New England maize has

been grown for long periods of time in isolated fields. Some
varieties hav«^ probably been grown for at least fifty years with-

out admixture. Yet these varieties when self-fertilized show as

ra{)id a reduction in growth as other varietire which arc lately

the product of extensive hybridization.

There is an enormous difference in the possibilities for imme-

diate recombination with and without linkage. To illustrate:

with twenty independent factors the chance for the bringing

together of all dominants in a homozygous state in one genera-

tion is tlH'otvtically one in 4"-^". With the same twenty factors

dist ril.iiitMl by twos in ten different chromosomes, each being

separat.Ml l)y wu units of crossing-over, the chance for recombi-

nation is tliiMiivtinilly one in 20''\ This is a difference in total

luuiihi is so v;i-T ;is to be almost inconceivable. Working over

loni;- p. iio(U n!' time, linkage may not be a hindrance to recom-

bination, as ta.-toi's one*' brought together tend to stay together

as fifiiily as ttu'v once resisted separation. Many cross-fertilized

species in^ the wihl whose age is^^ measured in geological periods

isolate.! for a considerable time show no iioticeable approach to-

ward this coiiditif)!!. It seems reasonable to suppose that the

arrannviiK-Mt of factoivs in the chromosomes has something to do

witli this stati' of affairs. Therefore, until the chromosome
llirofy ot" hfifdity was developed, there was considerable plausi-
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tions were valid. But how important is it now to make this

decision? Linkage is a fact and must be taken into considera-

tion. True, the evidence in support of the chromosome hypoth-

esis from maize is not extensive. But hybrid vigor is a wide-

spread phenomenon sbown by many organisms. The dominance

hypothesis applies 1o DrosophUa as well as 1o maize.

This failure to look outside of the corn ticl<l bas led Collins

to make certain statements to wliirh 1 niust tak(> strong objec-

tion. He is inclined to believe tliat tlio su pptvssion of deleteri-

of wild species"^of botli aniuials an.l plants as well as of naturally

self-fertilized varieties of cnltivateil |ilants whidi show an un-

mistakable increase in growth after crossing. Take Xaudin's

Datura crosses which doubled in height. Koliviitei'"s Mrotiana

hybrids which astonished their producer, the hylirid waliuits.

both natural and artificial, and Gerschler's fish liybi ids. to name

a few notable illustrations. Collins himself luis given us several

good illustrations of remarkable vigor shown by hybrids of many
varieties of maize from ditrerent pai'ts of the world. Here it i^

clearly not a mattei' of suppressing deleterious characters. The

parental types are normal, vigoi'ous and perfectly capable of

ahles ihe olTspi-ing to lake advaidage of the more favorable

factoi-s. This is as tr'ue of doniest iealed races as it is for wild

Furthermore, there is abundant evi.lence that many factors

are without effect unless working in consort. In plants, colors
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tent, merely a different way of lookin<; at tlie same i\\m^. But
it puts the emphasis on the wronji; side and is wholly inadequate

to account for all the manifestations of hybrid viaor. Tt would
be unnecessary to discuss this were it not for the fact that his

way of looking at the matter leads him to think that there is no

essential distinction between the Darwinian view of inbreeding

as a process loading toward extinction and the more recent con-

ception that the results of this system of mating depend upon
the inheritance received. Collins says:

. to light. Along with Tli.'sr typ.'s ulii.-li iuv tnilv .Ir-nierat.- in
' any sense of tiie term (but inl)ree(liim' lias iiething to do with

in comparison with their more hetero/voous [);iretits in tliat tliey

conditions and are not .so productive. 1 iiljicedini;' is solely a

process of sortinir out. Some bad ni;ilcr'i;d is l.ntii'jlit to view

which can be discarded. But along with tins thnv is the

good material that was in th<> stock, and this ciii l.r iix'd to r."-
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the bad iiaiiie to iiibrecdiiifr in the past, the less vigorous off-

spring fretiiu'iitly ivsiilting from inbreeding, although healthy,

were also L-onsidcrcd to bo valueless for further propagation and

were (luiddy disposed oi'.

This is si ill llie belief and practise of live-stock breeders.

Tiiose who do iiot know tlie i)rineiples involved think that in-

l)r('f'(liii,<j: li;is pt'fniaiiently injured the famdies with such weak-

(Micil iiidividiKiIs. E(iuipped with the results of two decades of

oviu'iic iiiV('siiL;;ii ion. we can say, " No! this is not so. Nothi>i<j

has hu ,1 lost. These less vigorous inbred individuals of no ap-

parent woi'tli have potentially great value." A widespread re-

ception of this idea has possibilities of great practical outcome.

Not to see clearly the important distinction wliich there is here

between the present and former views is not to appreciate the

real progi-ess which the combined genetic research of twenty

years lias made along this line.

D. F. JONKS

.\X .\l'l>Ai;i:.\T CASK OK SO.MATIC SECREGATIOX
IX\'()L\ I.\(; TWO LIXKKI) FACrrORS^
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cell received both .halves of one motlier-cell chromosome, while

the other daugrhter cell received both halves of the homolof^ous

chrornosOTne. Such a variation, then (Mnller. 1920. p. 459),

permits an almost certain decision 'l)et\veen factor mutation and

''mitotic irregularity."^

A ")>ud variation" apparently involviufr two linked factors

was observed in a culture of Matthiola annua, at Iliverside, Cali-

fornia, in 1916-17. Unfortunately the factorial relations are

not entirely clear, but the case seems decidedly significant never-

theless.

The plant in question occurred among ])rogeny of a "slender"

parent {27^h-i]-S-6 : Frost, 1919). The slender type (S') is one

of several alx't-raiit forms evidently dependent on factors linke<i

with the factor ''for" single (normal) flowers (D). Slender

parents have given (Frost. 1919) on the average about 32.5 ± 2.0

per cent, of slender progeny, most of the rest l)einu- "SnowHake"
(normal). The constitution of the slender -single parent men-

tioned appears to have been S'D/s'd. Both .S" and D (or a

factor completely linked with D) appear to !« inipt'i-fn-tly re-

cessive for a lethal effect; no functional pollen ciii'fics />. and

S'S' zygotes appear to be non-viable, while *S".s' z\ i:.,t( s aiv >(»iue-

what weak and probably are selectively eliminaTcd hcl'di't' germi-

like Snowflak(>, hut ihr r-M -^l-wWv. Wlini matinv thi^ plant

had produced from oiir side of rlic main stem at least three

yielding
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action ot 111 (pi^tiiic 01 mliihitino faolor / Tlius the constitu

tion of tlio Snowflake snides »i\'iMg: rare slender progeny may
be IS'D/ts'd or Bb'1/ds'i. A serious theoretical difficulty seemed

to arise m the apparent necessity^ for several sp(H'ihe "in-

hibitors' all sriviiiii^ the same •'normal" tvpe, and also for rela-

tively frequent dominant mutations. Perhaps, however, the

api)arent mutation may usually consist m the development or

disappefirance ot some condition of duplication in one chromo-

some oL the [)air concerned. (.)i-io:m ot apparent mutants

throucrh. duplication of whole chromosoinies, as seems to have

been demonstrated for a remarkablv similar series of mutant

foims m Datum (Biake^lee, Belluif? and Farnham, 1020), s(cm>

to be precluded in these cases bv the evident linkage phenomena.

Howard B. Frost

THE XP]rROMOTOR APPARATUS OF PARAMECIUM
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well-known ciliatc raramecium. The neuromotor apparatus of

this organism consists of fine branching fibers in the periphery

and the cytopharynx, converging to the neuromotor center.

In the peripliery these fibers are connected to the basal gran-

ules of the cilia and also to the tricliocysts. From these organ-

elles they may be traced to the neuromotor center (Fig. 1, n. c.)

located in the endoplasm just anterior to the cytostome. They
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are arranged in whorls, one on the oral side, the other on the

aboral side (Fig. 1, or. wh.; Fig. 2, ah. wh.).'

The oral whorl is the more extensive. In the oral groove

(Fig. 1, 0. gr.) the fibers run obliquely caudad to the eytostomc

where they turn and converge obliquely eephalad to the neuro-

motor center. From other parts of the oral surface they run in

gracefully curved lines directly to the neuromotor center.

The fibers of the aboral whorl converge in a large apex on the

right, opposite and slightly posterior to the cytostome. Here

they dip into the endoplasm and run direet to the neuromotor

center.

The entire periphery of the animal is supplied witli the diverg-

ing fiber ends of these two whorls. On the left side t]u)se of the

oral whorl meet those of the aboral whorl about midway between

the two sides. On the right the inner ends of the fibers of the

oral whorl mingle with those of the aboral whorl near the con-

verging apex of the latter.

Two sets of fibers connect the organelles of the eytopharynx

with the neuromotor center. One, a fan-shaped set. runs in the

right wall of the eytopharynx to the anterior membranelle zone.

The other set consists of two fibers which run from the neuro-

motor center to the peristomal cilia around the cytostome and

meet in the posterior margin. From here they run in the oral

side of the eytopharynx and branch profusely into the posterior

membranelle zone and the eiidoplasm. This posterior zone, the

cilia of which beat in an opposite direction to those of the an-

terior membranelle zone, has not been previously described.

The cytopharyngeal fibers are heavier than the peripheral fibers

and may be seen in living unstained animals under oil immersion.

The trichocysts are arranged with reference to tlie peripheral

neuromotor fibers in whorls. They reach the surface of papillse

which constitute interrupted ridges (Fig. 1, t. r.) . The cilia,

however, spring from longitudinal grooves. The grooves from

each side of the oral surface meet in a series of V's, the apices

of which lie in a Htic, the ciliary suture (Fig. 1, c. s.) which ex-

tefids obliijuely through this surface from the anterior to the

(4) also found tli— aii,l ridl...! i I:,.m! .•ili.iiy n.otl,.ts.
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motor fibers. Similar fibers have been found connected to the

inner ends of the triehocysts.

From the foregoing it is seen that the neuromotor system of

Paramecium consists of fibers running from the neuromotor

center to the membranelle of tlic cvtopharvnx and also from the

same center to the basal granules of the peripheral cilia and to

the triclioeysts. Its morphology suggests that it is eonductile in

fuiii-lioii adapted to coordinate the movements of the peripheral

ciha and the cvtopharvngeal membranelles.

llh puiplHi d hbus were discovered in ^^hoV mouuls fivd

StlllU<I .lid .1. In iMtld 111 ((lltlltugO tub.v 11 1 in uis
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the physiologically anterior end (Child 9) could not be deter-

mined. But the antero-posterior gradient is what one would

expect in animals possessing fibers which conduct efferent im-

pulses (Tashiro 10).

Contrary to Neresheimer (5) the animals are narcotized in

these solutions.

Micro-dissection experiments showed that the coordination of

movement of the cytopharyngeal membranelles is interrupted

when the neuromotor fibers are cut. Those posterior to the cut

beat slower and with smaller amplitude than those anterior to it.

Extensive destruction of structures in the region of the neuro-

motor center or motorium destroyed coordinated movement of

the peripheral cilia. In one ease in animals isolated in gelatine

four zones of cilia were seen. Those of one side beat in oppo-

site directions to those of the other.

A complex fibrillar apparatus ha.s been differentiated in Para-

mecium. It connects the membranelles of the cytopharynx and

the peripheral cilia and also the trichocysts with the neuromotor

center. Therefore, the morphology of this system suggests that it

is conduetile. Experimental data streim'tliens this morphological

evidence; first, because the antero-posn'ri-.r uT.i.licnt tliat (>\isr^

complex ^vstem of fibers which <-on.l,H-t , lu ,vnl n„puU ^ fnuii

the antcri.-r end to the ncnn>nu)1..r milM' -,.,„„! the luicn*-

CiiAui Ks AV. Rees
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A NEW MUTATION IN THE HOUSE MOUSE^

A NEW and distinct mutation in mammals is not a frequent oc-

currence, and therefore the record of a recent dilute form of the

house mouse, allelomorphic to color and albinism, is perhaps

justifiable.

The infr('(iu(Micy of nuitMtions in incimmals mny he due to

greater s1al)iliTy of ovnn phisni Tli;m in sm-h forms as in-

sects, for cx.'iinitlf. lh-<>s(inhilii : m- iii;iy \)o diir to our lack of

opportunity tot- .xaniiniiii:- as lariiv a inipulaTion of mammals
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In both rats and mice, this gene greatly recluc(>s the production

of black and brown hair pigment, but leaves yellow undisturbed.

The linkage of pink-eye to albinism in both forms gives added

A gene for pink-eye is also known m the guiiK ;i |)iu' (('iisth'

M4)^ but it has not yet been estahlislicd thai piiik-(/y(' and

albinism are linked in this form. It may be unsat'c to homologi/e

strictly the gene for pink-eye in mice and rats with the gene in

euinea pigs whicli produces similar somatic effects. A deep

red-eyed (almost l)lack-eyed) yellow rat has also been described

(Castle. '14).^ The gene Un- wd-vyi^ is linked to the gene for

pink-eye. This mutation lias not yd been observed in mice.

Brown varieties of mice ami uiiiiifa pii;s have been known for a

long time. Brown rabbits i tlir Havana variely) and the brown

roof rat (Patterson. '20
1

• aiv nvcnt pfodu.'tions. While no

the form should be possible and ll^ diM-ovciy is only a matter of

time and opportunity. A sci df (juadi iii)!*' allelomorphs in the

guinea pig includes intense color, .lilmion. ruby-(\v('d dilution

and Himalayan albinism (Wriizlit, "l.'))." Soon at'ter ihesc I'onns

were found, Whiting and Kin- CIS)' reported ruliy-eyed dilu-

tion in rats, an allelomorph of both color and albinism. While

Whiting and King nse.l the same symbol, c,. for this gene that

other aiiimaU. as ni the cohir vaneth -^ of ilir horse and the ass,

for example, and in the ca^' of the l)rnsoi>li ila species.
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and guinea pit:'. It appeared that similar changes in the mouse

were po.«sil)le and could be found, if persistently sought. With

this general thouglit m mind, T attempted by corresponding with

fanciers et cetera to locate dilute mutations in mice, thinking

that the dark red-eyed yellow mutation (parallel to the type

found 111 rats) or the dilute forms allelomorphic to color and

albinism (parallel to the guinea-pig and rat series) might be

possibilities. My correspondence with fanciers brought no re-

sults, but a dilute mutation appeared from a rather unexpected

source- On August 31, 1920. Mr. J. E. Knight of Weldon.

Illinois, who ext(M'niniates rodents trom corn cribs, poultry houses

and the hko. iiiul who lias iiuich opportunity to examine a large

numbei ot ilif>r iuiiiiiin;ils. brought to my laboratory a young

male mutaiiT iiioii>.' winch he had captured in a corn crib, located

on a tmn s, n „ ,„il . tioiii th. luaiest t<.\Mi Thi^mimal on a

fu^t 111 1> Ills. i\ \ iiiiiii itinii ui\. til. ipp. iiai.< of being an

first pelage, but tlu

shade —a little liglr

sliiiht dnll ^Hkmis

^ed lat The daik e>es and ^(

iiggested that the mutation w.

ellow rat. Recent matings ha
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apparently darker than the ruby-eyed dilute rat, the genetic

behavior ajTrees quite closely in both forms. Nevertheless it is

hardly safe to insist that these two mutations are identical, for

there may be numerous possible grades or conditions of the

color gene. We are also unable to prove that they are different,

for the genes may be identical, but simply give different somatic

effects since the residual inheritance in the two forms can not

be the same. If a new dilute type of mouse can be found which

is more like the rat in both genetic behavior and somatic ap-

pearance, then we shall be able to state with more assurance that

the present mutation is not identical with the dilute rat. Until

that event occurs, we can only regard these dilute color mutations

in the rat and mouse as samples of a series of possible mutations

in the color gene (cf. the red, white, eosin, cherry, et cetera series

of multiple allelomorphs in Drosophila nielanogaster) . A sim-

ilar interpretation applies in any attempt to homologize the mem-
bers of the guinea-pig series with those of the rat or the mouse

Three types of crosses between the mutant male mouse and

1. Mated to homozygous blacks, all of the offspring were

Willi gray. In the the mutant and other expected forms

segregated out.

2. Mated to pink-eyed spotted brown, all of the Fi offspring

were wild gray. In the F2 the expected forms occurred including

the mutant type. We have not yet had opportunity to identify

the mutant form when homozygous for pink-eye.

3. Mated to albinos, all the F^ offspring were of the mutant

type, that is, they are white at birth with eyes rather less heavily

pigmented than the wild type. As they grow , older, the hair

soon approaches the mutant color type, but I can not yet state

whether the mutant hair color is incompletely dominant, as in

the case of the ruby-eyed dilute rat and guinea pig.

From present indications, this new dilute mutation is certainly

recessive to color, and I am inclined to believe it will prove to

be incompletely dominant to albinism. The three genes (color,

color dilution, and albinism) probably form a s(>i-i(>s of triple
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which it arose. The new gene should prove to be linked with

dark-eye, like its allelomorph, albinism. Since it occupies, in a

scale of dominance, an intermediate position between color and

albinism, the mutant should give a coupling series wlien mated

to albinos carrying pink-eye ^F^ =
^ ^ J

but a repulsion series when the same mutant is mated to pink-

GENITAL OEGANS OF HERMAPHRODITIC FUR SEALS

The resumption of commercial killing of the surplus and use-

less males of the fur-seal herd resorting to the Pribilof Islands

of Alaska furnished an opportunity to study the life history and

anatomy of this group of mammals. Aft^r a lapse of six years,

killing was begun again in 1918 by the Bureau of Fisheries.

Upwards of 33,000 males, mostly young, were secured and their

skins preserved for sale by the go,vernment. Two hermaphro-

ditic animals were killed among this large number and the

writer had an opportunity of examining the sexual organs of

both. Such abnormalities of the species have not previously

been recorded and since they are rarely found among mammals
of any species it seems desirable to note the occurrence with a

brief description. The organs of both animals have been deposited

in the United States National :^Ius('uni.

Normally the female Alaska fur-seal has two kidney-shaped

ovaries located just forward of tlie pelvis and loosely invested in

the folds of connecting ligaments. Blood vessels, ureters, fal-

lopian tubes and uteri are attached to the same folds. The

ureters pass above the genitalia but bend down below to reach

the tip of the bladder. The uterus is biearinate, an ovary being

attached to the distal end of each horn. It is pretty well deter-

mined that each side functions alternately every other year. The

horns unite in the median line and the vagina eontimies to the

exterior, a distance of about 20 cm. Attached to the lower side

of the vagina is the pear-shaped and very muscular bladder.

The urethra leading therefrom is deeply embedded in the mus-

cular walls of the lower vagina as it passes to its point of dis-

charge near the exterior.

eyed colored individuals ( Fi = ^

J. A. Detlefsex.
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The first of the hermaphroditic animals to be described was
found at the Northeast Point hauling grounds of St. Paul Island

on August 6, 1918. It was four years old and thought to be a

male by the external characters of the head. It was not dis-

covered to be bisexual until skinning had started and the mam-
mary glands were found fairly well developed and containing

a small amount of miik. This is one of the first characters to be

noted when a female has been killed. As the native skinner

thought this had happened, my attention was immediately called

to the matter. Two or three dozen females are unavoidably

secured when large killings are made in the manner followed in

1918 and it was thought that this was one of these unfortunate

accidents. But when the penis opening on the abdomen was

seen in the usual place is was known that a freak had been

found and its organs and skull were preserved.

The right ovary was found to be smaller than normal and pear-

shaped instead of flatly oval and it was entirely divested of the

usual covering membrane. Its fallopian tube was thicker and

fleshier tlian usual. But the left ovary was much larger than

norniJil and the membrane was firmly attached all over its sur-

face by adhesions. Both horns of the uterus were normal in

shape but smaller than usual in a four year old female. The

walls of the vagina leading backward from the uterus were

extn'meiy lieavy and firm. The opciiuio' irivw smalhM- aiul

smaller posteriorly until it reached llif pmnt of jun.-tiou of tlie

vagina walls and the penis. Then it followed the latter orj-an

forward on the ventral side as a small duct. The opening to the

exterior was near the distal end of the penis.

There were no testes; rudiments even could not be found.

But the penis was well developed and in the normal position.

The OS penis was only about one fourth as large as would be

found in a male of equal age. The cartilaginous continuation

of this bone and the continuation of the walls of the vagina

were one and the same.

The urinary system was normally developed, the bladder being

attached to the vagina. The urethra followed the penis forward

on the side opposite from the duct of the vagina. The muscles
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sexes.) But such was not the case. Although possessing de-

cided features of both sexes the skull resembles, far more, one of

a male of the same age.

The other specimen found in 1918 was very much less in-

teresting. It was secured on Lukanin field. Sr. Paul Island. The

organs were brought to me after the killing was over in a some-

what mutilated condition but the relations seemed to be about as

follows

:

There was a pair of testes, apparently in the usual position

of ovaries. The spermatic cords united above the neck of the

bladder and seemed to discharge through a large blind glandular-

walled pouch. This latter was taken to be a pathological vagina

and was all that remained of the female system. The bladder

was normal in size and the urethra passed straight backward

from it as in the female. A rudimentary penis two centimeters

long with a minute bone projected posteriorly beneath the anus

and the opening of what was taken to be the vagina. The
urethra discharged through this penis. This animal was prob-

ably a two year old. but its skull was Dot preserved and the ex-

.\n old nati\e sealer on. e to d me lh.it li- had seen a half male

and half female seal about five or six years old. It was as large

as a male of that aire hul liad tlie beautiful soft pelage of the

female oi- the young male. In this coniuM'tion it is worth while to

pups, say two year olds. If sueeessful it is i)robable that they

tain the very valuable fur of undeveloped males or of females.

As tlu> males aiv when full gi-own four to six times as large as

the females, the peltx .hould be proportionately increa.sed in

G. Dallas IT.\xna
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INHERITANCE OF BELTING SPOTTING IN CATTLE
AND SWINE

It has lonry been noted that when two belted individuals are

bred together only part of th(>ir offspring- show true belts.

Taking the Duteh Belted breed in cattle, although the new
belted Galloway (Ashton) may later serve just as well, we find

that in practically all pure-bred herds there appear individuals

with imperfect belts and more often those that are pure black.

Kuiper has furnished us with the most promising results so

far. He shows that the characteristic markings of the Lakcn-
velder or Dutch Belted breed may be obtained by crossing within
the breed or by crossing with spotted cattle. In his experiments
a belted bull was bred to 55 Holstein-Friesian cows and produced
as offspring 27 belts, 24-25 self-black, and 3-4 spotted. The
identity of one calf was doubtful.

To explain these results he takes two pairs of allelomorphic

factors L-1 for belt, epistatic over E-e for self, and a repulsion

between L and E in the reduplication series 1-7-7-1. A fairly

high correlation exists between white feet and wid(> belts. This

correlation agrees closely with Walther's work on horses.

Kuiper's work may be criticized on the fact that he has no
definite grounds for ;issuiiiing the piTsciic' of iilleloinorphie

factor i)iiirs. ![. ,l,„.s not nssiimc ;i fa. -tor for wliit.^ spotting

that will 1ilkr in of tIh^ ;niiniMl.

Crossing the iinlividnnU tonvth.-r -;ivr 22 ^r! f-rolor.',l jnid 29

spotted. These rcsulls >liow that \\u- Ilolstcin-Krirsiim markinu's
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hesitate to spend some time fti tlie preparation of such tables.

It is, of course, natural that ditroiTueos in the source of light,

optical equipment and r;iy-filt('rs necessitate the preparation of

new tables. Our own outfit beiim- one of the standard Bausch

and Lomb apparatus with a Zeiss microscope and Cramer ray-

filters, it occurred to me that those possessing a similar e(iuip-

nient might be spared the tediousness of preparing an exposure

t;dile if our table of exposure factors were published with such

iiisi I'uctions as would permit of identical arrangement of the

apparatus. Moreover, it will be remembered that these factors

are dependent upon the source of light, substage position, mag-

nification, and numerical aperture of the objective, and that

other conditions being identical, exposure varies as the square of

A word must be said about the use of the substage condenser.

The position of the condenser indicated in the table is such as to

give the greatest detail without apparent bad effect on definition.

As is well established, the depth of focus in a microscopic ob-

jective depends upon its numerical aperture. The ureter the

latter, the smaller the depth of focus. Since definition increases

with numerical aperture, one has to sacrifice the one or the other.

From a practical point of view depth of focus is often more

desirable than perfect definition. The numerical aperture of an

objective may be conveniently cut down by increasing the dis-

tance between the substage condenser and the objective. This

can be done with safety only to a certain point, which 1 called

the optimum, and beyoinl whieli definition is visibly impaired.

I hope to be able later to return to this subjei^t in greater detail.

magnifying j)ower of an objective, the sooner tlie 0{)tiHuim will

be reached. With other words, the substage may be lowered a

great deal more in low-power than in high-power objectives.

In the following table the position of the substaize is indicated

as it Will gn. Ill the Zeiss inicrophotographic stand ilie substage

rotwlrti^cf lias a iiiiitien.-al aperture of 1.40, and when jilaced at

/en. the surf.irr uf its iipp.-r lens is still O.S mm l.elnu the

surfnceof the mieroscnpi.- table.

The .-ource of li-ht fnr ul.irh the f.il.lM ..f .xpnMPr tartors

holds good is the liaiisrh ;i,id \.nmh .Mirrnpn.jrrrni' \n. 4:{01

with hand feed arc lamp and I'heostat for 4..") ainpei'es. 110 volts,
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D.C.. placed so that the distance between the uprights carrying

the projector and the microscope table is 20 inches, while half-

M^ay between the projector and the microscope a water cell is

placed for the absorption of heat ravs. The projector has a

movable condenser of its own. The position of this condenser

influences the intensity of lifrht. Our table is made for such a

position of this condenser that the light on the toeusnur screen

is biightest It IS not th( ^\mo foi (\er> objt iii 1 imi-l be

found by experimenting, with the aid ot an assisiiiiit. wlio nicvcs

the condenser while the observer watches tlio field. loi' this

experiment the microscope substage is best low(M-ed about 2 mm.
to insure even illumination. "When the position of tlie condenser

of the projector has been found and marked on the mounting,
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the experiment need never be repeated again. The table itself

applies onl}- to an Orthonon plate used without ray-filter. For

use with Cramer's rayfilters the factors given in this table must

be multiplied by the factors shown in my first paper.

The so-called " Pointolite " is an excellent source of light for

low powers. It requires about 5-10 times longer exposures. In

our laboratory we use the Complete Illuminating Apparatus with

D.C. open arc* After some cxperimeiitino' it was found that the

most satisfactory arrangpnirrit of this ilhiminating system is

when the arc is moved forward to within l^i/o inches from the

first condensing lens, a water i-ell placed between second and

third condensing lenses, in contact with the mounting of both,

and the distance between the third and fourth condensing lens

fixed at 15 inches, while the distance from the latter to the

microscope table is 1^2 inches. Under these conditions the ex-

posure is double that obtained with the microprojector for

which the table in this paper is given. I omit giving a separate

table for this system, because any one may obtain it in a moment

by simply doubling the values given here. But it must be re-

membered that change in the arrangement of the illuminating

system, no matter how small the deviation, will result in wrong

values.

Alexander Petruxkevitch.
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Such quantitative knowledge as exists of fundamental

principles in the general biologj^ of the duration of life

has, in the main, been derived from an examination hj
purely statistical methods of human mortality records.

Of course a good deal of information about the biology

of death and duration of life of a general and non-quanti-

tative character has been gained from experimental work
on lower organisms. This literature has recently been

reviewed by one of us (Pearl (1) to (7) inclusive). But
the outstanding fact is that most of the existing (jucnif 'da-

tive data about duration of life are purely statistical, and
derived from man as material.

Tlie statistical method of acquiring knowledge of nat-

ural phenomena has a number of distinct and important

limitations (cf. Pearl (8)). It is the settled policy of this

department to check every conclusion drawn from purely

statistical methods by an independent experimental in-

vestigation of the same problems, wherever in the nature

of the case this is possible. Most problems of human
vital statistics can not, in the nature of the case, be in-

vestigated experimentally, in any direct way with man
liimself as material. Probably this is chiefly the reason

why all of the immense mass of data collected, and work
done upon vital statistics has contributed so little in the

1 PaiK'is fioin the Dei^artment of Biometry and Vital Statistics, School of

Tr.vfriono aibl Public Health, Johns Hopkins University, No. 45.
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way of general principles to the science of biology. In

outlining the plans of the department at the time of its

inauguration provision was made, as a major element in

the whole organization scheme, for experimental work on

the duration of life, to parallel as closely as possible, in

respect of its problems and foci of interest, the statistical

work of the department. The present paper is the first

of a series which will appear dealing with the exper-

imental side of our work.

Oviginally it was planned to use mice as the material

for experimentation on the duration of life, and a large

and flourishing colony was bred up in accordance with the

most critical genetic standards for experimental material.

Just as the colony was ready to start definitive exper-

imentation with, an accident completely destroyed it.

It was then decided, after advising with a number of

persons, notably Professor T. H. Morgan and Dr. Jacques

Loeb, to take up Drosophila as material for the extensive

program of experimental work which we had planned.

This organism has the great advantage over any other

wliich could be used, that its genetic behavior and poten-

tialities are more thoroughly understood than those of

.•iii> other animal, thanks to the epoch-marking researches

<.t' Moi-gnii (D) and iiis students. It has tiie further great

a.l\ aii1a-c that uiuhT .-rrtaiii (M.ii.lit hms. which we now
rath.'i' ch-aily uii.h'i^laii.K il> (hii'ati..ii of life, both in

I'cspccl of means and of the /, or /Ir distributions of a life

table, is extraoixliuarily like that oL' man, with one day in

the life of the fly corresponding roughly to one year in

the life of man.

The first paper in tlie series aims to present, as a back-

ground of reference foi' further contributions, the follow-

ing essential items:

1. A brief review of what has ])een noted by previous

workers regardin- duration of life in DrosnphUn, ami

other insects in far a^ the ^h^rrvat inn^ aie .|iiantita-

tive in character.

-1. The details of our material and methods of exper-
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imentation, wliicli are critically standardizGcl and have

been used in the work which will be described in sub-

sequent papers.

3. The general form and characteristics of the mortal-

ity curves of Drosophila, presenting mortality tables for

certain strains.

4. The influence of certain phases of the experimental

technique employed upon the results.

Specific problems regarding the duration of life will be

presented and discussed in the subsequent papers in the

Literature

The earliest mention we have found of observations on

the duration of life of Drosophila is a casual reference

in a paper by Moenkhaus (10) published in 1911 in which

he makes the following statement in connection with egg

counts : We have kept females alive 153 days." There

are no details of any kind, as to conditions or numbers

involved.

The first paper to make more than casual reference to

the duration of life of I)yns,>p],'ihi is a ])aper published in

1913 by Hyde (11). In ^tudyin- intility and sterility in

different strains of flies he found two strains which dif-

fered to a marked degree in res])t'('t of length of life, and

made crosses to study the behavior of tho sliortcred

length of life of the mutant " trniicalo in lid'cdity. His

numbers are small, but they show the charactci-istic in-

creased vigor of F, hy1)ri(ls. Tlir shorter average age

of the lumped F/s indicates that there have segregated

out in the F. generation >oine short-lived flies. His data,

however, do not give, or aMow us to get, sepni-ate averages

for the truncate F.'s and the normal wingtMl i './s.

His data are summarized in Table I.

In 1914 Baumberger (12) published a papei- in whieh

he gives data on the length of life .>f different onh^rs of

Inserts without food a> affeeted i.y different e.)nMant tem-

peratures, and hy expoMire to two different temperatures.

Since tlie insects were caught in a net as ima-o.'s Die total
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longevity is not known, so that the results have little sig-

nificance from the standpoint of exact studies. The 359

insects had at 72° F. an average longevity of 4.8 days with
a maximum of 15 days, at 62° F. an average of 6 days
with a maximum of 28, and at 42° F. an average of 10.9

(lays with a maximum of 39. For the second part of the

experiment 184 larvae of the oak-tree moth were used.

The results are too conflicting to allow one to draw any
definite conclusions.

TABLE I

I

272
j

42
I

128
|

89
j

).5 26.9 47.8

In 1915 appeared Lutz's (13) paper on natural selec-

tion in which he finds in each sex a slight negative correla-

tion between the length of adult life and the duration of

the embryonic periods. The distributions which he has

for normal length of adult life with varying temperature

give the 250 J's an average duration of life of 36.3 days,

and the 263 $s an average of 28.9 days. He also gives

distributions in hours of duration of life of flies which

were given water but no food, and the correlations of

duration of life of these starved flies with wing measure-

ments.

During 1916 and 1917 Loeb and Northrop (14-16) pub-

lished a series of papers on the effects of food and tem-

] .crature on duration of life in Drosophila. The first pre-

liminary paper in 1916 gives the duration of life of cultures

of Drosophila in water and in cane sugar at temperatures

from 28^ to 9° C, showing a temperature coefficient for

the duration of life of about the order of magnitude of

that of chemical reactions, namely of about 2 for a dif-
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ference of 10° C. The averages were much lower than
those found by Hyde and Lutz because, of course, of the

inadequate food. At 19° C. the culture in water had an
average duration of life of 4.1 days and those in 1 per cent,

cane sugar of 12.3 days. In 1917 the experiments were
repeated, using sterile flies on 2 per cent, glucose agar

which was found to be a more adequate food. Similar

results were obtained, getting a simihxr coofHcient for the

duration of the larval and pupa stages, and finding that

the ratios of the duration of the three different stages re-

mained approximately constant for the different tem-

peratures. The averages here of the life of the imago
are more of the order of those found by previous workers,

228 flies at 30° lived an average of 13.6 days, 70 flies at

25°, 28.5, and 49 flies at 20°, 40.2. Later in 1917 tbey

published another paper in which they give 92.4 days as

the average duration of life of 143 flies at 15% and 120.5

days of 105 flies at 10° C, together with the t iciiu.iiry

distributions from which the averages were »>l)t;iiiiri I.

They also present results with different food inixtiircs.

and for the two sexes separately, finding that isolated

males live a little longer than isolated females, or than

the males when mixed with females.

In another paper in the same issue Northrop (17)

gives the results of some expcrini«Miis inulcrtnki'ii to dr-

termine the effect on the duration of life ol' the iiiiauo

of prolonging the life of the larva by iiiadi'qnaU' feeding

(omitting yeast for different lengths of time). In this

way the embryonic periods were prolonged from 8 to 17

days, but the duration of life of the adult remained the

same in every case, ranging between 10.5 and 11.9 days

at 27.5° C, at wliich t(-m|u-ratniv tlio four oxpcriiiiei.ts.

involving 644 flics, were prrfoniird.

In a recent ])apei- Arendscii lloiii (l^^) gi\i'< a I'l-w

observations on duration of life in tlio nical-womi Tcnc-

briq molitor. Thirty-two male hvK'\ lo li\cd an average of

60 "days, with a range from 39 to 11::, and :V2 females

averaged 111 days, with a range from 89 to 132 days.
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Mateeial and Methods

The flies furnishing the data set forth in this paper be-

longed to five different basic laboratory stocks or strains

of Drosophila melanogaster. Four of these stocks were
obtained from Professor T. H. Morgan in December,

1919, and have been bred continuously in this laboratory

since that time. The original individuals of the fifth

stock were collected by one of us (R. P.) as wild flies at

Eagle Point, Lake Memphremagog, Vermont, in the sum-

mer of 1920.

The stocks may be listed as follows

:

1. Old Falmouth. Wild t.yi)e fly, lonj? bred in Morgan's laboratory.

More inbred than 2.

2. New Fdlmou-lh. Wild type fly bred for about 6 months in Mor-

gan's laboratory before we got our sample of it.

sepia eyes, in homozygous form. Other characters wild types.

(Morgan.)

4. QuiniupU. A synthetic =;tock, carrying five s.^cond chromosome

mutations, each in homozygous fonn, as follows: Purple,

arc, speck, vestigial, and black. Other characters wild tyi>fc^

(Morgan.)

5. Eagle Point. Wild type collected in summer of 1920, and since

bred in this laboratory.

An account of the second chroniosonie mutations unm-

tioned will be found in Hri.luvs luul Mor.unii (19) nud

Sturtevant (20). The (li>.-nv.'r\ of the iimt;ill.>ii -.'Ih.-i

noted by Muller (21).

The stocks are carried along in the laboratory in pure

mass cultures in half-pint milk bottles. Those in an ex-

periment on duration of life are tested relative to this

character in one ounce shell vials.

The flies are all kept on a standard food mixture made
up fresh each day, according to the following method:

For each 100 c.c. of water ndd 2 grjun^ of agar-agar. Boil the

agar and water until the :igMr tl.umu-lily (]i..,,lvr.l. For each

100 c.c. of solution add KtO j^t mu^ l ij,.. pr. !,.! .n;i<lir,l bananas.

Boil five minutes. Pour inn- l..ti|,. uhirh l,;n,- U,n u. ll heated in

3/4 inch deep; in duration of life b(>ttle> a layer 1 2 Inch d<vp. AVhen
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the food has partly cooled sprinkle on top of food the smallest possible

amount of pulverized dry magic yeast (shaken from a can with one pin

hole in cover). Put in breeding bottle a folded square of filter

paper, and stopper with cotton batting.

The purpose of the filter paper is to furnish a dry
place for the larvae to crawl up and pupate ou, and also

to absorb some of the excess moisture wliieli often forms
on top of the food from llic ui-owiiiu' ymsl. l^^ilter paper
has not been used in the sm.-ill (hii-;ii ion of lif(^ bottles,

since no young are inipatiiiK tliei-e, and since it furnishes

too many hiding places for the flies in the frequent trans-

fers which have to be made in the duration of life tests.

Excess of moisture on top of the food may become a

source of ei-ror in duration of life experiments, because

flies may drown in a small drop of water. Throughout

our work we Inn e been constantly on guard against this

source of error and have tried a number oi' ]")lans, with

varying degrees of success to eliminnte it cntii-clw Some
of these experiments will be I'cportrd on in (i«'t;iil l;iier

on in this paper. In general it ina\ lie >ni(l In ri' that

this source of error from flies drowning need hcnvr W a

significant one if due precautions are taken. Wr know

that it has not been in our work.

Occasionally the yeast l)ecomes too actixc at the edge

of the food and canses the whole food ma>s to rise in the

bottle. In an nttempt to rliminatc this nrri(h'nt yeast in

dilute solutions w;is ;id(h'd to the itoih'd hannnas and agar

and was ^].ra>ed on top <.r thr lood. Tli.. n-ults were

not parth-nlarh lax oi-al)!e. Thr ] .ul\ cri/cd .Irx > raM

added In the moM minnte M"afilitx po..Ihh- ti;. n.o.t

satisfaetory Manchinl nn-thod > et foun.l. We expect to

ccmtinue attempting to get the food conditions more and

more nearly ideal and identical in every experiment, but

we feel reasonably certain that in all of the experiments

we shall rei)ort. even includin- the very first in ])oint of

guai-d a-a'inM accidental death N\ere Millieient to in^ire

statistic.-d accuracy in the results. Whatever environ-
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mental differences in respect of food liave existed in our

experiments have been randomly distributed among the

different groups in any given experiment. AVe have had
very little trouble at any time with moulds in the cultures,

the frequent transfers in the duration of life bottles in

an experiment preventing them from getting any start.

The stock bottles holding reserve stocks of flies have

been kept at the varying temperature of the room, but all

experimental flies have been kept in electric incubators

at 25° C, in which recording thermometers have been

placed to insure that no fluctuations of temperature have

occurred without our knowledge. All the experiments on

duration of life and their results recorded in this paper

have been carried through at the constant temperature

of 25° C. We have settled on this as a normal for this

particular element of the environmental complex.

During the first year of the experimental work no at-

tempt was made to keep the different generations sep-

arate in the stock bottles, the process being merely to

keep enough bottles (generally 4) of each stock to insure

always having pupa^ and newly emerging flies on hand
for any matings and experiments to be started. Each
week all the flies old and young together from the oldest

bottle of each stock were transferred to a fresh bottle. In

this way each bottle was kept 4 weeks and tlu-r.' were al-

ways on hand bottles witli llie> in nil sta-vs of develop-

ment.

In January, 1921, it was decided that it would be desir-

able to keep the generations separate in the stock bottles.

All stock bottles were emptied on January 11, and flies in

the stock bottles on January 14 were arbitrarily called

generation 0. From that time on the procedure has been

to empty out all the parent flies from each stock bottle 7

days after the bottle was started (when there are usually

a large num])er of larvce and some pupae formed). The
bottles aic then left for 7 days longer, during which time

enough tli.-. em. i-v to start a fresh bottle for the next

generation. Several bottles are kept of each stock, as
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before, to insure always having on hand newly emerging

flies with which to start experiments.

When any experiment is to be started tlies are taken

from the stock bottles and etherized within 4 hours of

emerging (usually sooner), before the wings have un-

folded, so that they are surely virgin. Matings are made
up as desired, putting the mated flies in half-pint milk

bottles in the incubator. The parents are taken from

the mating bottles in 8 or 9 days (before any young begin

to emerge), and removed to a second mating bottle if a

larger sample of progeny is desired than can be obtained

from one bottle. As the offspring begin emerging they

are shaken out every morning from the mating bottle

to a small shell vial. Thus all the flies in a small bottle

are the same age, and are propcrl.x- labelled with mating

number and date of emergence. 'I'lieii e\ ei y morning all

these small bottles are looked <.vei' an<l those with dead

flies separated out. After all have l>eeii looked o\er. the

live flies in the bottles whieli have .lead <ui.- are >liaken

across to fresh bottles, the dead tlie> taken .uit aii.l >exed,

and all the pertinent facts as to dnrat'KMi oL' life, etc., re-

corded on printed blanks, from which the records are later

(when all the flies of an experiment havi> died off) coded,

punched on Hollerith cards, and sorted and tabulated by

Tabulating Machine C^ompany electric sorting and tabulat-

ing machines. Flies from any small bottles which are not

changed (because of dead flies) within five days of the last

previous transfer are transferred on the fifth day to

fresh food. The physical manipulation is too great with

the numbers we desire to use to admit of changing all the

bottles everv dav, which would be the ideal way to keep

food conditions' absolutely identical for all the flies.

Changing every five days keeps them approximately so.

We desire to record our indebtedness to Mr. James

Kriickv. technical assistant in this work, for his pains-

takiuu" eare and fi<lelity to the lii-hest ideal> of exact

expenmental work.

In the work discussed in this paper no attempt has
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been made to keep the flies in aseptic culture as had been

done by Loeb and Northrop {eve. cit.) and other workers.

Our choice in the matter has not been dictated by tech-

nical difficulties, which are not great, but has been deliber-

ate. Aseptic life is by no means normal life for Droso-

phila. Normally it is as loaded with a bacterial flora as

we are. It was folt tliat in the beginning it would be well

to establish iim-ins of duration of life for normal life

conditions. Latci- we expect to make a special study of

duration of life iiiidcr as("i)tic conditions.

Duration of life in this work with Drosophila is always

measured in days, and all of our records relate to dura-

tion of adult or imaginal life. No account is taken in any

figures of the larval or pupal stages. The reason for this

convention is first accuracy and second convenience. It

is far more difficult to measure accurately either larval

or pupal duration of life than it is imaginal. And from

the point of view of these studies nothing significant in

principle is lost by dropping these early stages, so far

as we have been able to discover, either from the lit-

erature or experience with the flies.

Tiie most cxacl and coinpi-chcnsivc manin'r in which

the facts aliont the dni-ation of life in any oi-u'anism can

be ])i-o^.'nto(l !•> nu'an- of life taolo, of t lie t\ ]»e usedfor

nuuiy \cars by actuaries in their work. The biologically

essential features of a life tabh' nnay be nu'utioned here

briefly for the benefit of biologists not iiinnediately famil-

iar with the development of actuaiial seiciice. A com-

plete life table includes, inter alia, the following items:

1. The number of individuals surviving up to each of

the ages j\„ etc., out of a given number (1,000 or 10,000

or whatever number one chooses) assumed to have started

life together at exactly the sann^ instant of time. These

technically kiiown as the /, line of a life table.

2. The number of individuals dying within any short
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interval of time, say between x and .'^^ + 1, or dx=
L — These frequencies of death taken together
constitute the so-called line of a life table.

3. The death rates at each time (or age) .r; i.e., the

ratio of the deaths between time x and a; + 1 to the sur-

vivors at the time x. These observations together con-

stitute what is kno^ra as the q., line of a life table q.v =

4. The curtate ex]XH'tation of life of individuals at a

given age x. This is the mean or avertige after life time of

all those individuals alive at age .r neglecting fractions of

the X interval. These obsei-vatious together constitute

the e.r line of a life table.

These simple definitions state with ctitii'cly sufficient

accuracy for i)resent purpo.ses tht" -i-nilirniuM^ of llie con-

stants which we shnll present. Aii\ mir wi-hlim' lo go

more i)articularly into details of .-U'tunrial nictliods will

find a useful elementary iiilrodiiclioii in 1 1 ciuI.tx-ii (22)

or Dawson (23).

Tt is our pui'posc lo pi'csciit \\i'Vr liiV tai)lt'S \'ov t'oiif

li-i-oupv of flie.. In MM-vc. (ii-t. lo MioxN \\u- unicrnl lax\-

of iiioimlilN ill l),n^ni>]nhi a^ .-.nnpaiTd with in.-nu the

oiilx oihrr oi-aiiiMii tor which we h;i\r .Mm^lN.- and . \-

ison in experimental M'ork on Drosn itliiln to h<> rrportrd

in subsequent papers.

The groups for which complete tables .iic procntrd

are these

:

1. Lrnni-irn^n.'J ^. Thi^tabh. i ii.-hi. h- .-i
1

' on r data

uptoJiin.'. 11*21. on iionnal ( ^< .. rioi oxpci-itnciit:! u\ mod-

ified) duration of WW- of ni.-ih^ D, <>^rh>h> iti.li\ IdnaU'at 25°

C.belonuinu to thr WAlnxxlw^ Mork^ u-l. p. 1^,; Old

Falmouth, Xcw l-'niniout h. S,.i)ia nnd I'la^h' roint. In

these stock-- ;ii; the in.liN IduaU ha\o wihl i>pc wings,

hence the designation " long-winged.

"
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2. Long-winged females. The corresponding table to

1, but for females.

3. SJiort-ivinged males. This table includes all our data

up to June, 1921, on the normal duration of life at 25° C.

of males belonging to the Quintuple stock. These flies

carry the wing mutation vestigial ; hence the designation

short-winged."

4. Short-winged females. The corresponding table to

3, but for females.

We have tried a number of ditferent plans for the

graduation of these tables, and wish to acknowledge

gratefully the helpful suggestions of our colleague in the

department. Dr. Lowell J. Eeed, in connection with this

phase of the work. It was first found that a rather

satisfactory result could be obtained by fitting a logarith-

mic parabola of the type

to the q.r data. Working from this as a basis we finally

decided that, as a practical matter, results on the whole

most satisfactory could be got by the following type of

graduation.
\ogl^= ea^{a-\- bx -\- cx- -{^ daf). (i)

This amounts to asserting that the instantaneous death

rate increases with age as a modified logarithmic func-

tion of X.

The actual equations for the four calculated L lines of

Tables II to V inclusive, together with the absolute num-

ber of individuals on which the curves are based, are as

follows:

Long winged (4,586 flies) :

log i^= e «>«»*^'^»^ (3.0041905— .02937911a- -h .000140245j-=— .0000015897r''). (ii)

Long winged 9s (5,426 flies)

:
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The plan of arrangement of Tables II to V is as fol-

lows : The first column gives the age of the flies in days,

starting theoretically from the time of the emergence of

the imago from the pupa as zero. Since the flies spend
on the average a day in the breeding bottle before they

are taken out into the small duration-of-life bottles, and
the deaths are not observed for this interval, our distri-

butions as recorded actually start with age 1 instead of

age 0. The next two columns give the observed deaths

and survivors on the basis of a thousand individuals at

''birth" (here emergence as imago). The next three

columns give the calculated (graduated) values deduced

from equations (ii) to (v) above; first the U line, next

the q^, and finally the ex, the latter values being of course

in days. Owing to the fact that no premium rates are

likely to be calculated from these life tables, we have not

thought it necessary to keep but one place of decimals in

the case of the qx and ex lines, and none whatever in the

Ix line. Of course, in the computations more decimal

places were kept, and these life tables may be regarded as

accurate to a considerably higher degree than the figures

as here published indicate. But, on the other hand, so

far as we can see, the figues here tabled are sufficiently

detailed for any use to which they are ever likely to be

put.

The Ix lines of Tables II to V are s1io\\ti graphically in

Figs. 1 and 2. The diagrams are plotted to an arithlog

grid, the scale of the abscissa being divided arithmet-

ically, and that of the ordinates logarithmically. Field

(24) has sho^\^l the advantages of this method of plotting

life table L lines. He says:
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thing, with tho pn.poi-tioii of tliow^ pci-ons of jrl\cn ajro who file in

tho course of a year, rrecisely this relative mortality rate de-

termines the slope of tho curve in the logarithmic figure, ior here,

as always, a given distance on the logarithmic scale denotes a cer-

tain proportion of change. Hence the more steeply the; logarithmic

curve descends, the higher is the relative mortality which it indi-

cates. PTencp, too, it is T)osMhle to pro^ide a key to the diagram in

the form of standard sample slope^s and corrcsi)onding numerical

death-rates, which liold true for all parts of the curve.

From these tables and the diagrams, the followmg

points are to be noted:

1. It is obvious that the laws of mortality are funda-

mentally similar in Drosophila to what they are in man,

with the one striking and outstanding difference that

since in the case of the Drosophila life tables we are deal-
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in both cases. Broadly speaking, the wild type long-

winged flies have from two to three times as great an

expectation of life at any age as do the flies of the Quin-

tuple stock. Since all of these flies liv^ed under substan-

tially identical environmental conditions, as has been set

forth earlier, it follows that the basis of the great differ-

ence in expectation of life between these two groups, as

<'X('ni|)lihcd in l^'igs. 1 and 2, is hrrcditnry and not en-

rironnien/al.

•'). It is apparent that on the whoh' the graduations

givTn by equations of the tvpc oT (i) are very satisfac-

tory, and as good as coiiM iv.-i-on.-ihlx he expected on ex-

perience bases of the niagniindc of those here dealt with.

T^ndoubtedly the curvcN would be slightly more smooth if

we had larger experience, especially in Tables IV and V",

where we are dealing with less than a thousand flies in

each case, but in the main the curves fit the observations

very well.

4. The death rates (q,) generally increase steadily with

advancing age. An exception to this rule is the slight

dip b.-tweeii a-ev L^") iN i„ th,. >hor1 -xviiiu'e.l table.

in :: and [ \\u- 1),n.n,,lnl„ I lin... nr.' cnnipaivd

N\ith III. human / lin- taken iVnm (JlnxrrV il^.O l!»l()

r. S. Lifr Tal.h'^. In n,-,!..,- 1o niak.' a ,iu>t coniparl^on.

the human /, line is displacr.l to the left in the diaurams

nntil auv lift.Mm of human lif.' eoineides with auv one

of the tiy eurw. This drops out tin' infant and ehil.lhood

nndei'slood that in the ])resent instance, this is a some-

what aihitrarv and purely graphic procedure. Whethei-

the point which , >o,lhi eorr(-])ond< on the human cui've

to the beginning of Ww I) , n.n pl/ihi iniau.. .-urNc i- exactly

15 years or- ^'^ oi- 14. or Minn- otiiei' near h\ \alue, i- a

matter for furthm- rcseareh. In a hroad way, however,

it i. clear that tin- tu.. linr. nui^t Im- lak. n h. .-..rrr^pond

at s.>m.'thiHu' like this pnint in the human curve.

Fi'om the^e dlauram^, it i^ appar.-nt that, after leas in-

out the infant mortality component of the human curve.
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the essential difference between the human and Droso-

phila l.r curves is that, up to what may be desifj:nated as

the end of the middle life portion (and even into tlie early

part of the old age portion), liuiiiaii briiiu's have a /v7-

atively better expectation of life lliaii docs Dmso/iluhL

On the other hand, in the extrciiu' old auv portion ot the

curve, the DrosopJiiJa ex])eetat ion of lit'c is rclatixely

better Ihan the linman. The result then is as thouu'h

M)nH- o\l<M-nal pouei ha<l M'i/ed tlu' I>>n.n/>lnhi I line at

about the mid. 11.' of its e.-ui-e and bent it t.> a sharper

ani-I.' in that r.-ion. st ivtchin-' it at that p.)int npwai-d

and to the liuhl an.l \n thi^ pi.u-e- e..nx.'it..l it into ih,.

human curve. Supp.)se one of the Dr^^sopliil,, I lln.-s,

as sliown in K i- :l, to h.' a thin, fiexihh" wln-dch.nu' r..d,

po^M-.Mnu ma-. Th.m nn.x.' a point on that r.ul Man.l-

inu -,a\ iuM al...N.- th.' final ./ in - /hn^n/>lnla " in Tm.

life lahh- cni-\v. Th.'n th.' \vh.)l.' of th.' rest .)f the

Drosophila curve would fall into al)out the same posi-
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tion as is occupied now by the human life table curve.

Put in another way, what appears to have happened is

that, as compared with DrosopJiila, more human beings

are able to live through middle life, but at the expense of

those who, if the mortality law was the same as in

DrosopJiila, would live to extremely advanced old ages.

As a matter purely of speculation in the present stage of

our knowledge, it may be suggested that the DrosopJiila

L curves represent more nearly the normal, fundamental,

biological law of mortality, and that the human curve has

been warped from this form as a result of those activities

which may be comprised under the terms public health

and sanitation. It is to be understood that at present we
offer this merely as a suggestion and in no way as a

settled conclusion. It is, however, clear that the effect

which we should expect these activities to have upon the

form of the L line is exactly of the sort which makes the

human curve different from the DrosopJiila in fact.

In this connection Fig. 5 is of interest and significance.
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It compares, for males, two human L lines nearly 2,000

years apart in point of time, with the long-winged Droso-
phila L line of Table II. The two human lines are (a)

Glover's, 1910 U. S. table (as in Fig. 3), and (h) Mac-
donell's (26) observed L line from the population of

Eoman provinces in Africa at about the beginning of the

Christian era, his data having been taken from grave-

stone inscriptions. We calculated the h line here plotted

from Macdonell's tabled dx data, determining an L
point at each quinquennium. This smooths the Eoman-
African figures somewhat, and makes the L line so de-

termined lie very slightly higher all along its course than

would be the case if we used a more elaborate and exact

mathematical procedure. The error, however, is so small

that it would scarcely be discernible in the scale at which

Fig. 5 is reproduced.

It is at once apparent from Fig. 5 that the Drosophila

survival curve runs, in general throughout its course,

between the curve for human beings 18 or 19 centuries
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ago and that for the present time. As compared with

(Hover's 1910 U. S. tables, the Roman popuhition of

Africa at the dawn of our era was, in respect of the course

of its mortahty, even more DrosopJiila-like than Droso-

lihila itself! Now in Roman Africa there was relatively

little of what we now understand as sanitation, hygiene,

and preventive medicine. Men lived to old age, if they

did, by virtue mainly of the strength of their innate con-

stitutions, and their good luck in avoiding fatal accidents.

At the present time hospitalization, the science and art

of iiHMlifiiio and ])ul)lic health, and general sanitation keep

maii\- pcrsdiis ali\'(' well into middle age who would in

those days have died much earlier because of a lack of

constitutional ruggedness. Altogether the data of Fig. 5

seem highly significant in relation to the hypothesis sug-

gested above as to the reason for the difference between

Drosopliila and man in respect of mortality curves.

Accidental Deaths

The tacit assumption in all the foregoing is that each

of the 11,772 flics comprised in the four life tables died

a natural death, and that the time of death (or ihiration

of life) was in each case' determined fundamentally by

internal factors, since the environment was substantially

a constant for all.

For certainly more than 98 per cent, of the flies this

assumption is unquestionably true. But in view of the

possibility that some few of the flies might be dying ac-

cidental deaths by drowning in the moisture, which some-

times collects on the surface of the food, it was thought

worth while to attempt to prevent the collection of mois-

ture in some of the bottles and compare the duration of

life of flies kept in such bottles with that of flies kept

imder tlie ordinary conditions. Accordingly, l)ottles of

food wei-c pi-epai-ed hv pntlini:' <li>c^ of several layers

of a ve,-v ab.orhent paper. Zorhlk. in the l.ottom of the

bottle and then poui'ing in the food and letting it solidify
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on as steep aslant as possibJe, so that any iii()i>tui c Toi-med

would drain down and be absorbed by \\\v \)i\\)vv in the

bottom of the bottle. Flies of ration ') from four

different lines were used in the cxpci inicnt, two normal
wild type lines, one of Old l-'alinonih stock and one of

New Falmouth stock, and two lines of (L)uintuple stock.

Flies were taken out from stock bottles of these lines as

they emerged every day, beginning March 18, 1921, and
continuing through April 4, putting hatches of alternate

days in the specially ])re])are(l bottles and the other

hatches in ordinai x boi t lo. TIk- flies put into the specially

prepared bottles \vi ic of course kept throughout their

lives in such bottles, and the controls in ordinary l)ottles.

Table VI shows the L lines of the four uronps of Hies

—

long-winged with paper and slant food, lonu-winucd with-

out paper and food surface horizontal. -Iiort-w inuvd with

paper and slant food, short-winge<l without pap..]- and

food surface horizontal. l)i^ti'lbution> liaNV Ix-cn made
foi- tho four lines separately. an<l for the s.'Xes >eparately.

l)Ut since they all show the >aine results the separate

.li>tribution^ an' not uivn.

The .hata .>f Tabh' W ai'e >hown -Tapiiicallv in Kig. G.

It i. evident tluit there is n.) delinite or marked .liffer-

ence between the slant food group and the oihei-. Such

differences as do appear between the /. line> in the two

cases are only of the order of magnitu«le which might

readily appear in random sampling. This is indicated in

another way by the data of Table

In the case of the short-winged flies the difference in

the mean is plainly not significant. In the case of the

long-winged flies the difference is 2.96 times its pi'obable

error. One wwld expect a difference as gi'eat as this or

greater to occur from chance ah»ne only 4 to times in

every 100 trials, so that the ditference i> heiv -ctting on

towa"rds the ma-nitude where it nmst be ivuar.lcl a> cei-

tainlv M-nitieant on purely >tati>ti.-al gr<.un.l<. Ibit tin

difference is in favor of the horizontal food without

drainage, and (ni,rnisi the food with drainage.
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TABLE VI

On the whole it seems perfectly clear that these ex-

periments give no justification for going to the consider-

ablv greater trouble of preparing this food so that there

is drainage from its surface. As a matter of fact the

drainage of moisture is never entirely complete even with
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the slant food and absorbing paper. Small drops still

cling in some cases to the agar, and a fly might drown
in such a drop just as well as in a similar drop on a

horizontal surface. The important point is that this ex-

periment confirms our general experience in this work,

namely, that accidental deaths occur so extremely rarely

under our conditions that they do not appreciably affect

the results.
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Summary

This paper is tlie first in a series of experimental

studios on tlic factors influencing the duration of life in

Droso/Jiihi iin linindiistcr. An account of the experimen-

tal tcrlii;i,,ii.- i,^<-(| ill these duration of life studies is

pivx.nt.Ml. l''oni- r.)tnpl<*te life tal)l.'s l'..r Dmsophiln nn^

o-iveii, and it is shown tiiat this or-aiiiMi. tolh.xv- (|ua!i-

titativcly the >aiu(' ,uvi,..i-;, 1 la\\ It, i.-p.M-i ..f il,.. di^-

trihutioii of its nioHalitx a^ do... in.ni. thi^ work

deals only with the (hiraiiot, nf Ilf,. In

there is no compoiiciil in the lii'c i.'ihlcs coni'spond-

ing to the mortality of infain-x and chihlhood in man. l!

is shown that there are wi(h' ditfercnccs in (hiration of

life in different stocks of Drosophila, and that the l)a>is

of these differences is hereditary and not en\ ironinent;d.

The Drosophila survival line ot the life tal)le (/,) runs in

general throughout its course between human survi\al

lines of (a) the present time, and ih) about the beginning

of the Christian era (Macdonell's data fi-om Konian

Africa), the curves being supei-})os(Ml (ni the l)asis of the

omission of the human mortalil.v ol' int'aiic> and chihl-
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INHERITANCE OF CANCER IN MICE
DE. LEO LOEE

The Department ok Comparative PATii..r.n.n . AVa<iiin,; i ox ITntver-

Ix the following we shall give a i^iiiiiinary of our in-

vestigations into the part heredity plays in the origin

of cancer. Our interest in this problem dates back a con-

siderable number of years. In 1899, in conjunction with

Dr. Jobson, we made our first observations on the en-

demic occurrence of cancer at the Stockyards in Chicago.

At that time we found cattle coming from a certain ranch

in Wyoming especially prone to have cancer at the inner

canthus of the eye (1). A few years later we observed

an endemic occurrence of sarcoma of the thyroid in a

family of rats. In this case we pointed out that the cir-

cumstances under which these sarcomata originated

pointed to a hereditary condition rather than to an in-

fection. At that time (1904)^ we referred to the de-

sirability of investigating oxporimentally' this endemic

occurrence of cancer (2) and we liad particularly in mind

an analysis of the etiological ta('t(»i- in breeding establish-

ments of mice or rats. Such an opportunity presented

itself a few years later hi the l)reeding establishment of

Miss Lathrop in Granby, Mass. A preliminary investi-

gation here revealed the fact that cancer occurred with

much greater frequency in certain inbred strains than in

others, and that no indications wdiatever could be found

of cage infection or direct infection from animal to an-

imal. We concluded in 1907 on the basis of these ob-

servations that there existed a hereditary predisposition

which was responsible for the endemic occurrence of

cancer (3). At that time we planned further much more

extensive experiments on the mode of hereditary trans-

mission of cancer in follosvinu- i^.latcd families and

strains of mice thronu'li several ovm-rations and in studj^-
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ing the effect of In^bridization on the cancer rate. This
was made possible to us in 1910 through the interest

which Miss Lathrop, who bred a very extensive stock of

mice, took in these plans and with her cooperation we
carried out these breeding experiments from 1910 on

through a considerable number of years. In the following

year we published the record of a cancer family of mice

which we had observed through several generations (4).

Altogether we carried out observations on approximately

12,000 female mice reaching the cancer ago which we fol-

lowed throughout the whole period of their life and which

were observed through successive gonerntions. 'Mimy of

them were used for hybridization.

In the meantime E. E. Tyzzer had published in 1907

and subsequently studies of the inheritance of cancer in

mice (5). This author found indications that heredity

may play a part in the etiology of animal cancer. Some-

what later Murray undertook similar slndics in wliicli ho

used methods similar to those previously cniijh.yrd in

the study of human cancer. This author compaiTd the

frequency of caiiccr nnioiig individuals wliosi' mother or

grandmothci- had cancel- on the one hand, and among
those in whom cancel- had not Iteen ohscrved in the direct

ancestry but may have occurred in the groat grand-

parents (6). Murray found on the average about 20 per

cent, of cancerous mice among those whose direct an-

cestors had suffered from cancer and 11 per cent, among
those whoso direct ancestry had l)eon free from cancer.

In certain a-v c]a->e- the cancer rate of both kinds of

mice showed onl\- a \ er> slight di fforenco and in (mo age

class the cancer rate was even hi.u'hor in tho-e whose

These result> as well a> mh,- prcvimis'stn.lie. and ^onio

occasional oh.servations of Alhrecht and llecht an<l of

Spronk and a few others made wvy prohalih' the -iunifi-

of Ijorrel antl others who referred tiio ondeniic occurrence
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of cancer not to heredity, but to infection, and as late as

1910 Bashford expressed the opinion that heredity has
no significance in the causation of cancer.

We believe that our investigations which were carried

out with the cooperation of Miss Lathrop established the

importance of heredity in the etiology of cancer beyond
doubt, and they point more accurately to the mode of in-

heritance and the interaction between heredity and other

factors (7). Subsequently Miss Maud Slye began to

use a lai-ge stock of mice wliieli she had collected for

l)iologic;il piirpo>,-s f.-r n siniih.r slndv uf hcmlity of

cancel' ill mice (S). While in uciicral her (-(.iiehisions

as t.) tlir si.milticaiirr of heredity in cancer agree with

oiirs and are thus confirmatory of ours, she has extended

her rex 'a relies in \ arious other w^ays and has made val-

ual)h' coiit riluit ioii>. In regard to certain questions our

conchisions differ. To tliose we shall have occasion to

refer in the foMowing pa.uvs.

The foHowinu' i> a >nniiiiar> of our main conclusions:

1. Tlie eaneer rale of each strain of family is a definite

eharaeteristie of thi^ >traiii and i> t ransmit'ted bv hered-

Wliil.' these strains represent composites, they are on

the whole in so far homogeneous, as in the large iiia.ioi'ity

<if ca^e^ -ui)sti'ains showed similar tumor rates. Tims in

the ea^' of the iMiglisli and (^vam, for instance, numer-

ous Mih>trains sin. wed the typical tumor rat.'S. In a

number of cases indi\ idual families were separated and

followed, and on the wh(»le their tumor rate agreed very
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prising regularity. Thus for instance, in the strain

London, the earlier generations (120 female mice) showed
a tumor incidence of 27 per cent., in the intermediate

generation (61 females) the figure was 38 per cent, and in

the later generation (197 female mice) 28 per cent. Sim-

ilar conditions were found in a number of our strains. In

certain strains, however, variations* in the tumor rate

did occur. While some variations may of course be ex-

pected, in case the number of mice considered is very

small, there occurreji in addition changes which can not

be attributed to this factor.

In the majority of cases in which these latter changes

did occur in our stock, they consisted in a decrease in

the tumor rate in later generations ; in a few cases only

there occurred an increase in the tumor rate. These

changes were in all probability due to two factors: (a)

In certain families and strains as a result of long con-

tinued inbreeding a gradual decrease in fertility and

vigor occurred. Associated with this change was in cer-

tain cases a noticeable decrease in the tumor rate. Es-

pecially in the strain No. 8 there seemed to be a connec-

tion between loss in resistance to disease and fertility and

the decrease in the tumor rate. This strain was inbred

for seventeen generations and the changes in the tumor

rate seemed to occur step by step in correspondence with

the progress in inbreeding. Under those conditions the

connection between inbreeding and change in the tumor

rate appears the most probable explanation, although it

can not be considered as definitely proven as yet.

(b) Various factors caused a selection to take place

within the strain ; certain families died out, while others,

which happened to be more resistant to a certain disease,

survived, propagated and thus gained a preponderance.

These surviving families differed sometimes in appear-

ance, oi- li! viu'oi-. ill the 1)rli;i\ior towards certain

lable tuiiH.rs. Such clinimv- ncr'c accompanied

cases a cliaimv in the liiiiior rate. In the majo:

our cases a decrease occurred ; in a few cases a
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but even in such cases the increase was moderate; there

was never observed among our material a sudden transi-

tion from a low to a high rate tumor strain. The increase

as well as the decrease in the tumor rate was caused by
the same factor; whether one or the other should prevail

depends more or less on chance, and in different material

the number of strains showing the one or the other varia-

tion may be expected to differ. It has been maintained

that in strains which have been inbred foi- a loni>- ]i('i'iod

of time and in which a decrease in fertilil>- occniTpd as

the result of the inbreeding, developmonl of (•.•nicrr- \:\]{(^<

the place of the lost fertility. In inliici ilinu' cnici r re-

places reproduction, as it has been exi)rcss( (l 1)\ Mnud
Slye. In our material such a substitution did not take

place; in inbreeding mice vanishing fertility was not re-

placed by the development of cancer under ordinary

conditions. Inbreeding does not lead to an increased

cancer rate.

3. If we cross strains with a similar tumor rate, the

offspring inherits the tumor rate common to l)oth par-

ents; if both parents differ in tnnior rate, tlic tiinior rate

of the offspring is on tln^ wiiolt^ intcrnicdinie l)ct\veen

those of the parents, lint all <lc-T(rs of i iitcrnirdiMcy

are observed. In our material the nuni])er of strains in

which the rate of the parent with the higher tumor in-

cidence dominated was on the whole greater than the

contrary one.

We selected for our hybridizations especially strains

which differed markedly in their tumor rate and other

characteristics and which had been followed over long

periods of time and had been found consistent in their

behavioi-. TIk' Kiiu'li^li as a representative of a high

Unv minor rate >irain were e>i,eeia!l\ Miitable. for this

purpose. In tlie tiiajoritv- (»f ea-e- we -eh .'ted few in<li\ id-

uals for hybridization, eithiM' one ]iiah' and one female or

one male and sevei-al feinah'-. \Ve followed the offspring

through several generations. The near relatives of the
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huHvidiials used for hybridization were observed as to

their tumor incidence and g-enerally found to beliave in

Soiiicriiiies \vc ]i> lii'idizcd sisters with tlic same male,

(»r we iisrd coiisrcutivcly the same mah' with females
fi-om strains wiiicli dilfered much in theii' tumor rate.

The i(-iihs ill tile hybrids could usuallN' be foreseen from
the known tuiiioi- rale ;ind tumor a.uc of the parent up
to a eertniii point of variability. Tlie eases in which the

-tr;iin> used for h\ hridiza! ion had a simihir tumor rate

couhl he con^idci-ed a> emilrol>. Ilei'e a similar tumor
iiieideiiee ou.uht to lia\e ajjpeared in the offspring and
tliis i> what usually oeeurred.

As we stated ahove. tile reMilt. of hybridizations aiv

typically intermediate, but the i-ate> and tumor a-e> of

the cro»es may in some cases appi-oach the parent with

the hi-hei- rale, in other eases the parent with the h)wer

We shall cite two exami)les, where the offsijring- re-

sembled the parent with the higlier tumor rate. (1) A
>on of a tumor mou>e Xo. lUO, belonging- to thfe strain

s — (lermaii, wa> mated to a White Cream female. 8 +
(ierman was a >train fairl\ rich in tumors and the par-

ti.-ular tninilv u^ed liad a tunioi" rate of 4:5 ])er cent. The

tumors api.eared early in life. In the White Civani us.mI

in tlii> ease tumors were extremely I'are and they ap-

,M.ared late in life. Among the offspring 1> female mice

lived lon-en..u-h to he inchnh'd in the record^. Of these

1) miee, .') die<l with tumors, 1 in the first and 4 in the

second aue ])erh)d. In thi> ea>e the inrtuenee of the father

i> undoul)tedlv verv marked. In the Cream >traiu such

a tumor rate wa> nev.-r obs.-rved even among isolated

familie>. The tumor a-e ed" tlM> hybrid i>. Icwever, in thi^

ea>e probably aHVeted by the mother.

(L'i In thr' second ens.' whieh We wish to mention, an

Knuiish Sable, who have normally a very hiuh tumor

rate, was mat<'d to females belonging to the su1)strain
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Cream Y. In the substrain Cream Y the tumor rate had
been zero. Four generations of the offspring were ol)-

served comprising altogether ()8 femak^ niiee which
reaclied an age sulTicieiit for iiichisioii in owv rectu'ds.

Thirty-six of these mic.'. that is. jx-i' rent., died with

tumors, 11 of tliese in the lirst a-e period. 'Idiis i^ a

record which conie- near that of the haiuli^h Sal>h'.

These as well as nuinei-oiis oth<-r experiments s<.m t.. us

more in liai-mony with 1 he coii,-hi>ioii that niulti]>h' factor-

in mice than tlie view of .Maud Slyc who niaintnin^

that the fa<-tor for mammary cancer in mice i> a re(M's>ivc

monohyhri.h

(4) Tin' age at which tumoi-> app.'ai- is ,iu>t a^ rhar-

act.M-istic of iiidivi.hial strains as the tumor rnW. The
tumor a-e i> also tran>miltc<l hy licredity. In >anw

sti-ains tumors appear relatively cai'ly. the i)eivcntauv of

the lirst 'tlvelvc months is con<illei'al)ly greatc.- than in

otliers: and this characteristic is <m the whole just a< con-

stant in the strains as the tumor rate as a whole.

We can distinguish two factor> in the inluM-itance ..f

the luiimr ag.': io) In g.'iieral in the strains with the

liigher tunu>r I'ates the tumors appear at an eai-li.T peri-nl

of life than in the lower tumoi' rate <train^. Thi< c<mies

out vei'v clearly when we divide all the strains into three

chisses.' tho>e with a tum..i- inci.lenee ahov 4(i i)er cent.,

the hiuh tumor rat<' strains : tlio>e with a tumor incidence

between iM) pc-r cent, and 4(1 per cent., the m.Mlium tumor

rate strains, and tho>e with a tumor incidence heluw

^

If we defrmine in each class the percenla-e of tumor^

a])i)earin- in the different age periods, we Hnd that the

tumors appear the earlier in life the Id-her the tumor

ineidenc an.l the .litr,.rence between theditferen! eh,....

is<,uite marked.

There is in .Mir case a definite relation between die fac-

tors, tumor age and tumor rate. We can intei-pret this
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relation by assuming that a certain average quantity is

inherited in the individuals of different strains which
determines the intensity in the tendency towards the de-

velopment of tumors. This intensity may depend on the

average number and character of multiple factors favor-

ing tumor growth which is characteristic of a strain. A
special kind of factors or a larger number of factors

causes both a higher incidence and an earlier appearance

of cancer in a certain strain.

(h) In addition to this intensity which is a character-

istic of the strains in general, there is a peculiar tumor

age in certain strains which is independent of the tumor
rate. Strains with a similar tumor rate may differ in

their tumor age, and in hylirids tumor rate and tumor age

may be inherited separately in the offspring. Thus two

of our high tumor rate strains formed by the crossing

of the same male (European 151) with two sisters (first

and second daughter of Xo. 10, respectively) with tumor

rates of 72 per cent, and ptM' cent., respectively, have

relatively late tumors, in lioth onlx IT) ])er cent, of the

Iniiiors a])i)e;irii]g in the lii'^t :iue p(MMo,l. Tn the Tream-

Kr,-IIsli liyl)ri(U thr tiiinu,- r;itrs in two strains xwiv sini-

the tumor age approaclied tlu' hite ..n.' of thr rivnin par-

ent; in tlie other it was nearer the eai ly i>uv of the l-:uli>h

parent.

We may therefore assume that in addition to tlu' sum

total of rnnlti|)le factors which determine at the same

tinif auv and tumor i-ate, there are special factors which

7). In general tlie cancer rate in mice is not a sex-linked

character. Either the cancer rate ami auc ot' the father

or mother strain may predominate in the cancer rate of

the offspring. This fact does not. howcvfi-. exclude the

possil^ility that in certain cases a sc\ linkcl factor may
.ntrr a^ nnv of the multiple factors which in all |)robabil-

ity (h'terniine the inheritance of cancer, ('ertain of our

observations suggest such a possibility. We found, for
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instance, that in the Cream-English hybrids the mother
strain was considerably more often predominant than the

father strain ; in addition, we found that in reversing a

cross different results were obtained in accordance with

the difference in the tumor rate of the motlier strain. It

is, however, possible that these occurrences are chance

phenomena and we offered this interpretation merely as

a suggestion.

6. Our investigations make it possible to express in a

quantitatively definite manner the hereditary tendency

to cancer in individual strains of mice, the figures vary-

ing in different strains between zero and 100. This he-

reditary tendency is, however, not a simple quantity, but

composite, because

(a) The hereditary disposition to cancer is probably

due to the cooperation of nmltiple factors. The r(^sults

of hybridization, which essentially were of an inter-

mediate character, the fact that all kinds of intergrades

between father and motlier strain exist and that all pos-

sible variations in the hereditary tendency to cancer exist

in different strains, and that the hercditai-y tendency

determining the cancer age is not enlirel\- ideiiticnl with

the tendency expressed in the cancer rale, xcry strDiiuly

suggest this conclusion. Variations in the nnnil>ei" and

charaet.'r of the ]nn]tii)le factors in the .liffei'ent iii.llvid-

uaK max l e responsible f.-r the ^ariatioll. in inien^ty

whieh determine tin- tendein-x to caneerin in.lix idnaU. and

(lilTfi-ent strain^iuaN .liffera-^ tothmn-an in the diMi'ibii-

tion of the factor^ anion- the in<lividnaN helonulnu to tin-

^strain. Thn-^ we nia> a^Mini.' that the ^irain^ Knuli^h.

average a greatei- nninhei' n\ taeioi-> than the lin!i\ idnals

of the strain Cream ,iml (imtinn ^ and nn'inv ..tiir,-.:

and it would be eonceiv al>h' thai m nian> ca-es a

tumor mouse belonuinu to the >tr;iin l-hi<;h-h differs

from a tumor mouse in the strain ( ivani, the t'oi-mer

often exceeding the nilninium of faetoi> nrecvv.n-y for

the production of tumors.
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the variable numbers which are characteristic of the dif-

ferent strains of mice.

8. Is it possible to associate the hereditary, tendency

to cancer with the other factors characteristic of par-

ticular individual mice or of strains of mice? We found
in certain cases that from main strains substrains could

be detached which differed from the main strain not only

in color, but also in the tumor rate; the most noteworthy
cases of this kind are the English Silver and Silver Fawn
• ubstrains, detached from the main English strain at an
early period of inbreeding. In this case the tumor rates

differed in a very pronounced manner from that of the

main strain. But the connection between color and can-

cer rate or age is in this case, as in some other cases, an
accidental linkage. There is no real causal connection be-

tween the color and the factors that determine cancer.

It is apparently similar in the case of other characters

such as vigor, prolificity, size and rapidity of growth.

We find strains of all kinds among the high as well as

the medium and low rate tumor mice. This comes out

quite clearly in the case of the various English-Cream

liybrids. Here the tumor rate and age may be quite sim-

ilar, namely, intermediate in different crosses, and yet

sf)nio of these strains may be vigorous, others frail; some

piolific, others poor breeders. In crosses certain char-

acteristics, such as wildness or tameness, vigor and re-

sistance to disease, or frailty, prolificity or the opposite,

ai'e inherited, just as the cancer rate and the cancer age;

I nt these characters may be distributed among the hy-

l)rids independently of the predisposition to cancer.

However, it so happens that some of the lyiost prominent

low rate tumor strains are poor breeders, slowly growing,

although vigorous mice, while some of the high rate

tumor strains are prolific, more rapidly growing; but

this relation does not seem to hold good in all cases and

may therefore not be causal. Quite recently T. B.

Iv'obertson observed among his mice that especially the

rapidly growing individuals were prone to become cancer-
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ous and he believes that a causal connection between the

developmental rate and tendency to cancer exists.

9. There may, however, possibly be an exception to this

independence of the hereditary transmission of the tend-

ency to cancer. As we have stated, we arranged our

various strains of mice in three groups, in strains with a

high, with a medium and low tumor incidence, and we
found that in these three groups the cancer age varies

yari passu with the decrease in cancer rate. If we now
determine in these same three groups on the same per-

centage basis the age of death from all other causes

taken together except cancer, we find the differences be-

tween the three groups considerably less than if we com-

•pare the percentages of the cancer age. There is. how-

ever, a distinct difference. In the grou]) ol' tlir Iiiali can-

cer rate strains the age of death from all (Oilier causrs but

cancer is decidedly earlier than in the liUMliuiii and low

rate cancer strains. The difference between the medium
and low cancer rate strains is very slight, very much less

. than that between the high and medium rate tumor

strains, but this slight difference is again in the same

(lii tctioii. This relationship between cancer rate and age

of (h ath from other diseases may be explained in two

wa\s: {(I) W'c may assume that the mice dying from

caneer are the strongest, most resistant individuals of

the family or strain and those which are left back are

therefore relatively less resistant to disease; the higher

the cancer rate in a strain, the less resistant are the mice

not dying from cancer, and the earlier. tluMvfore. tlieii- ags>

death from other causes. Or (h) tiie majoi-ity of the

strains in which the cancer rate was hluh hapix-iied to

be less resistant strains and therefcu'e the average age

of death from other disease> is rarlin'. The average

difference between the modiuni an.l h»\v rate tumor

strains, as far as general power of r. sistance is con-

cerned, happened to be v(>ry -nialL Aithouixh it is per-

haps impossible to decide deliiiiteiy ])etween these al-

ternatives, we believe the second one to In. much more
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the ovary is Ihc main t'at-toi- and suspension of breeding

plays only a sulxii-diiiatc role, in the ease of resistance

to other death prodiieiiii;- conditions, the suspension of

breeding seems to be the main factor and the flimination

of the ovarian function only a subsidiat> ract(M' which

merely acts through the suspension of luccdinu' which it

calls fortli or in wldch at Usast the susi.msion ..f hiviMUng

is by far the moiv si-id li<-aid factor. W'r found :hat the

dinVrcnccs in the teinhaicy i.. die fn.ni other causes than

caiu-er which we oh>rfve n<M-nially hi^tween different

eliminated in mic which are prevented Tr-nn brc-ding.

All those strains in which breedin- is prev.nited brcome

Ion- live(h If a dilference in the .hiration of lifr should

still exist l)etween diff.Mvnt nond.reedin- st rain^. it must

be veiw much smadei' than that between breedin- strains.

Furtht>rmore. tiie ditforence in the ionu'evity between non-

brerdln- mire an.l ca>tratrd mi.-e is likewise v.mw >mall

and this is the reas.in why -ve comdude that castration

])rolmms the life of Miicr mainly thn.uali its rtfeel on

l)reeding. As far as th.' cancel- rate is eom-ei-ned. on the

other hand, we have shown that castrathni at an early a,ue

is much more .dTective than i)revention of bive.linu'.

II. In man it has been observed by >..veral authors

that in older individuals ^nffrrin- fi-om cancer a mul-

tiplicitv of slidit malh.rmalio,,.. ,.ftrn .lu.' apparMitlv to

a misplacenu'ut <.f end.rvonal lissur. ..r a multlplh-itv of

< nd.ryonaldevrlopniont play a .-rrtain part! and in whieh.

as a r.-nlt .d' thi- uvn; i-nl tendency, varion^ kind^ of
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posed to bring about a multiplicity of tumors or cor-

responding malformations.

In a similar manner Maud Slye states there is in mice

inherited a general tendency to cancer. In hybrid strains,

according to this author, this general tendency finds ex-

pression in the first hybrid generations in a tendency to

develop sarcoma, while in subsequent generations more

specialized tissues are affected which develop into car-

cinoma, and in still later generations multiple tumors are

prone to appear.

We have not been able to observe such a cycle in our

utrains of mice. We had uniformly in all generations to

deal with mammary carcinoma and in many autopsies

which we made of tumor mice we failed to observe other

kinds of tumors. This does not exclude the possibility

or even probability that occasionally lesions may have

been present in other mice which were tumors of a differ-

ent kind. We described, for instance, a beginning squa-

mous cell carcinoma in a mouse afflicted with a mammary
:^ancer about 10 years ago ; but on the whole such occur-

i-ciioos wciT rare and they could not be interpreted as due

to tli<' iiih. ritance of a general tendency to cancer; in each

(a<r t'xtiTii.il factors would then at least partially deter-

iiiiiu' which particular expression this general tendency

should find.

In our strains there was inherited essentially, not a

general tendency to tumor formation, but a specialized

tendency to cancer of the breast. This does not exclude

the possibility that in certain strains a tendency to the

development of another kind of tumors may have been

inherited side by side with the tendency to mammary
(aiKMM-. In favor of this conclusion we may cite the ex-

periences in cases of the so-called endemic occurrence of

cancer, as, for instaTicc the caiicrr of the inner canthus of

the eye in cattle olxerwd bv us in 1899, the cancer of the

scrotum in tlie rat olt-ci xcl hy Manau, our o])servations

of sarcoma of the thyroid -land in the rat. All these are

instances of the inheritance of specific kinds of cancers.
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The most striking confirmation of this view has in recent

years been funished by Miss Slye, who discovered certain

families of mice in which a tendency to special cancers,

as, for instance, cancer of the liver, was inherited. We
therefore conclude that inheritance to cancer consists in

general in a tendency to the inheritance of a particular

kind of cancer. This agrees also with the results of Miss
Stark, who found in Drosophila two specific kinds of in-

heritable, tumor like formations originating by mutation.

12. Our continued investigations have thus borne out

our earlier conclusion that the endemic occurrence of

cancer among animals is due to this hereditaiy trans-

mission of the disposition to cancer. In addition, infec-

tion with certain metazoon parasites which act as an

external stimulus comparable to the action, for instance,

of Roentgen rays, may play a part in certain cases ; but

oven here the metazoon parasites seem to act on a basis

of hereditarily transmitted disposition. The observa-

tions of Fibiger, with which the recent findings of Eoh-

denburg are in agreement, suggest this conclusion.

13. While these statomont.; ap])ly dircH'tly oiilv to an-

imals, the evidence (ui hand innkcs il pi'()]);il)l(' that, in

•principle, conditions arc siiullai" in man: liciv :\\<o in all

probability one or more factors aw liciT(litari]\- trans-

mitted which determine the intensity in the tcinlcncN to-

wards cancer development. In man tlii- ttMidciicx- lias,

however, in many eases been more or less (MjnaliztMl among

different families as a result of long continued cross

breeding (10). Wherever this factor can be eliminated

as among different races which remained relatively pure

or among a very stationary population, as in certain

parts of Norway, the evidence points to the com-hision

that here too marked differences in the tnidcncy loward'^

cancer exist in various strains and races (11). i:ven

among the ordinary population some (vca-i.mal -trlkiiig

findings very strongly suggest this view.

Furthermore, Davenport (12) has sliown that flic tend-

ency to neurofibromatosis is hereditarily transmitted as
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a dominant. Similarly, the tciKlciicN to certain other

himors is nndouhtedly iiilici-itcd. The I'ccciit statistical

studies of ('. l/ittle make it probable that an in-

to the iiicreaM' in the eaiieer rate XNliieli M'eni^ to be

so general an occurrence, we may suggest that, so far

as it is not due merely to improved diagnosis, it could be

referred to a greater frequency in the dominance of the

pai-eiit with a tendency to a liiuiier tumor I'ate in the

otrspj'iiiu'.



DEVELOPMENT OF GONADS AND TEANSFOR-
MATION OF SEX IN THE FEOG
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Lecturer in Zoology in the TJnivki;sitv of P. ai.k. Swit/.i-ki-and

In the following paper I intend to c a summary of

the sexnal problems in the froii', as tliey icsult from de-

scriptive and analytic research. Richard llertwig's suc-

cessful experiments on sex-determination have directed

the attention of investigators to this object. From 1911

to 1913 the writer was fortunate enough to have the oppor-

tunity of working in Hertwig's laboratory and since then

the investigations have been continued at the zoological

laboratory of Basle University. The present paper is a

brief summary of the development of the sexual char-

acters. In a later publication we hope to ex]ilain tlie ex-

periments on sex-determination and to (leseril)e the

chromosome cycle.

In the number of this journal for July-August, 1920,

Dr. W. W. Swingle has published an interesting study

on Neoteny and the Sexual Problem," and in the Feb-

ruary number of the Journal of E.rpv r'nucutal Zoology

the same author has described ifi uicaler detail the

developmental history of the male -onad of liana cates-

hiana. In both communications Swinule has disputed the

correctness of the work of tlie lIei-twi,o- M'hoo\. The fol-

lowing explanations may 1»e reuarded a- a reply to

Swingle's critical renuirks.

A. The Sexual Glaxds

1. Morphologif of the Undiiferentiatod Gland.—The
gonad of larvip 22 mm. in length, just l)et^>re sex-differ-

entiation takes ].]aee. lias the foll.nvinu' structure. A
sim])le u'ei-niinal e])itlieliuni encloses tlie central primitive

gonad cavity. Five to seven sex cords, Imdding from the
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mesonephric blastema at regular distances, fill the cavity

as shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

2. The Ovarij.—The o\'ary is ronucd by direct develop-

ment from the indifferent gonad. In consecjiience of a

rapid increase of the germ cells by mitotic divisions the

germinal epithelium thickens. In larvtc of 30-35 mm.
total length the germ cells begin to be arranged in ovo-

cysts. After a few simultaneous mitotic divisions the cells

of the cysts enter the maturation stages. As Fig. 3

shows, the first cysts ai'e found in the distal part of the

rxri^ liaxin- i.a^MMl ihroui

tion (>ynize>i>. U"i)t<.tcu.-,

follicle cells and now oritur

The nucleus increase^ coti^

growing protoi)lasm iiuiiicr

(Fig. 7, sec. Oc). Yolk

before the third or foni th

greater im])ortance only in

testicuhu- ititerstit iuin :md

the o\:.r> r;u-n cnnl

1 sliou->, a little ^lit may a

entiated gland. More su
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begin to be formed in the germinal epithelium (Fig. 3, c).

But during the stage of metamorphosis the slits unite

and form only one cavity: the secondary gonad cavity

or ova rial sac. In consequence there are in each ovary
5 to 7 sacs, forming the thin gonad endothelium (Fig. 7,

1,11).

fhrlnnn. /•// ^/ >laor.< ni nrnr//f> > iu flir hii raJ period.

:]. Hii' nl n .^>rnH<l ,l>n,rth intin,l. 4. PyPSeuCC

of or a rial stirs.

" chief crit{'i-i(M) of sex (iiftViviitintion."' n> Swiimlc says.

On tlie coiitnn-y tlic otlicr tlirc.. aiv iii..n" cliai.-irtcri^ric,

because they arc (muiii ilctely al>^fnt in the male line!

3. The Testis.—In larva' i^i' nun. in Icn-tli uivat (litVcr-

ences in the size of the rocd^ aiv I'oniul. as sen t'rom

a comparison of Fiu's. 1 and -. Aninnils with llu' -tout

ones are undoi-goinu' t raii-l'orniat l(ui inio niah's.

The testis i^ not t'..i-nicd Ia diiv.-t d.'vrh.ima-nt fiom the

indifferent gonad. //^ th r<ln,n,n ,>i n'n^^ inii, a <iia,u,p

in the posit urn m tin f/rn>> hiw y>.
i
ici-iphei-.-d -vr-

minal e])itlu'liutn ha\iim' di-intruratcd. the -vi'ni r,'!ls

cross the ])i-iniit I\ r -onad cav it\ and cntn- Ihr ro-ds

(Figs. 4 and 5). TUv i\>\Vu-\v rv\l> migratr with ilw gonia
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and only the simple peritoneal epithelium remains (Fig.

5).

Shortly after this migration the canaliculi seminalis

are formed, at first as irregular slits, but already during

metamorphosis they develop into characteristic radiating

tubes. At all times they remain connected with the sex

cords. These on their part give rise to the rete vasculo-

sum Ilalleri and the connections with the mesonephros

(Vasa efferentia testis).^

In the following years the testes grow very slowly until

the fourth season, when a rapid increase due to active

mitotic divisions of the spermatogonia begins. The sper-

matic tubes become convoluted; spermatocysts are

formed and in the month of July the maturation cycle

begins. In August and September the spermatozoa are

developed.

In only one case have I found an abortive priesperma-

togenesis in a three-year-old grass frog {R. temporaria)

.

But as Clianipy has observed, similar degenerating mat-

uration cycles are fro(iueiitly formed in water frogs {R.

esculenta) in {lie second year. According to Swingle

precocioii- riix jiin- dt male germ cells in the bull frog

{R. catr^h- nil n) ;ilic;i(ly occurs in first year larva^, and

ripe sjxM jnarozon nrc formed in second year animals.

Chardi Icrislivs: ], Central germinal. layer. 2. First

ripening stages ginng rise to functional spermatozoa in

the fourth season. 3. The maturation divisions directly

siiereed file pseiidorediicfional stages. (There is no sec-

<ui<l urowtli iM'i-i(»(l.) 4. Rete apparatus and Vasa effer-

4. llrninijtJnod'iyiH. It is a strange and interesting

fact that the tNpical development of the testis as just

descriltcl !> iarcl\ oh^'rved. Under natural conditions

most iiidiv i(lual< dcNclop first ovaries which later on
are traTisroi-iiicd into testes. During this transforma-

tion the gonads, showing the characteristics of both sexes,

are hermaphroditic; but without exception the female
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characters become reduced and mostly disappear com-

pletely. In Fig. 6 we have a transverse section through

a larval hermaphroditic gland. As in the young ovary

(Fig. 3) the distal part contains ovocysts with ovocytes

in the synizesis stage, and in the sex cord is found the

second gonad cavity or ovarial sac. But the transforma-

epitheliuni. These germ cells after their entrance into

the sex cords are to be called spermatogonia.

After the metamorphosis the whole female germinal

epithelium undergoes degeneration (only the peritoneum

is preserved) wiiile the central testis anlage develops into

a normal male gonad.

Sometimes great irregularities are ol)served. Tt occurs

occasionally that one gonad undergoes the traii<fonna-

tion of sex earlier than the other in conscMiuctice oi' wliich

such animals pass through a stage of lateral lierinnphro-

dism. Such cases have often been described and are, I

believe, of the greatest interest with regard to the devel-

opment of somatic sex characters. But even within the

same gonad differences can be found. Sometimes the
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transformation l)egins at one pole and jji'oceeds contin-

uously to tho other. Fig. 7 shows a longitudinal section

of such a lit'nna])]iroditic gonad. The small testicular

part at tlic postci ioi' end could easily be distinguished

macroscopic.ilix . The lit'th sex cord is almost a nor-

mal mall" otic. Xunicrous spermatogonia are scattered

throiiu'lioiil. Tlic sli!>, whicli arc soon, represent the be-

ginnings of the spcitiintic tubes. At {(i) a bridge of tissue

is seen, i-oiiiicrtitiii' thr cord wiMi \vii;it 1- left of the female

germinal cpitliciiiun. In the fmii'th cord the transforma-

tion has not pi-oofcssed as far as in the tifth. The center
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is occupied by the shrinking ovarial sac with a degenerat-

ing egg. The spermatogonia are not numerous but they

are already dispersed throughout the wall of the ovarial

sac. The germinal ('])it1i('linin contains a degenerating

egg and an ovocyst. The third < ()i(l shows the beginning

of the process of trans) onnation. It is greatly enlarged,

but only a few spermatogonia have migrated into its

basal part. Numerous degenerating eggs are scattered

over the distal tissue of the sex cord. The germinal epi-

thelium is disintegrating. The second and the first sex

cords show tlic typical jn-oportions of an ovary: wide and

tliin-waUcd oxaria! >ac- and well-developed geraiinal

e|)itlie]iuni. The ovogonia adhere to the peritoneum, the

larger eggs projecting inwards. Thus the walls of the

sacs are folded on the outside. This preparation is taken

from a first year frog, several months after metomorpho-

sis. The transformation of sex in the grass frog often

occurs in the second vear but likewise is sometimes found

m adult animals. Eggs scattered through the testicular

tissue have l)epn fre(iuentlv ol)served, ])ut ignorance of

the ih^\ cloprncnt of tlic uonad lia^ ].i ()dn( cd the belief that

theN ucH duiNcd In. Ml .p. ii,ialoo,m,(^ IJm ctK I mv
and Suniulc < laini that IIicm ' ^...alKd '

. im^ ovW
ai( ( Ml iiii.d ..xo. Ml hk.' n al. -mn ..'1!^ and iimle

helie\.- tliat tli.« -...allMl MXiialK indilleieiit oi m'X-

uallv inlcniicdiatc loniis ..r the I 'tluiicr- llert wm" school

.). loii^ ii|)eiiiPii a^ lai a^ llic j li^ t *'iie -tage "

(Ifi-J(M: aii.l "as a .'onscfiiien.-c ol this .-ii rla.ilment of

th<> iiiatui'ation .'n-cIc lo the carK' -tau'c- <il I he process.

NMth..iit .\. .ptioii iIm--. uiir.'i^ I Wit^. hi aii.l .)theis),

])einminal.lcto<litl.i.Ptiat.Mt,aI, hoiii Iniiale .'oncluded

tliat all fn.u ta.l|H.i. ^ hi^t d. Nch.p .1^ I', iiiah ^ then later

liair or the reni;'lc ta.Ipolc- imi-1 traiistonn into
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enter the second growth period (Fig. 7). It is difficult

to understand when Swingle says that E. Hertwig,

Kuschakewitsch and Witsohi ''concluded that all frog

tadpoles first develop as females." On the contrary I

have (1914) described the typical (or direct) develop-

ment of the testicle as it is to be observed in the alpine

Rana temporaria. Under optimal conditions of tempera-

ture in this variety of the grass frog already after the

twelfth day (larvsB 20 to 22 mm. total length) 50 per cent,

males are found; in such cultures transformation of sex

never occurs.

In his material Swingle has not seen this typical de-

velopment of the testicle. The described first and second

year males are in reality hermaphrodites. His photo-

graph 33, plate 4 (1921) does not show a transverse

section through a male but through the female gonad of

a first year tadpole, characterized by the ovarial sac

(secondary genital cavity) and the peripheral germinal

epithelium. Photograph 34 likewise is not taken from

a male gonad but from a hermaphroditic one. It shows

the same stage of transformation of an ovary into a

testicle as Fig. 45 in our publication (1914) : representing

the gross structure of an ovary, but in the thickened wall

of the ovarial sac are several immigrated germ cells

(spermatogonia). Photograph 35 illustrates another

type of transformation, characterized by an excessive

proliferation of the sex cords, as is likewise described

in our publication (1914, Fig. 41).

The cytological facts described in great detail by

Swingle will be discussed in another communication.

They do not alter our view of the significance of the

developmental changes.

If there should still remain any doubt in regard

to the correctness of my interpretation the following ac-

count may help to dispel it.
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B. The Somatic Sex Chaeacteks

1. The Miillerian Duct.—-The oviduct first appears as a

dense cell cord close to the lateral margin of the kidney.

Alread}' in the first siimner the oviducts from the ostium

abdominale tuba) to the opening in the cloaca are com-

pletely formed. They are thin walled, contain a small

lumen, and run straight backwards. In the second year

they grow slowly and move away from the ureters. Ordi-

narily in the third year a large longitudinal growth

begins and the duct now becomes folded, as is well known

from the anatomy of adult frogs.

In males which show a typical development of the tes-

ticles, no Miillerian ducts of any significance are formed.

On the other hand, such animals as first develop ovaries

and later undergo the transformation of sex, also show

regular oviducts ; and tlieso continue to grow just up to

the time when the transformation of sex hpo-ins. This

paralleUsw In fhr ]>rharl,>r <>f fhr M iil/rri.ni >lnris ninl fhr

gonads fl(nnsln:.< flrliiiif, pi-unf that tin rtlil^" aihl

"ovocytes," (/rscrihrti hji tlii' icritri'. an' ni fact n nJUi

eggs and ovocytes (Hid tJuit the t ra nsfonihil Inn nf srr

is a tvell-establislied fact.

After the transformation of sex, when the ovocytes liave

disappeared, the Miillerian ducts begin to shrink, but they

do not disappear completely, and such reduced oviducts of

various sizes are often found in adult male frogs.

Kegarding the question of the relations between so-

matic characters and the gonads, the lateral hermaphro-

dites furnish most interesting information. The Miiller-

ian ducts are always developed in correlation with the

gonad of the same side. Lateral hermaphrodites show

always well-developed oviducts on the ovarial side and

smaller ones on the testicular side. The correlation is

therefore independent of the action of hormones.

2. The Vesicida Seminatis amJ the Thumb Cushion.^

The male somatic characters n|ipcnr diipfly in the second

year and always develop syninu trit ally. in lateral her-
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maphrodites, both sides depending from the first formed

testicle. They seem, however, not to be influenced by

internal secretions, as all experiments gave negative re-

sults. We will not enter here into this much discussed

problem, but refer the reader to our pnl)lication on her-

maphrodism.

Champy.



THE EATE OF GROWTH FOLLOWING AN INITIAL
PEEIOD OF SUPPRESSION^

DR. HOWARD

The present ])i\\)rr ;itteiii])t.s to discuss quantitative

aspects of the growtli of animals which, though eventually

reaching the same approximate size, reached that size

at widely different ages. The data upon which the dis-

cussion rests have been drawTi from the published articles

of several workers in the field of animal physiology and
deal with the growth, under varying conditions, of the

albino rat.

When the grow^th of an animal is suppressed for a long

time the capacity to grow persists, even beyond the

period at which growth ordinarily ceases in that species.

The studies of Osborne and Mendel have amply demon-
strai(Ml Iho existence of lliis cnpacltv \o -row and to

ivnch the uvi-ht rlianirt.rjstic o\' matuiv individuals of

in the organism. The environment, while modifying the

amount of growth, has less influence upon the specific

character of the growth of organisms than has the es-

sential constitution of the living substance. A quantita-

tive study of the growth rate of organisms ought, there-

fore, to lead to considerations of a fundamental nature.

The nature of the growth rate in general is revealed by

the use of a few simple equations of the first order. They
show that growth proceeds at a rate similar to that of a

monomolecular reaction. Robertson^ and others have dis-

cussed growth in its relation to autocatalysis. In a recent

])aper I have eom])arod the equations of slowly and rap-
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idly growing apricot shoots. In each case the rate was
proportional to a function of the final length of the shoot.

The shoots which had a greater final length at the end

of the season grew more rapidly from the start than their

shorter neighbors, though the growing periods of the two

samples were the same. The particular point of interest

lay in the fact that the equations representing the growth

rates had the same value for the constant of the reaction,

differing only in the value of the constant expressing the

final length of the shoots.

The present paper attempts to supplement this work
by investigating the growth of organisms which reached

approximately mature size after being subjected to con-

ditions which suppressed growth in early life.

In the former case the difference between the two lots

was in their final size ; in the present case the difference

betw^een the two lots was in the time required to make
equivalent body weight.

A. The Eate of Growth of Eats ox Adequate Diets

The growth of the white rat has been so completely

studied by many investigators that no extended discus-

sion of the subject is required.

The rate of growth of rats varies slightly in different

lots, but in general it follows the course of a differential

equation. In later paragraphs I shall show that the

equations used are those which express an autocatalytic

reaction. The rate at which each sex grows is quite char-

acteristic. The females grow^ relatively faster in early

life than the males, come sooner to maturity, and weigh

less at maturity than the males.

The growth of a white rat in the first year comprises

two cycles. The first cycle, covering approximately 150

days, consists of a rapid increase in the weight and size

of the body. The second cycle, covering the remaining

200 days, consists of a thickening of the body and a

deposition of fat. The growth of rats in each of these

cycles may be expressed by the equation
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log =K{t— i,),

in which x represents the weight of the animals at time

f, a represents their weight at the end of the cycle, is

the time at which the weight, is one half a, and K is a

constant.

Although the quantitative relationships of this growth

rate have been ably discussed by Hatai,'^ it will be shown

subsequently that there are numerous reasons for using

the above-mentioned formulas for computing growth.

The computation of these and other growth rates studied

in this paper have been made with the aid of tables pub-

lished by Robertson.*

Table I contains data on the growth of white rats in

the first year of life. The data for the rats were taken

from Donaldson's tables 63 and 64.

The equations for the growth of the animals are as

follows

:

Males, first cycle, log oosZZ'i " -^'^^^ " - '^'^'^

Males, second cycle, log
7,-^^^

=.0123 — 2\',i)

Females, first cycle, log yf^^— =.02U(t— 61)

It will 1)0 noticed the ca lciil;i t iou of the second

cycle involves a cliaiiuc cf ilic axes of tlie coordinates

so that the new point of origin is near the point at which

the first cycle of growth ended. Tlu' fir^t cycle of growth

in the female appears to terminate somewhat earlier than

that in tlio male and the value of K, the constant, was

uieater in the growth curve of the female. These rela-

tii.ii- auiee with the repeated observation that in early

lile I he leniale grows more rapidly than the male. In the

(M.nd rxcle the female uT.nv- h->. vapidly than the male.
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culated weig'lils of the animals :

by Fift-s. 1 and 2.

Perioi. .)| Srn-KKSSlnX

The published work of Osl.onir .•iii.l Meiidrl contains

very convincing- evidence that the white rat possesses an

inherent capacity for growth and that this capacity to

^row survives long periods of suppression due to in-

adequate nutrition. Kats whose growth had been sup-

pressed for ovci- ;i \-ear made prompt response and
quickly reached nialiiic si/c when the inhibiting factors

were removed.
TAHLE I

Growth of Albino Rats during their First \v.\k •
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A second feature of their results, which is no less note-

worthy than the first, is the rapidity of growth after

adequate diets were given. They show that the gains

made by the rats whose growth had been previously sup-

pressed were made in much loss time than would be re-

quired for a rat on adequate diet to make the same gain

in w^eight.*^ This inquiry is concerned only with certain

characteristics of the rate of growth following the initial

period of suppression and will not attempt any discussion

of the nutritional aspects of the problem. The data dis-

cussed have been drawn from the w^ork of Osborne and
Mendel. It has not been possible to obtain records of

enough individuals to give a statistically reliable aver-

age, yet the records employed are fortunately free from
extreme fluctuations and are satisfactory as far as in-

dividual records can go.'^

The first case to be discussed is that of a male rat

(No. 1012) which at age 370 days had reached a body
Aveight of 127 grams, having been fed alternately gel-

atin food '

' and '

' milk food. " ^ On the 368th day the ra-

tion was permanently changed to milk food plus mixed

food." This change in diet was promptly followed by
rapid growth and the attainment of mature weight about

]80 days later. It is evident from Osborne and Mendel's

chart that the curve of " resumed growth " was steeper

than the normal curve of growth. This difference is

especially well marked during that portion of the time

in which there is an actual increase in body size and less

well marked during the time in which its increase is due

to the formation and deposition of fat.

A quantitative study of the resumed growth of this

animal sh()\\- lli.- exi-trncc (it* two distinct cycles, each

of which i^ e\pr.'.^<Ml }.> ail <-,iU;ni..n of the type already

O^hor.ic, T \I.„,1..| L i; , J „M , /,,,„•. !-hiis«>l. . iO: 16-20,1916.
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discussed. From the time at which an adequate diet was
supplied, until about the 432d day, the growth is ex-

pressed by the equation

log
220— 3;

=-0193 (i— 363).

This indicates a cycle of growth which was completed

at a body weight of 220 g. and which overlapped slightly

360-432 was' calculated from log [i'/(220—a;) ] = .0193 (f—36^).^ The weight
for days 433-600 was calculated from log [ (x—220)/(288—a;) ] = .OO&l (t—475).

the second cycle of growth which was completed when a

body weight of 288 g. had been attained. The equation

representing the second cycle of growth is

log
•
=-0091 (i— 475).

The second eycl(' may lie represented by a curve having

ordinate and al)seissa axes originating at y= 220 and

a: = 432. The values are shown in Fig. 3. The agreement

between calculated and observed values is as good as

could be expected with only one animal in the sample.

The next case to be noted is that of a male rat

(No. 2161) which was stunted l)y a dii't of inadequate

protein from age 38 days to auc 24S days." During this

9 Osborne, T. B., and Mendel, L. B., J„ur. Jli,,!. Ou m.. 23 : 439-454, 1915.





After 135 days on an adequate diet it weighed 222 g.

The equations for the first and second cycles of growth

of this animal are

and

log
2'\Q~'^x

=-0231 («— 610).

For a graphic representation of these values see Fig. 5.

The constants of the different equations are grouped

for convenience in Table II. From them it appears

that male rats fed on adequate diet reached a weight

of 280 g. at the end of their first year, and the female rats

a weight of 230 g. in the same time. The females grow
relatively faster in the first cycle than the males and in

haniiniiy with tliis property the values of K (the constant

of tlie reaction) in the first cycles were greater than
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those of the males. The values of K in the second cycles

were less than those in the first cycles. In the case of

males on adequate diet the value of K in the second cycle

is about 66 per cent, of its value in the first, but in the

females the value in the second cycle is only 33 per cent,

of that in the first cycle.

The values of the constants are somewhat different in

the cases of rats subjected to an initial period of suppres-

sion. Eat No. 1012 reached approximately the same body

weight as a male rat fed continuously on adequate diet.

Its weight was 127 g. when full feeding began on the

368th day; the gain was, therefore, 153 g. in 212 days.

The male rats on adequate diet weighed 127 g. at the 77th

day; their gain of 153 g. was, therefore, made in 286 days.

The animal recovering from initial suppression, there-

fore, required considerably less time to make an increase

from 127 g. to 280 g., than adequately fed animals re-

quired to reach the same stage of development.

The case of No. 2033 (female) has special interest be-

cauj^o of the remarkably long period of stunting. The

])('ri()(l (if sui)pression started on the 39th day when the

i ;it wt iuhed 53 g. and ended on the 510th day when it

wciiiluMl g. The animal attained a w^eight of 222 g. in

135 days, following the resumption of full feeding. A fe-

male rat on adequate diet from the time of weaning would

require 295 days to increase from 57 g. to 222 g., or more

than twice the time to make the same gain. Other records

of the time required by stunted and by adequately fed an-

imnU to attain a given weight are given by Osborne and

Mciulel ' and in all cases the time was greatly reduced

in the case of animals recovering from stunting. These

authors likewise pointed out the broad biological signifi-

cance of this faster growth rate. This question of rate

is one of extreme interest in connection with the dynam-

n O^horiu', T. II.. an. I :^IVn.|. I. I.. I',., J;,.- .. ./„//,-. f'husiul., 40: 16-20,

1916.
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TABLE II

Comparison of Constants

First Cycle
i

Second Cycle
\

\ a
\
K

\
a K

\

I

175

I

!0234
,

230 '.nOTC .ir! djv.

j

220 .0193 288 .OOMl l'C.S <la.v-

!

236
I
.0180 300 .OI.'jO l2Mi day>

1

175 ' .0260
:
230 .0231 UVl days

C. Rates of Growth as Computed feom Values of dx/dt

It is unnecessary to dwell upon the prime importance

of the study of rates in physiological investigations. We
are concerned not only with what the organism is, but

how it came to be what it is. As soon as we begin to

study the problem of development, we encounter the ques-

tion of rates. No better means of studying the rate of

change in a system has yet been found than the ditTer-

ential calculus.

The differential equation representing the rate of auto-

catalvsis is

a, X and t represent the same values as before, but

h = K/a. We may proceed, therefore, to examine the

derivatives of the equations used above to express the

sizes of the animals at various time intervals. Tho vahies

obtained for the growth of males and fnnalrs arc sliown

in Figs. 6 and 7 in com]")arisoii with tlir ()l)si'i-\cil weekly

increases of the animals which hav<^ hccii studitMl. The
computed vahies \\v\\^ (»1)tain(Ml from the tables published

by Kobertsoii'^ wiiieh give the vahies of I 1 K<,) . {(Ir'dt)

for correspoiuHiig values of /\'( / /, ).

The rate of uTouth cf male rats on ade-iuatr .het was
computed for eaeh c^ele from the liuni-es in Tab],' j. The



From birth to the 73a day th(^ rato rose rapidly to its

maximum, then fell to zero value of dx/dt at about the

215th day.



a maximum about the 213th day and ceased shortly before

the 400th day. Since the value of kx{a—x) approaches

zero when x is very small and again when x is nearly
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as large as a, it is possible to trace the curve in both

directions until it reaches zero values of dx/dt. The ac-

tual values of dx/df in the second cycle are much smaller

than those in the first cycle.

Attention must be drawn to the way in which these two

curves overlap. It will be noted that the second cycle

of growth began shortly after the rate of the first cycle

began to decline and that the first cycle continued to

about the time of maximum rate in the second cycle. The

true curve of the growth rate of these animals is, there-

fore, the arithmetical sum of the values of dx/dt for the

various values of t. This is shoMTi in Fig. 6 and agrees

very well with the observed weekly increments.

The curves in Fig. 6 were obtained by plotting dx/dt

as ordinate and t as abscissa.

If we let dx/dt= s, we may write

which when differontiatod becomes

If the right-hand member of this equation be equated to

zero it will give the values of x for which z is either max-

imum or minimum.
Let ak — 2kx — ; then

Therefore the rate, z, is either maximum or minimum
when x^a'l. To find whether z is maximum or min-

iinuin it is only necessar^^ to get the second differential

of the above equation

Sill,-,' <|unrility has a lu-alivc sign z i=dx/dt) is a

maxiimim when j a J. hi other words the rate of

growth is a maximum when the cycle has reached a stage

at which the weight of the animal is half the weight it

attains at the end of that qycle. When x<{a/2) the curve

rises and when x> (a/2) the curve falls.
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The rate of growth of an animal recovering from an

initial period of suppression may be studied in compar-

ison with that of a rat on adequate diet. Take the case

of rat No. 1012 (male). The computed values of dx/dt

have been plotted in Fig. 6. The time at which dx/dt

was a maximum in the first cycle was made to coincide

with the maximum for the first cycle of the rats on ad-

equate diet. This arrangement was adopted to facilitate

comparison.

The curve for the first cycle as plotted in Fig. 6 is a

very fair duplicate of the curve for the same cycle of

growth for the rats on adequate diets. There is more
difference in the case of the second cycle. The curve for

rat No. 1012 has a maximum which is lower and occurs

somewhat nearer the dx/dt axis than that of the other

class of animals. In other words, the increased weight

due to formation of fat in this animal began relatively

earlier than in animals on adequate diets. In the main,

however, there are no striking differences between the

relative growth rates in the two cases, except that their

maxima are nearer together.

The same sort of computations have been made for the

growth of female rats and they are showTi graphically in

Fig. 7. An extended discussion of them is unnecessary,

as it would be in many respects a mere repetition of what

has been said. A comparison of the curves of female rats

on adequate diet with those of rat No. 2033 shows {a)

that the rate of resumed growth w^as faster in the second

cycle, {h) that the second cycle was of shorter duration,

and (c) that the maximum of the second cycle lay clo.-^er

to that of the first cycle than in the case of rats on ad-

equate diet.

In view of the fact that rats recovering from initial

suppression reach mature weight more quickly than an-

imals fed on adequate diets, it is somewhat surprising to

find such a close similarity in the v.iliics of dx/dt for the

same time intervals. One might expect that the curves

for the recovering animals should be higher and steeper.
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I believe that the reason for the quicker growth in the

recovering animals lies, not in a faster growth rate in the

cycle, but in the shorter time between the maxima of the

two cycles. In other words, the final weight is reached

more quickly because the second cycle of growth com-
mences relatively earlier and is added to the first cycle.

Unfortunately, the weights of recovering animals were

not taken at sufficiently frequent intervals to afford data

upon the actual rates of growth in this class.

If we assume that growth is the result of a catalyst

acting upon a substrate, it seems that we have a key to

the explanation of what is observed. The catalyst of the

first cycle was produced in the pre-natal stages. Al-

though there was no appropriate substrate available in

the starved animals, the catalyst did not disappear.

When an appropriate substrate was given, this catalyst

acted upon it, producing a cycle of growth essentially

equivalent to that showTi by animals fed on adequate

diets. This may mean that the catalyst persisted unim-

paired until it w^as destroyed in the course of the reaction.

The catalyst responsible for the second cycle likewise ap-

peared and induced the formation of fat. If the second

catalyst is in some way dependent upon a time factor for

its formation (or activation) it is plain that it should

show its activity relatively earlier in the case of animals

recovering from a long period of initial suppression, be-

cause of a quasi cumulative age effect. The effect of this

would be w^hat we have seen to happen, viz., a crowding

of the cycles nearer together.

The writer is fully aware of the hazards encountered

in attempting to represent so complex a reaction as

growth by a simple formula. The phenomena of growth

appear, however, to be coordinated into a single self-con-

sistent process, in which many chemical and physical

factors are combined. The possibility of expressing

growth by a simple formula showing that an increase in

mass is definitely related with a function of time ought to

lead to considerations of a fundamental nature.
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D. SUMMAEV

1. The growth of white rats during the first year shows,

two cycles, and each cycle follows the course of an auto-

catalytic reaction. The first cycle covers the period in

which the skeleton rapidly increases in size; the second

covers the period in which there is a production and depo-

sition of fat.

2. The equations for the growth of the two sexes differ

in their constants, but each expresses the course of an

autocatalytic reaction.

3. The earlier period of stunting did not prevent the

animals from attaining the full weight characteristic of

their sex after having an adequate diet. An equivalent

gain in weight was made more quickly in the animals re-

covering from suppression than in animals on adequate

diet.

In other words the animals grew somewhat more rap-

idly during their period of recovery.

4. The growth of white rats recovering from a long

period of suppression follows the curve of autocatalysis,

though a portion of the first cycle has been run during

the long period of suppi cssif*!!.

5. The differeiiti.-il r. |u;it ions expressing the growth

rates show that the t\v(» .•>cl('< overlap to some extent.

The sums of the ovi rlaiininu' n mIiics ai)])roximate closely

the observed increnieMts. The second eyi-le of growth of

rats recovering from starvation l)egan and reached its

maximum relatively earlier than in the case of rats on

adequate diet.

6. There is evidence for the idea that each cycle of

growth in this case had its specific catalyst and that the

potential activity of the catalyst was not impaired by

long periods of inadequate nutrition.
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SHORTER ARTICLES AND DISCUSSION
ESTIMATING THE NUMBER OF GENETIC FACTORS

CONCERNED IN BLENDING INHERITANCE

In Science for July 29, 1921, Dr. W. E. Castle develops a

"method of estimating; the number of g-enetic factors concerned

in eases of blending- inheritance." which appears so simple,

so attractively cogent, and so usable, that it is to be feared that

the erroneous assumptions upon which it is based may be given

less consideration than they merit.

About seven years ago,^ I took some pains to point out certain

fallacies which had crept into genetieal literature through the

tacit (or express) assumption that the several factors affecting

the size of an organism or its parts, or the intensity of develop-

ment of any character, are similar to each other in kind and

equal in effectiveness. It has seemed to me that since that time

there has been marked improvement in the literature dealing^

with this particular phase of genetical phenomena—whether in

response to my paper or through independent following out of

the simple logic of the case, it matters not. It comes as a dis-

tinct shock, therefore, to see the sudden reversion in Dr. Castle's

paper to a supposedly outgrown and abandoned conception.

Dr. Castle has probably forgotten the bearino- of ray paper,

though he commended it very higlily in a letter written at the

time of its publication; for so far as 1 can now recall lie lias

never referred, to it in any of his fre<iiicm i»;ii»crs. puhlislicd

since that time, on subjects irivolvingr the niuh lpic factor liypoth-

esis as an explanation of blended inheritance and llu- nioiliii-

cation of a so-called "unit-character." This omission lias been

the more interesting because my paper even gave the precise

interpretation of his hooded-rat case, which has been very lately

espoused by him.^

my paper said

:

Attomi)t3 to dciteriniiie liow mniiy plural determiners for any

ql^MMtitati^o <-l,aract."r nn- irn,.U.d in a particular cross are as yet

pivniM-in-.-. ^nrl, ;,itMMpi- .nv l,;-.,] the imi»-overi liyi>otliesis

1 ' 1).,- ''.rr,. i;, , - I.,. h -n, ,
r.n.a hurm-pa^toris," Zeitschr.

2 Cattle, W. K., " rioWald Kat^ a.ul tlu. Thc.ry of Genes." Pror. Nation.

Acad. Sci. [U. S. Amer.\, 5 : 126-i;U.), 1 April, 1919.
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tint tl.( 1 1 N u, 1 1 Its n, I ,n ,1- tlu combiru d ranges of P,

l.unr plu. '

I t MM. . un 'K . <iu il ffcct

What \\<>s piviuaturc sevcji vcars ,i<i(> iniglit bo conceivably

no longer premature, ot course, but since tlie basis upon which

Dr. Castle now proposes to estimate the number of such plural

factors m specific crosses involves the sam(? tallaeios which made
previous attempts untenable, it is needful to reiterate that noth-

ing m the evidence justifies the belief that this new plan will give

any sort of approximation to the actual facts. Nevertheless, the

method proposed by Ca,stle may be expected to have a certain

It is absurd to suppose that the height of a man will be as

much affected, severally, bv the factors which increase the thick-

ness of the scalp, as by those which affect the length of the long

bones of the legs ; or that factors which produce changes m the

number of internodes of a plant will generallv add severally the

same increment to the stature of the plant as will factors which

increase the length of some or all of the internodes. Castle rec-

ognizes this weakness, but seeks to minimize its importance and

declares that "no other assumption will permit of a general

treatment of blending inheritance.
'

' He means, of course, merely

that on no oilier ])asis can a «j(Micralized matlieinaticnl scheme be

developed sudi ns l]i;it wliidi lie li;is lirrr prrsiMil I'll.

which are equallv uiiwaiT;niir,| ana wliiHi will proloundlv affect

the validity of the courlnsicns aiTivcd at.

For example, the two si rains inaicd lo-ivihcr ai-e supposed to

stand at the two extremes ot the total potential genetic vari-

ability m their progeny and all of the determiners are assumed

to be additive in their effect, so that if we let the factors be repre-

sented m the usual manner bv letters, the lesser parent must have

the fonnnia XXnahhauJ,], dT .... whdc tlio laravr parent oc-

. npi . til tli, I \ 1.111 \ \ 1 \niU ( ni>l I } r it ne-d

scan-Hv hr pointed out lliat whil,' mu-I. a situatmn niight be

realiz.Ml in sumo sp.M-iHc ras,. it rouM not ho -vihTallv true, and

tlio irtvatoi- tlir riiinilMT nf fartors invohvd in anv specific cross,

llio |,.s;s likrl\- would It h.' iliat tiio lar-tT parent would possess

tlioni all and tlio lesser paronr iionf. In niv paper, referred to

above. I said m regard to this point f p. I;i2) :
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^iK on Ehle (1911) In dt'^oibtcl i cw m a\1u(]i th( i in^c of

variation m the length ol heads ol wheat m tlie i„ considerably ex-

ceeded tlie combined ranges of the two parents. Hayes (1912) has

found a similar case in the number of leaves m tobacco, and Emerson

and East (191.3) have s(>en the same phenomenon in the length of

intcrnode and total length of stalks in maize. It seems probable that

such transgressive variation may be the rule rather than the cxccp-

to be exix3cted that a large number of plural determiners aflfectmff

such a character shall all act m tlie same direction or that the parent

having the highest development of the given character shall generally

diMl . I imul r itl 1 1 . nt . 1 1 1 1 il t til numbei ot

plui .1 1 t nniiui^ ulii h 1 1 n 1. u^l t i y rlui, with le pe< t

TVe might even derive a matlicmatical expression for the prob-

ability that the parents would stand at the extremes of total

{renetie variabilitv, by assnminor tliat the two parental types are

taken at random. This would be perhaps a fair assumption, since

the number of factors can not be determined by inspection.

There would then be, if we let n represent the number of factors

involved in the cross, n \/2 ways in which the event in question

can not happen and only one way in which it can happen ; hence

the probability that all the factors would be present in the larger

parent and absent in the lesser parent would be as 1 to nl/2.

In the specific case of East and Emerson's corn, cited by Castle

as having about 15 factorial differences, (71= 15), there would

be, therefore, 633,477,184,000 chances to one against all of these

size-modifying factors being present in the larger parent and

absent in the smaller parent. When we let n= 50 or 150, to

agree with the numbers indicated for the rabbit crosses, the

chances become practically infinitesimal and we must fairly

conclude that it has never happened, and never will happen,

that a cross involving so many independent size differences has

been made, or will be made, between individuals standing at the

opposite extremes of the total potential genetic variability.

The remark made in my paper on duplicate genes, ret^arding

drawn from changes in the F, stiimhii-d .ifviations. The
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correctness of this conclusion will be made sufficiently obvious

by consideration of a simple illustrative case : Let us assume

that there are involved in a given pair-mating the six duplicate

size-factors, AABBCCDDEEFF, and tli,eir absences or corre-

sponding recessives, aabbccddeeff. The relation of the F, and

variability will be exactly the same no matter which of the four

following types of mating is made: {a) aabbccddeeff X
AABBCCDDEEFF (ditference between parents, 12 units)

;
(h)

AAbbccddeeff X aaBBCCDDEEFF (parental difference, 8

units)
;

(c) AABBccddecff X aabbCCDDEEFF (parental dif-

ference, 4 units) or {d) AABBCCddeeff X aabbccDDEEFF
(parental difference, zero). Neither Castle's original scheme

nor Wright's suggested modification^ of it can be true, at one

and the same time, for more than one of these types of mating

and they have been specifically designed only for the first-men-

tioned type (a) ; but as we have seen in a previous paragraph, if

the number of factors involved is large, the number of matings

of type (a) is almost infinitesimal in comparison with the num-

ber of matings of the other types, (b) {c) + (d) + (e)

It is not necessary, however, to suppose that all factors which

affect a blending character are additive. Indeed, it is quite cer-

tain that they are not. and that some factors act in a negative

direction and others in a positive direction. Inhibiting and

depressing factors have been fully demonstrated, as may be ex-

emplified by such classic cases as the inhibitors of horn produc-

tion in caltlc and sliccp : llic inhibitor of indeterminate growth

have made probable in the ease of human statures. The fact that

Castle himself was able to make progress in the minus direction

in his selection experiments suggests the probable accumulation
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ing and minus-acting growth factors gives a very true, though

somewhat formal conception of the general situation in all organ-

ized beings;—the interplay of growth-promoting and growth-

inhibiting factors may be thought of, in a figurative sense, as

forming, within the limits of fluctuating variation, a sort of

elastic "mold" into which any organism, whether plant or

animal, develops, and which gives it its wonderful specificity of

form and size.

But on the basis of this conception of factors, acting, some

in a positive and some in a negative direction, the combined

action of the negative group exactly balancing the combined ac-

tion of the positive group, and jointly determining the mean
size or the average condition with respect to any blending char-

acter which may be under consideration, it becomes unnecessary

to assume the absence of dominance. I have been teaching my
students for the past six years that the postulation of lack of

dominance which has always been made the basis of the multiple-

factor interpretation of inheritance of size or of other blending

characters is wholly unnecessary and that those who have dis-

cussed this type of inheritance have been led to place an alto-

gether unnatural and unwarranted stress on the occasional oc-

currence of incomplete dominance in other cases.

But whether any or all of the size-factors are dominant or

not materially affects the amount of change which they effect

in the value of the F2 standard deviation, and must correspond-

ingly change the estimate of the number of factors involved when

that estimate is based on the value of these Fo standard devia-

tions. As a simple example, I may cite the hypothetical illus-

tration given in my 1914 paper (p. 129), referred to above:

Thus, if a plant possessing a partial inhibitor or reducer of intei'-

internode length, all the other genes being the same in the two cases,

the height of the plants Avould be intermediate between the heights

of the parents, with variability due alone to fluctuation, as it is in the

homozygous parents. The would show increased variability, and

were domina.nt, than if dominance xcere absent.''

To illustrate this fact further, let us assume that the six

size-modifying factors which differentiate two mates are

AABBGC, acting in the plus-direction, and DDEEFF, acting

5 Not italicized in the original.
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in the minus-direction, and that the effect of each factor pair

is represented by 2 units, thus making up the total of 12 units

arbitrarily chosen by Castle. If the various permutations are

worked out, the F„ series of frequencies is found to be as follows

:

TABLE I

Distribution into Size-Classes Eesultixg from the Interplay of Six

Factors, 3 Positive and 3 Negative, When Dominance Is Wanting
AND Whkn Dominance Is Complete.

These frequencies are exhibited i;r;t|iiiii';ill\ m Kiu: 1. i1m'ciii \ (

produced by dominant factoi's licuio- it'durrd i,, th,- sainr jir^;

It is thu. Mvi, .l.Mrl> lluit ulHMl.-., ,lo,u, p,.M,n n.'al,

sent, therrMllll.l-rU.V. is nt tin-,,,,., .^rllM,il tM"^

The staiuianL <l*M.itM>i, oL' the curve with no .l.unin.iiir.

V3= 14.4:5 per etait.. as Castle has stated, but when all of the
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\/4.5, or 17.67 per cent.. \vlii<'li is ihc poreentag^e corresponding

to 4 factors us <xWvu in Ca^Wc'r. Tahlo IE. In other words,

.six factors witli (louiiiimirr pi-odiice as great an increase in the

variabilitv ;is four fadofs wouhl produce if none of them

exhibited doniiiiaiii-e.

Tt can 1).' shown m the same way. ])y means of a simple test

eas<'. that Castle is entiivly in effoi- in saying- llial "if one factor

in a rasi> of hlen<liii,t>- iniiefit anee. this will l)e se.'n in the pro-

duction of a^\|!^n<tl•i<al oi- mnlt iniodal vai-ialion i)()ly<rons in F,

casr the faetoi- having' the ureater influence happened to be (h)mi-

nani. for in the ahsmcc i»f (h)miiiance each factor enters into

if wo assume that foui' faeior pairs AABBCCDD differentiate
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to too small size of the random sample could be eliminated by the

rearinf? of larger numbers ; the effects of the interplay of numer-
ous environmental factors could not be thus eliminated.

Kioni rh.' i'oiN^ooing considerations it must be clear that Castle

IS iihoirri lirr too sanofuine as to the value of his method when

Ir is p.'i hiips lint to be expected that results more than approxi-

mately correct, would be cfiven by this mctliod, unless fairly large

numbers of both L\ ami imlividuah have been studiedS'

I believe the conclusion is justified that even a fairly large"

number of individuals of the and P, could not be expected

to give correct estimates of the number of factors interacting

in any case. As between tlie method of Castle in estimating the

number of hypothetical duplicate factors operating in any case

on the basis of the change they produce in standard devia-

tions, and the method of Punnett. of formulating a genotypic

situation on the basis of a small number of definitely weighted

factors, I am convinced that the latter method is much to be

preferred, even though it does not lend itself readily to a

"general treatment of blending inheritance."

George II. Shull

Dr. Siiri.i. lias kniilly snu iiic his luanuscript in advance of

The difficult ics u liidi he thinks might be encountered in apply-

ing the method, whii h I have suggested, for estimating the num-

ber of genetic tactots involved in cases of blending inheritance,

1. The possible uiHMiual iiiHiience of the several factors which

are responsible J'of a case of blending inheritance, making it

difficult to estimate their timuber from the total effect observed.

2. The possibility that M.me of the factors may bo dominant

in character and others not.

:i. The possibility that some may be positive in action and
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gressive variation in F, would not come witliin the scope of

blending inheritance as I defined it, when proposing the method,

but only eases in which both and are intermediate between

the parent races. But Dr. Shull maintains that some dominant

factors may be involved even where dominant characters are not

in evidence. This may be admitted as a possibility even though

we have no evidence for it. What of it 1 Dr. Shull formulates

a test case, the strongest one imaginable, in which all (six)

factors affecting a size character are "completely dominant"

and finds that in this case the method which I suggested would

indicate a smaller number of factors than the true one, or four

instead of six. If this is the maximum error to be anticipated

when all factors are completely dominant, and it is really doubt-

ful whether any factors are dominant in the ease of blending

characters, the possibility need not give us great concern.

Further, if all factors involvi^l in pi-oduciiig a character are

''completely dominant,'' how cini ilic chjii-jicter itself keep from

being dominant? And if it is cloniinant. tlie ease will be auto-

matically removed from the field of blending inheritance. Shull

seeks to avoid the difficulty in his hypothetical case by putting

three dominant factors in one luii-ent race and three in the other,

but this arrangement, by recoiubiiiat ion of factors, in F., wouM

The supposed difficully, that some tailors iiivolvnl in the pnt-

duction of blending characters may b'' pn>invf m adion while

others arc negative, is purely formal. With ihr. r [)Msitive and

three negative factors, in his hypothe) iml ra-.'. coines out

with identically the same distribution m thir'tm, ^i/c rlasses

that 1 calculated for the same number of t'ac-lors all lursitiv.',

both of us assuming no dominance to (»>M'nr.
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disprove it. in which the influence of one I'aetoi- exaetlv e(iuals

and negratives that of throe other faetwrs. In tliis ease he finds

oeeurs, but asynimetrieal and bimodal otherwise. Had the liypo-

thetieal factors been less carefully weighted by SImll, he would

actual case in whi(ih a single factor of superior influence occurs

and yet in which there is no dominance, that of the blue Andalu-

sian fowl. Black mated witli splashed white i)roduces blue in P\,

an apparent blending. Yet falls, as every one admits, into

three distinct classes notwithstanding the occurrence of one or

more modifying or inhibiting factors affecting tlu^ result in a

here obscure segregation, as Shidl assumes would be true in

hypothetical cases of blending iidieritance in whicli factors of

studied. Now 1 slundd not class the <-ase of the Andalusian fowl

as lylending itdierilance. l)ut f think it may serve to show that

ShuU's objection is not well founded, in accordance with which

he assumes th;it a fartoi' (if major influence will not be readily

detected, even wiifn ii is oiicrating in conjunction with mim)r
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or he would not say tliat in that case I "would not so casily

produce a symmetrical V., curve."

That he has not assimihited the sif,mificance of the intor-play

of plus-acting and miruis-actinnr factors is shown by his que's-

The curves in my Vig. 1 are an adequate answer iu this (jiiestion.

Finally, it seems hardly necessary to point (nii tlie ina(le(iuacy

of the ease of the Blue Andalusian fowl, as a piooi tiiat incciual-

ities in {jenotypic variation are not masked by thietatKins when

the amount of fluctuatiiin' variation is lar-e m e.mipansnii with

determined by the numerous factor conilnnat ions pniatively in-

volved in the several examples cited in ( a^Iles oi iumal paper.

GENETIC TERMl XOL()( ;

Y

The genetic terms recently proposed by (i. 11. kSIiuII' seem

to supply a real need. Their general use would certainly tend

to reduce both the danger of am])igui!y and tlu> need ioi- cum-

bersome descriptive phrases. Pi'ohahly a tew aiiditional nunier-

ical terms, such as dizygous and //•/:;/</////>.- woiiM also W usefid.

Some existing equivalents have an obvious disadvania-r' with

respect to compounding; the compound I ndi mninsnnni! . tor ex-

ample, could not replace trizygous ("depeiKh nt on ihree paim

of chromosomes"). Monozygous and ph. lozin/ci's, alriiou<:h often

interchangeable with linked and unlinked, sliould he useful;

the latter, for example, to characterize genes tliat are located in

several pairs of chromo.somes but are not all necessarily uidinked

with each other. These words are so interrelated amontr them-

selves, and so closely related to tei-ms in general use. that all

their advantages can ])e realized Avitli little etVort.

Shull suggests tluit it is nine "to abandon the use oi -Monde-
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other terms which will have greater precision ot meaning. '

Let us accept his timely proposal, which obviously applies

espeeiallv to the more technical and precise terminology of genet-

i(s With his luu t(tms a^cillable ^\e ma^ safeh lolegate the

older ones, aside from historical references, to the more popular

language of science.

Shull uses the older words to illustrate the application of his

proposed terminology, but he does not specifically discuss their

future delimitation m ease they still retain a certain useiuliiess.

Their future, I believe, deserves consideration. Tt seems certain

that they will remain familiar words because of their historical

value, in relation both to Mendel's work and to its earlier ex-

tension. Doubtless they will long be especially useful in the

more popular presentation of genetic topics, to obviate burden-

some use ot more precise but more formidable expressions.

Historically, it is plain that the meaning of Mendelian has very

largely kept pace with the widening conception of the funda-

mental applicability of Mendel's th(>orv. although often, as Shull

stat(^. with the addition of (lualilvuio- expi-ossions. \Vhen this

widening process reaches the ^ar•1llt'^1 point ot i)i'ac1ical useful-

ness, it leads to a broad definition of .1/^ mh lism w h u-h. I believe,

.lUiohavt I i^mI aloiv i Im. ot <luu u k U i )ii t sm ntialh cone

spondmg to th( broadti definition Mdiddians' once en

countered frequent denials of the completeness and the gener-

ality of segregation, and frequent assertions that new somatic

ratios implied other modes of inlieriTance ot equal significance
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Let us, then, take the coiii'se which is obviously- more useful,

and also honor tlir nicnioiy of tlie grreat pioneer of genetics, by

applying his name t<» his great idea in all its later ramifications.

But—wherever newer and more precise terms will better pro-

mote the science of genetics, let us be ready to use them. Shull's

recent contribution to genetic terminology promises considerable

and lasting usefulness.

TTowAKD B. Frost

Ix connection witli Di-. tshidl s' mtcirsi in-' and nnportant

pro]>osals concerning gmcti;' (K.iiirnclai ui'<'. attention should

be called to a situation wlm-li nriilicf iliese proposals nor the

terminology m general iisr ivr(,n i, ,/,.. \\ is customary to refer

to individuals carrviiig siiml'> \ or / cliromosomes, as being

hetrrozv-iius tor scxdinked u-enes. For some time this has

se.'HKd to ho ill-;olvisod jo the writer.

Thr situation pivvailing in an XX or ZZ individual hetero-

/X _ lis I .1 I
s> X Imk.d ucne cleaily differs fiom that of an XY

'or .\(>i. (.r a Z\\ individual m the vast majority of cases,

tlioo.-li Schmidt s work on Lebistes reiiculatus, to which Dr.

( ;isilo I'l-cnil Iv ridh'(i the attention of American workers, pos-

alwaxs ditfoi- In thi' oiio c.-isr nsiijillv tlicre is a demonstrable

alh'h iiiorph. ikM im I rtMnieiit I\- coinpri i! ivo enough m its expres-

sion f. pr<.<liir.' iiH.ro "V \<'^< of .in iiiloniiediacv between the

hi onlei- io ri>ri;otiize this puliation, and m a measure de-

seriiie It \viih(Hi; iismu- presence atnl ahsenee terminology, and

in iiannnnv with tlie terms onp'-'l l>^ Dr. ^Imll, I should

like tn <n— c.t the noun Innninrris >n lialf vokin-) and the
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CROSS-OVER VALFES IX TIIK FRUIT-FLY, DROSO-
PHILA AMPELOPIIILA, WJIEX THE LINKED

FACTORS ENTER L\ DIFFERENT WAYS

The factors for l)ar. round, red and wliitc eyo. are sex-linked,

being located in the X-ehromosoine. as sliown in inheritance.

For example, when a bar-eyed male is mated to a normal female

all the resultinti' male offspring (Fl) are normal and all of the

females bar eyed, as bar is dominant ; that is, factors that occur

in the X or first chromosome have a " criss cross " mode of in-

heritance following the distribution of the X-chromosomes, there

being but one X-eliromosome in the males and two in tlie females.

The relative positions of the linear series of fadnis in the X-

of Drosophila have been determined 1»\ Mot naii ami

r (^irnegie Institution). Factors that li.^ near to-

University of Chicago Laboratories give data i-t

question. Using the presence and absence hyi)ot

represent the factor for bar and (R) the factor fo
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(b) represent the absence of the factor for bar and (r) the

absence of the factor for producing red-eyed flies. The factorial

composition, then, of the red bar-eyed flies is (BR) and for

white round-eyed flies (br). As both the factors for bar- and

red-eyed flies are sex linked—that is, they occur in the X-ehromo-

some, there being but one in the male and two in the female, as

above mentioned. Then the male red bar-eyed flies are repre-

sented by (BR) and the female white round-eyed flies by (br

—

br).

Matings were made as follows:

55 41 1 51 27 :?5

As white bar-eyed flies and red-eyed flies are the cross-over

classes, then the percentage of crossing-over is equal to 660,

divided by 1.522. and the quotient, multiplied by 100, giving

43.3 per cent.

I next extracted pure lines of white bar-eyed flies and red-

eyed flies, using the white bar-eyed males and red round-eyed

females in the iiiatiiigs. Their factorial composition being (Br)

for til.' itiiilcs 1111.1 (Hl)--Rb) for the females.

(BR) \\\v) (Rb) (hi)'
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The cross-over classes are tlie red-bar and white-eyed male

flies. The percentage of crossing-over being 2,172, divided by

4,893, and the quotient, multiplied by 100, which gives 44.4 per

cent. The difference, then, in the cross-over values when the

linked factors entered in different ways was but 1.1 per cent.,

which does not seem to be a signicant difference.

J. D. Ives.

ON COUNTING CHROMOSOMES IN POLLEN-MOTHER
CELLS

The genetic study of hybrids between species with different

chromosome numbers and of certain mutants recpiires the count-

ing of many chromosome groups and raises tli<' question of the

best technique for the purpose. The staining qualities of aceto-

carmine. whicli has long been used for preliminary work, espe-

cially by zoologists, are considerably improved by a trace of

ferric salt. ( Holies Lee, in his well-known mamial, gives for-

over iron htematoxylin.)

by heating a 45 per cent, solution of gliici;il ai-ctir acitl to boiling

with excess of ^powdered carmine, cnoliim- and filtering.^ The

drop of this until it changes sliiihily inward bluish red. An

moved, and a large thin coverglass (22 by 50 mm.) applied,

nsing the minimum of liquid. The edgf>s are sealed witli va.se-

line. The preparation, if there is no excess of iron, may improve

for a day or two.

Iron Aceto-carmine 2.—To a quantity of aceto-carmine a trace

of a solution of ferric hydrate dissolved in 45 per cent, acetic

acid is addeil until the liciuid becomes bluish red, but no visible

is then added. The anthers aiv teased out with nickel instru-
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jiiilhors are teased out iii oi'.liiKiry arcto-caniiiiic, avoiding the

us(> of steel iiistrnments.

The ehromosomes are usually most .accurately counted in the

nietaphase of the second division, in dicotyledons. When the

preparation is a day or two old, the cytoplasm has swollen ; and

a sli{?ht tap on the thin coverglass above any particular cell will

usually free the cytoplasm from tlic cell wall, and another tap

flatten it out with its contained clu'oiiiosonics.

Satisfactory results have been obtained by these mdliods dur-

incf the past year with Datura, Cannn, AnI trrh niton, Linaria,

Brassica, Dahlia, Sccale, Asparagus, Matthiola, Pkascolus, Stizo-

lohium, Tmdescantia, Hemerocallis, Iris, Gladiolus, Zea and

Portulaca. The methods failed with (Enothera and Rfiodo-

dendron.

The second of the above methods will probably be of the

widest applicability. The preparations will keep for a week or

more, if an excess of stain and of iron are avoided. The method

is quicker for counting ehromosomes than staining sections with

iron htematoxylin, and in favorable eases the results may be

more certain. Thus in good preparations of Datura over a

thousand pollen-mother cells are scattered singly on one slide,

many of tlit'ui shownig the metaphase of the second division, and

som.' liavmu' hotli plates m one plane, with the chromosomes well
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